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Preface: Special
ICE Section

In recent years, the ever-increasing socioeconomic pressures for developing cleaner and more efficient means for
converting chemical fuel energy into useful mechanical work have resulted in a dramatic growth in internal
combustion engine research and development activities. As a natural outcome of this vigorous activity, a large
number of technical papers dealing with various mechanical aspects of engine design, as well as with the basic
thermo-fluid engine processes have been presented at the Fall and Spring Technical Conferences organized by the
Internal Combustion Engine~ICE! Division of ASME. In 1999, the ICE Division has renewed its commitment to
identify quality papers of long-term reference value for the journal. Therefore, a major section of this issue of the
ASME JOURNAL FOR GAS TURBINES AND POWER is devoted to a selection of the highest quality ICE
Papers presented at those meetings, and other papers of long-term reference value which were submitted directly to
the journal. The contributions of the ICE Division Associates, the support of the ICE Executive Committee, and the
ASME Editorial Staff, and above all the contributions of the authors and referees are gratefully acknowledged.

The papers that have been included in the special ICE section of this volume have been arranged in four topical
areas: engine design, intake and exhaust system dynamics, in-cylinder processes, and alternative fuels combustion
and emissions. As a special note, the lead paper for the ICE section, authored by Dan E. Richardson and entitled
‘‘Review of Power Cylinder Friction for Diesel Engines,’’ was presented at the 1999 Spring Technical Conference,
Columbus, Indiana. This paper was selected as the most valuable technical paper presented at an ASME-ICE
Division Meeting during 1999.

Dennis N. Assanis
Associate Editor

ICE Division

Journal of Engineering for Gas Turbines and Power OCTOBER 2000, Vol. 122 Õ 505
Copyright © 2000 by ASME
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D. E. Richardson
Cylinder Systems Development,

Cummins Engine Company,
Columbus, IN 47201

Review of Power Cylinder Friction
for Diesel Engines
Power cylinder friction is a major contributor to overall engine friction. For engines of
the future to become more fuel efficient it will be necessary to reduce power cylinder
friction. To be able to reduce the friction it is important to fully understand it. This paper
is a review of power cylinder friction with a specific emphasis on diesel engines. This
paper first describes how significant the contribution of power cylinder friction is com-
pared to all the other losses of the engine. It compares the mechanical friction of the
engine to the total energy produced by the engine. Then a comparison is made of the
power cylinder friction to overall mechanical friction. A comparison of different methods
of friction measurement is be made. The advantages and disadvantages are given for each
method. There is also a comparison of motoring versus firing friction tests. An equation is
given to estimate the effect of bore and stroke on power cylinder friction. Other equations
for estimating power cylinder friction are also shown. More sophisticated cylinder kit
models are reviewed. Finally a review is made of methods for reducing friction. These are
based on a broad review from various companies.@S0742-4795~00!01604-5#

Power Cylinder Friction in Diesel Engines
The main focus of this review is primarily to examine those

factors that will affect power cylinder friction in Diesel engines.
The power cylinder components considered are: Pistons, Piston
Rings, Liners/Bores, Connecting Rods, Piston Pins, and Oil.
Spark Ignited~SI! engine operate on many of the same principles.
Therefore, much of this review will be quoting from research
centered on SI engines.

Power Cylinder Friction Contribution
The power cylinder is a major contributor to the overall me-

chanical friction of the engine. However compared to the total
energy produced by the engine, the amount is small. This makes
measurements of power cylinder friction difficult.

Mechanical Friction. The distribution of total energy@1,2# in
a typical fired engine~diesel or SI! is shown in Fig. 1. McGeehan
@3# reviewed the literature for piston and ring friction. He stated
sources@4–7# that suggest that piston assembly friction could ac-
count for 58 percent to 75 percent of the total mechanical friction
of an internal combustion engine. However, the sources quoted
are based on technical papers written before 1969. Recent litera-
ture and experience at Cummins Engine Company suggests that
the total friction due to Pistons, Rings, and Rod will contribute
only 40 to 55 percent@8–12# ~Fig. 2!.

Power Cylinder Friction. Early motoring tests at Cummins
found that the contribution of each cylinder kit component to mo-
toring friction is shown in Table 1.

On Engine A, at the time~1983!, it was determined that the
contribution of each ring to the total ring pack friction is shown in
Table 2.
Table 3 shows more recent data giving a breakdown of power
cylinder component friction.
Other researchers@13,14# have found similar results. The combi-
nation of all the sources suggests that the typical frictional distri-
bution between pistons, rings, and rods are shown in Fig. 3. The
distribution of the ring friction is given in Figure 4.

Summary of Power Cylinder Friction Contribution. Table
4 gives the percent contribution of each power cylinder compo-
nent with respect to:~1! total power cylinder friction,~2! total
energy produced by the engine, and~3! work output power. The
available energy for friction reduction would have to fall below
these values.

Methods for Measuring Friction in an Engine
Measuring power cylinder friction is difficult. It can be seen in

Table 4 that the total power cylinder friction is a small percentage

Contributed by the Internal Combustion Engine Division of The American Soci-
ety of Mechanical Engineers for publication in the ASME JOURNAL OF ENGINEER-
ING FOR GAS TURBINES AND POWER. Manuscript received by the ICE Division
January 15, 1999; final revision received by the ASME Headquarters April 2, 2000.
Technical Editor: D. Assanis.

Fig. 1 Distribution of total energy in a fired engine

Fig. 2 Distribution of the total engine mechanical friction
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of the Total Energy~IMEP! of the engine. When compared to the
actual output power of the engine the percentage is a little higher.
Individual components are even less. The accuracy of the mea-
surement technique and equipment is very important to be able to
quantify power cylinder friction.

The second problem with measuring power cylinder friction is
isolating it from all the other friction. For example, it is difficult to
separate piston friction from friction due to the overhead and very
difficult to separate it from the ring friction. Some of the tech-
niques for quantifying power cylinder friction are as follows:

1 Component removal—Remove a component and measure the
overall change. This is not always possible. Also, removing com-
ponents can affect the friction of the other components.

2 Difference testing—Measure the difference between two de-
signs. This will not give the absolute magnitude of the component
friction but will indicate the effect of a change.

3 Analytical modeling—Use an analytical model to predict the
contribution of each component to friction. The model might be
calibrated or verified by comparing to experimental data from a
‘‘difference test’’ or a ‘‘component removal’’ test.

Performance Measurements. Friction of the power cylinder
may be evaluated by its effect on the overall engine performance.
Here are two methods that can be used:~1! FMEP or P-V Dia-
grams or~2! Brake Specific Fuel Consumption~BSFC!. However,
in both cases, it is possible to test only relative differences be-
tween changes in the power cylinder. It is not possible to deter-
mine the absolute magnitude of friction.

In both of these cases it is necessary to accurately measure the
performance of the engine. Therefore an engine must be run under
very controlled circumstances. Little changes in parameters like
intake manifold temperatures or pressures can significantly affect
the results. Furthermore, the engine must be run in a well cali-
brated test cell to be able to detect the small differences that are
present.

Even with the most care, test cell variability can be large com-
pared to the desired measurement. Therefore it is imperative that
multiple tests be made for each configuration and a statistical
analysis used to determine the significance.

FMEP or P-V Diagram. Mean effective pressure~MEP! is a
method to normalize loading on an engine per unit displacement
volume. As a result, this is used to factor out the effect of engine
size.

It is possible to calculate the total work done by the cylinder
pressure and combustion by integrating the Pressure-Volume
~P-V! diagram. This will give the Net Indicated Mean Effective
Pressure~NIMEP!.

NIMEP5E
0

360•nrS P

nr•D DdV, (1)

where:

Fig. 3 Distribution of piston Õring Õrod friction

Fig. 4 Distribution of ring friction

Table 1 Power cylinder motoring friction contributions

Motored: Engine A Engine B Engine C

Rings: 28% 45% 52%
Piston & Skirt: 47% 32% 25%
Rod Bearing: 25% 23% 23%

Fired: Engine A Engine B

Rings: 20% 36%
Piston & Skirt: 62% 44%
Rod Bearing: 18% 20%

Table 2 Ring friction contribution

Top Ring: 13%
2nd Ring: 12%
Oil Ring: 75%

Table 3 Power cylinder motoring friction contributions „recent
data …

Motored: Engine Ring

Rings: 37% Top: 27%
Piston & Skirt: 30% 2nd: 22%
Rod Bearing: 33% Oil: 51%

Table 4 Percent friction

% Power
Cylinder

% Total
Energy

% Work
Output

Piston/Rings/Rods 100 1.6–8.3 4.1–20.9
Rods 18–33 0.29–2.7 0.74–6.8
Piston 25–47 0.40–3.9 1.02–9.8
Rings 28–45 0.45–3.7 1.15–9.4
Top 3.6–18.0 0.06–1.5 0.15–3.8
Second 2.8–9.9 0.05–0.8 0.11–2.1
Oil 14.0–33.8 0.23–2.8 0.58–7.0
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NIMEP5net indicated mean effective pressure
P5cylinder pressure
V5cylinder volume
nr5number of revolutions per cycle
D5engine displacement~volume!

For a four stroke engine it is sometimes useful to divide this
integral into two sub integrals. The Pumping Mean Effective Pres-
sure ~PMEP! is determined by performing the integration of the
intake and exhaust portions of the cycle. This the work that is
required to purge the cylinder of exhaust gases and fill it with
fresh. The Gross Indicated Mean Effective Pressure~GIMEP! is
obtained by integrating over the compression and expansion por-
tions of the cycle. It is an indication of the amount of work gen-
erated during the compression-combustion-expansion process.

The indicator of how much energy is delivered by the engine is
Brake Mean Effective Pressure~BMEP!:

BMEP5S BP•nr

D•rpmD , (2)

where

BMEP 5brake mean effective pressure
BP5brake power
nr5number of revolutions per cycle
D5engine displacement~volume!
rpm5revolutions per minute

The mechanical frictional energy loss is called Friction Mean
Effective Pressure~FMEP!. It is related to NIMEP and BMEP by
the following:

NIMEP5BMEP1FMEP (3)

or

FMEP5NIMEP2BMEP, (4)

where

NIMEP 5net indicated mean effective pressure
BMEP 5brake mean effective pressure
FMEP 5friction mean effective pressure

To be able to use FMEP in evaluating power cylinder friction,
it is necessary to measure cylinder pressure. This is required for
the integration of Pressure and Volume to obtain the NIMEP.
Figure 2 shows that the power cylinder friction is approximately
40 to 55 percent of the total mechanical friction or FMEP of the
engine.

Brake Specific Fuel Consumption (BSFC).When cylinder
pressure data are not available, it is possible to use BSFC mea-
surements to determine a change in power cylinder friction. The
difference in BSFC between two different configurations can be
used to quantify the frictional changes. However, the power cyl-
inder friction contribution is so low compared to the power output
of the engine, these measurements can be difficult. In some cases
only light load conditions are studied@15# to amplify the effect of
a small friction reduction. If higher loads are studied, many repeat
tests are required and statistical analysis should be employed to
analyze the results.

Motoring Friction Measurements

Motoring Teardown. Motoring teardown engine tests are
commonly used and probably the easiest technique to evaluate
engine friction@10,12,16#. This type of testing involves rotating
the engine with a motoring dynamometer and recording the torque
required to maintain a constant speed. By removing components
from the engine it is possible to determine their contribution to
friction.

To measure power cylinder friction, the engine is first motored
without the head. Then each of the piston rings are removed in-
dividually and the engine motored again. The difference in torque

is attributed to the frictional contribution of that component. This
is an example of a ‘‘component removal’’ test described above.

In the end the piston is removed~with the connecting rod! and
the engine is motored again. The difference in torque is assigned
to the piston and the rod. It is not possible to directly isolate the
piston friction from the rod friction. Analytical techniques may be
used to try to separate these contributions.

The problems with motoring teardown tests are

1 The effects of high cylinder pressures are not measured.
2 The test will not be operating at realistic temperatures com-

pared to the fired engine.
3 It is not possible to truly isolate the contribution of each

individual component. For example, if one ring is removed, it will
allow more oil to flow to the remaining rings. This will reduce the
overall friction.

Some of these issues are discussed in more detail below in
comparing motoring friction with fired friction.

Pressurized Motoring Tests.To try to quantify the effects of
pressure it is possible to motor the engine while supplying high
pressure to the intake manifold. Then during compression, high
cylinder pressures will be developed. The cylinder pressures can
be controlled by the amount of boost or intake manifold pressure.
By supplying sufficient boost pressure, peak cylinder pressures
can be duplicated.

The problems with this test technique are

1 High temperatures of a fired engine are not included.
2 Air pumping losses and overhead friction will reduce the

accuracy of the measurement.

Firing ÕMotoring Tests

Hot Shutdown. To quantify the effects of high temperature
in a motoring test it is possible to fire the engine until stable
temperatures are reached. Then the fueling to the injectors is
stopped and the engine is motored@13#. Before the engine com-
ponents have cooled the engine is motored and motoring torque is
recorded.

The problems with this test technique are

1 High cylinder pressures of a fired engine are not included.
2 Air pumping losses and friction of all the other components

that are required to fire the engine will reduce the accuracy of
the measurement.

Willans Line. The Willans line is a method that can be used
when sophisticated instrumentation is not available. Engine load
is measured and plotted at constant engine speed as a function of
engine fuel rate~or torque! @16,17#. The curve is then linearly
extrapolated to zero fuel flow~or torque! which results in a nega-
tive load. This represents the losses of the engine. This method
gives not only the mechanical friction but includes the pumping
losses also.

The concern with this test technique is that it requires extrapo-
lation which can be unreliable@16#.

Free Deceleration Curves.The engine coast down test can be
performed without a motoring dynamometer. The engine is run at
full load and the appropriate speed until all temperatures are sta-
bilized. The fuel is then cut off and the engine is allowed to
decelerate. Haines@17# states that

‘‘Total resistive torque can be calculated by the engine effec-
tive moment of inertia and the tangent to the deceleration
curve at the speed point of interest. This has the advantage of
being a simple test to run, and yielding values for the whole
speed range. However, it must be borne in mind that transient
conditions are not likely to give the same friction values as
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steady state. Also, cylinders are not operating at the pressures
and temperatures prevailing during normal running and this
will influence the results.’’

Morse Test or Electronic Cylinder Disablement.In this test
the engine is run at constant speed while the brake power is being
measured by a dynamometer. Fueling to one or more cylinders at
a time is cut off@17# and the resultant loss in power is measured.
Unfortunately, these cylinders will not have the effect of the high
cylinder pressure. It is also necessary to measure the cylinder
pressure under ‘‘both normal and disable cycles.’’ The energy
losses from the lack of fueling and the air pumping losses can then
be determined.

Direct Friction Measurements. The following techniques
are ways that offer the potential to measure power cylinder fric-
tion directly under fired conditions. These techniques were also
reviewed by others@18,19#. However, separating the friction due
to each individual component of the power cylinder is still very
difficult to impossible.

The disadvantage to most of these methods is that they are
much more complex than the previously mentioned methods. This
requires significantly more in terms of instrumentation, setup,
and/or analysis.

Moveable or Floating Bore. Many measurements of cylinder
kit friction have been made by mounting the cylinder elastically.
Friction is determined by measuring the forces acting on the cyl-
inder liner as the piston reciprocates. It has been used by various
researchers@18,20–24#.

This technique is probably the most accurate method to quan-
tify power cylinder friction. The friction is measured directly and
does not require complex calculations. However, the problem with
this technique is that extensive and costly modifications to the
engine are required. Also great care is needed to balance the pres-
sure effects on the liner.

Reciprocating Liner. Another method used was to mount the
piston elastically and reciprocate the liner@22,25#. The friction is
then measured in the piston. It is not possible to fire the engine
under these conditions. However methods have been proposed to
try to simulate cylinder pressures on the back of the rings.

Instantaneous IMEP. Uras and Patterson developed a tech-
nique called the ‘‘Instantaneous IMEP’’ friction measurement
where strain gauges were installed on the connecting rod@26–29#.
The forces acting through the connecting rod are measured. Pres-
sure and inertial forces are calculated and subtracted from the
results to obtain the friction contribution. However, the validity of
this measurement depends highly on the accuracy of the cylinder
pressure and connecting rod force measurements. The actual fric-
tional forces are on the order of the error in the pressure measure-
ments. This also requires detailed calculation of the pressure and
inertial forces.

Fixed Sleeve. Ku and Patterson@30# tried a fixed sleeve
method for measuring friction. This is a ‘‘derivative of what has
been called the ‘moveable bore’ method.’’ In this method a thin
liner is mounted rigidly inside a ‘‘modified steel replica of the
removable production liner.’’

The friction forces are measured by strain gages mounted in the
liner. Gas forces will act on the upper portion of the flexible
sleeve and need to be subtracted from the total measured force.
This requires the measurement of cylinder pressure.

This configuration also requires a smaller piston and rings to fit
inside the apparatus. Therefore it is not possible to test actual
production hardware.

(P-v) Method. Another technique to quantify cylinder kit fric-
tion is referred to as the~P-v! method. This technique, developed
by Rezeka and Henein@31#, measures the instantaneous changes
in angular velocity of the flywheel that are caused by cylinder kit

friction variations. This requires significant computation that
makes the results difficult to obtain. However, very little modifi-
cation to the engine is required.

Summary of Methods of Friction Measurements. Perfor-
mance tests have the advantage of directly measuring the desired
effect of reducing friction. Unfortunately, the potential changes in
power cylinder friction are small and difficult to measure.

Motoring friction tests are relatively easy to perform and have
high measurement accuracy. Unfortunately their results may not
be representative of what is actually happening in a real engine
because of lower cylinder pressures and/or lower temperatures.

Friction of the ring-pack and piston can be measured directly.
However, direct measurements require major modifications to the
engine. Techniques are available that require less modification but
have greater error due to the calculations required.

Comparison of Motoring and Fired Engine Tests
Since motoring friction tests have been used to evaluate fric-

tion, it is necessary to review how accurate they might be. This
type of testing does not have the high cylinder pressures and/or
high temperatures of an operating engine.

Motoring Versus Fired: Moveable Bore Technique. At the
Musashi Institute in Japan various studies have been made where
cylinder kit friction has been measured. The ‘‘moveable bore’’
technique was used for their measurements. They compared the
measured friction of a motored engine without gas pressure to a
fired engine@20#. The following was their statement:

. . . the value of the~motoring! friction force was nearly the
same to the . . .piston assembly under firing operation. This is
due to the differences in temperatures on the sliding sur-
faces . . . If the difference in oil temperature was taken into
account, the friction force of the ring pack can be converted
into a value which is about 85 percent of the value of piston
assembly friction force under the same~fired! conditions.

This indicates that while increased cylinder pressures may tend
to increase the power cylinder friction, lower viscosities due to
higher temperatures will decrease friction. The net result is that
the absolute value of the motored friction is almost the same as
the friction in the fired engine.

In another report@32#, friction was measured on a diesel engine
with a bore of 137 mm and a stroke of 135 mm. The engine piston
had three compression rings and an oil ring. It can be seen in Fig.
5 that as the load of the engine increases~no load to full load!,
friction significantly increased~approx. 40 percent! during the ex-
pansion stroke.

In part ~a! of the figure the coolant water temperature was held
constant. In regions other than the expansion stroke, the full load
case actually had lower friction. This is presumably due to the
higher temperatures causing a reduction in oil viscosity.

In part ~b! of the figure the cylinder wall temperature was held
constant~viscosity constant!. The results show very little differ-
ence in friction other than during the high pressure regions of the
stroke.

Other engine tests were conducted on gasoline engines@21#.
Figure 6 shows the effect of engine load on measured friction.
Measured friction is shown at no-load, half-load, and full-load. It
should be remembered that gasoline engines will have lower cyl-
inder pressure than diesel engines. However, the measured friction
around Top Dead Center Firing~TDCF! changes significantly.

It is noted that friction in the intake and exhaust strokes of the
cycle are not significantly affected by engine load.

Other researchers have also used the moveable bore technique
for measuring cylinder kit friction. In one paper@18#, motoring
friction was compared with firing friction of the power cylinder at
‘‘the same conditions~oil, water temperature, and speed!.’’ The
conclusions were:
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Hydrodynamic forces during intake and exhaust strokes are
reduced by 10 Newtons . . . At dead centers boundary friction
peaks increase due to the reduced viscosity, and at power TDC
the pressure effect is added. Overall friction losses are reduced
and the essential part of the difference is due to temperature
increase and to its effects on the effective viscosity.

This indicates that under some conditions that the overall fric-
tion of the fired engine may appear equivalent or even less than
the motored friction.

Motoring Versus Fired: Instantaneous IMEP. At the Uni-
versity of Michigan, researchers have connected strain gages to
the connecting rod of the engine. Through the strain measure-
ments they can calculate the friction force of the power cylinder.
They measured friction of a gasoline engine under motored and
fired conditions@26#. Their statement on the differences is

There is ample evidence to suggest that piston ring friction
losses are different under motoring and firing conditions. As
expected, losses under firing were considerably higher than
motoring. The difference between FMEP’s of firing and mo-
toring is about 20kPa at 500 RPM.

In another paper@29#, graphs showing motoring friction com-

pared to fired friction are given at three speeds~500, 1100, and
1640 rpm, Fig. 7, Fig. 8, and Fig. 9!. They state:

Differences between motoring and firing are noticeable espe-
cially on the power and exhaust strokes. Intake and compres-
sion strokes are more similar . . . Firing friction forces are
noticeably greater during the power stroke at 500 rpm. This is

Fig. 5 The effect of engine load on cylinder kit friction „Move-
able Bore †32‡…: „a… constant coolant water temperature; „b…
constant cylinder temperature.

Fig. 6 The effect of engine load on cylinder kit friction „Move-
able Bore †21‡…

Fig. 7 Motoring versus firing friction—500 rpm „Instantaneous
IMEP †29‡…

Fig. 8 Motoring versus firing friction—1100 rpm „Instanta-
neous IMEP †29‡…

Fig. 9 Motoring versus firing friction—1640 rpm „Instanta-
neous IMEP †29‡…
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attributed to the higher cylinder pressures.~At 1100 and 1640
rpm! the differences between motoring and firing friction are
considerably less at these speeds except around top and bot-
tom centers.

Some inaccuracies are observed in this type of measurement.
Nevertheless, it can be seen that a fired engine can have higher
power cylinder friction than a motored engine.

Motoring Versus Fired: Fixed Sleeve Method. At the Uni-
versity of Michigan, researchers have also connected strain gages
to a thin walled cylinder liner to measure the cylinder kit friction
@30#. Figure 10 shows a graph comparing motoring friction and
fired friction at part load. This work was done on a gasoline en-
gine. The statement in the paper is

As might be expected, the firing friction differs, and is much
larger than motoring friction during the expansion stroke.
Elsewhere, the differences are more minor.

Once again it can be seen that the cylinder pressures and tem-
peratures from combustion will affect the friction measurements.

Motoring Versus Fired: High Pressure Tests. A test was
run at Cummins where the motoring friction was measured with a
pressurized intake manifold. This made it possible to increase
cylinder pressure by changing the intake manifold pressure. Fig-
ure 11 shows that an increase in the peak cylinder pressure can
increase the measured frictional horsepower.

Motoring Versus Firing: Discussion. It can be seen above
that the differences between fired cylinder kit friction and motored

friction can be small to very large. In general it can be said that
around Top Dead Center Firing~TDCF! the friction force will be
greater in a fired engine due to the increased cylinder pressures
and temperatures. However, around the dead centers an increase
in friction force might not translate into significant frictional
power losses. This is because the piston is moving very slowly at
this point in the cycle.

At other parts of the cycle that do not have the high cylinder
pressures, temperature effects will dominate. Temperature of a
fired engine will be greater than a motored engine. This will cause
a small reduction in friction force. However, since this happens
when the piston is moving~mid stroke! relatively fast, the effect
on friction power will be greater.

Various analytical models@14,33,34# from different companies
have predicted that the piston skirt can deform under the high
pressure loads in a diesel engine. A motored engine will not have
these high pressure forces, the deformations will be small, and the
effect on the lubrication might not be observed. A piston skirt
might not have any skirt to bore contact in a motored engine, but
in a fired engine there might be significant contact. Skirt to bore
contact will result in high friction.

It should also be noted that the higher temperatures of a fired
engine will affect clearances. In particular, the piston skirt clear-
ance will become smaller. This will result in some increase in
friction. It will also affect piston secondary motion.

Motoring Versus Firing: Model Predictions. A direct injec-
tion diesel engine was modeled to predict ring pack friction~not
piston friction!. Three cases were modeled

1 Fired
2 Motored~at typical cylinder kit temperatures for a motored

test, this assumes that the oil has been heated so that the ring
pack temperatures are 77°C!

3 Motored~at firing temperatures!

Figure 12 shows the predicted instantaneous ring pack friction
force prediction over the entire cycle. This is different from the
power cylinder friction measurements shown previously~Fig. 5 to
Fig. 10! because it only includes the friction due to the rings. The
model predicts significantly higher frictional forces around Top
Dead Center Firing~TDCF! ~during times of high cylinder pres-
sure! for the fired case. The motored case at firing temperatures
illustrates the effect of temperature. It has lower friction at the mid
stroke because of the reduced viscosity of the oil. Yet there are
slight peaks at the ends which indicate some asperity contact with
the thinner oil around the dead centers.

The instantaneous friction power loss is shown in Fig. 13. It can
be seen that the power loss goes to zero at the dead centers. The
largest differences only occur from230 to 90 deg. This is only
about 17 percent of the cycle. It can also be seen that the motored
case at firing temperatures results in lower instantaneous power
loss over most of the cycle.

Fig. 10 Motoring versus firing friction—1000 rpm „Fixed
Sleeve †30‡…

Fig. 11 Pressurized motoring friction test at two different peak
cylinder pressures „93 and 147 bar …

Fig. 12 Predicted instantaneous ring pack friction force „fired,
motored, hot motored …
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The total or average friction of the ring pack is shown in Fig.
14. It can be seen that just by removing the cylinder pressures,
friction will be reduced by 40 percent. Then when motoring at the
cooler temperatures~typical of a motored test!, the friction in-
creases 30 percent over the motoring case at fired temperatures.

Motoring Versus Firing: Conclusions

• Cylinder pressures will be significantly higher in a fired en-
gine than motored engine. It was seen that changes in cylinder
pressure can have a large effect on the cylinder kit friction force,
especially around TDC. However, since the piston is not moving
very fast, the increase in friction power loss will be small. Also
the time of high pressure occurs during only 15 to 20 percent of
the cycle. Some data showed that even during the mid-stroke the
friction force differences were large. This will cause a large in-
crease in friction power loss. Modeling suggests that the friction
increase due to pressure alone can be up to 40 percent.

• Cylinder temperatures will be higher in a fired engine than a
motored engine. This will result in lower viscosity oil and reduced
friction. The reduced friction force occurs during mid-stroke when
the piston is moving. The resulting reduction in friction power is
then magnified. Modeling suggests that this effect may be as
much as 30 percent or more.

• High cylinder temperatures also reduce clearances. This will
cause some increase in friction and have some effect on piston
secondary motion.

• The overall average cylinder kit friction of a fired engine will
be 0 to 20 percent more than the friction of a motored engine.

• Even though the overall friction measurement might not be
significantly different, the mechanisms of friction clearly are. A
fired engine will have more friction around Top Dead Center Fir-
ing ~TDCF! and less friction in the regions of low cylinder pres-
sures. It is only through understanding these differences and de-
signing the power cylinder appropriately that friction will be
reduced on the power cylinder components.

Friction Correlations
The review by McGeehan@3# reports that the cylinder bore

lubrication is predominantly hydrodynamic with localized contact
between ring and bore at TDC firing@8,35,36#. Also, the degree of
contact may increase during transient conditions. This is very ap-
parent in examining a worn cylinder bore. There is very little wear
anywhere on the bore other than at top ring reversal.

Stribeck Relation. Based on the Stribeck relationship, Mc-
Geehan’s review@3# gives various equations based on different
researchers results. The basic equation is

f 5cS mv
pwD x

, (5)

where
f5coefficient of friction v5piston speed
c5constant p5effective pressure on ring
m5Dynamic viscosity w5width of the ring

x5exponent~0.33–0.66!

Many empirical constants are given for the above equation corre-
sponding to different ring face profiles. He also says that frictional
losses are proportional to

Fp}v1.5~mw!0.5, (6)

where
Fp5friction power m5Dynamic viscosity
v5piston speed w5width of the ring

Parallel Plate Approximation. Using basic lubrication prin-
ciples of oil being sheared between parallel plates, Patton et al.@9#
developed the following proportionality for piston friction:

Fp}BVp
2, (7)

where
Fp5friction power B5bore

Vp5Mean Piston Speed

This relationship can be modified further to be

Fp}BS2RPM2, (8)

where
Fp5friction power B5bore
RPM5revolutions/minute S5stroke

Based on the above equation it is possible to write the follow-
ing relationship:

Fp51.48310213BS2RPM2nc, (9)

where
Fp5friction power of the B5bore ~mm!

piston rings and rods~KW! S5stroke~mm!
RPM5revolutions/minute nc5number of cylinders,

where the constant (1.48310213) was determined by a best fit
through a series of motoring teardown tests~see below!.

Correlation Results

Comparison of the Equation and Measured Data.The equa-
tion given above~Eq. 9! is compared to the motoring friction data
as shown in Fig. 15, Fig. 16, and Fig. 17. These graphs show the
piston and rod friction from motoring teardown tests. The corre-
lation used~Eq. 9! for the piston friction in the graphs was based
on a best fit for all the data. The figures show data for seven
different engines. Other engines were also tested but not shown
here. Of all the engines tested, the maximum deviation from this
best fit line was 2.8 hp or 13 percent. All of the engines were run
in one test cell at Cummins Engine Co. Oil temperature was con-
trolled to 220 to 225 degrees Fahrenheit. The heads were removed
so there was no coolant flow through the engine. Multiple torque
readings were taken at each speed and then averaged.

Fig. 13 Predicted instantaneous ring pack friction power loss
„fired, motored, hot motored …

Fig. 14 Predicted average ring pack friction power loss „fired,
motored, hot motored …
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Ranking the Engines.The correlation given above~Eq. 9! is
governed by the effects of engine size~bore and stroke!. Any
deviations from the equation are effects of how the system is
being lubricated. This offers a method for comparing engines of
different size. In some cases the actual motoring torque is higher
than the correlation, Fig. 15. This indicates a power cylinder that
has higher motoring friction than the average. Others show lower
torque than the correlation Fig. 17, indicating lower friction than
the average.

Ring Mixed Lubrication. Patton et al.@9# also proposed a
relationship for a piston ring in mixed lubrication. This is an ar-
bitrary equation that gives an increase in friction force as the
engine speed goes down.

Fp}S 11
1000

RPMD *
S* RPM, (10)

where
Fp5friction power S5stroke
RPM5revolutions/minute

The original equation given by Patton et al. used mean piston
speed. The mean piston speed is proportional to the Stroke* RPM
and therefore was used in the above equation.

Pressure Effects On Ring Lubrication. A relationship re-
lated to the physics of the compression process and based on the
work of Bishop@6# was used by Patton et al.@9#.

Fp}BS2RPMS Pi

Pa
D @0.088r c10.182r c

(1.3320.0238Vp)
#, (11)

where
Fp5friction power B5bore
RPM5revolutions/minute S5stroke
r c5compression ratio Pi5intake pressure
Vp5mean piston speed Pa5atmospheric pressure

Windage Calculations. Thring @37# used the following for-
mula to estimate the windage effects. This is the force that results
when a solid body~such as a connecting rod! moves through a
fluid.

Fd5
1

2
rcv

3cdA (12)

rc5S 12
Pcoil

100 D ra1S Pcoil

100 D ro , (13)

where
Fd5drag force v5velocity of moving component
r r5density of fluid cd5drag coefficient
rd5density of air A5frontal area
ro5density of oil
Pcoil5percent of oil in gases

Analytical Models
Detailed analytical models have been developed to predict the

lubrication of the pistons and rings. These models are based on the
fundamental equations for lubrication and kinematics.

Some of the analytical models that have been used are

• CASE—developed at Michigan State University~originally
developed by Larry Bromlich at Computech! @38#

• MIT—developed through a consortium with industry
@34,39,40#.

• RINGPAK and PISDYN at Ricardo Software. RINGPAK
models the lubrication of the ring pack. PISDYN models the
lubrication of the piston@41–43#.

• GLIDE—developed by AVL. There are separate models to
predict ring dynamics and piston dynamics@44#.

• FLARE—developed by GM@14,45,46#

Methods for Reducing Friction
The following recommendations and contributions were made

in the literature from various companies for reducing friction.

Cummins Piston Ring Division †47,48‡

• More conformable low tension oil ring
• Reduced compression ring cross-section
• Connecting rod guided by piston~constrain the rod from

moving along the axis of the engine with the piston rather
than between the crank throws!

• Reduced the piston mass

Fig. 15 Motoring friction and correlation for engine type 1

Fig. 16 Motoring friction and correlation for engine type 2

Fig. 17 Motoring friction and correlation for a DDC engine
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MAHLE †13,49‡. Methods to reduce friction

• Ring Tension~0.018 hp/lb total, 1600 RPM!
• Ring Tension~0.045 hp/lb total, 4500 RPM!
• Fitting Clearance—0.8 hp
• Optimized Skirt Profile—0.8 hp
• Skirt Area Reduction—No Benefit
• Skirt Ovality—No Benefit
• Coated Skirt~Teflon and Xylan!—No Benefit
• Coated Piston~Grafal!—Shows a Benefit
• Coated Cylinder Liner With Low Tension Rings—Shows a

Benefit
• Piston Weight—No Benefit

AVL †50‡. Methods to reduce friction

• Smaller preload~tension! on the rings
• Smaller rings
• Increase cold clearance~will increase noise!
• Reduce contact surface~ovality or skirt pads!
• Reduce piston mass
• Increase liner temperature
• Reduce liner distortion
• Articulated piston has lower friction than a monoblock piston

Predominate Factors Affecting Friction

• Skirt profile ~Contact area between piston and liner!
• Clearance
• Piston Mass
• Liner Temperature
• Piston Construction

Karl Schmidt †15‡. Methods to reduce friction

• Reduced wall pressure~tension! on the rings
• Reduced axial ring height~1.5 to 3.5 percent reduction in

BSFC!
• Reduced skirt area in the axial direction
• Separated bearing areas in the axial direction on the skirt
• Emralon Coated Skirt—Shows improvement~automotive!
• Reduced piston assembly mass
• Coolant out temp. ~10°C change5.0.4 percent BSFC

change!
• Oil temperature~10°C change5.0.3 to 1.5 percent BSFC

change!

T And N Technologies†51‡. Methods to reduce friction

• Oil Temperature
• AEconoglide piston—Reduced skirt-to-bore contact area.~33

percent reduction in piston friction!

Chevron Research†3‡. Methods to reduce friction

• Reduce axial ring width
• Reduce bearing surface area of skirt~axial!
• Reduce piston weight to reduce side load
• Wrist-pin offset~1.6 mm, 1/16 in!
• Barrel-faced profiles
• Reduce linear speed
• Smoother cylinder bore finishes
• Additives that reduce the coefficient of friction in mixed or

boundary lubrication

Predominate Factors Affecting Ring Friction

• Gas loading
• Number of Rings
• Ring size
• Ring design

Ford Motor Co. †8,10,52‡. Methods to reduce friction

• Reduce ring tension~44 percent reduction in tension5.22
percent reduction in ring friction!

• Reduce ring axial width
• Reduce skirt area~circumferentially!—No Effect
• Reduce mass—25 percent Reduction5.0.1 psi MEP
• Moly coated top ring
• Ring materials and coatings
• Reduce the number of rings~4 percent reduction with 2 ring

versus 3 ring!
• Optimized ring face profiles
• Low friction skirt and roller follower coatings—8 percent

General Motors †14,45‡. Methods to reduce friction

• Reduce oil ring tension~0.02 hp/lb!
• Reduce top ring tension
• Reduce top ring axial width
• Increase skirt clearance~friction changes of 35 to 40 percent!
• Reduce skirt width~Circumferential!—Little Effect
• Skirt cam drop~ovality!
• Reduce reciprocating mass
• Reduce oil temperature
• Pin offset

Southwest Research Institute†37‡. Methods to reduce fric-
tion

• Reduce oil ring tension
• Reduce windage or percent of oil in the air
• Reduce maximum cylinder pressure

Musashi Institute of Technology †20‡. Methods to reduce
friction

• Reduce axial width of rings
• Reduce axial width and contact pressure
• Reduce viscosity~viscosity has a significant effect!
• Increase the piston clearance~negligible effect!
• Surface finish~negligible effect!

Friction Reduction Summary. Almost every company sur-
veyed claimed that reducing ring tension~oil ring in particular!
and top ring width would reduce friction.

Efforts to reduce piston skirt friction yielded mixed results.
Some said that reducing the contact area of the piston skirt would
reduce friction while others said it would not. In most cases, when
the skirt area was reduced axially generally a friction benefit was
observed. When the skirt area was reduced circumferentially there
was little benefit. This may be because a piston is typically made
with a large ovality. Increasing the ovality or cutting back the
sides might have a minor effect that might not be measurable. See
the section below on Piston Skirt Friction for additional informa-
tion about reducing the skirt contact area.

Increasing skirt clearance was another way to reduce friction,
but it was noted that this might increase cavitation problems. Re-
duced mass of the piston was cited by many as a way to reduce
friction. Piston mass is also discussed below.

Individual Components: Piston

Piston Skirt Friction. Piston skirt friction is strongly depen-
dent on two factors:

1 Whether the skirt contacts the cylinder bore
2 How the skirt shears the oil

Skirt/Bore Contact. A well designed piston skirt will have
very little skirt to bore contact. This is because the lubricating oil
film will support the piston and prevent contact with the bore.
However, if the piston skirt breaks through the lubricating film,
the resulting asperity contact will cause high friction. Analytical
models@14,33,34# are available that attempt to predict the lubri-
cating film between the piston skirt and the cylinder bore.
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If there is skirt/bore contact, reductions in friction may be ob-
tained by:

1 Changing the profile of the piston skirt to prevent contact
2 Putting a low friction coating on the piston

It should be noted that low friction coatings on the skirt will
have very little effect on friction if the skirt does not contact the
cylinder bore.

Skirt and Oil Shearing Area. The second major friction loss
for piston skirts is through the shearing of the oil. To reduce this
it is necessary to reduce the shearing area of the oil. The skirt
shearing area may be reduced in a number of ways:

Axial: Reduced skirt length
Axial profile ~Double hump, barrel shape!

Circumferential: Increased ovality
Circumferential profile
Regions where the skirt is cut back

Other: Pads

In all cases the skirt profiles, shape, and stiffness should be
designed to enhance the hydrodynamic oil film. If reducing the
skirt shearing area induces skirt to bore contact, then no friction
reduction will be observed. There may even be an increase in
friction. If skirt to bore contact already exists in a piston design,
attempting to reduce the shearing area will have little to no effect.
The skirt fatigue strength should also be evaluated with each new
design.

Piston Mass. The engine is a reciprocating machine. There-
fore, most of the energy that is spent in accelerating the piston is
regained during the deceleration. If the piston mass is increased,
differences in the overall losses are due to increased friction
caused by higher side loads from the piston or inertial loads on the
pin. In a medium speed diesel engine, these forces are not as large
as the forces caused by the cylinder pressure and the effect is
small. The effect may be larger in small high speed engines.

Individual Components: Top Ring
Analytical modeling was performed to analyze how to reduce

top ring friction in a diesel engine. The cylinder kit model used
was the Ricardo RINGPAK model version 2.0. The following
configurations were modeled:

1 Standard Ring
2 Standard Ring with Barrel Skewed Toward the Bottom
3 Reduced Width Ring~Fig. 18!
4 Reduced Width Ring with Barrel Skewed Toward the

Bottom.

The details are given in Table 5 and Fig. 18.

Analysis. The predicted instantaneous friction of the top ring
is shown in Fig. 19. The two cases shown are based on the nomi-
nal barrel drops. The predicted instantaneous power loss is shown
in Fig. 20. In both graphs the peak values for the reduced width
top ring were 15 percent lower than the standard ring.

The model predicts a fairly large effect on friction due to the
barrel drop. This can affect the conclusions about the reduced
cross-section ring. The results are shown in Fig. 21. In this figure,
the overall friction losses for a six cylinder engine are plotted. It
can be seen that there is very little predicted benefit of the reduced
cross-section ring at the low end of the barrel drop specification.

Fig. 18 Schematic of the reduced cross-section ring that was
modeled „dimensions are normalized …

Fig. 19 Predicted instantaneous friction force on top ring

Fig. 20 Predicted instantaneous power loss on top ring

Fig. 21 Top ring friction versus barrel drop „cycle averaged
friction for six cylinders …

Table 5 Top ring design features

Engine: Diesel Engine
Cylinder Pressures: Rating~1800 RPM, Full Load!
Top Ring Nominal Width: ~Normalized Dimensions!

Nominal Width 1.0
Nominal Centered Barrel
Drop

1.0

Nominal Skewed Barrel
Case

0.83 Bottom, 2.5 Top, Peak @1/3
width toward bottom side

Top Ring Reduced Width: ~Normalized Dimensions!
Nominal Width 0.84
Nominal Centered Barrel
Drop

0.83

Nominal Skewed Barrel
Case

0.66 Bottom, 2.1 Top, Peak @1/3
width toward bottom side
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At the nominal barrel drop there is a 0.11 KW~0.15 hp! benefit.
There is a 0.34 KW~0.45 hp! benefit in friction at the high end of
the specification.

Since the barrel drop was so significant, a skewed profile was
modeled. It can be seen that the results are significant. In this case
the benefit of the reduced cross-section and skewed barrel was
0.37 KW ~0.5 hp!. The benefit of just the skewed barrel with the
standard width is 0.30 KW~0.4 hp!.

It should be noted that the skewed barrel profiles used in these
calculations were not optimized. Also the manufacturing feasibil-
ity was not investigated.

Discussion on the Effect of Barrel Profiles. The effect of the
barrel drop is not as simple. The only way to accurately predict its
overall effect is through a cylinder kit model. However, the fol-
lowing attempts to explain some of the effects.

Pressure Forces Acting on the Ring.The barrel shape and
height will affect the pressure forces acting on the piston ring. A
schematic of the effect is shown in Fig. 22. In the figure it is
assumed that the pressure above the ring is greater than the pres-
sure below. This is the case with the top ring near Top Dead
Center~TDC!.

The region on the top side of the ring where oil does not contact
the ring face is labeled region ‘‘A.’’ In this region the pressure in
front of the ring and behind are equal and have a net radial force
of zero. In regions ‘‘B’’ and ‘‘C’’ there is a pressure difference
that results in a net outward force. If region ‘‘A’’ is increased then

regions ‘‘B’’ and/or ‘‘C’’ will be reduced. This will result in an
overall decrease in the net radial force acting on the ring and as a
result friction will be reduced.

The region where the oil film contacts the ring face is labeled
‘‘B.’’ In the figure it is shown as a linear distribution of pressure
on the face of the ring. This is not correct. It is only for illustra-
tion. There is a hydrodynamic wedge effect created by the profile
of the ring which gives a non-linear pressure distribution. The net
radial force acting on the ring in this region depends on this pres-
sure distribution.

The section below where the oil film contacts the face of the
ring is labeled ‘‘C.’’ In this region the low pressure below the ring
acts on the face and the high pressures of combustion act on the
back of the ring. The difference in these forces results in a net
radial force acting on the ring. Minimizing this region will reduce
the radial forces on the ring and reduce friction.

It can be seen that the skew barrel maximizes section ‘‘A’’ and
minimizes section ‘‘B.’’ Both of these are favorable to reducing
friction of the ring.

Figure 23 shows a comparison of the net pressure forces acting
on the top ring for different barrel drop configurations. It can be
seen that the small barrel drop and skew barrel both significantly
reduce the radial gas pressure force acting on the ring.

Instantaneous Friction Force.Figure 24 shows the predicted
instantaneous friction force for the top ring with various barrel
drops. Figure 25 shows the corresponding power loss. It can be
seen that the small barrel drop has the lowest friction around the 0
deg. However, because the piston is moving so slowly at that time
the overall effect of friction power is not as significant. The
skewed barrel has the lowest friction power lost.

Top Ring Friction Summary

• It is possible to reduce friction by reducing the cross-section
of the top ring. This result is strongly affected by the barrel
drop of the rings.

Fig. 22 Schematic of pressure forces acting on the top ring
„1. large barrel drop, 2. small barrel drop, 3. skewed barrel …

Fig. 23 Radial gas pressure force acting on the top ring

Fig. 24 Effect of ring face profile on predicted instantaneous
friction force of the top ring

Fig. 25 Effect of ring face profile on predicted instantaneous
friction power loss of the top ring
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• A skewed barrel for the top ring profile offers another poten-
tial reduction in friction. The friction reductions due to ring
face profiles will diminish as the ring wears.

Individual Components: Oil Ring
Oil ring friction is predominately affected by ring tension. The

face of the oil ring usually comprises very small rails or lands.
These are too small to generate a hydrodynamic oil film which
results primarily in asperity contact between ring face and bore.
Reducing tension will reduce the friction losses. Too much reduc-
tion in tension will cause an increase in oil consumption. Figure
26 shows the analytical predictions for two cases with different
land widths.

There are future technologies that are being developed to be
able to reduce oil ring tension without a loss in oil consumption.
One of these new technologies is the plastic oil ring@47#.

Individual Components: Liner or Bore
Low friction liner or bore coatings may reduce friction during

times of metal to metal contact. This can occur with the skirt and
the rings. The top ring primarily contacts the bore near Top Dead
Center Firing~TDCF!. However the piston is moving very slowly,
so the friction power differences will be small. The biggest reduc-
tion may occur by reducing the friction between the oil ring face
and the bore. Because of the high unit pressures of the oil ring,
there is significant potential for metal to metal contact.

A coated liner was engine tested@49# by Mahle. The results
showed very little reduction due to the coating itself. However,
they claimed that because of the coating it was possible to use
rings with lower tension without losing oil consumption. Because
of the lower ring tension the friction was reduced. But it was only
possible, they claim, because of the liner coating.

Individual Components: Oil

Oil Formulation. A reduced viscosity oil offers the potential
for reduced friction because of the lower shear force. A significant
trend has been observed in the automotive industry to reduce oil
viscosity for improved fuel economy. This is an important trend
that will most likely be followed by the Diesel engine industry in
the near future.

A significant literature review of ‘‘The Relationship Between
Oil Viscosity and Engine Performance’’ was made by Steward
and Selby@53#. The report shows a number of examples of how
reducing oil viscosity will reduce engine friction. It was also
shown that reducing the viscosity could cause significant increases
in wear. However, cases were also shown where different addi-
tives to the oil could lessen or eliminate the effect of the low
viscosity on wear.

Other researchers@54,55# also found an improvement in fuel
economy with low viscosity oils. It was found that an appropriate
friction modifier in the oil formulation could further improve the
results. Kennedy and Moore@56# claim that ‘‘the fuel economy
effects of friction modifer, viscosity index improver, and viscosity

grade can be as much as five times greater than the effects of ZDP
~zinc dialkyldithiophosphate! or overbased metal detergent.’’
They found that ZDP additives actually increase friction and are
‘‘antagonistic to friction modifiers.’’ It is also reported ‘‘that SAE
5W-30 oils are not inherently more fuel efficient than their
10W-30 counterparts in the Sequence VI tests.’’ But the ‘‘SAE
5W-30 oils are somewhat more responsive to friction modifiers
than 10W-30s.’’

Research by Moore@57# with a capacitance film thickness
transducer showed that fuel economy and cylinder wear were im-
proved when a SAE 10W-30 oil was used rather than 15W-40
~Volvo TD 100G!.

A study at Chevron@58# on 44 diesel engine field test engines
found no statistically significant difference in fuel consumption
between SAE 15W-40 and SAE 30. The study did show a 30
percent oil consumption advantage of the SAE 15W-40 over
SAE30. They also demonstrated@59# with 15W-40, SAE 40, and
15W oils that the there was a significant effect of the multigrade
oil ~i.e., V.I. improver! in minimizing oil consumption and soluble
fraction of the particulate. Also there was no statistical difference
between exhaust particulates of SAE 10W-30 and 15W-40 oils.

Chevron also tested three oils using a Mack EM-6-300L with
high top ring pistons. The oils tested were 10W-30, 10W-40, and
15W-40. Tests showed that all oils provided low oil consumption
and equal wear. Radioactive wear testing on a DDC series 60
diesel engine showed no difference in wear between an SAE
15W-40 and 20W-40 oils. But an SAE 10W-30 resulted in higher
ring face wear than both.

This result seems to contradict the work done by Moore@57#
stated above. However, the difference may be caused by a number
of things. It is possible that the differences in lubricant formula-
tion, engine loading was different, and/or design of the power
cylinder could have caused this difference.

Furuhama and Sasaki@21# found that oil viscosity was ‘‘useful
for improved fuel economy.’’ However, there is a risk of break-
down in the oil film. They found that a multigrade 10W-30 oil
would help prevent breakdown of the oil film at the combustion
Top Dead Center~TDC! when compared to a single grade oil.

In the hydrodynamic region, Gauthier et al.@18# state that the
polymer in a multigrade oil ‘‘induces a considerable decrease in
friction loss and energy consumption as compared to the Newton-
ian oil with the same final viscosity. However, this reduction is
obtained through a large decrease in effective viscosity and in
thickening effect of the polymer.’’ In the boundary lubricated re-
gions ~around the dead centers! it was found that friction force
with polymer thickened oil is not very different from the friction
force with the base oil alone. In fact, it was found that the polymer
type oils give an increase in boundary friction.

As indicated above, lower viscosity oils may lead to increased
wear. In particular, wear will increase around Top Ring Reversal
of the cylinder bore. This increase in wear may be reduced or
eliminated by:

• Improved oil formulations
• More wear resistant materials
• Improved piston and ring designs

Oil Degradation. Researchers at Shell investigated the ef-
fects of lubricant degradation on the friction in the piston ring
pack@60#. They sampled oil from behind the top ring in an oper-
ating engine. The viscometrics of the oil was measured and put in
their lubrication model. In the extreme case, degradation increased
the predicted friction losses of the ring pack by up to 40 percent.

Oil Windage. Friction can also be affected by crankshaft
moving through the oil in the crankcase. This may be through the
liquid oil or the oil that is in vapor form. The effect of the crank
spinning through air and oil vapor was studied by Thring@37#.
The crankcase oil level can significantly affect the windage losses.
It has been found that it is possible to reduce parasitic losses in
some engines by just reducing the oil level.

Fig. 26 Effect of oil ring tension on friction for two cases
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Oil Temperatures. Oil temperatures effect the viscosity of
the oil. This will affect the friction power losses@49# of the power
cylinder. Higher temperatures will reduce the viscosity and reduce
friction. Temperatures of the oil on the bore are primarily con-
trolled by the coolant temperature. If temperatures become too
high, loss of lubrication can result leading to high wear and/or
scuffing.

Oil Summary. Friction reduction is possible with a lower
viscosity oil. It is important that a multigrade oil is used to help
maintain low oil consumption. Increased wear is also a concern
that will need to be addressed.

Overall Conclusions

• Power cylinder friction constitutes a significant portion of the
total mechanical friction of the engine. However, as a percent of
the total energy developed by the engine it is a small percentage
~1.6 to 8.3 percent!. Each individual component will result in an
even smaller percentage of the total energy. Relative to the work
output ~brake power! the percent is a little higher~4.1 to 20.9
percent!.

• Power cylinder friction can be difficult to measure. Various
methods were given. The method that is used will depend on
capabilities, accuracy needed, and the amount of money for this
type of testing.

• It was shown that power cylinder friction of a fired engine
can be almost equal to a motored engine and in some cases it will
be higher~0 to 20 percent!. High cylinder pressures will tend to
increase friction while higher temperatures will tend to reduce
friction.

• Even though the overall friction measurement might not be
significantly different in a motored versus fired engine, the mecha-
nisms for friction are significantly different. A fired engine will
have more friction around TDCF and less friction in the regions of
low cylinder pressures. It is only through understanding these dif-
ferences and designing the power cylinder appropriately that fric-
tion will be reduced on the power cylinder components.

• Various methods for predicting friction were given. The most
accurate method for predicting power cylinder friction is by using
analytical models that predict the lubrication and kinematics of
the power cylinder. Other empirical correlations were given to
estimate friction.

• A review of the literature from various companies suggested
various ways to reduce power cylinder friction. The small top ring
widths and low ring tension~oil ring in particular! are common
ways to reduce friction. Some friction benefits can be obtained
through modifications to the piston skirt. Reduced friction can
also be achieved by appropriate oil specifications.

• Friction reductions with oil lower viscosity oils offer the po-
tential of reducing friction. However the oil must be formulated
appropriately to minimize possible increases in wear. Design
changes to the power cylinder may also be made to minimize the
wear.
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Predicted Effects of Cylinder Kit
Wear on Blowby and Oil
Consumption for Two Diesel
Engines
Durability is very important for current diesel engines. Diesel engine manufacturers are
trying to make the engines live as long as possible before overhaul. The time to overhaul
for an engine is usually dictated by high oil consumption or blowby. Therefore, it is
necessary to understand how wear affects the cylinder kit dynamics, oil consumption, and
blowby in an engine. This paper explores the effect of power cylinder component (rings
and cylinder bore) wear by using a cylinder kit dynamics model. The model predicts how
wear will affect ring motion, inter-ring gas pressure, blowby, etc. The parameters studied
were: liner wear, ring face wear, and ring side wear. Two different engines were mod-
eled. The characteristics of these two engines are very different. As a result, the effects of
wear are different and the corresponding durability will be different. This illustrates the
need to model each individual type of engine separately. The modeling shows that top
ring face wear is very significant for maintaining good oil and blowby control. Liner wear
is important, but does not have as large an effect as ring wear. The effects of side wear
are significant for these two cases.@S0742-4795~00!00203-9#

Background
To meet the durability goals that are required to be competitive

in the future it is necessary to better understand the effects of wear
in the engine. In particular, the cylinder kit components can con-
tribute significantly to the perceived durability of the overall en-
gine. When an engine has high blowby or high oil consumption
the engine is perceived as ‘‘worn out.’’ As a result it is necessary
to understand how cylinder kit wear affects the performance~oil
consumption and blowby! of the engine.

This report addresses the issue through cylinder kit modeling.
The advantage of the cylinder kit model is that many different
cases can be tested in a relatively short period of time. This also is
only a fraction of the cost of engine tests. It is also easy to sepa-
rate out the contribution of each component.

The parameters that are studied are: liner wear, ring face wear,
and ring side wear. There are other factors that will affect oil
consumption and blowby that are not included in this report.
Some of these factors are carbon on the piston and liner, turbo-
charger, valve guides, etc.

A significant amount of work has been done developing cylin-
der kit models@1–4#. The cylinder kit dynamics code that was
used for this analysis was the Ricardo RINGPAK, public domain
version @4#. Much of the modeling work in the past has been
either to validate the model or to help solve a problem. In particu-
lar, oil consumption and blowby have been a particular focus of
the work. The unique aspect of this work is it attempts to take the
predictions to investigate the effects on long term durability of the
power cylinder.

Modeled Cylinder Kit Wear
To run the cylinder kit models it is necessary to specify the type

of wear that is present. In some cases it was not possible to model

the wear exactly, and approximations had to be made. This section
describes the assumptions that were used for the wear
calculations.

There are two engines that were studied. Details of the engine
ratings and sizes are not given. This is because the objective is to
illustrate a technique not give a detailed review of the perfor-
mance characteristics of a particular engine.

Both engines studied have low oil consumption. However, ring
motion and gas flows through the ringpacks are significantly dif-
ferent. This is because both engines rely on different mechanisms
to lower oil consumption. As a result, both must be studied sepa-
rately.

Liner Wear

Diesel Engine No. 1. Actual liner wear data from an engine of
the same type that had relatively high liner wear~26 microns
maximum depth! was obtained. The wear trace from this one case
was then scaled up to simulate increased wear. Two methods were
used for scaling the wear profile. In one case the width of the wear
band was held constant and the depth of wear was increased~Fig.
1!. In the other case both the width and depth of the wear band
were increased~Fig. 2!. The amount that the wear depth was
increased was arbitrarily chosen to be 50, 100, and 150 microns.

Diesel Engine No. 2. A similar approach was used for mod-
eling the liner wear on Diesel Engine No. 2. The graphs shown in

Contributed by the Internal Combustion Engine Division of THE AMERICAN
SOCIETY OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERSfor publication in the ASME JOURNAL OF
ENGINEERING FORGAS TURBINES AND POWER. Manuscript received by the ICE
Division November 2, 1998; final revision received by the ASME Headquarters
November 22, 1999. Technical Editor: D. Assanis.

Fig. 1 Diesel engine No. 1 linear wear used in model „width
constant …
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Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 are based on actual measured liner wear for one
engine. The data were then scaled to obtain wear depths of 26, 50,
100, and 150 microns.

Comments. It should be noted that in the figures, the ring
locations when the piston is at Top Dead Center~TDC! are shown
schematically. In the case where the width of the wear band does
not increase, the second ring does not reach the worn portion of
the liner on Diesel Engine No. 1. On Diesel Engine No. 2 the
second ring only slightly enters the worn region. For both Diesel
Engine No. 1 and Diesel Engine No. 2 in the case where the width
of the wear band increases the second ring is significantly affected
by the liner wear.

Description of Liner Wear Modeling. The cylinder kit dy-
namics code that was used for the modeling did not inherently
include the effect of liner wear. To be able to model this effect,
the source code of the program was modified. The program was
altered such that end gap of the rings would increase because of
the wear step. As a result, the end gap only increases around TDC.
This is shown in Fig. 5 for the largest wear case of Diesel Engine
No. 1 ~see Fig. 1!.

The model does not include the effect of the radial inertia of the
ring as it conforms to the wear scar. This can affect the oil film
thickness predictions.

Ring Face Wear. Wear of the ring face was considered at the
same levels as the liner wear. Wear depths of 26, 50, 100, and 150
microns were modeled. Two factors were included in the model
for ring face wear.

1 It was assumed that the face profile of the ring was nearly flat
~Fig. 6! due to wear.

2 The ring end gap was increased by the corresponding amount
of the wear. This was determined by the following formula:

Increase in Gap Width52p~wear Depth!. (1)

Ring Side Wear. The wear of the side of the ring was mod-
eled by decreasing the width of the ring in the model. This was
done at wear depths of 26, 50, 100, and 150 microns also.

Results

Summary of Diesel Engine No. 1 Results. Diesel Engine
No. 1 was modeled at 1800 RPM and 1460 N-m torque.

Diesel Engine No. 1 Ring-Pack Dynamics.There are two dis-
tinct modes of ringpack dynamics that occurred as a result of
varying amounts of wear on Diesel Engine No. 1. These modes
will be labeled Mode 1 and 2 as described below. The predicted
inter-ring gas pressure is shown in Fig. 7 and the corresponding
ring motion is shown in Fig. 8.

Mode 2 ringpack dynamics is characteristic of the more highly
worn top ring face and liner on this engine. It can be seen that in
Mode 2, the inter-ring gas pressure is higher than the cylinder
pressure for much of the cycle~Fig. 7!. This holds the top ring up
on the top side of the ring groove~Fig. 8!. This type of behavior
causes an increase in blowby because of the high inter-ring gas
pressure. Also, the high inter-ring gas pressure might be bad for

Fig. 2 Diesel engine No. 1 linear wear used in model „width
increasing …

Fig. 3 Diesel engine No. 2 linear wear used in model „width
constant …

Fig. 4 Diesel engine No. 2 linear wear used in model „width
increasing …

Fig. 5 Increase in ring end gap because of the worn liner „die-
sel engine No. 1, Ref. Fig. 2, 150 micron wear depth …

Fig. 6 Schematic of unworn and worn top ring face profiles

Fig. 7 Predicted inter-ring gas pressure-diesel engine No. 1
engine „mode 1Älow wear, mode 2 Ähigh wear …
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oil consumption. It provides a continuous spray of gases and oil
from the second land to the combustion chamber through the end
gap over much of the cycle.

Mode 1 ringpack dynamics is characteristic of unworn and
lightly worn top ring face and liner. In Mode 1 the top ring lifts up
partially, but does not stay up. As a result the inter-ring gas pres-
sure closely follows the cylinder pressure after 90° ATDC. This
results in lower blowby because the gas pressure that builds up on
the second land vents upward around the back of the top ring
rather than downward past the second ring which is blowby. This
type of behavior might be better for oil control because there are
only a couple of brief times that the top ring lifts partially. Oil and
gas flow will be restricted when it has to flow around the back of
the ring as opposed to a direct flow through the end gap. Also, the
gas forces blowing gas and oil upward are smaller than in Mode 2
type behavior. As wear increases on the top ring face and liner it
causes the ring pack dynamics to switch from mode 1 to mode 2.

In each of these Modes of ringpack behavior, the second ring
motion is very stable. The second ring remains seated on the
bottom side of the ring groove throughout the cycle. As a result,
the ring acts as a good gas seal which results in relatively low
blowby when compared to Diesel Engine No. 2~see below!. In
Mode 2 there is a very small lift of the second ring that occurs
about 2100° BTDC. This causes the sudden drop in predicted
inter-ring gas pressure at that time.

Diesel Engine No. 1 Blowby Predictions—Single Factor Effects
The effect of each type of wear was considered independent of all
the other types of wear. For example, when top ring face wear was
modeled, the liner and second ring were not considered to be
worn. This was done to determine the contribution of each factor
to the increase in blowby. The model results of Diesel Engine No.
1 are shown in Fig. 9.

It is noted that liner wear does not significantly affect the pre-
dicted blowby until the wear becomes greater than 100 microns.
At this point the mode of ring dynamics change from Mode 1 type
behavior to Mode 2.

Top ring wear starts to affect blowby after only 50 microns of
wear. Once again this is because of the change in ring dynamic
behavior from Mode 1 to Mode 2.

The second ring face wear has the most significant effect on
blowby for Diesel Engine No. 1 engine. Blowby increases con-
tinuously as the ring wears. The ring pack behavior caused by this
type of wear is always Mode 1. It never transitions to Mode 2.
The increase in blowby is solely due to the increase in the gas
flow area through the second ring.

There is no significant effect on ring motion or blowby due to
side wear on the top or second ring.

Diesel Engine No. 1 Oil Consumption Predictions.There is
currently no reliable model to predict absolute levels of oil con-
sumption changes. However, inferences can be made about the
effect of the ringpack dynamics on oil consumption.

As mentioned above, it is thought that the Mode 1 type of
ringpack dynamics will be better for oil control than Mode 2. This

is because in Mode 2 the gas flow from the second land into the
combustion chamber will increase. This reverse flow is called
‘‘blowback.’’ Oil will be carried with the gases that blowback into
the cylinder. This has the potential for being burned and causing
an increase in oil consumption. The model predictions on ‘‘blow-
back’’ are shown in Fig. 10.

It can be seen that as wear of the top ring face and liner in-
creases, the blowback will increase. The sudden increases in
blowback are due to the change in the mode of ringpack dynam-
ics. Also it can be seen that wear of the second ring will cause a
net decrease in blowback. This is because of the increased down-
ward flow of the gases due to the increase in gas flow area caused
by the worn ring face.

Another parameter that is considered to affect oil consumption
is the oil film thickness under the top ring. Figure 11 shows a
comparison of the predicted film thickness for the unworn and
worn rings. The figure predicts radial ring collapse for both the
worn and unworn rings. This can occur when the pressure below
the top ring becomes larger than the pressure above the ring. This
type of pressure imbalance will try to force the ring up off the
bottom side of the groove and/or collapse the ring radially inward

Fig. 8 Predicted top ring motion-diesel engine No. 1 engine
„mode 1Älow wear, mode 2 Ähigh wear …

Fig. 9 Predicted effect of wear on blowby-diesel engine No. 1
engine „1800 rpm, full load, single factor effect …

Fig. 10 Predicted effect of wear on blowback-diesel engine
No. 1 engine „gas flow from the second land to the combustion
chamber …

Fig. 11 Predicted oil film thickness under the top ring-diesel
engine No. 1 engine „unworn ring versus worn ring—150 mi-
crons wear …
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@5#. If inertial and/or oil suction forces prevents the ring from
lifting upward, the ring will collapse radially inward. When the
ring collapses, oil and gases will blow past the front of the ring
and into the combustion chamber. Once the oil has been blown
into the combustion chamber it is susceptible to being consumed.

It is thought oil consumption will be lower when the radial ring
collapse occurs late in the cycle rather than early. This is because
there will be less opportunity for the oil that is blown upward to
be burned if it occurs later in the cycle. It can be seen that the
unworn ring will perform better than the worn ring~because radial
collapse occurs later in the cycle!. The earlier radial collapse of
the worn ring occurs primarily because of the higher inter-ring gas
pressures caused by the increased gas flow areas. Once again, this
is an indication that oil consumption will get worse with the worn
ring.

It is also observed that the oil film thickness under the top ring
just after TDC~0 deg! is large for the worn case. This is caused by
the flat profile of the worn ring face and the pressure forces that
act on the ring. This will be described in more detail for Diesel
Engine No. 2~Fig. 17!. This could also be a cause for increased
oil consumption.

Diesel Engine No. 1 Experimental Results.The advantage of
the cylinder kit model is that it is very inexpensive to run different
cases. However, it was necessary to verify the model at a few key
conditions. As a result, two engine tests were run with ‘‘artificial
wear’’ machined into the liners per the dimensions shown in Fig.
1. Two cases were tested: 100 and 150 microns liner wear depth.
These two wear amounts were chosen because the model showed
a step change in ring dynamics and gas flow between these two
values. The results are seen in Table 1.

In Table 1 and Fig. 12 it can be seen that the step change in
blowby and oil consumption that was predicted between 100 and
150 microns of liner wear was observed experimentally. There is
a very good correlation of the predicted blowby and actual.

Diesel Engine No. 1 Conclusions

• There are two distinct types of ring motion on Diesel Engine
No. 1 that can result from wear. When wear reaches a certain
level, the ringpack dynamics change. This causes a sudden in-
crease in blowby.

• The change in ring pack dynamics predicted as a result of
wear, causes an increase in oil consumption. This is due to an
increase in oil blown into the combustion chamber by the high
inter-ring gas pressures.

• The changes in blowby and oil consumption because of wear
will likely result in a perception that the engine is ‘‘worn out.’’

• Face wear of the top ring will result in the change of ringpack
dynamics sooner than liner wear. This indicates that it is more
important to have low ring wear than liner wear to achieve better
durability.

• Face wear of the second ring will result in a large change in
blowby. However, the ringpack dynamics do not change signifi-
cantly. As a result, it might not adversely affect oil consumption.
If blowby is the major consideration in the perceived durability,
this might be important. If oil consumption is the major factor,
then second ring wear is not so important.

• Top and second ring side wear does not significantly affect
blowby or ringpack dynamics in the predictions.

• Oil film thickness predictions suggest that the oil consump-
tion will get worse as the top ring face wears.

• Model predictions were verified with of engine tests. These
tests showed the step change in oil consumption and blowby pre-
dicted between 100 and 150 microns of liner wear.

Summary of Diesel Engine No. 2 Results. Diesel engine No.
2 was modeled at 1800 rpm and 1460 N-m torque.

Diesel Engine No. 2 Ring-Pack Dynamics. There is only
one type of general ring motion and inter-ring gas pressure behav-
ior on Diesel Engine No. 2. This is true regardless of the wear that
occurs on the cylinder kit parts. The predictions of inter-ring gas
pressure are shown in Fig. 13 and ring motion is shown in Fig. 14.
It can be seen that the inter-ring gas pressure is very low on Diesel
Engine No. 2. This is because the second ring is unstable between

Fig. 12 Predicted increases in blowby and oil consumption
with linear wear „experimental and predicted …

Fig. 13 Predicted inter-ring gas pressure-diesel engine No. 2
engine

Fig. 14 Predicted ring motion-diesel engine No. 2 engine

Table 1 Percent increase in blowby and oil consumption due
to wear

100 microns 150 microns

Blowby Increase
Predicted 9% 63%
Actual 19% 100%

Oil Consumption Increase
Predicted Small Increase Step Change Increase
Actual 77% 225%
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250 deg and 70 deg. As the ring moves up and down, the gases
vent around the back of the ring. As a result, the primary leakage
path for blowby is around the back of the ring. In short, the sec-
ond ring on Diesel Engine No. 2 does not seal the inter-ring gases.
This causes Diesel Engine No. 2 to have higher blowby than
Diesel Engine No. 1. This same type of inter-ring gas pressure
~and ring motion! has been observed experimentally on another
engine@5#. As a result it was felt that this type of prediction is
accurate.

Diesel Engine No. 2 Blowby Predictions—Single Factor Effects
The prediction of blowby caused by the wear of each component
is shown in Fig. 15. It should be noted that the blowby on Diesel
Engine No. 2 is much more sensitive to top ring face wear and
liner wear. The increases in blowby are much more significant
than what was observed on Diesel Engine No. 1. This is because
the second ring does not seal gases. Any increases in the amount
of gases that flow into the inter-ring region will result in blowby
on Diesel Engine No. 2. As a result, when the top ring end gap

flow area increases due to wear, blowby will go up. On Diesel
Engine No. 1 this effect is moderated because of the seal caused
by the second ring.

The second thing that should be noted is that the wear of the
ring will cause higher increases in blowby than a corresponding
wear of the liner. This is because when the top ring face wears,
the gas flow area at the gap is increased over the entire cycle.
However, liner wear only increases the gap flow area around
TDC. Once again, this illustrates that it is more important to have
low ring wear than liner wear.

It is interesting to note that second ring face wear had no sig-
nificant effect on blowby. This is because the primary gas flow is
around the back of the second ring. The increase in gas flow area
in the end gap caused by wear of the second ring face, does not
affect blowby.

The side wear of the top and second rings does not affect the
predicted blowby.

Diesel Engine No. 2 Oil Consumption Predictions.No signifi-
cant changes in the ring motion or inter-ring gas pressure are
predicted as a result of wear. Since the inter-ring gas pressures are
so low on Diesel Engine No. 2, there isno predicted ‘‘blowback’’
~see above for description on Diesel Engine No. 1! for any of the
cases modeled. As a result there should be no loss in oil control as
the engine wears due to gas flows and ringpack dynamics.

Figure 16 shows the predicted oil film thickness under the top
ring for the unworn and worn rings. The worn ring shows an
increase in film thickness just after TDC~0 deg!. This may cause
an increase in oil consumption. However in other locations the oil
film thickness for the worn ring is low when the piston is descend-
ing and high when the piston is rising. This is an ideal type of
scraping action for the ring and might lower oil consumption.
Because of these two conflicting results it is not possible to pre-
dict the final effect on oil consumption.

An unusual spike occurs in the oil film thickness starting at 0
deg for the worn ring case. To model a worn ring, a very flat face
profile was used. It is believed that the spike in oil film thickness
is caused the combination of the flat profile and changing bound-
ary conditions at top ring reversal. At the ring reversal the high
pressure above the ring will extend over a larger portion of the
ring face and cause the ring to move back. This is shown in a very
simple schematic in Fig. 17.

Diesel Engine No. 2 Conclusions

• Blowby on Diesel Engine No. 2 is much more sensitive to
wear than Diesel Engine No. 1. For equivalent amounts of wear
the blowby increase in Diesel Engine No. 2 will be significantly
more than Diesel Engine No. 1.

• Blowby is affected more by top ring face wear than liner
wear. This indicates it is more important to have low ring wear
than liner wear for good blowby control.

Fig. 15 Predicted effect of wear on blow by-diesel engine No.
2 engine „1800 rpm, full load, single factor effect …

Fig. 16 Predicted oil film thickness under the top ring-diesel
engine No. 2 engine „unworn ring versus worn ring—150 mi-
crons wear …

Fig. 17 Simple schematic of radial pressure forces acting on the ring face
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• The ringpack dynamics on Diesel Engine No. 2 are very
stable and are not significantly affected by wear of the compo-
nents. As a result, there might not be very much change in oil
consumption.

Overall Conclusions

• Wear of the top ring face and wear of the liner increase
blowby on Diesel Engine No. 2 engine more than Diesel Engine
No. 1. However, the ringpack dynamics do not change on Diesel
Engine No. 2 while they do no Diesel Engine No. 1. This indi-
cates that Diesel Engine No. 1 oil consumption might deteriorate
more with wear than Diesel Engine No. 2.

• If blowby is the major factor in perceived durability, then
Diesel Engine No. 2 will have less apparent durability than Diesel
Engine No. 1. If oil consumption is the major factor in perceived
durability, Diesel Engine No. 1 will have lower apparent durabil-
ity.

• Top ring face wear affects blowby and ringpack dynamics
more than liner wear. The increase in blowby is due primarily to
the increase in end gap caused by the wear of the ring or liner.
When the ring wears the end gap will be increased over the entire
cycle whereas liner wear will only increase the end gap around
TDC. As a results it is more important to maintain low ring wear
than liner wear for improved durability.

• The second ring face wear significantly affects blowby on
Diesel Engine No. 1 but has little effect on ringpack dynamics. As
a result, oil consumption might not be adversely affected by sec-

ond ring face wear on Diesel Engine No. 1. On Diesel Engine No.
2, the second ring face wear has no significant effect on blowby or
ringpack dynamics.

• Top and second ring side wear do not significantly affect
blowby or ringpack dynamics in the predictions for Diesel Engine
No. 1 and Diesel Engine No. 2. However, if the side wear be-
comes too large, pounding of the ring might cause a breakage that
will cause a loss of blowby and oil control. This was not modeled.

• The predicted effect of wear on Diesel Engine No. 1 and
Diesel Engine No. 2 engines were very different. As a result, it
can be seen that the results shown here are not directly transfer-
able to different engines. Each engine needs to be modeled to
determine the effect of wear on its durability.
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A Probabilistic Approach to
Engine Balance
The paper presents an original probabilistic model of the balance of internal combustion
engines. The model considers the manufacturing tolerances and predicts the most prob-
able value of the first-order residual unbalance for engines that—theoretically—have the
first order forces and moments balanced. It has been found that, assuming normal distri-
butions of the geometric and mass parameters of the reciprocating mechanisms of a
multicylinder engine, the unbalancing forces and moments are statistically distributed
according to a Rayleigh law. The mode of the Rayleigh distribution, which represents the
most probable value of the residual unbalance, is expressed in terms of the statistical
characteristics of the parameters subjected to manufacturing tolerances. In this way, the
tolerances and, especially the ones admitted for the reciprocating masses, are directly
correlated to the expected value of the residual unbalance making it possible to establish
reasonable limits for these tolerances. Validation of the probabilistic balance model is
demonstrated by computer simulation.@S0742-4795~00!01704-X#

Introduction
The classical theory of the reciprocating internal combustion

engine balance is based on the assumption that all reciprocating
mechanisms of a multicylinder engine are perfectly identical. In
this case, for certain angular arrangements of the cranks around
the axis of the crankshaft some harmonic components of the re-
sultant Reciprocating Inertia Forces~REIF! may be perfectly
balanced.

Actually, the manufacturing tolerances of the parts belonging to
the reciprocating mechanisms of the same engine determine
slightly different values of the reciprocating inertia forces for the
different cylinders of the engine. In this situation, a perfect bal-
ance is no more possible and residual unbalances subsist for har-
monic orders that, according to the classical theory are completely
balanced.

This situation is especially important for all engines having the
second order REIF balanced according to the classical theory of
balance. For these engines, the major unbalance is caused by the
first order residual unbalance of the REIF which is several times
larger than the unbalance predicted by the classical theory.

In order to be able to predict the most probable value of the
residual unbalance and to correlate it to the manufacturing toler-
ances, a probabilistic approach is used to formulate a random-
vector interpretation of the first order REIF.

Random Vector Interpretation of the First Order REIF
According to the classical theory of balance@1,2# the first order

REIF corresponding to cylinder ‘‘j’’ may be interpreted1 as the
projection on the cylinder axis of a constant modulus vector

uFI j
u5~mtr ! j r jv

2, (1)

which rotates with the same speed as the crankshaft and is di-
rected along the axis of the crank corresponding to cylinder ‘‘j’’.

The classical theory of balance doesn’t make any difference
between the reciprocating massesmtr and crank radiir belonging

to the different cylinders of the same engine. At the same time, the
angular position of the cranksu j are considered perfectly equal to
the theoretical firing interval of the engine.

Actually, all these magnitudes are subjected to manufacturing
tolerances and take slightly different values for the different cyl-
inders of the same engine:

F ~mtr ! j5m̄tr6Dmtr

r j5 r̄ 6Dr

u j5 ū j6Du
. (2)

In mass production, the machined dimensions could be consid-
ered as distributed according to a normal law

f ~z!5
1

A2psz

expF2
1

2 S z2 z̄

sz
D 2G , (3)

where z̄ represents the mean value of the random variablez and
sz its standard deviation. According to the properties of the nor-
mal distribution, 99.73 percent of all possible values of a normally
distributed random variable are situated in the intervalz̄63sz .
Consequently, the nominal dimensions specified on the technical
drawing may be considered as mean values and the corresponding
tolerances as63s limits:

F sm5
1

3
Dmtr

s r5
1

3
Dr

su5
1

3
Du

. (4)

In this situation, the vector representing the REIF for the cyl-
inder ‘‘j’’ will have a modulus equal to the product of two nor-
mally distributed random variable and will be situated in the tol-
erance field of the angular position of the crank corresponding to
cylinder ‘‘j’’ ~Fig. 1!.

The modulus of the random vectoruFi j u representing the REIF
of cylinder ‘‘j’’ results as a product of two independent random
variables, normally distributed. According to the algebra of nor-
mal functions@4#, this is also a normally distributed random vari-
able whose mean value and standard deviation are~see table in
Appendix A!:

F̄ I j
5m̄tr r̄v2 (5)

1The first order residual unbalance is treated for normal reciprocating mechanisms
without off-set.
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s I j
5v2Am̄tr

2 s r
21 r̄ 2sm

2 1s r
2sm

2 >v2Am̄tr
2 s r

21 r̄ 2sm
2 . (6)

The tolerances affecting the angular positions of the cranks de-
termine a normal distribution of the random vectoruFi j u around
the direction specified byū j . Consequently, this random vector
will be distributed according to a two-dimensional normal law, its
tip being situated in the dispersion ellipse having as half axes
3s uFi j u

and 3Fi j su ~Fig. 2!.
The first order residual unbalance has two aspects: the unbal-

ance produced by the resultant of all first order random vectors
and the unbalance produced by the external moment of these vec-
tors with respect to the middle point of the crankshaft’s axis.

Residual Unbalance of the First Order REIF
In order to determine the first order force unbalance produced

by the REIF in a multicylinder engine the resultant of all random
vectors corresponding to the engine’s cylinders must be calcu-
lated. This calculation may be performed by adding the projec-
tions of the random vectors on the axes of the coordinate system.

The projected vectors will be also normally distributed random
vectors ~see Fig. 2! and their statistical characteristics may be
determined according to the table in Appendix A

F F̄ I j x
5F̄ I j

sin ū j5v2m̄tr r̄ sin ū j

sFI j x

2 5sFI j

2 sin2 ū j1F̄ I j

2 su
2 cos2 ū j

(7)

F F̄ I j y
5F̄ I j

cosū j5v2m̄tr r̄ cosū j

sFI j y

2 5sFI j

2 cos2 ū j1F̄ I j

2 su
2 sin2 ū j

. (8)

This pair of random vectors, resulting from the projection of the
same random vector are correlated random variables, the coeffi-
cient of correlation being@3#

rxj yj
5

tan 2ū j

2

sFI j y

2 2sFI j x

2

sFI j x

sFI j y

(9)

and the covariance corresponding to this coefficient of correlation
is

Kxj yj
5rxj yj

sFI j x

sFI j y

5
sin 2ū j

2
@sFI j

2 2F̄ I j

2 su
2#. (10)

The resultant random vector representing the first order residual
unbalance is obtained by calculating, first, its components on the
coordinate axes as sums of the components of the random vectors
corresponding to the engine’s cylinders. The components of the
resultant random vector are correlated random variables and their
covariance is equal to the sum of the covariances of all pairs of
components@3#:

Kxy5(
j 51

N

Kxj yj
5

1

2
@sFI j

2 2F̄ I j

2 su
2# (

j 51

N

sin 2ū j . (11)

Consequently, if the following condition is fulfilled:

(
j 51

N

sin 2ū j50, (12)

the components of the resultant random vector have a covariance
and, respectively, a coefficient of correlation equal to zero.

Condition ~12! is fulfilled for all engines that are theoretically
balanced with respect to the second-order REIF. In this case the
angular directionsu j are uniformly distributed around the crank-
shaft’s axis and the resultant random vector doesn’t have any
preferential orientation. In contrast, if the second-order unbalance
subsists, the first order vectors are opposing each other~as in the
case of the four stroke, four cylinder in-line engine! and all the
cranks of the crankshaft are situated in the same plane that deter-
mines a preferential direction for the first order random vector.

As it was mentioned before, the first order residual unbalance is
especially important for engines that are theoretically balanced
with respect to the second order REIF. In this case, the compo-
nents of the resultant random vector may be treated as indepen-
dent random variables and their statistical characteristics may be
calculated according to the formulas presented in the table in Ap-
pendix A.

Because the engine is theoretically balanced with respect to the
first order REIF,

(
j 51

N

sin ū j5(
j 51

N

cosū j50,

the mean values of the components of the resultant random vector
are equal to zero:

F R̄I x
5(

j 51

N

F̄I j x
5m̄tr r̄v2(

j 51

N

sin ū j50

R̄I y
5(

j 51

N

F̄I j y
5m̄tr r̄v2(

j 51

N

cosū j50

(13)

and the standard deviations of these components are

Fig. 1 The random vector interpretation of the first order REIF,
considering manufacturing tolerances

Fig. 2 Statistical distribution of the random vector interpreting
the first order REIF for an arbitrary cylinder ‘‘ j ’’
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(14)

For all engines that are theoretically balanced with respect to
the second order REIF the following condition is fulfilled:

(
j 51

N

cos 2ū j50,

and taking into account the trigonometric relations

F (
j 51

N

sin2 ū j5
1

2 S N2(
j 51

N

cos 2ū j D
(
j 51

N

cos2 ū j5
1

2 S N1(
j 51

N

cos 2ū j D (15)

finally, the following formula is obtained:

sRI
5sRI x

5sRI y
5

v2

3
AN

2
@m̄tr

2 Dr 21 r̄ 2Dmtr
2 1~m̄tr r̄Du!2#.

(16)

In conclusion, the components of the first order resultant random
vector are degenerated random variables having the mean value
equal to zero and the dispersion ellipse of the resultant forceRI
reduced to a circle with the center in the origin of the coordinate
axes~Fig. 3!.

The probability that the modulus of the first order random vec-
tor RI will be included in the interval between zero anduRu is
given by @3#:

P@0<uRI u<uRu#512e2h2/2, (17)

where parameterh represents the ratio between the area of the
circle of radiusR and that of the unity dispersion circle of radius
sRI :

h25
pRI

2

psRI

2 5
RI

2

sRI

2 . (18)

The probability expressed by relation~17! represents the distri-
bution function of the modulus of the first order random vectorRI
and its differential with respect toRI is the probability density
function of uRI u:

f ~ uRI u!5
uRI u
sRI

2 expF2
RI

2

2sRI

2 G . (19)

Function ~19! is the well known Rayleigh distribution and is
represented in Fig. 4. The mode of this function expresses the
most probable value of the random variableuRI u and is equal to
the radius of the unity dispersion circle:

M uRI u
5sRI

. (20)

The median of the probability density function~19! is equal to
the expected mean value of the random variableuRI u and is given
by @3#:

mRI
>1.25sRI

. (21)

If the manufacturing tolerances are expressed as fractions of the
corresponding nominal value

F« r5Dr / r̄
«m5Dmtr /m̄tr

, (22)

and uFI u, the nominal value of the first order REIF is taken as a
reference, the most probable value of the first order force unbal-
ance may be expressed as

uRI u
uFI u

5
1

3
AN

2
@« r

21«m
2 1~Du!2#. (23)

Based on Eq.~23!, the manufacturing tolerances, and especially
those regarding the reciprocating masses, may be judiciously de-
termined in order to assure a smooth running of the engine.

Residual Unbalance of the First Order External Mo-
ment Produced by the REIF

In order to determine the most probable value of the first order
residual moment of the REIF additional magnitudes subjected to
manufacturing tolerances shall be considered: the distances sepa-
rating the cylinders along the crankshaft’s axis. These distances
are usually expressed with respect to either the middle, or the last
journal bearing depending on whichever controls the axial posi-
tion of the crankshaft.

With respect to this reference, the position of the axis of cylin-
der ‘‘j’’ may be expressed as:

Fig. 3 Statistical distribution of the resultant first order ran-
dom vector

Fig. 4 Rayleigh density of probability function
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bj5bj6Dbj (24)

and, again, considering the manufacturing tolerances as63s lim-
its, the standard deviation of these random variables are:

sbj
5

1
3Dbj j 51,2, . . . ,N. (25)

Consequently, the first order random vector representing the
REIF of cylinder ‘‘j’’ will be tridimensionally normal distributed,
its tip being situated inside the dispersion ellipsoid~Fig. 5! having

the half axes equal to 3sFI j , 3FI j su , and 3sb j .
The moment of this random vector with respect to the reference

point O is also a random vector, normally distributed in the plane
xOy ~Fig. 5!, its mean value and standard deviation being:

F M̄ I j
5b̄ j F̄ I j

5m̄tr r̄ b̄ jv
2

sMI J
5AF̄ I J

2 sbj

2 1b̄ j
2sFI j

2 1sbj

2 sFI J

2

>v2A~m̄tr r̄ !2sbj

2 1~m̄tr
2 s r

21 r̄ 2sm
2 !bj

2

. (26)

The tip of the random vectorMIJ is included in the dispersion
ellipse having the half axes equal to 3sMI j and 3MI j su , respec-
tively ~Fig. 5!. The projections of this vector on the axes of the
coordination systemxOy are normally distributed random vectors
having the following statistical characteristics:

F M̄ I j x
5M̄ I j

cosū j5m̄tr r̄ b̄ jv
2 cosū j

sMI Jx

2 5sMI j

2 cos2 ū j1M̄ I j

2 su
2 sin2 ū j

(27)

F M̄ I j y
5M̄ I j

sin ū j5m̄tr r̄ b̄ jv
2 sin ū j

sMI j y

2 5sMI j

2 sin2 ū j1M̄ I j

2 su
2 cos2 ū j

(28)

KMI J
5

sin 2ū j

2
~sMI j

2 2M̄ I j

2 su
2!. (29)

The components of the resultant first order moment vector may
be calculated by adding the respective components of the indi-
vidual random moment vectors corresponding to the engine’s cyl-
inders. Based on formulas presented in the table in Appendix A,
the statistical characteristics of the components of the resultant
first-order moment vector are

F M̄ I x
5(

j 51

N

M̄ I j x
5v2m̄tr r̄(

j 51

N

b̄j cosū j

sMI x

2 5(
j 51

N

sMI j x

2 5v4F m̄tr
2 r̄ 2(

j 51

N

sbj

2 cos2 ū j1~m̄tr
2 s r

21 r̄ 2sm
2 !(

j 51

N

b̄j
2 cos2 ū j1~m̄tr r̄su!2(

j 51

N

b̄j
2 sin2 ū j G (30)

F MI y
5(

j 51

N

M̄ I j y
5v2m̄tr r̄(

j 51

N

b̄j sin ū j

sMI y

2 5(
j 51

N

sMI j y

2 5v4F m̄tr
2 r̄ 2(

j 51

N

sbj

2 sin2 ū j1~m̄tr
2 s r

21 r̄ 2sm
2 !(

j 51

N

b̄j
2 sin2 ū j1~m̄tr r̄su!2(

j 51

N

b̄j
2 cos2 ū j G (31)

KMI
5(

j 51

N

KMI j

5
v4

2 F m̄tr
2 r̄ 2(

j 51

N

sbj

2 sin 2ū j1~m̄tr
2 s r

21 r̄ 2sm
2 !

3(
j 51

N

b̄j
2 sin 2ū j2~m̄tr r̄su!2(

j 51

N

b̄j
2 sin 2ū j G . (32)

If the first-order external moment of the REIF is theoretically
balanced the following condition is fulfilled:

(
j 51

N

b̄j cosū j5(
j 51

N

b̄j sin ū j50, (33)

and the components of the first order moment vector are degener-
ated random variables having their mean values equal to zero:

M̄ I x
5M̄ I y

50. (34)

Taking into account relations~4!, ~5!, ~22!, ~30!, ~31!, and~32!
the standard deviations may be written as

sMI x

2 5
1

2 F F̄ I

3 G2H(
j 51

N

~Dbj !
21(

j 51

N

~Dbj !
2 cos 2ū j1@« r

21«m
2

1~Du!2#(
j 51

N

b̄j
21@« r

21«m
2 2~Du!2#(

j 51

N

b̄j
2 cos 2ū jJ

(35)

Fig. 5 Random vector interpretation of the first order moment
of the REIF, for an arbitrary cylinder ‘‘ j ’’
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sMI y

2 5
1

2 F F̄ I

3 G2H(
j 51

N

~Dbj !
22(

j 51

N

~Dbj !
2 cos 2ū j1@« r

21«m
2

1~Du!2#(
j 51

N

b̄j
22@« r

21«m
2 2~Du!2#(

j 51

N

b̄j
2 cos 2ū jJ

(36)

and the covariance as

KMI
5

1

2 F F̄ I

3 G2H(
j 51

N

~Dbj !
2 sin 2ū j

1@« r
21«m

2 2~Du!2#(
j 51

N

b̄j
2 sin 2ū jJ . (37)

Equation~37! shows that, even if the second-order REIF are
theoretically balanced, the components of the resultant first order
external moment are correlated random variables. This situation is
determined by the fact that the moment vectors corresponding to
different cylinders have different magnitudes and the residual
value of their sum will have a preferential direction determined by
the larger pair of opposite vectors~Fig. 6!.

In this case the system of coordinates is not a principal system
for the dispersion ellipse. The axes of the principal systemzOh
~Fig. 7! are rotated with respect to the considered system by an
anglea @3#:

tan 2a5
2KMI

sMI x

2 2sMI y

2 . (38)

Considering Eqs.~35!–~38! this angle may be calculated by the
following relation:

a5
1

2
tan21

F (
j 51

N

~Dbj !
2 sin 2ū j1@« r

21«m
2 2~Du!2#( j 51

N b̄j
2 sin 2ū j

(
j 51

N

~Dbj !
2 cos 2ū j1@« r

21«m
2 2~Du!2#( j 51

N b̄j
2 cos 2ū j

G
(39)

and the half axes of the dispersion ellipse: 3sMI z
, 3sMI h

may be

determined from@3#:

H sMI z

2 5sMI x

2 cos2 a1sMI y

2 sin2 a1KMI
sin 2a

sMI h

2 5sMI x

2 sin2 a1sMI y

2 cos2 a2KMI
sin 2a

. (40)

The probability that the module of the vector representing the
first order external moment would be included in the interval be-
tween zero anduM u is given by a relation similar to~17! where the
parameterh2 takes the following expression:

h25
pMI

2

psMI z
sMI h

(41)

and the probability density function of this random vector is given
by a modified Rayleigh distribution

f ~ uMI u!5
uMI u

sMI z
sMI h

expF2
MI

2

2sMI z
sMI h

G . (42)

Again, the most probable value of the residual first order exter-
nal moment is equal to the mode of this function

uMI u5AsMI z
sMI h

, (43)

and its mean value is

mMI
>1.25uMI u. (44)

Formulas~20! and ~43! could be used to estimate the most
probable value of the first order unbalance caused by the resultant
force and external moment of the REIF.

Numerical Simulation
In order to determine the significance of the residual first order

unbalance and to check the validity of the formulas established by
the probabilistic approach a particular case has been analyzed.

The considered engine is an automotive, four stroke, six cylin-
der diesel engine characterized by the following parameters:

mtr5100065 g «m50.005

r 55060.05 mm « r50.001

u j5 j 3120°6158 Du50.00436 rad

j 51,2, . . . ,6.

The cylinders are symmetrically situated with respect to the
middle journal bearing which is also the axial bearing of the
crankshaft:

b1530060.2 mm b65230060.2 mm

b2518060.2 mm b55218060.2 mm

Fig. 6 The first order vector moments for a four stroke, six
cylinder engine

Fig. 7 Position of the principal axes of the dispersion ellipse
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b356060.2 mm b4526060.2 mm.

According to the classical theory of balance, the most signifi-
cant unbalance of this engine is the sixth-order force unbalance
which has a value six time larger than the module of the sixth
order harmonic component of the REIF. For the considered engine
~L50.25! the sixth order harmonic component is 0.000072uFI u
and the resulting unbalance:uRVIu5630.000072uFI u54.32
31024uFI u.

Using formula~23! the most probable value of the first order
residual force unbalance is determined:

uRI u5
FI

3
A6

2
~0.001210.005210.004362!>3.8731023uFI u.

In spite of the fact that the manufacturing tolerances are ex-
tremely low, the residual unbalance is almost nine times larger
than the theoretical unbalance of this engine.

For checking the results obtained by the probabilistic approach,
a computer code was developed to simulate by random number
generation the manufacturing tolerances. The simulation was cali-
brated to produce standard deviations for the manufacturing toler-
ances in accordance with relations~4! and ~25! and the data re-
sulting from this simulation showed a good agreement with the
calculation made with formulas developed in this paper. At the

Fig. 8 Histogram of the x -axis component of the resultant first
order random vector RI

Fig. 9 Histogram of the y -axis component of the resultant first
order random vector RI

Fig. 10 Histogram of the modulus of the first order random
vector RI

Fig. 11 Histogram of the modulus of the first order random
vector MI

Table 1 Comparison between simulation and calculation
based on the probabilistic model of the REIF
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same time, the simulations show that, in mass production, some
engines will exhibit an even larger unbalance than the one pre-
dicted by formulas~23! and ~43!.

A typical result obtained in such a simulation considering 1000
random generated samples is presented in comparison with the
probabilistic calculations in Table 1.

The histograms obtained from the simulated data are presented
in Fig. 8–11. As it could be seen they approximate fairly well the
predicted probability density functions.

Conclusions
The classical theory of balance assumes all reciprocating

mechanisms of a multicylinder engine perfectly identical. In this
case, many harmonic components of the REIF may be balanced.

The manufacturing tolerances introduce small differences be-
tween the dimensions and masses of the reciprocating mecha-
nisms of the same multicylinder engine. In this situation, residual
unbalances of the REIF subsist for harmonic orders that theoreti-
cally should be balanced.

The residual unbalance is especially important for engines that
are theoretically balanced with respect to the second order REIF.
In this case the most significant unbalance of the engine is the
residual first order unbalance which is several times larger than
the unbalance predicted by the classical theory of balance.

Applying methods specific to the theory of probability and
mathematical statistics a probabilistic model of the REIF and
methods to determine the most probable value of the residual
unbalance are established.

The formulas developed in this paper may be used to correlate
the manufacturing tolerances with the expected residual
unbalance.

Nomenclature

b 5 distance measured along the crankshaft’s axis
r 5 crank radius
l 5 length of the con-rod

mtr 5 reciprocating mass
F 5 force
K 5 covariance
M 5 moment
N 5 total number of cylinders of a given engine
R 5 resultant

Dm 5 mass tolerance
Dr 5 tolerance of the crank radius
Du 5 tolerance of the angular position of a crank

« 5 relative deviation with respect to nominal value
L5r / l 5 parameter of the reciprocating mechanism

u 5 angular position
r 5 coefficient of correlation

v 5 angular velocity of the crankshaft
s 5 standard deviation

Indices

j 5 relative to an arbitrary cylinder ‘‘j’’
m 5 relative to the reciprocating mass
r 5 relative to crank radius
x 5 relative to Ox axis
y 5 relative to Oy axis
I 5 relative to the first harmonic order

F 5 relative to force
M 5 relative to moment
z 5 relative to Oz axis
h 5 relative to Oh axis
u 5 relative to the angular position of a crank
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Appendix A

Table A1 Statistical characteristics of random variables ob-
tained as a result of algebraic operations applied to normally
distributed random variables †4‡
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Validation of a New TVD Scheme
Against Measured Pressure
Waves in the Inlet and Exhaust
System of a Single Cylinder
Engine
Recently a new TVD scheme was presented by the authors and a comparison was made
with other algorithms for two engine related test cases (the shock tube and the tapered
pipe). It was shown that the new scheme combines high accuracy with exact conservation
of the mass flow, even in tapered pipes. In this paper the pressure waves in the inlet and
exhaust system of a single cylinder engine are measured and compared to calculations
with the new algorithm. The comparison is made under motoring and firing conditions of
the engine with two different external mixture formation systems (different fuels: gasoline
and methane). Modifications on intake and exhaust pipe configuration clearly show their
influence on the pressure wave development. The importance of the loss coefficients for
the flow through the inlet and exhaust valves (mass flow coefficient) is demonstrated. A
test rig has been built to obtain these coefficients under steady-state conditions as a
function of valve lift and mass flow rate. It is shown that for this engine configuration the
measured steady-state loss coefficients are not reliable at low valve lifts. This can be
explained by the influence of the Reynolds number and the appearance of a transition
zone. For all mentioned comparisons the agreement is excellent. The next phase will be to
evaluate the code for multi-cylinder engines under atmospheric and turbo-charged con-
ditions. @S0742-4795~00!00204-0#

Introduction
For more than 30 years, single cylinder engines have been used

for validation of computer codes simulating the gas exchange pro-
cess of IC engines~e.g.,@1#!. Of course, over the years improve-
ments have been made in the measuring techniques~e.g., trans-
ducers! and the data acquisition system. But mainly, the engine in
its most simple configuration is still an adequate tool to validate
new computer algorithms.

The first gas dynamic computer code for the calculation of the
unsteady flow in engine intake and exhaust system was based on
the method of characteristics~solution of the differential charac-
teristic equations!. Then Lax-Wendroff methods where intro-
duced, where differentials are replaced by differences with a sec-
ond order accuracy. Flux correction techniques are necessary to
reduce the inherent overshoots. Further, the centered Lax-
Wendroff schemes were extended to first order upwind schemes.

Recently TVD~Total Variation Diminishing! schemes were in-
troduced for the simulation of the gas exchange process in IC
engines@2,3#. TVD schemes are an extension of first order upwind
schemes by the use of non-linear techniques~the so-called limit-
ers! to achieve second order accuracy.

The authors have developed a new cell-vertex TVD scheme
with the superbee limiter in two stage form@4,5#. Basically the
method is a one-dimensional variant of the polynomial Flux Dif-
ference Splitting~FDS! technique as developed in@6–8#. In @4#
the authors have made a comparison of different numerical algo-
rithms ~the method of characteristics, different Lax-Wendroff
schemes, first order upwind schemes, the classic TVD schemes!

with the new TVD scheme for two test cases: the shock tube and
the tapered pipe. None of the earlier methods combine high accu-
racy for pressure wave calculations and correct calculations for
tapered pipes. Even the classic TVD schemes have local discreti-
zation errors at places with an area variation.

The new TVD scheme has both a high accuracy for the first test
case~shock tube! and an exact conservation of the mass flow in
the second test case~tapered pipe!. The new scheme is described
in detail in @5#.

In this paper, the new TVD scheme is tested against measure-
ments in the inlet-and exhaust system of a one-cylinder engine.

1 Numerical Algorithm
The one-dimensional unsteady gas flow in a pipe is described

by the following basic equations

The Continuity Equation

]rS

]t
1

]ruS

]x
50, (1)

The Momentum Equation

]ruS

]t
1

]ru2S

]x
52

]pS

]x
1p

]S

]x
2 f

ru2

2

u

uuu
O, (2)

The Energy Equation

]rES

]t
1

]rEuS

]x
52

]puS

]x
1qrS (3)

The nomenclature is as follows:

e 5 specific internal energy@J/kg#
E 5 e1u2/2: specific total mechanical energy@J/kg#
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f 5 friction coefficient@2#
O 5 internal contour of the pipe@m#
p 5 pressure@N/m2#
q 5 heat transfer added through the wall@J/~kg.s!#
S 5 section of the pipe@m2#
t 5 time @s#
u 5 ~convective! velocity along the x co-ordinate@m/s#

uuu 5 absolute value ofu
x 5 co-ordinate along the axis of the pipe@m#
r 5 density@kg/m3#

This set of hyperbolic partial differential equations expresses
the conservation of mass, momentum, and energy for a system
with friction, heat transfer, and a variable section. After division
by the sectionS, the equations can be written in short form as

]j

]t
1

1

S

]F

]x
2

P

S
5B, (4)

with the vector of conserved variables

j5@r, ru, rE#T, (5)

the fluxvector

F5@ruS, ~ruu1p!S, rHuS#T, (6)

the pressure term

P5F0, p
]S

]x
, 0GT

, (7)

and the source term

B5F0, 2 f
ru2

2

u

uuu
O

S
, qrGT

. (8)

The new TVD scheme is a so-called cell-vertex finite volume
method. In a cell-vertex formulation, the control volumes are
formed by the cells in the grid. In one dimension these are the
segments between the vertices of the grid as shown in Fig. 1. The
term vertex is added to the denomination of the method to indicate
that the variables are stored at the vertices of the grid.

An obvious difficulty with the cell-vertex finite volume method
is the way in which updates of the variables in the nodes are to be
constructed from the flux balances. The flux differenceDF in
each volume has to be distributed to the nodes of that volume.
This distribution is done using upwinding technique, so that a
node intercepts the information from the physically relevant direc-
tion. Second order accuracy for the space derivative is obtained by
the use of non-linear combinations~limiters! of the flux
differences.

The second order accurate scheme is described by

j i
n115j i

n2
Dt

SiDx
~FL

n2FR
n !1DtBi

n (9)

with

FL
n5Di 11/2,n

2 DFi 11/2
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2
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1 DFi 11/2
n ,Di 11/2

1 DFi 21/2
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1

2
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2 DFi 11/2
n ,Di 11/2,n

2 DFi 13/2
n !. (10)

FR
n5Di 21/2,n

1 DFi 21/2
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1

2
Lim~Di 21/2,n

1 DFi 21/2
n ,Di 21/2

1 DFi 23/2
n !

1
1

2
Lim~Di 11/2,n

2 DFi 21/2
n ,Di 21/2,n

2 DFi 11/2
n !. (11)

The superscriptn means that the variables have to be taken at
time leveln. The flux differencesDF are calculated by

DFi 11/2
n 5Fi 11

n 2Fi
n2~Si 112Si !

pi 11
n 1pi

n

2
, (12)

with the fluxesF defined in ~6!. Lim is the limiter used. The
superbee limiter gives the best overall performance with this TVD
scheme@4# and it is defined as follows:

superbee~a,b!5sign~a!max~0,max~min~2abs~a!,sign~a!b!,

min~abs~a!,2 sign~a!b!)).

The matricesDi 21/2
2 andDi 11/2

1 originate from a flux difference
splitting technique. The technique used here is the polynomial
flux-difference splitting technique developed by one of the present
authors@7#, adapted for the cell vertex TVD scheme in@5#.

Second order accuracy for the time derivative is obtained by
multistage algorithms: the time step fromn to n11 is hereby
divided into several stages. If the coefficients in these stages are
well chosen an increase in the number of stages can result in an
increase in the allowable CFL number and an increase in time
accuracy.

Equation ~9! symbolically gives the one-stage scheme. The
two-stage cell-vertex TVD scheme with second order time accu-
racy is written as

j i
n11/25j i

n2
Dt

2SiDx
~FL

n2FR
n !1

Dt

2
Bi

n (13)

j i
n115j i

n2
Dt

SiDx
~FL

n11/22FR
n11/2!1DtBi

n11/2. (14)

It is this two-stage form that is used for the calculations in this
paper.

The thermodynamic cycle of the cylinder is calculated from the
moment the inlet valve closes~trapped conditions! until the ex-
haust valve opens~release conditions! without or with combustion
~motored or fired engine!. The thermodynamic model for the two-
zone combustion is based on the model by Tabaczynski et al.
@9–11#, but will not be described further. The only importance
here is that the thermodynamic model correctly predicts the re-
lease conditions. When one or two of the valves are open, the
cylinder conditions are calculated as a boundary condition for the
gasdynamic model.

2 Description of the Test Rig
The experiments are carried out on a single cylinder four-stroke

CFR engine with the following characteristics:

bore: 82.55 mm
stroke: 114.2 mm
swept volume 612.5 cm3

compression ratio: 6.29
engine speed~constant!: 600 rpm
inlet valve opens~IVO!: 12°caafter TDC
inlet valve closes~IVC!: 30°ca after BDC
exhaust valve opens~EVO!: 31°ca before BDC
exhaust valve closes~EVC!: 5°ca after TDC

The engine is connected to an electric brake. Figure 2 shows the
geometry of the inlet and exhaust system of the engine. The first
part in the inlet system is a buffer vessel of 209 1. It is installed to
minimize the flow pulsation for a diaphragm type flow meter
placed in front, but the pulsation remained too large to do a cor-

Fig. 1 Cell-vertex finite volume method
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rect mass flow measurement. This is due to the strong activation
of a single cylinder at low engine speed. The buffer vessel is
connected to the cylinder head via a tapered pipe (L5330 mm),
an elastic pipe~L5730 mm, B531.75 mm, 180 deg bend! and
again a straight pipe~L5188 mm, B531.75 mm!. The intake
port channel~L560 mm,B531.75 mm! has a 90 deg bend in the
cylinder head. The venturi is positioned at 198 mm before the
intake valve~intake port included!.

The exhaust system consists of a 90 deg bend through the ex-
haust port channel~L560 mm, B531.75 mm! followed by a
straight pipe~L5470 mm, B531.75 mm! and a sudden section
change to a straight pipe~L5350 mm, B553 mm!. The end of
the second pipe is connected to a buffer vessel of 25 l. In this
buffer vessel water can be injected by a spray to reduce the gas
temperature. For the pressure measurements however no water
has been injected. Finally there is a pipe leading from the buffer to
the atmosphere~L57250 mm,B553 mm!.

Three high pressure piezo-electric transducers are installed: one
inside the cylinder~Type Kistler QC32c, flush with the wall!, one
in the intake channel~type Kistler QC32c, 90 mm before the
intake valve! and one in the exhaust channel~type AVL 8QP500,
100 mm after the exhaust valve!. To obtain accurate pressure
measurements water cooled transducers are used~these are cer-
tainly necessary for in-cylinder and exhaust measurements!. The
quartz transducers used for the dynamic measurements have a
natural frequency of 70 kHz and a linearity better than 0.2 percent
FSO. Calibration is done for the combination trans-
ducer1cables1charge amplifier before each set of tests. For the
in-cylinder measurements the log p-log V diagrams of the motor-
ing and firing cycles are used to verify the absolute pressure level,
the position of the TDC and the compression ratio. Also for the
in-cylinder measurements under firing conditions, thermal shock
error can not be avoided, but the transducer used is one of the best
on the market in this respect, as own research has
indicated@12#.

A PC based data acquisition system is used to store the pressure
data at a sample interval of 1 deg crank angle. The sample pulses
are given by a CAM~crank angle marker! encoder combined with
an interpolator. The position of TDC has been located using an A
VL 428 TDC sensor, with an accuracy higher than 0.1 deg ca.

Different fuels can be used in the engine by changing the ex-
ternal mixture formation system. A set of tests is carried out with
gasoline. An adjustable amount of fuel is added to the air in a
venturi ~Fig. 3!. There is no throttle valve in the inlet pipe. The
regulation of the amount of fuel is done by increasing the fuel

pressure~height position of the fuel reservoir! as it is done in the
normal use of a CFR engine for defining the octane number of a
fuel.

A second set of tests is carried out with methane. In this case
the fuel is added to the air with a simple fuel pressure line to a
ring around the air intake pipe~Fig. 4! at the same location as the
venturi for gasoline use. The methane is stored in a pressure ves-
sel and the amount of fuel is again obtained by increasing the
pressure in the CH4 line to the ring~rough regulation by a relief
valve after the vessel, and fine adjustment by a second valve just
before the ring!. In the latter case modifications are done to the
exhaust system~Fig. 5!. The pipe coming from the exhaust buffer
is made shorter~L53500, B553 mm! and for safety reasons a
fan is located at the end of it to prevent any methane to accumu-
late. The fan decreases the pressure in the exhaust system with
only 3 cm H2O.

The experiments are done under motoring and firing conditions
of the engine.

3 Steady Flow Discharge Coefficients

3.1 Definition and Background. The mass flow rate
through a poppet valve is usually described by the equation for
compressible flow through a flow restriction. This equation is de-
rived from a one-dimensional isentropic flow analysis.

The real mass flow is smaller than the theoretical mass flow
because of a reduction in effective flow area due to the flow sepa-
ration from wall and valve, heat transfer and friction and by a
nonuniform distribution of the flow around the contour of the
valve. The real gas flow effects are included by means of an
experimentally determined discharge coefficientCD , where

CD5
ṁreal

ṁtheror
(15)

with

CD 5 discharge coefficient@2#
ṁ 5 mass flow@kg/s#

and subscripts

real 5 measured on the test rig
theor5 from theoretical calculation

Fig. 2 Geometry of the inlet and exhaust system

Fig. 3 Venturi „gasoline …

Fig. 4 Gas supply ring „methane …

Fig. 5 Disposal of exhaust gases „methane …
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In addition to valve lift, the performance of the inlet valve assem-
bly is influenced by the following factors: valve seat width, valve
seat angle, rounding of the seat corners, port design, and cylinder
head shape.

The value ofCD and the choice of a reference area are linked
together: their productCDAR , is the effective flow area of the
valve assemblyAE . Several reference areas may be chosen, but
only two different approaches are commonly used.

The first approach is to use the curtain areaAC , where

AC5pDvLv (16)

with

AC 5 curtain area,@m2#
Lv 5 valve lift, @m#
Dv 5 valve diameter,@m#

It is the most convenient reference area in practice since it varies
linearly with valve lift and is simple to determine. Figure 6 shows
the results of steady flow tests on a typical inlet valve configura-
tion with a sharp-cornered valve seat@13#. The discharge coeffi-
cient based on valve curtain area is a discontinuous function of the
valve lift/diameter ratio. The three segments shown correspond to
different flow regimes as indicated. At very low lifts, the flow
remains attached to the valve head and seat, giving high values for
the discharge coefficient. At intermediate lifts, the flow separates
from the valve head at the inner edge of the valve seat as shown.
An abrupt decrease in discharge coefficient occurs at this point.
The discharge coefficient then increases with increasing lift since
the size of the separated region remains approximately constant
while the minimum flow area is increasing. At high lifts, the flow
separates from the inner edge of the valve seat as well.

The second approach is to use the geometric minimum flow
areaAM . The geometric minimum flow area is a complex func-
tion of valve and valve seat dimensions. The transition points in
Fig. 6 can also be seen as sudden changes in geometric minimum
area. In this way, theCD value is a much more continuous func-
tion of the valve lift/diameter ratio.

In either way it is clear that the effective flow areaAE shows a
discontinuous behavior, and in this paper the first approach is
used.

In order, first to obtain the mass flow coefficients for the valves
of the CFR engine, second to verify if these coefficients can be
used to predict dynamic behavior, and third to investigate the
Reynolds number influence on these flow coefficients, a test rig
was constructed. Figure 7 shows the test set up, for the normal
inlet flow through the inlet valve withR the rotary compressor
~type Vortech V-1!, the valves V1 and V2 to regulate the mass
flow, the diaphragm type mass flow meterF and the systemS to
set the inlet or exhaust valve lift to a certain position. The static
pressures are measured at different locations as a function of the
valve lift and of the mass flow rate.

The air delivered by the compressor is blown through the cyl-
inder head of the engine~from inlet valve to cylinder liner, from
cylinder liner to inlet or exhaust valve and from exhaust valve to
cylinder liner, so taking into account also back-flow situations!. In
this way, a complete range of flow levels at each valve lift incre-
ment can be used for the measurements.

The real mass flow is determined by measuring the pressure
drop across a diaphragm. It is good practice to limit this pressure
drop to about 125 mm H2O. For smaller pressure drops, air can be
treated as an incompressible fluid. A disadvantage of the dia-
phragm is that the pressure difference across the device varies
with the square of the flow rate. It follows that a turn down in flow
rate of 10:1 corresponds to a reduction in pressure difference of
100:1, implying insufficient precision at low flow rates. This is
solved by using different orifice diameters for different mass flow
ranges

The relevant mass flow range for this engine is from 0 to 0.02
kg/s. This range is subdivided into three smaller ranges that each
can be measured with one orifice giving allowable pressure drops.
The measurements have been done per 1/2 mm valve lift, for each
valve and for each flow direction. It is important to notice that in
the experiments the compressor always blows the flow in the de-
sired direction. In normal engine operation the flow is sucked
through the inlet valve. This is no problem since the two flows
have to be compared by the Mach and Reynolds number and not
by the absolute value of the pressure.

The calculation of the mass flow from the pressure drop across
the orifice is done according the ISO 5167-1 norm.

In many engine designs the port and valve assembly are used to
create a rotational motion~swirl! inside the engine cylinder during
the induction process, or the cylinder can be shaped to restrict the
flow through one side of the valve opening to generate swirl.
Swirl generation significantly reduces the valve flow coefficient.
The measurement of the flow coefficient is done on the cylinder
head including the intake and exhaust port channels. So the pres-
sure drop across a valve includes these channels. The disadvan-
tage is that the losses in these pipes are included in the flow
coefficient. Ideally losses should be determined separately from
the valve flow coefficient, so that the effect of the shape of the
intake and exhaust port on its own could be investigated.

3.2 Steady Flow Results and Discussion.The result of the
measurements for the flow from the inlet to the cylinder are
shown in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9. Figure 8 gives theCD value for a
certain valve lift, as a function of the Reynolds number. The Rey-
nolds number is calculated based on the diameter of the pipe
before the valve and the velocity before the valve. It is clear that
for a certain valve lift there is a significant effect of the Re num-
ber. For low valve lifts~0.5,1,1.5 mm! the value ofCD increases
with the Re number to a limit value at high Re numbers. For
medium valve lifts~2,3 mm! the Re effect has become less, where
for high valve lifts ~5,6 mm! there is a minimum inCD with Re
number. The importance of the valve lift itself onCD remains.
Figure 9 displays the same results as a function of valve lift only.
From Fig. 8 it is clear that for most valve lifts the largestCD

Fig. 6 Discharge coefficient of an inlet poppet valve †13‡

Fig. 7 Test rig for steady-state flow through a valve
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values occur at high Re number only, or at high and very low Re
number together~e.g., 5 mm!. That is why in Fig. 9 the largestCD
coefficients for each valve lift correspond to measurements with
flow of high Re number or very low Re number.

The lowestCD coefficients for each valve lift correspond to
measurements with flow of low Re number.

For the exhaust valve the Reynolds number is calculated based
on the diameter of the pipe after the valve and the velocity after
the valve. The results are shown in Fig. 10 and Fig. 11. At low
valve lifts, theCD value increases with the Re number to a limit
value at high Re~alike the inlet valve!. At 4 ~and 5! mm valve lift
the CD value at low Reynolds is high, but there is a sudden tran-
sition to a lower value at about Re 7500 followed by a restoration
at higher Re. At 6 mm valve lift, theCD value increases very fast
with ~low! Re number, followed by an abrupt decrease and resto-
ration. Figure 11 displays the same results as a function of valve
lift only. From Fig. 10 it is clear that for most valve lifts the
lowestCD values occur at low Re number, so in Fig. 11 the lowest
CD coefficients for each valve lift correspond to measurements
with flow of low Re number.

The CD coefficients used for the simulations however are not
the same as the measured ones. The coefficients used are shown in
Fig. 9 and Fig. 11~full line!. The coefficients used in the simula-
tion were determined starting from the measured ones in steady
flow with introduction of changes in order to take account of
transient effects in such a way that agreement with the measure-
ments could be obtained~see section 4!. For the inlet valve~Fig.
9! the usedCD value stay relatively high~about 0.5! at valve lifts
below 2 mm but drops~between 2 and 3 mm! to approximately
the measured values. So for high valve lifts the largest of the
measured values are found. As explained in a previous paragraph,
these measurements can correspond to flow with high Re number.
It seems as if theCD value for low lifts is to be held until a sudden
transition reduces theCD value. In Fig. 12~a! the Reynolds num-
ber ~from simulation! in the last node before the intake valve is
shown together with the valve lift~dimensionless!. At high valve
lifts the Re number is also high. This explains why after the tran-
sition the measuredCD values with high Re number are found.
Because the inlet valve opens relatively late~12°ca after TDC!
and has no overlap with the exhaust valve~closes at 5°ca after
TDC! there is a large acceleration of the flow into the cylinder
when the inlet valve opens. This acceleration introduces sudden
transition phenomena where on the steady test rig the transition
~when the flow is gradually increased! is much smoother. This
explains the necessary difference between the measured and used
CD values at low valve lifts.

Also for the exhaust valve, other coefficients than the ones
measured on the static test rig are used for the simulations. Again
at low lifts the measured and used coefficients are not the same.
For low valve lifts theCD values used are lower than the mea-
sured ones, and for lifts above 2 mm the lowest of the measured
values are used. The lowest values of the measurements corre-
spond to flow with low Re number Fig. 12~b! shows the Reynolds
number in the first node after the exhaust valve~from simulation!
together with the exhaust valve lift~dimensionless!. At high valve
lifts, the Reynolds number is low~even reversed flow occurs!.
This explains the trend to follow the measuredCD values with
low Reynolds numbers for high valve lifts. The blow down pulse
at the opening of the exhaust valve gives flow conditions that are
very difficult to reproduce at a steady test rig. It is not surprising

Fig. 8 Discharge coefficient for inlet valve

Fig. 9 Discharge coefficient for inlet valve

Fig. 10 Discharge coefficient for exhaust valve

Fig. 11 Discharge coefficient for exhaust valve

Fig. 12 Reynolds number and valve lift
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that in the region of low valve lifts differences occur between
measuredCD values and values necessary for good simulation
results.

The coefficients used in the simulation program have been
tuned to reproduce the correct pressure traces inside and out the
cylinder. It has to be noted that the same set of coefficients is used
for all the simulations. As will be shown later, theCD coefficients
have a large influence on the pressure traces.

4 Simulation Results
For the complete test rig as shown in Fig. 2 the simulation

results are shown in Fig. 13. Figure 13~a! shows the measured
~full line! and calculated~dashed line! pressure at the position of
the pressure transducer in the inlet pipe. There is a strong pressure
drop due to the large section reduction in the venturi. The section
before and after the venturi hasB31.75 mm while in the ‘‘throat’’
section of the venturi this is reduced toB12 mm. There is a small
amount of back flow through the inlet valve near its closing point
~210°ca!. The shape of the calculated mass flow curve is the same
as the Reynolds curve in Fig. 12~a!. It is clear on Fig. 12~a! that
the calculated mass flow~Reynolds number! becomes negative
when the inlet valve closes. On the pressure trace a pressure build
up ~larger than atmospheric pressure! is noticed near closing of
the inlet valve. This is due to the inertia effects of the flow. After
closing of the inlet valve, the pressure waves can travel back and
forth from the buffer vessel~because of the large volume this is
almost an open end boundary! to the inlet valve~closed end
boundary!. An error in the length of the complete inlet pipe would
be easy to find since the simulated and measured pressure traces
would not be in phase. Due to friction and passage through the
venturi the amplitude of the pressure wave declines.

Figure 13~b! shows the low pressure part of the cylinder pres-
sure. Via the valve boundary condition the flow in inlet and cyl-
inder are linked. In this boundary condition a mass flow coeffi-
cient is necessary. Because the inlet valve opens relatively late
~12°ca after TDC! and has no overlap with the exhaust valve
~closes at 5°ca after TDC! there is a pressure drop in the cylinder
when both valves are closed. Next the inlet valve opens with a
large acceleration of the flow due to the large pressure difference
before and after the valve. This is why in Fig. 12~a! the maximum
flow rate occurs early in the intake stroke~max flow reached at

65°ca remains almost constant to 100°ca!. For the second half of
the intake stroke~100°ca–210°ca! the piston speed decreases and
the large pressure difference is levelled, so intake and cylinder
pressure follows the same~increasing! trend until the inlet valve
closes.

The thermodynamic cycle calculation is not the subject of this
paper, but provides the correct release conditions for the flow.
When the exhaust valve opens, a large pressure difference~3 to 4
bar in the cylinder versus about 1 bar in the exhaust system! over
this valve exists. A large~steep! pressure wave is released in the
exhaust pipe. The in-cylinder view of this phenomenon~Fig.
13~b!! is characterized by a steep pressure drop followed by pres-
sure oscillations due to reflections of the pressure wave in the
exhaust system through the exhaust valve in the cylinder. Figure
13~c! shows the measured and calculated pressure in the exhaust
pipe, at the location of the pressure transducer. The steep pressure
wave is noticed as soon as the exhaust valve opens. This wave
however is partly destroyed by reflection on the sudden section
change. This sudden section change causes a reflection and a
transmission of an incoming wave. When this abrupt pressure
phenomenon has settled, only travelling waves can be seen in the
exhaust pipe. These waves can also be noticed on the pressure
trace in the cylinder.

The pressure in the exhaust system has also a component with
longer wave-length than the previously mentioned waves. This is
the result of a dynamic action between the buffer vessel and the
very long ~7.25 m! pipe connected to it. In order to show the
effect on measurement and simulation, the exhaust buffer and the
long pipe connected to it were removed. Figure 14 shows the
measured and simulated pressure trace in this case. Now the pres-
sure in the exhaust system before the exhaust valve opens is con-
stant and equal to atmospheric pressure. The rest of the wave
action can be explained in a similar way as before.

For comparison, a simulation without ignition~motored engine!
is shown in Fig. 15. There is a significant difference in the pres-
sure during the exhaust stroke~both in the cylinder and in the

Fig. 13 Comparison of measured and calculated pressure dia-
grams „initial test set-up, gasoline …

Fig. 14 Comparison of measured and calculated pressure in
the exhaust pipe „without exhaust buffer vessel …

Fig. 15 Comparison of measured and calculated pressure dia-
grams during motoring
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exhaust pipe!. Because of cooling effects during compression and
expansion, the cylinder pressure at the end of the expansion stroke
is lower than the pressure in the exhaust pipe. When the exhaust
valve opens, a flow from the exhaust pipe into the cylinder occurs.
This can be seen on the cylinder pressure trace, Fig. 15~a! ~pres-
sure increases when EVO! and on the exhaust pressure trace, Fig.
15~b! ~when EVO there is a pressure drop!. The pressure wave
amplitudes are smaller than with combustion and the pressure
trace does not show the blow down pulse.

With the modified engine as described in section 2 to allow for
gaseous fuels, similar tests were carried out. The most important
modifications are the replacement of the gas venturi by a gas
supply ring, and a fan. The last pipe in the exhaust system was
made shorter~3.5 m instead of 7.25 m!.

Figure 16~a! shows the measured and calculated pressure traces
in the inlet pipe at the same location as the case with the venturi.
It is clear that the pressure drop is much smaller now, because of
the very small obstruction of this ring for the flow. After an initial
pressure drop the flow during the intake stroke is much more
influenced by pressure waves than in the case with venturi~the
venturi acts as an obstruction for pressure waves!. Again a small
pressure build up is noticed when IVC due to the pressure build
up in the cylinder after BDC~a small amount of back flow in the
inlet pipe!.

The pressure drop in the cylinder~Fig. 16~b!! due to the late
opening of the inlet valve is reduced fast because the flow in the
inlet pipe shows much less resistance than when a venturi is in-
stalled. In the interval 100°ca–200°ca the pressure is nearly the
atmospheric pressure. For the exhaust pressure trace~Fig. 16~c!!
the same conclusions hold as for the case with venturi. Because
the last pipe is shorter the action between buffer vessel and pipe is
different.

For this simulation the fuel rate was measured by putting the
methane bottle on a balance. Together with a gas analysis~and the
engine speed!, the amount of trapped air per cycle can be calcu-
lated. It is verified that with the used flow coefficients the error on
the trapped mass was smaller than 1 percent.

The calculations shown are independent of the grid resolution.
In fact changing the spacing between the nodes from 10 mm to
100 mm in the calculations gives no significant change to the
result.

As an indication of the importance of the flow coefficients, a

simulation has been carried out using the meanCD coefficients
~dashed lines on Fig. 9 and 11! for inlet and exhaust valve. The
result is shown in Fig. 17 and has to be compared to Fig. 16~b!
where the correct values were used. The pressure during the in-
take stroke shows that the resistance to the flow is too large and
thus the simulated pressure is too low compared to the measure-
ment. This is because the meanCD coefficients for the inlet valve
are too low during the first part of the intake stroke. Tuning the
CD coefficients until the measured pressure in the cylinder is ob-
tained for the intake stroke results in the full line in Fig. 9.

For the exhaust stroke the blow down pulse releases the pres-
sure too fast because theCD coefficients in the first part of the
exhaust stroke are too large. This makes that the wave action in
the cylinder and the exhaust system is wrong. Tuning theCD
coefficients until the measured cylinder pressure is obtained for
the exhaust stroke results in the full line in Fig. 11.

Conclusions
The pressure-time history in the inlet-and exhaust pipe and in

the cylinder of a single cylinder engine was calculated with a new
TVD scheme~two stage cell-vertex TVD scheme with superbee
limiter!.

Comparison was made with measured pressure traces for dif-
ferent engine configurations under motoring and firing conditions.
The firing tests were done with gasoline~venturi type mixture
system!, methane~ring type mixture system! and with modified
exhaust systems. For each configuration the comparison is excel-
lent provided that theCD values are tuned properly.

Attention was paid to the flow discharge coefficients of the
inlet-and exhaust valve. Therefore a special steady flow test rig
was built and the flow discharge coefficients were measured as
function of the valve lift and the mass flow rate~Reynolds num-
ber!. It was observed that steady state flow coefficients at low
valve lifts have to to be modified for transient effects in order to
be useful in simulations.
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Comparison of Algorithms
for Unsteady Flow Calculations
in Inlet and Exhaust Systems
of IC Engines
A comparison of different numerical algorithms used in commercial codes for the calcu-
lation of the one-dimensional unsteady flow in the pipes of the inlet and exhaust systems
of internal combustion engines is presented in this work. The comparison is made between
the Method Of Characteristics (MOC), different Lax-Wendroff schemes, first order up-
wind schemes and the newest TVD (Total Variation Diminishing) schemes. These algo-
rithms are representative for the complete evolution noticed in the computer codes from
the beginning of their use to the present state of the art. Two models of realistic problems
in engine simulation tasks are considered: the shock tube calculation (so called Sod’s
problem) and the calculation in a tapered pipe. The first test case simulates the exhaust
valve opening and releasing a pressure (shock)wave in the exhaust manifold while the
other test case covers any gradual variation in the cross section of the manifold pipes.
For both test cases computed results are compared with an exact solution and computer
time and accuracy are evaluated. None of the examined schemes is completely satisfac-
tory. They either show too much overshoots (for the first test case), or they have local
discretization errors (at the section changes of the second test case). A new TVD scheme
is proposed that does not introduce any of the foregoing inaccuracies. With this scheme
overshoots and dips are eliminated and mass balances are fulfilled, while maintaining
high accuracy.@S0742-4795~00!00304-5#

Introduction
The lay-out of the intake and exhaust system of a reciprocating

internal combustion engine is an important aspect of its design.
Because this design governs the gas flow into and out of the
engine’s cylinders, it affects both volumetric efficiency and re-
sidual gas fraction, which in turn have an important influence on
fuel consumption and emissions.

Initially ‘‘filling and emptying’’ models were used to describe
the engine as a series of volumes~cylinders, manifolds, filters,
coolers! that exchange mass, while neglecting the gas dynamics
taking place in the pipes connecting these volumes. Computer
codes taking this approach are still being used by engine design-
ers. A well-known example is TRANSENG, a code which was
developed by Watson and co-workers at Imperial College@1# and
which initially was advocated by him as a tool in the development
of engine control strategies. However, from the start it was real-
ized that this approach has its shortcomings because it neglects the
wave action effects in the pipes. Especially for engines with com-
plex intake and exhaust manifolds~the larger marine engines and
the small automotive engines! this leads to errors. That is why
already more than 30 years ago gas dynamic models were intro-
duced to study the engine gas exchange process in these engines.

Gas dynamic models solve the mass, momentum, and energy
conservation equations for the unsteady compressible flow in the
intake and exhaust. The gas exchange process calculated with
these models is then linked to a zero dimensional thermodynamic
model of the in-cylinder combustion process.

Most calculations of the gas dynamics have been based on one-
dimensional formulations of the governing equations. The first
computer code taking this approach was developed by Benson

et al. @2# at UMIST. This code was based on the method of char-
acteristics. Different versions of this code were used for almost
three decades in the development of intake and exhaust systems
and it was licensed to a great number of companies. Similar codes
evolved at other places~e.g., Blair and co-workers at the Queen’s
University of Belfast@3#!. Soon however the computational ad-
vantages of the differential methods were pointed out~Lax-
Wendroff@4#, Richtmyer@5#!. It was the start of a whole family of
codes using the Lax-Wendroff method. In Germany, industry and
universities worked together for years in the development and
validation of a computer code taking this approach~Seifert@6,7#!.
Because these Lax-Wendroff methods can handle discontinuities
but cause local overshoots, flux correction techniques were intro-
duced next~Bulaty and Niessner@8#! to further improve them.

Most commercial codes currently available use some form of
these finite volume methods~WAVE, PROMO, BOOST, GTI!. At
the same time some other commercial codes still use the method
of characteristics~MERLIN, ICENG!. However, both approaches
were already developed some time ago and start to be somewhat
outdated. Nowadays, TVD~Total Variation Diminishing! schemes
are being introduced for the simulation of the gas exchange pro-
cess in IC engines~Winterbone and Pearson form UMIST@9#,
Blair et al.@10#!. Such schemes are well-known amongst Compu-
tational Fluid Dynamics practitioners but are rather new for most
of the engine developers.

This paper gives a general overview of the evolution of the
above mentioned algorithms, without going into details. The al-
gorithms mentioned in Table 1 are applied to two test cases that
are representative for internal combustion engines. The actual in-
let and exhaust systems of internal combustion engines are much
more complicated than the two test cases used in this paper. The
test cases are meant for an analysis of fundamental properties of
the schemes. Other and newer, one-dimensional schemes are con-
tinuously being investigated and presented in the literature. They
are however not included in this comparison. Similarly, although
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two and three-dimensional simulation models have been intro-
duced for complex boundaries~e.g., exhaust pipe junctions and
converter systems~Zhao and Winterbone@11#, Flamang and Sie-
rens@12#!!, especially when the shape effects of these boundaries
are investigated, these models are not considered here.

1 Test Cases
Two different test cases are used for the comparison of the

different algorithms.

1.1 The Shock-Tube Calculation. This test case is gener-
ally called Sod’s problem@13# and is used here to compare the
accuracy and calculation time of the numerical schemes. It is rep-
resentative for an exhaust valve which opens infinitely fast. For
the numerical schemes it forms a severe test. Quality differences
of the schemes can be clearly shown. Further it is interesting
because the analytical solution~5exact solution! is known ~as
long as the waves do not interfere with reflected waves!, and this
analytical solution can serve as a reference for the comparison.

The problem consists of a pipe with constant section connected
to a reservoir on the left side and to the atmosphere on the right
side with pres.patm ~Fig. 1!. Within the pipe a diaphragm sepa-
rates a volume of gas at reservoir conditions from that same gas at
atmospheric conditions. Att,0 the gas is at rest. The changes of
the gas are calculated when the diaphragm is broken att50. The
gas flow is from left to right in Fig. 1.

At t50 the diaphragm is broken and the following changes
occur:

• a shock wave~sudden change of pressure, density and veloc-
ity!

• an expansion wave~gradual change of pressure, density, and
velocity!

• a contact discontinuity~sudden change of density, with con-
stant pressure and velocity!

For the calculations the initial conditions have been set atpres
51.5patm; r res51.25ratm thereforeTres51.2Tatm. The gas is as-
sumed to be perfect (k51.4).

1.2 Calculation for a Pipe With a Gradual Area Change
„Tapered Pipe…. This test case is selected in particular to look at
the accuracy when area variations are included.

Due to its theoretical constitution the method of characteristics
has difficulties to comply with the law of conservation of mass
when applying it to a flow through a pipe with a gradual area
change. Van Hove and Sierens@14# demonstrated that the cycle
integrated mass flow is not constant in all mesh points of a tapered
pipe. This results in an error of the mass balance of the engine.
The total mass of the exhaust gases for each cycle differs from the
total of mass of admitted air and fuel. This effect is not so impor-
tant for natural aspirated engines, but it can cause severe errors
when estimating the operating point of the compressor and turbine
of a turbocharged engine from the above mentioned intake and
exhaust flows.

The other methods that are considered in this study are based
on a fixed grid in the pipe, and because they directly discretize the
conservative equations they have the mass conservation property
automatically. However, they show a different problem with this
test case. The calculated properties~pressure, density, tempera-
ture, . . . ! have a dip or an overshoot in the nodes where the area
changes~nodes 20 and 25 on Fig. 2!.

Because in the manifold of reciprocating engines area varia-
tions are obvious and frequent, this problem is considered impor-
tant enough to be investigated. In this test case an area change of
20 percent is taken. The initial conditions have been set at:pres
51.2patm, Tres51.1Tatm. Again the gas is assumed to be perfect.

2 Numerical Algorithms
The one-dimensional unsteady gas flow in a pipe is described

by the following basic equations:

The Continuity Equation.
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The Momentum Equation.
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The Energy Equation.
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Fig. 1 The shock-tube test case

Fig. 2 Tapered pipe test case

Table 1 Numerical schemes
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This set of hyperbolic partial differential equations is in con-
servative form and describes the conservation of mass, momen-
tum, and energy. For a periodic flow the integration of mass
through an area of the pipe during one complete period has to be
constant, but momentum and energy are lost due to wall friction
and heat transfer.

In the following sections, the properties of the schemes are
discussed. A summary of the basic features of the schemes is
given in the appendix.

2.1 Method of Characteristics„MOC …. This method does
not discretize equations~1! to ~3! but a set of normal differential
equations. These so-called characteristic non-dimensional equa-
tions are obtained by rearranging the initial equations, using Rie-
mann variablesl and b ~characteristic combinations of density,
pressure and velocity! and normalizing the equations by dimen-
sionless variables along the characteristic directions~each of the
Riemann variables is moving along the pipe in a certain direction
with a certain speed!.

In the continuous domain both sets of equations are equivalent.
However, discretization of the equations generates discretization
errors. Because the discrete or algebraic equations do not express
explicitly the conservation of mass, momentum and energy, the
discretization errors introduce conservation errors, especially for
important area changes of a pipe.

The original method of Jenny@15# was a completely graphical
method. For the pressure wave characteristics~these are the char-
acteristics which follow the pressure waves! as well as for the
particle characteristic~this is the characteristic which follows the
mass transportation and as a consequence the contact discontinu-
ity; it is generally called the path line! trajectories are drawn and
followed during the time evolution. Because this method is very
time consuming, Benson et al.@2# developed a hybrid method. In
this hybrid method the pressure wave characteristics are calcu-
lated with a simple first-order mesh method, in combination with
the original method for the particle characteristic. This implies
that the accuracy of the pressure waves is first order, while the
contact discontinuity is followed with path lines and is therefore
given an exact calculation. It is the hybrid method of Benson that
is used as MOC for the first test case. In@14# a new algorithm is
described that fulfils the law of conservation of mass in tapered
pipes while using the hybrid method of characteristics. The key
idea of this adapted method is to concentrate any area change over
one mesh length in the mesh points instead of using an area gra-
dient along the characteristic lines. Its disadvantage is that the
computing time increases. This adapted method is used as MOC
for the second test case.

2.2 Lax-Wendroff Schemes„LW …. Lax-Wendroff schemes
are finite volume schemes, directly discretizing the conservative
set of Eqs.@4# When applied to the conservative form of the gas
flow equations, these schemes guarantee the conservation of mass,
momentum and energy, even for the discretized equations. In a
finite volume method~FVM! the contact discontinuity is not fol-
lowed explicitly ~like the MOC does with the path line! but a
single fixed grid is used. With FVM schemes the pressure waves
and the contact discontinuity are given the same numerical treat-
ment. The order of accuracy implied by the numerical scheme
therefore applies to both phenomena.

With the Lax-Wendroff scheme it is possible to achieve second
order accuracy~for both the spatial and time derivative!. For the
calculation of pressure waves this is a major improvement to the
MOC, but on the other hand the exact representation of the con-
tact discontinuity in the MOC is lost. In fact, the large overshoots
in the calculation of discontinuities are a major drawback of the
LW scheme. They are calculated with large oscillations which are
clearly unphysical and lead to problems in the simulation of non
steady flow in exhaust systems of engines. Furthermore, some of
the finite volume schemes show discretization errors at section

changes when calculating tapered pipes~which, however, does not
influence the total integrated mass during one cycle!.

In this study three well known and ‘‘state of the art’’ two-step
LW based schemes have been examined: the Richtmyer scheme
~with a Runge-Kutta like integration method! @5#, the Ni scheme
@16#, and the MacCormack variant@17# ~with a predictor-corrector
like integration method!. The MacCormack variant did not show
any difference from the Richtmyer scheme and will not be explic-
itly mentioned anymore. For the constant section test case the
results obtained with the Richtmyer and the Ni scheme are similar
~this is not surprising because they originate from the same
theory!. For the second test case however the Richtmyer scheme
shows a discretization error at section changes whereas the Ni
scheme~due to its construction! does not show this problem.

A further extension, specifically meant to eliminate overshoots,
is the FCT~flux corrected transport! approach as developed by
Book et al.@18# and Boris and Book@19#. These FCT algorithms
are generally accepted and they are considered to be very effi-
cient. Mathematically it is obvious that this was the first attempt to
achieve what nowadays the TVD schemes realize. Although it is a
major improvement to the LW method this method has a severe
deficiency. The conservative property of the LW method is lost.
The FCT method checks for changes in the calculated properties,
then applies a diffusion followed by an anti-diffusion. It is clearly
seen that the overshoots in the calculation of the traveling waves
in the constant section test-case are nearly eliminated~both in the
Ni and Richtmyer scheme!. But because the FCT algorithm can-
not distinguish between overshoots that are unphysical and gradi-
ents in the solution, the diffusion and anti-diffusion are also ap-
plied to the latter. This results in a Ni scheme that originally
performed well in the second test case and that with FCT correc-
tion has the same problem as the Richtmyer scheme.

2.3 First-Order Upwind Scheme. The LW schemes men-
tioned above are central schemes~Centered Space!. In such
schemes information is obtained from the whole environment
~nodesi 21,i ,i 11! for the calculation of the new value in one
particular nodei, even from directions where this is physically not
correct. This leads to overshoots in the calculation of discontinu-
ous phenomena.

With upwind schemes the information is only obtained from the
relevant physical directions, eliminating the cause for the over-
shoots at discontinuities. As mentioned before, with FVM
schemes the order of accuracy in the scheme will be noticed in the
calculations. These upwind schemes have first order accuracy.

The method used in this study is a one-dimensional variant of
the polynomial Flux Difference Splitting~FDS! technique as de-
veloped by one of the authors@20–22#.

2.4 Existing TVD Schemes„Total Variation Diminishing ….
TVD schemes imply that the solution shows no numerical oscil-
lations @23,24#. They are an extension of the first order upwind
schemes by the use of non-linear techniques~the so-called limit-
ers! to achieve second order accuracy. The kind of limiter used
has an important influence on the results.

Besides second order accuracy for the spatial derivative, the
first generation of TVD schemes only had first order accuracy in
time. The algorithms are ‘‘one step and one stage,’’ which means
that the time step fromn to n11 ~one step! goes in one stage. It
is also possible to adapt multi-stage algorithms, by dividing a step
in a number of sub-steps or stages. So a ‘‘four-stage stepping’’
indicates that four sub-steps are used. If the coefficients for these
sub-steps are correctly chosen, an increase of the number of sub-
steps also increases the time accuracy of the scheme.

In this work, modified Runge-Kutta methods for the time-
integration have been used with well defined sets of coefficients to
allow for a higher CFL number~this is an indicator of the allow-
able size of timestep, depending on the velocity of sound and the
mesh length!.

In this study different TVD schemes have been programmed,
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with one, two or four stages and with the minmod and superbee
limiter. The results are extremely good for the two stage TVD
with the superbee limiter. However, note that the problem with the
calculation of the second test problem remains; there are local
discretization errors at section changes. A further problem comes
from the limiters. None of them is able to act in a physical correct
way at the nodes where the section changes.

It can be shown that the TVD schemes switch back to first-
order accuracy for the nodes around discontinuous phenomena.
To prevent this, Harten et al.@25# developed the ENO~Essentially
Non-Oscillatory! scheme. This results in an even higher accuracy,
but there is no improvement for the second test case.

2.5 New Developed TVD Scheme.Especially to eliminate
the existing problem at the nodes with a section variation, a new
scheme is proposed. The previous FVM schemes are of the so
called vertex-centered type. This means that the nodes are located
in the center of the control volumes~Fig. 3 top!. The control
volumes are the volumes on which the equations~1, 2, 3! are
discretized.

It also implies that the fluxes at the sides of the control volumes
will be equal. The results of the calculations however are always
shown in the nodes themselves. Identity of the fluxesin the nodes
is in no way imposed by the numerical scheme, so the error that is
seen on the graphs is the numerical discretization error.

It is clear that the only way to actually fulfil the flux balancesin
the nodes is to express the fluxesin the nodes themselves. This is
achieved by the new cell-vertex TVD scheme~Fig. 3 bottom!.

Now the numerical scheme imposes identity of the fluxes in the
nodes for the steady solution so that the verification of the bal-
ances shows a perfect conservation even at nodes with section
variation.

In the cell-vertex formulation, the fluxes are calculated on the
boundaries of the control volumes. A flux differenceD f in each
volume is obtained which has to distributed to the nodes of that
volume. The distribution is done in an upwind way, so that a node
intercepts the information from the physical relevant direction.
The second order accuracy is obtained in a similar way as with the
common TVD scheme. The complete system is second order ac-
curate for the space derivative and first order accurate for the time
derivative.

The influence of the limiter and of multi-stage algorithms for
the time integration remains, and the same numerical accuracy as
with the vertex-centered TVD scheme is obtained, but also the
second test case is now calculated very well. Note that it is the
only scheme that has these good results for the second, as well as
the first test case~the Ni scheme has too much overshoots to be
useful in an engine simulation code!. A complete description of
the algorithm is given in@26#.

3 Comparison of the Different Algorithms

3.1 Shock Tube Calculation

3.1.1 Graphs: Comparison With the Exact Solution.In Figs.
4 and 5 a comparison is made of the different changes mentioned
in §1.1 against the exact solution. Solutions are shown as linearly
varying between grid nodes. An exact discontinuity is represented
as a linear variation between two grid nodes.

Figure 4 shows the comparison of the MOC~with a CFL num-
ber of 0.95! and the LW-Richtmyer variant. The velocity profile
~u! is used for the comparison of the expansion wave~graph on
the left! and the shock wave~graph on the right!. Because no
contact discontinuity is seen on the velocity profile~pressure and
velocity are the same over the contact discontinuity! the velocity
of sound is used~graph in the middle!.

With the MOC the contact discontinuity is very well simulated.
This is due to the entropy transport along the particle characteris-
tic which is correctly represented in the MOC. For the pressure
waves~l and b characteristics! a first order mesh method is ap-
plied with CFL,1 which results in numerical viscosity and first
order accuracy on the pressure waves.

The Richtmyer variant is presented. Other calculations for this
test case have shown that there is no difference between the Richt-
myer and Ni schemes. The velocity profiles show overshoots due
to the information stream opposite to the characteristic direction.
The shock and expansion waves are better represented~apart from
the oscillations!, due to the second order accuracy. The contact
discontinuities are treated in the LW schemes in the same way as
the pressure waves, and are therefore less accurate than in the
MOC.

The LW schemes with FCT give very good results. Nearly all
overshoots disappear. It is the same with the first order upwind
scheme, although this last scheme has the disadvantage of a low
accuracy.

Fig. 4 Velocity and velocity of sound as a function of the lo-
cation in the pipe „test case 1 …

Fig. 5 Velocity and velocity of sound as a function of the lo-
cation in the pipe „test case 1 …

Fig. 3 Location of the control volumes
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Very good results are obtained with the TVD, two stages and
superbee limiter ~vertex-centered! and the cell-vertex TVD
schemes. Figure 5 shows the results of the first order upwind
scheme and the cell-vertex TVD~2 stage, superbee limiter!
scheme.

3.1.2 Computer Time.A comparison of the computer time
for the 19 schemes listed in Table 1 is made. For the flow of Fig.
1 and with a given CFL value, the time in seconds for the schemes
to reach a given point in time~this point is the same for all the
schemes! is plotted in Fig. 6. The plot is made relative to the time
needed by the MOC. The MOC used is the hybrid method of
Benson, without adapted algorithm for area changes and has an
index value of 1.

As already known from other references@9,10#, the LW
schemes consume less computer time than the MOC. This is also
the case for the first order upwind method. It is noted that the
allowable CFL-number does not increase proportional to the num-
ber of stages so that the computer time for the TVD schemes
increases gradually with the number of stages.

The extra work effort is restricted for the ENO method~com-
pare ENO 1 stage with TVD 1 stage!. It is remarkable that the
cell-vertex TVD schemes from 2 stages on, ask much more
computer time than the original TVD schemes~schemes 15, 16,
and 18, 19 in comparison with the schemes 7, 8, and 10, 11!.

3.1.3 Accuracy. For the same test case and the 19 schemes
of Table 1, the calculation is stopped at a certain point in time and
the accuracy is examined at that moment by comparing against the
exact analytical solution. So a calculation for each scheme at the
same moment in time is obtained, and a comparison is possible.
The criterion for the error is taken as the summation of all abso-
lute values of the differences to the analytic solution, and this for
all mesh points:

(
all meshes

ucalculated-analytical solutionu

In this way an error for the pressure, the velocity, the density
and velocity of sound evolution is obtained. Because the error on
pressure and velocity evolution has the same trend, only one of
these will be used for discussion. The same holds for the density
and velocity of sound evolution. The error developments related
to the error with the MOC, are plotted in the Fig. 7.

The LW variants, the Richtmyer and Ni schemes score well for
velocity ~and pressure! profiles. This is due to the fact that they
are second order accurate, but partly compensated by the over-
shoots. Their performances on density and velocity of sound are
less, for the same reason as for the~first order! upwind scheme.
Although the last mentioned scheme is a first order accuracy
scheme~as can be seen immediately on the comparison of pres-
sure and velocity!, it does not generate overshoots, but Fig. 7
shows that the velocity of sound~and density! is less accurate than
for the MOC. As mentioned before, it is due to the perfect repre-

sentation of the contact discontinuity by the MOC, which is not
the case for the Richtmyer, Ni and upwind schemes. Because in
the pressure development the contact discontinuity does not inter-
fere, it is quite possible that a certain scheme has a better perfor-
mance for the pressure values than the MOC, without the certainty
that this is also true for the velocity of sound.

The influence of the overshoots on the error is recognized by
comparing the Richtmyer with the FCT scheme. The differences
of the two schemes are the overshoots. The FCT scheme presents
very good results.

Surprisingly the TVD schemes with minmod limiter show no
real improvement against the MOC. In the TVD schemes the best
accuracy is obtained by the superbee limiter. The ENO scheme,
although one stage and with the minmod limiter, gives good re-
sults as well. For the cell-vertex TVD schemes, the same conclu-
sions can be made as for the original TVD schemes.

3.2 Tapered Pipe Calculations

3.2.1 Graphs. In the Figures 8 and 9 the mass flow is calcu-
lated as a function of the mesh points and this for the different
schemes: Fig. 8 shows a comparison of Richtmyer, Ni and Lax-
Wendroff with FCT after 5000 and 10,000 timesteps. Figure 9
shows the existing TVD~second order, superbee! against the new
TVD ~second order, superbee! scheme.

The MOC studied here uses the method proposed by Van Hove
and Sierens@14# to fulfil the law of conservation of mass. But for
this test case, the computer time increases from 26.48 to 52.19 s.
This is due to the fact that in each of the considered section area
changes a Newton-Raphson iteration method is necessary for the
corrections.

For this test case there is a big difference in the different vari-
ants, e.g., in the Richtmyer scheme the mass balance seems to be
violated, due to an inherent error in describing the section with
this scheme. The Ni scheme is considered to be the best LW
scheme.

LW with FCT uses a predictor-corrector technique with a
strong diffusion in the predictor step and anearly equalanti-

Fig. 6 Computer time relative to the MOC „test case 1 …

Fig. 7 Errors on the velocity and velocity of sound calcula-
tions „relative to the MOC, test case 1 …
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diffusion in the corrector step. For a tapered pipe, where a gradi-
ent in the solution is obvious, a steady solution is not possible
anymore.

With the existing second order TVD method dips are seen in
the boundaries of the tapered pipe~mesh points 20 and 25!. This
is due to the fact that the mass flows are presentedin the mesh
points, but the mass balances in the scheme are calculated~and
solved! betweenthe mesh points. In the existing TVD schemes,
limiters not capable to handle nodes at section changes also intro-
duce local errors.

Finally, with the new developed cell-vertex TVD scheme, the
balances can be solved correctly and the dips are eliminated,
while maintaining the high accuracy. With TVD, two step,
superbee limiter and cell vertex formulation very good results
are obtained.

3.2.2 Accuracy and Computer Time.The test case of Fig. 2
is calculated for a dimensionless time of 5000~at that time the
solution is converged!.

For each of the schemes of Table 1, Fig. 10 gives the error of
the calculated mass flow against the analytical value. This is the
discretization error of the scheme. For all schemes this error is of
the order of 0.5 percent. Attention has to be drawn to the error
value for the FCT scheme, because this is not an end value~no
steady solution because there is no complete compensation of the
diffusion and anti-diffusion operators!.

There exists also the error on the mass conservation of the
scheme, which means the difference of the mass flow at the be-

ginning and end of the pipe. It has been verified that all schemes
~the MOC used is implemented with the new algorithm! have an
error of the order of 0.001 percent or less.

Finally, Fig. 11 gives the computer time. For these schemes that
allow inherently for area changes, the computer time has the same
trend as in the Fig. 6. For the MOC with adapted algorithm for
area changes the computer time doubles for this test case in com-
parison to the first test case.

For the four stage cell-vertex TVD scheme the computer time
consumption is about two times higher than for the two stage
scheme but there is almost no improvement in accuracy when
going from a two stage to a four stage scheme. Therefore the two
stage TVD scheme in cell-vertex form employing the superbee
limiter is the best of the considered schemes.

Conclusions
Different numerical schemes have been compared for two test

cases: the shock tube calculation and the calculation in a tapered
pipe. The response of the different schemes to these test cases is
indicative of their capability to calculate the gas flows of the inlet
and exhaust systems of IC engines.

With the first test case the attention is focused on the accuracy
of the pressure wave calculation and simulation of the contact
discontinuities. Where numerical schemes based on the Lax-
Wendroff approach generate non-physical overshoots, low order
schemes are too dissipative and thus generate a large error.

In the second test case the fulfilment of the law of conservation
of mass for the different schemes is examined. Mass conservation
between inlet and outlet of the pipe is achieved for all discretiza-
tion methods and for the adapted method of characteristics. How-
ever, local discretization errors at places with an area variation are
inherent to these numerical schemes.

All this proves that none of the existing schemes is ideal for the
simulation work in IC engines.

Therefore a new scheme was developed. The new scheme that
does not introduce any of the mentioned inaccuracies is a TVD
scheme of the cell-vertex type. This scheme with the superbee

Fig. 8 Mass flow in the mesh points of the pipe „test case 2 …

Fig. 9 Mass flow in the mesh points of the pipe „test case 2 …

Fig. 10 Error on the calculated mass flow „test case 2 …

Fig. 11 Computer time related to the MOC „test case 2 …
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limiter in two stage form has both a high accuracy for the first test
case and an exact representation of the mass flow in the second
test case together with an acceptable computer time.
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Nomenclature

a 5 speed of sound,@m/s#
cp 5 heat capacity at constant pressure,@J/~kg.K!#
cv 5 heat capacity at constant volume,@J/~kg.K!#
e 5 specific internal energy,@J/kg#
E 5 e1u2/25specific total mechanical energy,@J/kg#
f 5 friction coefficient,@2#

ṁ 5 mass flow,@kg/s#
O 5 internal contour of the pipe,@m#
p 5 pressure,@N/m2#
q 5 heat transfer to the wall,@J/~kg.s!#

S 5 section of the pipe,@m2#
t 5 time, @s#

T 5 temperature,@K#
u 5 ~convective! velocity along the,@m/s#
x 5 co-ordinate via the axis of the pipe,@m#

Dṁ 5 mass flow difference,@kg/s#
k 5 cp /cv5ratio of the heat capacities,@2#
r 5 density,@kg/m3#

Subscripts

res 5 reservoir
atm 5 atmosphere

Acronyms

CFL 5 Courant Friedrichs Lewy number
ENO 5 essentially non-oscillatory
FCT 5 flux corrected transport
FDS 5 flux difference splitting

FVM 5 finite volume method
LW 5 Lax-Wendroff

MOC 5 method of characteristics
TVD 5 total variation diminishing

Appendix

Basic Features of the Numerical Schemes.
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Two-Dimensional Simulation of
Wave Propagation in a
Three-Pipe Junction
The modelling of wave propagation in complex pipe junctions is one of the biggest
challenges for simulation codes, particularly those applied to flows in engine manifolds.
In the present work an inviscid two-dimensional model, using an advanced numerical
scheme, has been applied to the simulation of shock-wave propagation through a three-
pipe junction; the results are compared with corresponding schlieren images and mea-
sured pressure-time histories. An approximate Riemann solver is used in the shock-
capturing finite volume scheme and the influence of the order of accuracy of the solver
and the use of adaptive mesh refinement are investigated. The code can successfully
predict the evolution and reflection of the wave fronts at the junctions whilst the run time
is such as to make it feasible to include such a model as a local multi-dimensional region
within a one-dimensional wave-action simulation of flow in engine manifolds.
@S0742-4795~00!01304-1#

Introduction
One-dimensional ‘‘wave-action’’ codes are now applied exten-

sively in the design of manifolds for internal combustion engines
@1–3#. Such codes can be used for the prediction of performance,
turbocharger matching studies@4,5#, and the calculation of noise
levels radiated from the ends of the intake and exhaust systems
@2,4,5#. The modelling of complex pipe junctions, however, re-
mains a major challenge since the geometry of such junctions
cannot be represented using a one-dimensional approach as these
junctions often produce strong directional effects on the waves
which propagate through them.

The usual assumption made at pipe boundaries is that the flow
behaves in a quasi-steady manner, implying that the boundary
regions are defined by infinitesimal control volumes with no mass
or energy storage capacity; this means (]p/]x)@(]p/]t). Real
pipe junctions violate this criteria, most obviously in the cases of
the four or five-into-one junctions in the exhaust systems of very
high-performance engines. These junctions also give considerably
different reflection and transmission characteristics depending on
which branch of the junction a wave enters—this effect is referred
to as ‘‘directionality’’. The directionality of junctions is used ben-
eficially in ‘‘pulse converters’’ to enable several cylinders to be
connected together without the waves generated by their respec-
tive blowdown pulses adversely affecting the scavenging of the
other cylinders.

In order to characterize directionality effects one-dimensional
‘‘pressure-loss’’ models of junctions have been devised which
require empirical data, obtained from steady flow tests, relating
the pressure drop across the junction in the various directions to
the pressure ratio@6–9#. Obtaining such data is extremely time
consuming and the simulation model cannot be used as a design
procedure since the junctions have to be manufactured before
their characteristics are known. Multi-dimensional models of the
unsteady flow in pipe junctions offer the prospect of removing
both the need to use empirical data and the limitation of the quasi-
steady assumption.

Multi-dimensional models of inviscid flows in manifolds, based
on the fluid-in-cell~FLIC! method, have been used in entire en-
gine intake manifolds@10–12#. Flamang and Sierens@13# have
also illustrated that it is possible to use inviscid codes in steady-
flow calculations to obtain the coefficients required by the
pressure-loss models described above.

In the past 15 years major developments in numerical methods
for wave propagation phenomena have produced robust and effi-
cient numerical schemes of high accuracy@14#. In the present
work an inviscid model based on a modern high-resolution shock-
capturing scheme is used to simulate the propagation of shock
waves in three-pipe junctions. The results are compared with cor-
responding schlieren images and pressure-time histories measured
in the ducts. These test cases provide a rigorous examination of
the capabilities of the multi-dimensional model and lay the foun-
dations for the next phase of the work which is to ‘‘embed’’ such
a model in an otherwise one-dimensional engine simulation.

Governing Equations
The governing equations of two-dimensionalinviscid flow, in

differential conservation law form are

]W

]t
1

]F

]x
1

]G

]y
50, (1)

where

W5F r
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p1ru2
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and

e05e1
1
2~u21v2!. (3)

The relationships formed by substituting the elements of theW, F,
and G vectors into Eq.~1! are the continuity, momentum~x-
direction!, momentum~y-direction!, and energy equations, respec-
tively. The equation set contains one more unknown than there are
equations and therefore additional information is required to ob-
tain a closure. Using the ideal gas state equation,

p

r
5RT, (4)
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constrains its internal energy to be a function only of temperature
of the gas and, in the special case of the fluid being a perfect gas,
the internal energy and temperature are related as

e5cvT. (5)

In this equationcv , the specific heat capacity at constant volume,
is a constant.

Numerical method
Much work has been done in the last two decades on numerical

methods for compressible flows@14#. Schemes based on solving a
series of interface~or Riemann! problems between adjacent com-
putational cells have largely replaced those derived purely from
Taylor series expansions. Generically these schemes, based on the
solution of the Riemann problem, are called Godunov-type meth-
ods@15#, and introduce, in an explicit manner, the physics of wave
propagation into the solution procedure.

Godunov-Type Schemes. Godunov-type schemes solve the
initial value problem which evolves from the interaction of fluid
states on either side of an interface. Godunov@15# supposed that
the initial data in the solution domain could be replaced by a set of
piecewise-constant states with discontinuities atxi 61/2 as shown
in Fig. 1 for the one-dimensional case. The piecewise-constant
data is taken to represent the integral average of the initial data
over the intervalxi 21/2 to xi 11/2.

The integral form of the one-dimensional Eqs.~1! becomes

E
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50, (6)

where
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On integration this equation gives

~W i
n112W i
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n 2Fi 21/2

n !Dt50, (8)

where W represents the average of dependent variables for the
cell shown in Fig. 2 and is given by

W i5
1

Dx Exi 21/2

xi 11/2

Wdx, (9)

andF is the average flux across the cell boundaries over an inter-
val of time Dt, given by

Fi 61/25
1

Dt Etn

tn11

Fdt. (10)

For Godunov-type schemes the solution vector is updated by re-
writing Eq. ~8! as
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n115W i
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where Fi 11/2* (W i
n ,W i 11

n ) represents the flux~10! given by the
solution of the Riemann problem ati 11/2 formed by the
piecewise-constant states in the cells ati and i 11.

Godunov’s original method employs the exact solution to the
Riemann problem@16# to find the inter-cell fluxes; this involves
iterative procedures and can impose a large burden on computing
resources for multi-dimensional calculations. Many ‘‘approximate
Riemann solvers’’ have now emerged in the literature@14,17#
which are significantly less demanding of computing time than the
calculation of the exact solution. The solution method used in the
present work is based on a modification, due to Toro et al.@18#, of
the approximate Riemann solver proposed by Harten et al.@19#.
This Riemann solver reduces the computational effort required
using an ‘‘exact’’ Riemann solver by approximately 40 percent.

High-Resolution Godunov-Type Schemes Using Gradient
Limiters. Piecewise-constant reconstruction of the data result-
ing from the solution of the Riemann problem gives only first-
order spatial accuracy; second-order accuracy can be obtained by
using a piecewise-linear reconstruction. A straightforward ap-
proach to this linear reconstruction however, leads to the spurious
oscillations which are produced by any second-order scheme with
constant coefficients@17#. This problem can be overcome by the
use of so-called gradient limiters@20# to modify the reconstruction
so that the total variation of the reconstructed data does not ex-
ceed that of the initial data, thereby satisfying the total variation
diminishing ~TVD! condition @21#. This generic approach was
termed MUSCL~Monotonic Upstream Scheme for Conservation
Laws! by van Leer@20#.

Equation~1! can be written, for an arbitrary control volumeV,
as

]

]t EV
WdV1 R

S
F¢•dS¢50. (12)

This equation asserts that the time variation of the integral av-
eraged solution,W, within the volume,V, depends only on the
surface values of the fluxes. For any computational mesh with
verticesABC equation~12! can be written as

]

]t EV
WdV1 R

ABC
~Fdy2Gdx!50, (13)

whereF andG are the Cartesian components of the flux vectorF¢

and are given in Eqs.~2!. The flux across sideAB of this control
volume is

F¢5FAB~yB2yA!2GAB~xB2xA!5F¢ @R0~WL ,WR!#, (14)Fig. 1 Control volume for computational cell

Fig. 2 Piecewise-constant reconstruction
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whereR0(WL ,WR) is the interface solution of the Riemann prob-
lem defined by the two interpolated statesWL andWR , either side
of the interfaceAB. A gradient limiter is employed to ensure
monotonicity of the interpolated data. In the present work a two-
cycle limiter is used, which is a modified version of the scheme
described by Batten et al.@22#.

Results
This section describes the application of the code to the simu-

lation of shock-wave propagation through junctions formed by the
intersection of three pipes. The junction considered in this phase
of the work is a 180 deg junction, where two adjacent pipes merge
to become one pipe of cross-sectional area equivalent to sum of
the individual pipes. A shock tube rig was constructed for the
purposes of obtaining schlieren images of the waves in the
junction.

Schlieren Images. Figure 3 shows the general arrangement of
experimental rig developed for visualizing the density gradients
~schlieren images! induced by the propagating wave. The driving
tube and shock tube~pipe 1! are separated by a diaphragm which
bursts when the pressure difference reaches a certain value. Since
the schlieren method produces two-dimensional images the tubes
were square and rectangular in section. Three piezo-resistive pres-
sure transducers were located around the junction—one trans-
ducer in each pipe. The signal from the transducer in pipe 1 was
used, via a time-delay circuit, to trigger an argon-spark-flash unit
and a CCD camera. The image acquired by the CCD camera was
frozen by the short duration of the light source and a sequence of
images of a propagating wave front was thus constructed. This
was possible because the results were found to be highly
repeatable.

Figure 4 shows the schlieren image obtained 200ms after the
wave has reached the pressure transducer in pipe 1. The wave has
emerged from pipe 1 in which it was propagating from left to
right. On reaching the junction the wave-front expands in a more
or less spherical manner~cylindrical in two-dimensions! so that it
expands around the bend into pipe 3, as well as continuing in the
original direction of its travel into pipe 2. A rarefaction wave is
reflected backwards into pipe 1 when the shock wave encounters
the area expansion formed at the pipe junction and a vortex is
formed at the ‘‘tongue’’. The distortion of the wave front from a

cylindrical form arises because the propagation speed in each pipe
is the sum of the speed of sound and the flow velocity.

The simulated results shown in Fig. 5~a! were produced with
the coarse mesh, using no adaptive refinement, shown in Fig. 5~b!.
The narrow cells in the center of the grid are caused by the need
to represent the ‘‘tongue’’ of the junction. Clearly these density
contours give a very crude depiction of the wave front. Figure
6~a! shows how the resolution is improved by adaptively refining
the grid to the extent shown in Fig. 6~b!; this result was achieved
using approximately 11,000 cells. The grid refinement was acti-
vated when the density gradient between computational cells ex-
ceeded a given criteria.

Figures 7~a!–~d! show a schlieren image, a predicted schlieren
image, and predicted density contours and velocity vectors att
5250ms. Since the schlieren system measures densitygradientit
is more appropriate to compare the measured images with the
magnitude of the gradient of the density field predicted by the
code, namely

AS ]r

]xD 2

1S ]r

]yD 2

. (15)

Figure 7~b! shows a predicted ‘‘schlieren’’ image of the wave
system which is directly comparable with the measured image
shown in Fig. 7~a!. This was produced using a significantly higher
grid refinement level than that shown in Fig. 6~b!.

Figures 8~a!–~d! shows the schlieren image and predicted re-
sults att5350ms. By this time the shock front has reflected from
the lower wall and started to bend around the growing vortex
created at the tongue of the junction. Eventually a portion of this
wave-front is transmitted back into pipe 1. The vortex produced in
the predicted results is due entirely to the numerical viscosity
introduced by the discretization process, there being no explicit
model of the fluid viscosity in the simulation. In spite of this the
predicted schlieren results shown in Fig. 8~b! are remarkably simi-
lar to the measured schlieren image. The vortex is illustrated
clearly in the velocity vectors shown in Fig. 8~d!. At t5500ms
~Fig. 9~a!! the vortex has detached itself from the tongue of the
junction. The reflected wave from the bottom wall is just entering
the mouth of pipe 1 and has reflected off the top wall of
pipe 2. This situation is reliably mimicked by the simulation
~Fig. 9~b!–~d!!.

Fig. 3 General arrangement of schlieren system
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Numerical viscosity arises from the discretisation of the gov-
erning equations of flow and has the effect of introducing a mesh-
dependent artificial mass diffusion, viscosity, and heat conduction
in the continuity, momentum, and energy equations, respectively.
These effects are often collectively termed ‘‘numerical viscosity’’
and are grid dependent. The focus of this paper is, however, on
the modelling of thepropagationphenomena of the waves in the
pipes. The fluid flow field is driven by the pressure wave phenom-
ena and thus the detailed flow field in the immediate vicinity of
the junction is of secondary interest. It will be seen, indeed it is an
aim of the paper to show, that it is possible to predict the mean

pressure levels in the pipes even with an extremely coarse grid in
which the fluid flow field is very poorly resolved.

Pressure-Time Histories. Pressure-time histories at the
transducer locations are shown in Figs. 10~a! and 10~b!. It can be
seen that the transmitted wave amplitude in pipe 3 is substantially
smaller than both the original wave and the wave amplitude in
pipe number 2. These differences in the mean level of the wave
are an effect of the junction geometry on the propagation of the
wave-front and it is this effect which cannot be captured directly
by a one-dimensional model.

The high frequency oscillations which can be seen in the mea-
sured pressures in pipes 2 and 3 result from the transverse motion
of a wave-front across the pipes. The simulation results shown in
Fig. 10~a! predict accurately the mean levels of the transmitted
pressures in pipes 2 and 3~P2 and P3 in the diagrams!. The
simulated results shown in this figure were produced using an
unrefined mesh of the form shown in Fig. 5~b!. It does not seem
possible to resolve the pressure caused by the transverse propaga-
tion of the waves in pipes 2 and 3 using this coarse mesh. Two
predicted results are shown in each pipe, corresponding to first
and second-order spatial accuracy. The results obtained using

Fig. 4 Schlieren image at 200 microseconds

Fig. 5 „a… Density contours at 200 microseconds „unrefined
grid …; „b… unrefined grid

Fig. 6 „a… Density contours at 200 microseconds „refined
grid …; „b… refined grid at 200 microseconds

Fig. 7 „a… Schlieren image at 250 microseconds; „b… simulated
schlieren image at 250 microseconds; „c… density contours at
250 microseconds; „d… velocity vectors at 250 microseconds
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second-order spatial accuracy retain a steeper profile of the propa-
gating shock waves than those produced when using first-order
spatial accuracy.

Figure 10~b! shows that the pressure variations induced by the
first three transverse wave oscillations in pipe 2 can be partially
resolved by using adaptive grid refinement. An enlarged view of
the pressure variation in pipe 2 is shown in Fig. 10~c!. The shock
wave gradient is significantly steeper compared with the results
obtained without grid refinement. An improvement in the shock
wave resolution also occurs when using first-order spatial accu-
racy with mesh refinement but the transverse oscillations remain
unresolved.

The ability to predict the mean pressure levels of the waves
propagating through the junction has a major bearing on the ac-
curacy of volumetric efficiency predictions obtained using engine
simulation programs and it is clear that the two-dimensional
model used in this work affords such a facility for the square
section pipes considered. The transverse component of the wave
propagation would be of significance in predicting the noise spec-
trum radiated from the end of the pipe. However waves in engine
manifolds can have wavelengths of the order of one meter or more
and would thus not produce such strong transverse effects.

Wave propagation through 90 and 45 deg junctions have also
been successfully simulated, as described by Pearson et al.@23#
Figures 11 and 12 show measured and predicted results for a 45
deg junction with a nozzle in the pipe form which the shock
emerges. Again, good correlation is obtained between the mea-
sured and predicted wave patterns~Fig. 11!. After 0.3 ms the
incident shock wave has propagated a significant distance away
from the junction in each of the exit tubes and has reflected back
from the wall opposite the entrance to the shock tube—this por-
tion of the wave is approaching or is passing through the vortices
at the exit to the shock tubes.

Figure 12 presents the pressure/time diagrams for the wave
situation described in the previous area. It is clear that the nozzle
in tube 1—the shock tube—has mitigated the amplitude of the
pressure waves in the exit tubes. These extra losses are at the
expense of having a larger pressure rise in the shock tube—indeed
the pressure in the shock tube rises up to a time of 0.6 ms after the
shock wave has first passed the transducer in that pipe due to the
gradual reflection of a wave of increased amplitude along the
nozzle-section of the junction.

Since the calculation techniques is based on a robust shock-
capturing scheme the model is capable of handling much greater

Fig. 8 „a… Schlieren image at 350 microseconds; „b… simulated
schlieren image at 350 microseconds; „c… density contours at
350 microseconds; „d… velocity vectors at 350 microseconds

Fig. 9 „a… Schlieren image at 500 microseconds; „b… simulated
schlieren image at 500 microseconds; „c… density contours at
500 microseconds; „d… velocity vectors at 500 microseconds
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wave strengths than those used in the present work. Results for
pressure ratios of 4 to 1 are shown by Batten et al.@22# and the
code has been tested with much stronger waves.

Run Time. The computing time required for a simulation of
duration 0.002 s after the wave has passed the first transducer
location, in a domain containing 280 triangles, and using no grid
refinement, is 14.0 seconds on a Silicon Graphics O2 workstation
~180 MHz, 64 MB RAM!. When adaptive grid refinement is used,
producing a maximum of 646 triangles, the computing time in-
creases to 52.2 s. In both cases quoted second-order spatial accu-
racy was used.

On the same computer 106.9 s CPU time was required to model
five cycles of operation of a naturally aspirated four-cylinder
spark-ignition engine using a comprehensive engine simulation
program with a one-dimensional calculation of the manifold gas
dynamics~using a centred-difference scheme with a flux limiter

and 220 computational cells!. Since the engine speed for this case
was 3000 rev/min this represents a duration of 0.2 seconds. Hence
the two-dimensional model of a three-pipe junction~no adaptive
grid refinement! requires about 13 times as much computational
effort as a typical simulation of a complete engine using a one-
dimensional program with a simple two-zone combustion model.

Conclusions
It has been established that a two-dimensional inviscid model

can predict the correct transmitted pressure levels when a shock
wave encounters a simple three-pipe junction. Figures 5 and 6
show that it is not necessary to use a fine mesh in order to predict
the mean pressure levels in the ducts. Indeed this can be achieved
with a much coarser mesh than is required to produce well re-
solved two-dimensional images of the wave front. Hence, the
pressure-loss characteristics of the junction can be modelled with
a very simple representation of the boundary. It is therefore an-

Fig. 10 „a… Pressure histories; „b… pressure histories; „c… pres-
sure histories; „d… location of pressure transducers

Fig. 11 „a… Schlieren image for 45 deg junction with a nozzle;
„b… simulated schlieren image for 45 deg junction with a nozzle

Fig. 12 Pressure histories for 45 deg junction with a nozzle
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ticipated that the use of such a model as a local multi-dimensional
region in a one-dimensional simulation of gas dynamics in engine
manifolds will not require unacceptably large computing
resources.
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Nomenclature

e 5 specific internal energy
e0 5 specific stagnation internal energy
F 5 vector of flux terms

h0 5 specific stagnation internal energy
p 5 pressure
R 5 specific gas constant
t 5 time

T 5 temperature
u 5 velocity

W 5 state vector
x 5 distance
r 5 density
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Influence of the Exhaust System
Design on Scavenging
Characteristic and Emissions
of a Four-Cylinder Supercharged
Engine
A four-stroke four-cylinder turbocharged engine can be fitted with two different types
exhaust system: a simple common manifold fed by all cylinders, or a twin-branch mani-
fold, where two selected cylinders, directed by the firing order, feed two separate turbine
entries. In this case good utilization of the exhaust pressure pulse energy can be achieved
at higher loads and lower engine speeds, leading to good overall turbocharger efficiency
and favorable pressure distribution during the gas-exchange period. Improved engine
scavenging capability affects quality and quantity of the fresh charge and consequently
influences the exhaust gas emissions. If, in addition, valve overlap period is increased the
benefit of this system is still more evident. Common manifold exhaust system shows its
advantage through lower pumping losses at higher engine speeds and lower loads. Both
systems were optimized and the results of numerical and experimental work are presented
in the paper.@S0742-4795~00!00404-X#

Introduction
A four-cylinder turbocharged Diesel engine can be supplied by

two different exhaust systems. Exhaust gases can feed the gas
turbine at nearly constant pressure if fed through one single mani-
fold by selected cylinders and if mixed before they enter the tur-
bine inlet scroll. Relatively constant mass-flow ensures good effi-
ciency of the turbine, whereas mixing of the exhaust flow results
in friction losses that in turn decreases the available kinetic energy
of the exhaust pulses and prevents its further conversion into
pressure.

Better utilization of the kinetic energy of an exhaust pulse can
be achieved by means of a short exhaust double-pipe system
where two selected pairs of the engine cylinders, having exhaust
periods shifted by 360 deg CA and called ‘‘two-pulse system’’,
feed two separate scrolls of a twin-entry radial turbine. The above
mentioned two exhaust systems have been described in details by
Trenc et al. and others@1–7#. Differences and features of constant
and two-pulse assisted turbocharging with a four-cylinder Diesel
engine were analyzed numerically and supported by experimental
work. Results of previously performed numerical investigations
and experiments were unfortunately, and due to lack of adequate
turbo-equipment, performed on a non-optimized engine. All com-
parisons were based on the same Air/Fuel ratio base at diverse
engine running conditions and gave only a good general survey of
both exhaust systems. The results encouraged the authors of this
paper to continue their research work; the baseline 7.11 liter Die-
sel engine was later optimized to give the best performance with
both exhaust systems. Two different new turbochargers~compres-
sors and turbines! were applied for this reason. Fueling system of
the engine was a conventional one and was kept unchanged.

The main objective was to find out the scavenging and the
emission capability of the newly equipped engine and to deter-
mine the role of the applied exhaust system.

Engine Equipment, Applied Methods and Results

Engine Equipment and Experimental Hardware. A four-
cylinder, 7.11 liter, four-stroke, air-cooled, turbocharged and af-
tercooled Diesel engine was used for the experiments. Combus-
tion system, valve timing and turbocharging system of the
baseline engine were previously optimized for industrial applica-
tion. A Holset E1 family turbocharger with a twin-entry turbine
scroll was initially applied. A front-mounted air-to-air aftercooler
was cooled by a thermally controlled and common engine cooling
fan. The main aim of the presented investigations was, as men-
tioned before, to find out the influence of the exhaust system
configuration and of the suitable turbocharging system on the
scavenging quality of the engine and its exhaust emission.

The two-pulse and constant pressure exhaust systems, that were
explained in detail by Trenc et al.@4,5# and used for the here
presented investigations, are schematically shown in Fig. 1. A
twin-entry waste-gated radial turbine with the 19 cm2 turbine
housing was connected to a two-branch exhaust manifold and
drove an enhanced-map compressor~Fig. 1, left! in the case of the
two-pulse exhaust system. On the other hand a different-profile
turbine wheel together with the substantially smaller 13 cm2 size
single entry turbine housing, as proposed by Trenc et al.@4#, was
connected to a common exhaust manifold of the constant pressure
exhaust system. Compressor geometry remained unchanged. Total
engine air-fuel ratio can be the first measure of a successful turbo
match. Figure 2 represents relativeA/F ratio for both exhaust
versions and different engine running conditions. Generally simi-
lar results were obtained and made possible better comparison of
other engine data. Slightly higher relativeA/F values by the two-
pulse system and engine lower-speed range are the consequence
of more effective scavenging process, as described later. As the
consequence of the waste-gate operation, there is a pronounced
lack of the boost-air for the two-pulse system in the region of the
engine rated conditions. Total mean indicated pressure, mean in-
dicated pressure of the high pressure as well as the mean indicated
pressure of the gas exchange period~low-pressure cycle! were
measured and statistically analyzed by a fast computerized,
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special-purpose data logger—PI meter. Through the results ob-
tained engine pumping losses could be evaluated.

Pressure to time histories in the cylinder, in the intake and
exhaust port and at the turbine inlet flange were measured by the
piezo-electric technique and analyzed by computer. A one-
dimensional computer program developed by Hribernik@1,2# was
used to determine flow phenomena during the intake and exhaust
engine stroke and specially during the valve overlap period. It was
also used to predict the influence of the changed~prolonged! valve
timing on the engine scavenging and emission for both observed
exhaust systems, and not finally for comparison with the experi-
mentally obtained data.

Very accurate laminar flow-meters were used to determine air
mass-flow through the engine.

Exhaust gas emissions of the engine were determined by the
TECHNOTEST—Multigas Type 488 tester. NDIR based CO,
CO2 , and HC analyzers and chemically operated O2 and NOx
analyzers were applied. Accuracy of the absolute individual mea-
surements was not extremely important; comparison of the two
exhaust systems was the main purpose of the presented work.

Smoke density of the exhaust gases was established by an ac-
curate Bosch smoke meter.

Results of Numerical and Experimental Investigations and
Discussion. Two different types and sizes of exhaust turbines
were applied to obtain optimum engine performance for the two
above mentioned different exhaust systems.

Influence of the Exhaust System on the Engine Scavenging Ca-
pability. Exhaust system configuration together with pressure
pulses from the neighbor engine cylinders, valve timing and the
turbocharger efficiency can affect the scavenging process, engine
performance and its emission. Dynamic pressure situation in the
cylinder, in the exhaust and in the inlet port together rules the
filling and emptying procedure and simultaneously defines engine
pumping losses—i.e., work consumed to perform gas exchange in
the engine. Ratio of the pumping cycle (m.i.p!low and the
complete-net (m.i.p!net is one criterion to determine the effective-
ness of the gas exchange period. Necessary work to perform the
gas exchange in the cylinder is generally negative; however, posi-
tive values can be expected by very efficient turbocharged en-
gines. Relative portion of the low-pressure cycle mean indicated
pressure—m.i.p. compared to the net engine cycle m.i.p. for both
exhaust systems is presented in Fig. 3. Positive gas-exchange
work is limited to a restricted zone of lower speeds and higher
engine loads. Lower pumping losses, especially at lower loads and
higher engine speeds, are again typical for the optimized constant
pressure exhaust system; the reasons have already been explained
by Trenc et al.@4#. On the other hand, this advantage diminishes
with the two-pulse system and the top engine torque region. En-
gine pumping losses and gas exchange quality are mostly affected
by the pressure history in the cylinder inlet and exhaust port.
Pressure history for both exhaust systems and engine peak torque
conditions is presented in Fig. 4. Deviation between measured and
computed pressure values was in the range of60.05 bar as pre-
viously explained by Trenc et al.@4,5#. Negative sign denotes
influence of the negative pumping work; better scavenging can
therefore be obtained by the constant-pressure system at higher
engine speeds and lower engine loads.

Very similar amplitudes of the exhaust pressure waves is typi-
cal for the constant pressure system~exhaust port, Fig. 4, below!,
while in the two-pulse system~exhaust port, Fig. 4 above! there is
one substantially weakened~damped and from the turbine scroll
reflected! pressure wave that reaches the exhaust port of the cyl-
inder No. 2 during the valve overlap sequence. At the same time a
huge reflected exhaust pressure wave reaches the exhaust port of
the same cylinder and the constant pressure system and prevents
good scavenging of the observed cylinder. Final sequence of the
exhaust period is interrupted and the exhaust gases are conse-
quently flowing back to the observed cylinder. Furthermore, it can

Fig. 1 2-Pulse „left … and constant pressure „right … exhaust
systems

Fig. 2 Relative A ÕF ratio for both exhaust systems

Fig. 3 Ratio of relative pumping losses for: „—… a two-pulse,
and „---… a constant pressure exhaust system
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be concluded from the pressure diagram~Fig. 4 below! and from
the results of the numerical simulations~Fig. 5—constant pressure
exhaust system! that there is an inflow of the residual gases back
into the intake manifold at the beginning of the fresh charge in-
take sequence. Corresponding pressure history measurements and
numerical computations performed on the two-pulse system~Fig.
4 above, and Fig. 5 two-pulse system! do not predict any distur-
bances and back-flows for the two-pulse system and for the same

engine operating conditions. Velocity distribution of the boost-air
in the intake port and of the exhaust gases in the exhaust port were
computed for both exhaust systems and are also presented in Fig.
5. Fuel-to-air equivalence ratio distribution during the valve over-
lap period is also presented in the same figure. From the results in
Fig. 5 it can be concluded that the original valve timing permits a
rather modest scavenging ability of the engine during the existing
valve overlap. Gas flow during the valve overlap period~period
expressed in deg. C.A. between the opening of intake valve and
the closing of the exhaust valve! was computed on the basis of
experimentally determined effective flow area through the valves
of the warmed-up engine. The intention was therefore to find out
the influence of changed valve timing~extended valve overlap
sequence! on the scavenging capability of the engine and both
exhaust configurations. ‘‘New’’ overlap sequence was doubled:
from 30 ~‘‘old’’ ! to 61 ~‘‘new’’ ! deg. C.A. Diagrams in Fig. 5
show again a pronounced back-flow of the residual gases into the
cylinder of the common exhaust manifold engine. The portion of
the entering residual gases into the charging channel was also
increased and covered approximately 40 percent of the available
valve overlap period. Again there was no reversed exhaust gas
flow noticed with the changed valve timing and the two-pulse
exhaust system. As it has been previously stated and reported by
Hribernik @3#, performance of the constant pressure system could
be improved~especially at lower engine speeds! by: ~1! change of
the valve timing—reductionof the valve overlap period, by shift-
ing of the closure of the exhaust valve, and/or~2! by change of the
exhaust manifold geometry~longer manifold branches between
the neighbor cylinders would delay the arrival of reflected waves
in the cylinder during the valve overlap period!, and ~3! by the
introduction of the pulse converter in the exhaust manifold.

As mentioned before, larger negative gas-exchange loop asso-
ciated with larger pumping losses is noticed by the two-pulse
system when higher engine speeds and especially lower engine
loads are considered—see Fig. 3. Appropriate measured and com-
puted pressure and velocity curves in Fig. 6 and in Fig. 7
(nengine52100 l/min, and m.e.p.56.0 bar! have led to the follow-
ing conclusions:

• pressure history in the intake port and in the cylinder is very
similar for both observed systems

• there is a modest reverse-flow of the residual gases into the
intake manifold of the common exhaust manifold engine as the
consequence of the locally and relatively higher cylinder pressure
~Fig. 6!. In the case of the two-pulse exhaust system, the reversed

Fig. 4 Torque engine conditions and two-pulse „above …, and
constant-pressure „below … exhaust system

Fig. 5 Computed gas velocity distribution in the intake and exhaust port, relative F ÕA equivalence ratios for both exhaust
systems, peak engine torque conditions and two different valve timings
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gas-flow from the cylinder into the intake manifold is more no-
ticeable~Fig. 7—intake port velocity distribution! for the valve
overlap period

• there is practically no reverse flow of the exhaust gases from
the exhaust manifold back to the cylinder during the valve overlap
period ~Fig. 7!

Influence of the Exhaust System on Engine Emission.Emis-
sion of the applied engine is also affected by the thermodynamic
state of the fresh charge in the cylinder at the beginning of the
compression stroke. This state is influenced by the engine volu-
metric efficiency, by the content of the residual gases, etc., that
are consequently depending on the applied exhaust system.

Figure 8 represents the ratio of the measured total volumetric
efficiency for the applied exhaust systems and for different engine
running conditions. Higher values are, as expected from the pre-
vious pressure and velocity diagrams, obtained with the two-pulse
system almost all over the engine operation map. The situation is
changed only in a limited zone of higher engine speeds, where due
to the exhaust waste-gate with the two-pulse system~lower turbo-
charger efficiencies!, the influence of lower turbocharger efficien-
cies and higher pumping losses prevent optimum scavenging of

the ~two-pulse exhaust system! cylinder. Residual gases are the
consequence of an omitted scavenging process; in our case they
were defined as the ratio of the exhaust gas mass compared to the
mass of the total fresh charge at the end of the intake stroke. The
values presented in Fig. 9 were calculated with the assumption of
the perfect gas mixing~of the exhaust gases and the fresh air!. The
content of the residual gases by the constant pressure system is
twice as large as that in the two-pulse exhaust system. A small
deterioration—an increase of theg value—can be observed by the
engine rated conditions and the two-pulse system as the conse-
quence of the applied turbine waste-gate. Higher content of the
hot residual gases together with relatively lower mass of the
trapped fresh air result in lower in-cylinderA/F ratio, higher tem-
peratures at the end of the compression stroke, and therefore
shorter ignition delay in the combustion with the constant pressure
exhaust system. We must point out, that the quantity of the in-
jected fuel did not vary too much for both observed systems and
the entire engine map and that the combustionA/F ratio was
generally the function of the in-cylinder trapped air. As the result
of lower combustionA/F ratio, higher content of the residual
gases and higher in-cylinder temperatures, higher smoke values
were obtained by the constant pressure system. Smoke density
ratio distribution for the observed two-pulse and constant pressure
system is presented in Fig. 10. Cleaner exhaust is typical for the
two-pulse system at lower engine speeds all over the load range.
This system indicates the possibility of cleaner exhaust even when
further increase of the engine peak torque were considered. The
results of the two-pulse system at the rated engine condition de-
teriorate again when the waste-gate is used; corresponding smoke
values are approximately 10 percent higher than the values of the
constant pressure system. In the same time we must be aware that
the absolute smoke density~in Bosch units! is far below 1.0 and
therefore the change is relatively small.

Gaseous pollution of a Diesel engine exhaust is characterized
by the CO2 , O2 , HC, and NOx emissions. CO2 emission depends
on the quantity of burned fuel only and did not change signifi-
cantly for the observed exhaust versions: slightly lower values
were measured for the two-pulse system, with the exception of the
engine rated output and according to Fig. 11, that in term mean
lower effective fuel consumption. CO2 emission values were also
successfully used to control the accuracy of the measured air and
fuel mass-flow.

HC emission was low for both exhaust versions, although larger
values correspond to the two-pulse system, lower engine speeds
and loads, where there were larger portions of excess-air, signifi-
cantly lower rate of the hot residual gases, and therefore lower

Fig. 6 Pressure distribution in the intake, exhaust port and
cylinder for engine rated speed, lower load, and both exhaust
systems

Fig. 7 Gas velocity distribution for the engine rated speed, low loads and both exhaust systems
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temperatures during the first phase of the~delayed! combustion.
Mass specific HC emission was calculated from the measured
values and is presented in Fig. 12.

O2 emission distribution follows the rules of combustion:
higher values correspond to lower engine loads—i.e., to larger
A/F ratios. TotalA/F ratio was presented in Fig. 2. In-cylinder
~trapped! A/F ratio was relatively larger for the two-pulse system
due to higher volumetric efficiency and lower rate of the residual
gases. As the consequence larger O2 emission values were mea-
sured for the two-pulse system especially at intermittent engine
speeds and loads.

NOx emission is crucially important for the engine emission
suitability. It was again better to convert individual measured con-
centrations~ppm by volume! into mass-specific NOx values for
better comparison of the data. NOx emission is generally gov-
erned by the temperature and localA/F distribution during com-
bustion process. As mentioned before, higher temperatures of the
fresh charge~at the beginning of the combustion process! in the
cylinder of the constant pressure system are the consequence of a

lower in-cylinder A/F ratio and higher content of hot residual
gases. Residual gases influence increase of soot formation,
whereas lower local concentration of O2 through mixing process
with the residual gases simultaneously decreases formation of ni-
tric oxides. Higher effective overallA/F ratio ~Fig. 2!, higher
in-cylinder excess air with minimum concentration of residual
gases~Fig. 9!, better cylinder scavenging~Fig. 4 and Fig. 5! in-
crease NOx mass emission of the two-pulse system at lower en-
gine speeds and loads, where ignition delay plays an inferior role.
On the other hand, increased temperature at the end of compres-
sion stroke reduces ignition delay~especially at higher engine
speeds!, and as the consequence higher combustion temperatures
during the first part of the combustion process provoke increase of
the NOx emission. One can conclude from the Fig. 13, that there

Fig. 8 Ratio of the engine volumetric efficiency for both ex-
haust systems

Fig. 9 Residual gases in the cylinder for two exhaust systems

Fig. 10 Smoke density ratio of the two-pulse and constant
pressure exhaust system

Fig. 11 CO2 emission for both exhaust systems
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is a certain NOx emission advantage in the two-pulse exhaust
system, when further increase of the engine output~torque! is
concerned.

Conclusion
A Diesel four cylinder and four-stroke engine was optimized by

means of two different exhaust systems: one with a common ex-

haust manifold and another with a double-manifold exhaust sys-
tem. The main aim was to determine the influence of the exhaust
system especially on the scavenging characteristic and emission
properties of the observed engine.

It was found out that higher pumping losses of the two-pulse
system are the consequence of higher pressure differences during
the gas exchange period, caused by higher exhaust amplitudes in
the exhaust system. This disadvantage diminishes at lower engine
speeds and higher engine loads.

Higher volumetric efficiency and better scavenging of the en-
gine cylinder by the two-pulse system is the consequence of suit-
able pressure distribution in the exhaust port; there is practically
no omission of the cylinder outflow by the reflecting pressure
waves and the increase of the valve overlap period can be applied
for further increase of the cylinder charge quality and quantity.
Reflected pressure waves of neighbor cylinders of a common-
exhaust manifold system seriously disturb the exhaust sequence;
as the result less fresh air remains in the cylinder and there is a
certain amount of residual gases left in the cylinder. Increased
valve overlap period additionally deteriorates the situation. Con-
stant pressure exhaust system therefore requires different valve
timing, longer exhaust branches or introduction of a pulse
converter.

As the consequence of inadequate cylinder scavenging there is
an increase of the soot content in the exhaust gases met by the
constant pressure system. Higher combustion temperatures of the
constant pressure system and sufficient air ensure better combus-
tion of hydrocarbons even at lower engine speeds and loads.

Higher ignition delay by the two-pulse system ensures lower
critical peak temperatures in the cylinder and NOx emission is
generally lower compared to the constant pressure system. This
advantage disappears at lower engine speeds and moderate loads:
the ‘‘advantage’’ of mixed residual gases and constant pressure
exhaust system prevails over the advantage of the delayed
ignition.

The overall emission characteristic of the two-pulse exhaust
system brings some advantage over the constant pressure system
especially for the new-design, higher specific output engines,
where more stringent future emission standards can be met with
the highest efforts.
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Performance Simulation of
Sequentially Turbocharged
Marine Diesel Engines With
Applications to Compressor Surge
This paper presents the SELENDIA code designed for the simulation of marine diesel
engines. Various measured and simulated results are compared for the performance of a
sequentially turbocharged marine diesel engine during a switch from one to two turbo-
chargers. The results show a good agreement between measured and simulated data.
Surge loops that are experimentally observed in case of an anomaly are analyzed using
simulated results. Finally, the predictive capabilities of the simulation code are utilized to
investigate the influence of the inlet manifold volume on the engine and air charging
system performance with a special focus on compressor surge.@S0742-4795~00!01104-2#

1 Introduction
Turbocharger matching is a rather difficult challenge for the

design of high output diesel engines, particularly for naval appli-
cations. Test-bed measurements are usually tedious and expensive
due to the size of the power plant. As a result, engine simulation
can be a valuable tool when used in parallel to actual testing for
the objective of guiding experimental investigations and improv-
ing the global understanding of various aspects of the internal
combustion engine. In previous publications, we reported the de-
velopment of a simulation code that was used to investigate com-
pressor surge and the resulting engine operation limits@1,2#. In
this paper, a new version of this code designed for the optimiza-
tion of turbocharging systems under transient conditions is pre-
sented. Various measured and simulated results are shown for a
sequentially turbocharged marine diesel engine.

2 The SEMT Pielstick System Applied to the PA6 STC
Engine

S.E.M.T. Pielstick has been designing sequentially turbo-
charged diesel engines since the early eighties. Commercialization
started in 1990 for high speed and medium speed engines@3–5#.
The system used for the PA6-STC~Sequentially TurboCharged!
engine is presented in this section. The engine is equipped with
two turbochargers in parallel as shown in Fig. 1. At low and
medium loads, one turbocharger is in use. At high loads, valvesG
andA are opened allowing the use of both turbochargers. Due to
a better air supply, the engine operating range at low speed and
high torque is significantly enlarged in comparison with a classic
single stage turbocharging system.

The advantages of a sequential turbocharging system are obvi-
ous at steady state. However, transient performance needs to be
thoroughly investigated, especially with respect to the system
switch from one to two turbochargers. This phase is critical due to
the large inertia of the turbochargers. The system switch, triggered
by a turbocharger speed threshold, is a two step procedure. TheG
valve located on the exhaust gas line shown in Fig. 1 is opened.

Subsequently, the turbine drives the second turbocharger whose
speed progressively increases. After a certain delay, theA valve
located on the inlet air line is also opened and the second turbo-
charger starts supplying air to the engine.

3 The Selendia Simulation Code

3.1 Main Characteristics. The first version of the SELEN-
DIA simulation code was designed for the steady state perfor-
mance of marine diesel engines@6#. The code is based on the
‘‘filling and emptying’’ method which conceives the engine as a
succession of control volumes such as the cylinders and manifolds
for which mass and energy balance equations are applied@7#.
Despite the variations of the gas composition, the gas is assumed
to be homogeneously distributed inside the entire control volume.
Furthermore, fresh air and exhaust gases are assumed to be per-
fect. The First Law of Thermodynamics in open systems applied
to the various control volumes allows the determination of the gas
temperature and pressure as shown in Fig. 2.

Contributed by the Internal Combustion Engine Division of THE AMERICAN
SOCIETY OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERSfor publication in the ASME JOURNAL OF
ENGINEERING FORGAS TURBINES AND POWER. Manuscript received by the ICE
Division March 27, 2000; final revision received by the ASME Headquarters April
17, 2000. Technical Editor: D. Assanis.

Fig. 1 Sequential turbocharging system developed by
S.E.M.T. Pielstick for the PA6 STC
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The cylinder volume as a function of the engine crank angle is
derived from simple geometry considerations. The Keenan and
Kayes tables provide the thermodynamic properties of the exhaust
gas and fresh air as a function of temperature and excess air@8#.
The combustion heat release and all of the parameters related to
the combustion and injection processes are modeled using two
Wiebe’s laws associated with Gaudart’s parameters@9,10#. The
heat transfer at the cylinder wall is evaluated using Woschni’s
model @11#. Friction losses are evaluated with a modified Chen
and Flynn’s model@12#. Mass flows are derived using Barre de
Saint Venant’s laws. The inlet and exhaust valve effective areas
are either calculated based on geometry consideration or interpo-
lated from test bed data. Finally, the various parameters of the air
charging system are evaluated based on the compressor and tur-
bine maps provided by the turbocharger manufacturer@13#.

The SELENDIA simulation code makes use of a specific simu-
lation language called A.C.S.L.~Advanced Continuous Simula-
tion Language! @14#. This language provides pre-programmed in-

tegration routines among other specific simulation programming
tools as well as extensive graphic capabilities for interactive run-
time sessions.

After numerous validations for the simulation of steady state
performance, the code was modified to allow the transient re-
sponse simulation of highly rated marine diesel engines as shown
in Fig. 3. The governor model is a Proportional Integrator~PI!
model. The fuel rack position is provided by the following differ-
ential equation:

dRack

dt
5RacknS Kp.

d~diff !

dt
1Ki .diff D ,

diff5
Neng2Nrequested

Neng
(1)

whereKp andKi are provided by the governor’s manufacturer as
a function of the engine speed. In addition, the model includes

Fig. 2 Structure of the SELENDIA Code

Fig. 3 Engine block diagram for the simulation of marine diesel engine transient
response
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various fuel rack position limits based on engine speed and boost
pressure and aimed at preventing engine over-speed and insuffi-
cient excess air. The code was validated and utilized for different
projects such as the performance simulation of marine diesel en-
gines under extreme conditions@15,16#.

3.2 Additional Models for Sequential Turbocharging.
Sequential turbocharging is a rather new technique. Publications
regarding this topic are extremely limited. Swain published some
results for the simulation of turbocharger switches with a special
focus on the turbocharger performance which was modeled in
detail @17#. However, the engine model was extremely simplified.
The study focused on sequential turbocharging system switches
assuming that the engine operation was quasi-constant.

The study presented in this paper includes an engine thermody-
namic model to simulate significant variations of the engine speed
and torque. In addition to the switch phases, the simulation of the
turbocharger performance is based on two major criteria which
are the turbocharger speed evaluated with Newton’s Second Law
and the pressure ratios derived from the First Law of Thermody-
namics applied to the inlet and exhaust manifolds. Mass flows and
isentropic efficiencies are obtained using a two-dimensional inter-
polation of the compressor and turbine maps in matrix form.

The switch phases are triggered by a pre-determined turbo-
charger speed threshold. The model includes the opening charac-
teristics of the two valves mentioned in the previous section in
terms of timing and duration. An ‘‘opening coefficient’’OV is
defined for each valve as the ratio between the current section and
the fully opened section, as follows:

OV5
S

Sf o
. (2)

The turbine mass flow during the exhaust line valve~valve G!
opening and closing is obtained by multiplying the turbine mass
flow when the valve is fully opened and the opening coefficient
OV as shown in Eq. 3.

dmtur

dt
5OVexhS dmtur

dt D
f o

. (3)

When the exhaust gas valve is open and the inlet air valve is
closed, the compressor operates with a certain speed and no mass
flow. As a result, the development of a new compressor model
was necessary. The operating point is located in the surge area of
the compressor map. Due to insufficient information in this region
of the compressor map, the power consumed by the compressor is
derived from the following simplified equation:

Wcomp5Kcomp.NTC
2 . (4)

The Kcomp coefficient is specific to the compressor being used.
However, it may be extrapolated from a known value for a given
type of compressor since it seems to be proportional to the square

of the compressor wheel diameter according to our tests. When
the inlet air valve is being opened, the compressor power is cal-
culated using an equation which combines the formula of the
compressor power under normal operating conditions given by
Eqs. 5 and 6 and the simplified compressor power law given by
Eq. 4.

Wcomp5
dmcomp

dt S Cpo1Cpi

2 D ~To2Ti !, (5)

where

To5
Ti

hcomp
~hcomp211tcomp

~g i21!/g i !. (6)

The compressor map is extrapolated to include negative mass
flows as shown in Fig. 4. The objective is to determine the effect
of inadequate valve opening timings, including compressor surge
@18#. The extrapolation is based on the modeling of the various
losses occurring when the compressor operates beyond the adap-
tation line. The relevant equations are presented in Appendix 1.

As shown in Fig. 5, the combination of the ‘‘filling and emp-
tying’’ equations and those associated with the inertia of the fluid
between the compressor and the inlet manifold allows the calcu-
lation of surge loops@19,20#. The mathematical model is pre-
sented in Appendix 2. It provides the boost pressure and the com-
pressor mass flow during surge as a function of time. The
compressor power is evaluated using Eq. 5 when the compressor
mass flow is positive and Eq. 4 when the compressor mass flow is
null or negative.

4 Validation
The validation phase was performed for the SEMT Pielstick

PA6-STC engine for which measured data were available. The
main characteristics of the PA6-STC engine are shown in Table 1.

Figure 6 shows the measured and simulated boost pressure and
turbocharger speeds for the 12PA6 STC~12 cylinders! engine
during a switch from one turbocharger to two turbochargers at
constant engine speed~1010 rpm!. The turbocharger switch is
induced by a slight load increase. For this specific test, the delay
between the exhaust line valve and inlet line valve openings is
two seconds. This delay was adjusted to avoid compressor surge
by allowing a sufficient turbocharger speed at the inlet line valve
opening as well as to sustain the engine air supply by maintaining
the boost pressure. Indeed, when theA valve is closed and theG

Fig. 4 Extrapolated compressor map

Fig. 5 Equivalent air charging system

Table 1 Main characteristics of the Pielstick PA6 STC engine

Number of cylinders: 12 or 16
Type: Vee~60°!
Bore: 280 mm
Stroke: 290 mm
MCR Speed: 1050 rpm
MCR Power: 325 kw/cyl
Turbocharging system: sequential~axial turbine and

centrifugal compressor!
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valve is open, the single turbocharger which supplies air to the
engine no longer uses the full energy flow of the exhaust gas since
the exhaust gas flow is shared by the two turbines. As a result, the
boost pressure significantly decreases. It is thus critical to adjust
the timing of theG andA valve opening to avoid penalizing the
engine performance when the engine loading process includes a
turbocharger switch.

Figure 6 shows that both turbochargers reach the same speed
after 1.8 s. The ‘‘OVE’’ and ‘‘OVA’’ vertical lines correspond to
the beginning of the exhaust and inlet line valve opening, respec-
tively. The boost pressure decreases from 3.5 to 2.2 bar during the

turbocharger switch with an absolute minimum of 1.8 bar two
seconds after the exhaust line valve opening. The results show a
satisfactory agreement between measured and simulated data. The
error margin for the extreme values of the turbocharger speed and
boost pressure is within 8 percent. The duration of each phase is
predicted with sufficient accuracy.

Figure 7 also shows a good agreement between measured and
calculated results for the engine. The exhaust line valve opening
initially results in a pressure drop in the exhaust manifold, which
temporarily improves the engine performance. Consequently, the
engine scavenging improves, resulting in a slight increase of the

Fig. 6 Engine and air charging system performance during a 1TC Õ2TC switch at 1010 rpm for the 12PA6STC
engine

Fig. 7 Engine performance during a 1TC Õ2TC switch at 1010 rpm for the 12PA6STC engine

Fig. 8 Air charging system performance during a 1TC Õ2TC switch at 900 rpm for the 16PA6STC engine
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engine BMEP as well as the engine speed. The actual engine
speed exceeds the requested speed and the governor orders a de-
crease of the fuel rack position. However, the boost pressure drops
after approximately one second since the air is supplied by a
single turbocharger which receives only half of the exhaust gas
flow. As a result, the inlet air flow decreases as well as the engine
speed. The rack reaches its higher limit and the governor cannot
compensate the speed decrease. After the inlet air line valve open-
ing, the boost pressure augmentation allows a slight increase of
the engine speed. However, the engine BMEP does not increase
significantly due to the higher limit of the fuel rack position. After
approximately five seconds since the beginning of the switching
process, the fuel rack limit associated with the use of one turbo-
charger is replaced with the much higher fuel rack limit associated
with the use of two turbochargers. As a result, the fuel rack posi-
tion slightly increases for a few seconds allowing the engine to
stabilize at the requested speed.

The validation process was continued with the 16PA6 STC~16
cylinders! engine, which is equipped with bigger turbochargers
than the 12PA6 STC engine. The simulation is again at constant
speed~900 rpm!. The delay between the exhaust and inlet line
valve openings is 2.7 s for this engine instead of 2 s for the
previous engine due to higher turbocharger inertia. Figure 8 shows
a satisfactory agreement between measured and simulated results.
The error margin on the turbocharger speeds, boost pressure and
duration of the various phases remains quite low.

5 Predicted Results
The SELENDIA code was utilized to simulate the 16PA6-STC

engine performance in case of an anomaly. Figure 9 shows the
performance of the air charging system when the delay between
the exhaust and inlet line valve openings is reduced from 2.7 s to
2.2 s. In such a case, the speed of the second turbocharger is
insufficient when the inlet line valve is opened. This results in
compressor surge as shown by the turbocharger speed curve and
especially the boost pressure curve for which a sudden drop is
observed, indicating a negative compressor mass flow. Figure 9
shows that the simulated results are satisfactory. The results show
that there is only one surge ‘‘loop’’ whose amplitude and duration
are predicted with good accuracy. The trajectory of the compres-
sor operating point on the compressor map contributes to a better
understanding of the air charging system performance. This tra-
jectory can be plotted using the simulated inlet manifold pressure
and compressor mass flow. Figure 10 shows the operating point of
the compressor that is being started during a switch from one
turbocharger to two turbochargers. In this figure, ‘‘A’’ is the com-
pressor operating point at the inlet line valve opening. The corre-
sponding compressor speed is 270 revolutions per sec~rps!. The

compressor mass flow quickly increases to reach ‘‘B. ’’ Then, the
boost pressure increases at constant speed and the compressor
operating point reaches ‘‘C.’’ However, the compressor speed is
insufficient and the operating point goes to the surge area to even-
tually reach ‘‘D’’ while the compressor mass flow significantly
decreases.

Due to a reversed compressor flow, the inlet manifold pressure
decreases and the compressor operating point reaches ‘‘A’’ which
corresponds to the minimum of the 270 rps speed line. Subse-
quently, the compressor mass flow quickly increases to reach
‘‘ E.’’ The ‘‘ A-B-C-D-E’’ surge loop lasted approximately .5 s and
the compressor speed reached 280 rps. Since the compressor mass
flow is again positive, the inlet manifold pressure progressively
increases. The turbocharger speed is now sufficient and the oper-
ating point is no longer in the surge area of the compressor map.
The inlet manifold pressure stabilizes around ‘‘F.’’

The SELENDIA code showed good predictive capabilities in
case of anomalies. These predictive capabilities were utilized to
determine the effect of geometry modifications on the engine per-
formance during a turbocharger switch. The effect of the inlet
manifold volume was investigated. The inlet manifold volume of
the test engine is 1.3 m3. Figure 11 shows the performance pre-
diction of the SELENDIA code for an inlet manifold volume of .8
m3, which was chosen arbitrarily.

The simulated results indicate the occurrence of two surge
loops before the stabilization of the engine operation. Figure 12
shows the compressor operating point on the compressor map.

The initial operation of the compressor illustrated by the curve
labeled ‘‘A’’ corresponds to the previously described compressor

Fig. 9 Air charging system performance during a ITC Õ2TC switch at 900 rpm in case of a reduced valve opening
timing—16PA6STC engine

Fig. 10 Surge loop on the compressor map
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performance when the inlet line valve is opened. When the com-
pressor mass flow is again positive, the inlet manifold pressure is
approximately 1.75 bar. During the first surge loop labeled ‘‘B,’’
the compressor did not reach a sufficient speed that would prevent
surge. As a result, another surge loop labeled ‘‘C’’ is observed.
The first loop corresponds to a compressor speed of 275 rps and

the second surge loop corresponds to a compressor speed of 278
rps. The compressor speed after the second surge loop is 280 rps,
which is sufficient to prevent a third surge loop. The compressor
operating point leaves the surge area of the compressor map and
the boost pressure stabilizes around ‘‘D.’’

Figure 13 shows the engine and air charging system perfor-
mance for a switch from one to two turbochargers with an inlet
manifold volume of 2 m3. This figure shows that the turbocharger
switch does not induce surge when the inlet manifold volume is
2 m3.

A larger exhaust manifold volume results in a larger inertia of
the engine/turbocharger assembly. The amplitude of the inlet
manifold pressure drop is thus smaller with a large manifold than
with a small manifold. This may appear as a penalizing factor for
the engine performance since a higher boost pressure puts the
compressor operation closer to the surge area. However, a higher
boost pressure increases the engine power. This power increase
provides a better energy flow to the turbine which is being started
during the one to two turbocharger switch. Consequently, the tur-
bocharger speed increases faster and reaches a higher value when
the inlet line valve is opened. This significantly diminishes the
risk of surge as predicted by the simulated results.

6 Conclusion
The steady state performance and transient response of high

output marine diesel engines must be thoroughly investigated. As

Fig. 11 Engine and air charging system performance during a 1TC Õ2TC switch at 1010 rpm for the 16PA6STC with
an inlet manifold volume of .8 m 3

Fig. 12 Performance of the compressor being started during a
1TCÕ2TC switch with an inlet manifold volume of .8 m 3

Fig. 13 Engine and air charging system performance during a 1TC Õ2TC switch at 1010 rpm for the 16PA6STC with
an inlet manifold volume of 2 m 3
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shown in this paper, the SELENDIA simulation code allows a
comprehensive investigation of the engine/turbocharger assembly
under transient conditions in the case of sequentially turbocharged
engines. The various results show a good agreement between
measured and simulated data. As an added advantage, simulation
can be used to investigate the influence of specific engine param-
eters. In parallel to test bed measurements, it may be useful for the
design, development and optimization of turbocharged marine
diesel engines for both healthy and faulty operations.
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Nomenclature

N 5 rotation speed@rpm#
n 5 number of cylinders

BMEP 5 Brake Mean Effective Pressure@bar#
W 5 power @W#
P 5 cylinder pressure@bar#

diff 5 difference between requested & actual speed@-#
m 5 mass@kg#
S 5 area@m2#

Cp 5 specific heat at constant pressure@J/kg/K#
h 5 efficiency @-#
g 5 specific heat ratio@-#
V 5 volume @m3#
I 5 inertia @kgm2#
t 5 time @s#

rack 5 fuel rack position@mm#
K 5 coefficients@-#
t 5 compression rate@-#

OV 5 opening coefficient@-#
T 5 temperature@K#

Subscripts

eng 5 engine
cyl 5 cylinder

comp 5 compressor
tot 5 total

exh 5 exhaust
TC 5 turbocharger
tur 5 turbine

max 5 maximum
n 5 nominal
i 5 inlet
o 5 outlet
fo 5 full opening

Appendix I: Elements for the Extrapolation of the Con-
stant Speed Lines of a Compressor

A single equation cannot characterize the compressor pressure-
flow diagram across its complete range. Figure 14 identifies the
following 4 distinct sections:

• Section 1 is obtained by the experiment and usually provided
by the manufacturer

• Sections 2 and 4 may be obtained by the experiment@18#
• Section 3 does not seem to be accessible by the experiment

The parametric expressions of the compressor’s characteristics
presented in this appendix are derived from a combination of the
classical equations and those related to the main losses experi-
enced in sections 1, 2, 3 and 4. The following assumptions were
made:

• A compressor characteristic is unique, independently of the
steady or dynamic~during surge! nature of the compressor
operation.

• A compressor characteristic is represented by a function that
is continuous and derivable across the complete mass flow
range.

• The minimum of a compressor characteristic occurs when the
mass flow is equal to zero.

• Section 4 can be assimilated as the parabolic curve of a pres-
sure loss.

Using the various notations defined in the general nomenclature
as well as the appendix nomenclature, the compressor character-
istics are modeled as follows:

Section 2:DÌDpÕ2
The following equations are based on energy conservation, Eu-

ler’s theorem and experimental data. They include the effect of
slip factor s, friction and incidence losses as well as the previ-
ously listed assumptions.

si Dc.DadP5S a12a2 .Dc2K f .Dc
22a3S 12

Dad

Dc
D 2D g/~g21!

si Dc,DadP5S a12a2 .Dc2K f .Dc
22a3S 12

Dc

Dad
D 2D g/~g21!

wherea1511s(4p2r 2
2)/(Cp.T1* )N2

a25
s.N

Cp.T1 .r1~Pp!g.l 2 .tg~b2!

a35
2p2~r 1

21r 2
2!

Cp.T1
N2et

Dad5
a3 .Dp

~Pp!~g21!/g2a11a31
a2 .Dp

2

K f5a3S 1

Dad.Dp
2

1

Dp
2D 2

a2

2.Dp

Section 3: 0ËDcËDpÕ2
The formulation of this section was arbitrarily selected to link

section 2 and 4. K is fitted to ensure continuity and derivability.
P5K.Dc

21P0 where:

K5
g

g21 F2
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Dp
2K f 1

2a3
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2
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3Fa12
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2
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K f .Dp
2

4
1a3S 12

Dp
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Fig. 14 Schematic of compressor operating map
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Section 4:DcË0

P5K8.Dc
21P0 where K85~Pp2P0!/Dp

2

Appendix II: Equations Resulting from the Air Charg-
ing System Model Shown in Figure 5

• Valve: Barre de Saint Venant’s equation for subsonic flows
• Pipe: Newton’s First Law

dDc

dt
5

Ac

Lc
~Pc2Pr!

• Manifold: Mass and energy conservation
dPr

dt
5

r.g.Tr

Vr
SDc

Tc

Tr
2DvD

dTr

dt
5

r.Tr
2

Pr .Vr
FgSDc

Tc

Tr
2DvD2~Dc2Dv!G

• Compressor:

Tc5T0S Pc

P0
D ~«21!/«

Dc5 f S Pc

P0
D

Appendix Nomenclature

Ac 5 Pipe cross section
Dc 5 Compressor mass flow
Dad 5 Compressor mass flow at adaptation
Dp 5 Compressor mass flow during surge
Dv 5 Valve mass flow
l 2 5 Width of the wheel outlet
Lc 5 Pipe length
N 5 Compressor speed

Pr 5 Manifold pressure
Pc 5 Compressor outlet pressure
P0 5 Compressor inlet pressure
r 1 5 Radius of the wheel inlet
r 2 5 Radius of the wheel outlet
r 5 Mayer’s constant

Tr 5 Manifold temperature
Tc 5 Compressor outlet temperature
T0 5 Compressor inlet temperature

t 5 Time
b2 5 Angle of the wheel outlet

« 5 Polytropic coefficient
P 5 Compressor pressure ratio

Pp 5 Pressure ratio at surge occurrence
P0 5 Pressure ratio at compressor zero mass flow
r1 5 Air density at the compressor inlet
s 5 Slip factor

V r 5 Manifold volume
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Intake Flow Structure and Swirl
Generation in a Four-Valve
Heavy-Duty Diesel Engine
Intake flow structure was studied using various port geometries in a four-valve heavy-duty
diesel engine. Swirl ratio, LDV measurements of bulk flow and turbulence, and flow
visualization experiments were conducted on a steady-state bench rig. In addition to the
standard production port, archetypal intake port flows (swirl, anti-swirl and tumble) were
created using intake valve shrouds. These flow types are not usually found in heavy-duty
engines, which typically employ quiescent combustion chamber designs. However, recent
CFD analyses have indicated that intake flow structures can significantly influence engine
pollutant emissions (Fuchs and Rutland, 1998). Thus, it was of interest to characterize
these flows in a heavy-duty engine. The measured swirl and axial velocity components
were analyzed to reveal the swirl and tumble generation mechanisms, and the LDV data
compared favorably with the swirl meter results. The flow visualization confirmed the
existence of flow recirculation regions under the intake valves also seen in the LDV data.
These flow structures help to explain the origins of the overall swirl and tumble flow
fields. The results were also compared with available CFD predictions made using the
same port configurations. The measured swirl levels were found to agree with the CFD
trends. However, in some cases quantitative differences were found, presumably due to
the effect of piston motion in the actual engine. These differences need to be accounted for
when evaluating port designs from steady-flow measurements, especially in cases with
high tumble flow components.@S0742-4795~00!00804-8#

Introduction
The design of the intake ports of an internal combustion engine

plays an important role in modern low emission engines. In small-
bore DI ~direct injection! diesel engines, which have a very short
duration for the mixture formation and combustion, a rule of
thumb is that the fuel system requires that swirl should sweep
through the intersection angle between two adjacent sprays@1,2#.
Large-bore diesel engines have relatively low swirl, and they rely
upon multi-hole injection nozzles and high injection pressures to
promote a uniform distribution of fuel within the combustion
chamber@3#. It is known that the swirl should be controlled at an
optimum level, since a higher swirl increases NOx emissions but
reduces soot emissions@4,5#. However, there are relatively few
studies available that document the nature of the flow in heavy-
duty engines, since most previous studies have considered high-
speed diesel or spark-ignition engines. The present work ad-
dresses this need and presents results for a modern 4-valve heavy-
duty engine. The work also helps validate recent CFD intake flow
predictions made for the same engine by Fuchs and Rutland@6#.
That work showed that intake flow structures can have a signifi-
cant effect on heavy-duty diesel engine emissions.

Much work has focused on high-speed engines, and there are
two basic methods for generating intake swirl@7–9#; the directed
intake port that has good performance at high valve lifts, and the
helical intake port that can produce higher swirl at low and middle
valve lifts. Previous measurements and flow visualizations made
under steady conditions include; comparisons between swirl meter
and HWA ~hot wire anemometer! @10,11#, LDV measurements
@12–14#, flow visualization using water flow analogs@15–17#, and
detailed flow visualization coupled with CFD modeling@18,19#.
These studies have revealed that HWA has difficulty detecting

reverse flow regions in the cylinder and that water analogs can
miss small vortices due to flow incompressibility effects. How-
ever, there is relatively good agreement between swirl meter re-
sults and LDV measurements.

Analyses of the swirl characteristics and the intake flow condi-
tions have been carried out with various methods including; the
precession of the swirl center in the cylinder@20,21#, and sugges-
tions of appropriate non-dimensional parameters to identify the
swirl and flow performance have been made@22,7,9,14,15#. The
effect of cylinder wall friction on the swirl decay have been dis-
cussed by Uzkan et al.@17#.

In spite of the above studies on swirl characteristics, more sys-
tematic and analytic studies are still required due to the complex-
ity of the flows. The present study analyzes intake flow structures
in detail and reveals the swirl generation mechanism in a modern
four-valve heavy-duty diesel engine. Measurements of the swirl
flow in four different intake port geometries were accomplished
with a swirl meter and an LDV system. The details of the intake
flow fields were further revealed using flow visualization where a
laser sheet served to illuminate tracer particles. The swirl levels
were also compared with available transient results of a three-
dimensional computational code~KIVA-3V ! for the same intake
port geometries. This comparison also serves to examine the va-
lidity of the common assumption that steady-state flow measure-
ments can be used to characterize engine intake flows for the
present class of engine.

Experimental System and Methods

Steady-State Flow Rig. The flow rig consisted of a rigid
stand with an acrylic cylinder, a Caterpillar 3401 DI diesel engine
cylinder head, and a flow control system with a blower, as shown
schematically in Fig. 1. The air suction through the cylinder was
provided by a variable speed blower~SuperFlow Flowbench 600,
SuperFlow Co.!. Inlet room air for the blower was drawn through
a set of calibrated nozzles into a settling chamber preceding the
blower. The pressure drop across the nozzles was used to deter-
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mine the mass flow rate, while the blower speed was adjusted to
provide a desired pressure difference between the port inlet and
the cylinder.

Two pressure difference conditions of 221 mm H2O and 462
mm H2O were selected to simulate the actual engine operating
conditions of 1000 rev/min and 1600 rev/min in the naturally
aspirated condition, respectively. The general specifications of the
engine are as follows: 141 mm bore, 160 mm stroke, 11 mm
maximum valve lift. Four different intake port configurations
were selected to effectively change the swirl generation mecha-
nism, as shown in Fig. 2; an appropriate geometry for swirl~swirl
port!, an anti-swirl geometry~anti-swirl port!, and a tumble port
and the standard port@6#. These various intake ports were imple-
mented by adding sheet metal shrouds on the intake valves of the
standard port.

Swirl Meter Measurement. The swirl measuring system was
built as an easily removable part of the steady-flow rig. It consists
of an aluminum honeycomb with small cells of large aspect ratio
capable of straightening the swirling flow. The angular momen-
tum flux of the flow applies a torque on the honeycomb, which is
supported by a very low friction ball bearing. The rotation of the
honeycomb, as shown in Fig. 3, is restrained by two spring bars
positioned at each corner of the container box, and its rotation
angle was detected by the distance between an incoming laser
beam~0.9 mW! and the reflected beam on a mirror mounted the
honeycomb shaft. The system was calibrated by a dead weight
method. The honeycomb size was larger than the cylinder diam-
eter, preventing the air from bypassing the honeycomb.

LDV Measurement. The LDV system consisted of a 5-watt
Argon-ion laser, a fiber optic transmitter and optics bed, and a
burst signal processor, as shown in Fig. 1. The single-component
laser was operated at the green wavelength of 514 nm. The laser
power during the experiment was adjusted between 0.3–0.4W.
The LDV optical arrangement of back scattering was used to mea-
sure the swirl and axial velocity components in the cylinder. Two
Bragg cells of 45 and 37 MHz were used to eliminate the direc-
tional ambiguity. The fringe spacing of the measuring volume was
3.04mm. The optical bed could be moved on a three-dimensional
traversing system with 0.5 mm resolution. The LDV signal was
processed by an FFT type signal processor~TSI Co.!. The flow
was seeded with atomized silicon oil droplets of 1 to 3mm mean

diameter which were introduced through the upstream end of the
ports. The droplets were produced using an air-assist atomizer.

The tangential velocity components for the swirling motion in
the cylinder were obtained at 13 points with a 10 mm interval
between points along a diameter on four axial stations;z515, 60,
130, 180 mm. The axial velocity components were obtained at 13

Fig. 1 Schematics of experimental setup for LDV measurements using a flow bench

Fig. 2 Four different intake port configurations of a four-valve
engine: „a… standard port; „b… swirl port; „c… anti-swirl port; „d…
tumble port.
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points atz515, 60, 130, and 165 mm~165 mm was the closest
possible proximity to the swirl meter station!. Typically 200
samples were collected at each measurement point and the data
rate was normally 0.1 to 0.5 kHz, resulting in maximum uncer-
tainties of 3.6 percent and 10.0 percent for the mean velocities and
the turbulence intensities, respectively, which include the Doppler
burst bias error of 0.7 percent with a downmixer.

Flow Visualization. A copper vapor laser~1.5 mJ/pulse, 10
kHz repetition rate, Oxford Laser Co.! was used to make a laser
sheet with a negative cylindrical lens (f 5230 mm) and a long
focal distance plano-convex lens (f 5700 mm) and three reflect-
ing mirrors on the optical table. The laser sheet was 1 mm thick in
the cylinder~from a vertical slit plate@23#!. This slit was helpful
to reduce background light noise reflecting on the cylinder, as
well as black paint on the back of the cylinder surface. Neutrally
buoyant micro balloons of 30 to 50mm mean diameter, as tracers,
were seeded into the intake air to create streak lines in the laser
sheet. A still camera~Nikon 72! with a micro zoom lens~200 mm
f/4! was used with a shutter speed of 1/250s and aperture size 5.6,
resulting in about 80 laser pulses in each picture.

Swirl Parameter Definitions. The results of the steady flow
rig tests were expressed in non-dimensional terms, in such a way
that they are independent of the engine size and of the pressure
difference across the port. The flow coefficient,Cf , the breathing
capacity of the port, is defined as

Cf5
Q

AV0
, (1)

whereQ is volume flow rate,A is area at the valve seat, and the
reference velocity,V0 , is calculated from an isentropic relation
for a flow in a converging nozzle emptying into a plenum

V05H 2g

g21

P0

r0
F12S Pd

P0
D g21/gG J 1/2

,

where P0 , r0 , and T0 are atmospheric pressure, density, and
temperature, respectively, andPd is cylinder pressure.

The swirl coefficient,Cs , as a ratio of the flow angular to axial
momentum at each valve lift, is defined as

Cs5
8G

mẎV0B
, (2)

whereG is impulse meter torque,mẎis air mass flow rate through
port, andB is cylinder bore.

The swirl ratio,Rs , as a global swirl generation parameter dur-
ing the entire intake process@9#, is defined as

Rs5
BS

D2

E
a1

a2

CfCsda

F E
a1

a2

Cf daG2 , (3)

whereS is the engine stroke,D the valve inner seat diameter,a
the crank angle, and the subscript 1 refers to intake valve opening
and 2 the closing crank angle. The varying values ofCf and Cs
are evaluated at the appropriate valve lift corresponding to the
crank angle,a.

In order to correlate the LDV results with the swirl meter di-
rectly, a swirl moment was defined with the swirl velocities ob-
tained from the LDV experiments. The swirl moment~G! is de-
fined by combining the angular momentum produced by the swirl
velocity with the axial mass flux, that is,

G52pE
0

R

rVWr2dr, (4)

whereV andW are the swirl and axial velocity components at a
distancer from the cylinder center, andR is the cylinder radius
(R5D/2). Therefore, the swirl moment has the units of torque
~Nm!, as in the swirl meter measurement.

In practical calculations, several assumptions are needed due to
the restricted number of LDV measuring points. Linear interpola-
tion was used and swirl velocities near the cylinder wall were
assumed to be the same as the value nearest the wall. The axial
velocity was obtained by averaging the measured mass flow rate
over the cylinder cross-sectional area, assuming a constant
density.

Results and Discussion

Swirl Meter Results. Figure 4 shows the swirl and flow co-
efficient variations with intake valve lift for the different intake
ports. In the case of the standard port, the flow coefficients are
higher than those in the other ports at all valve lifts. Because the
flow resistance tends to increase with the blockage by the shrouds,
the flow coefficient of the tumble port shows the lowest values,
while the swirl port and anti-swirl port have nearly a same values.
For all the intake ports flow saturation does not appear until the
maximum valve lift,L/D50.25.

The swirl port generates the highest swirl. Especially at high
valve lifts, the swirl coefficients are high, which is consistent with
previous studies that show that the directed intake port can gen-
erate higher swirl at high valve lifts@8,24#. In the standard port the
swirl coefficient increases monotonically with the intake valve

Fig. 3 Swirl meter and measurement principle using laser light: „a… layout of swirl meter; „b… principle of rotation angle
measurement using a deflected laser beam.
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lift, even though it has a negative value~i.e., opposite to the swirl
direction! at the lowest lift (L/D50.05). In the anti-swirl and
tumble ports, the swirl coefficients show negative values at all
valve lifts. Moreover, in the anti-swirl port the swirl generation
tends to decrease with valve lift, contrary to the trend of the swirl
port. This is due to small vortices being generated in the cylinder
without any dominant swirl source, as will be explained in the
LDV and flow visualization results. In the tumble port, the swirl
coefficient tends to decrease slightly with valve lift.

Global swirl generation is expressed in terms of the swirl ratio
~SR! in Fig. 4. The swirl ratios are 4.28, 1.19,21.51, and22.39
for the swirl port, standard port, anti-swirl port and tumble port,
respectively. These are consistent with the trends from the tran-
sient three-dimensional KIVA code predictions for the same in-
take ports, as listed in Table 1. The details of the computational
study are described by Fuchs and Rutland@6# and Hessel@25#.
The reason why the experimental results are higher than the com-
putational results for all intake ports could be due to the effect of
the piston motion which was considered in modeling the intake
process in the computations. Clearly, in the actual engine the flow
field would be expected to be influenced by the proximity of the
piston to the head and by the piston bowl at early times during the
intake stroke. This would be most noticeable for the tumble and
standard ports which have significant tumble~axial! flow compo-
nents, and show the largest differences between the measured and
computed results. Thus, the present study suggests that caution
should be exercised when interpreting swirl meter results for use
in port design in cases where tumble flows are significant.

Intake Flow Structure

Standard Port. Figures 5~a! and ~b! show the LDV axial and
swirl velocity distributions at each cross section for the standard
port at dP5221 mm H2O. Due to the inertia of the intake air
through the intake port which is eccentric to the cylinder center,
larger swirl velocities occur around the rear intake valve region
~which has a relatively long port runner! than in the front intake
valve ~which has a relatively short port!. This is seen in the upper
cylinder section~e.g., atz515 mm), which is the source of the
clockwise swirl motion in the entire cylinder. This confirms that
the eccentricity of the intake port~which is 57 mm in this engine!
strongly influences swirl formation by combining with the inertia
of the intake air. This kind of swirl generation method is known as
the directed port design@7–9# and it is commonly used in small-
bore, high-speed diesel engines.

At axial locations downstream of the head, the uneven distribu-
tion of the swirl velocity develops into a large scale swirl vortex.
The figure shows that the organized swirl motion is rapidly made
starting atz560 mm just after the two intake jet flows of reverse
directions, which come from the two intake valves are formed.
Note that the stroke of the actual engine is 160 mm, so this swirl
flow would be expected to be established in the engine. The ve-
locity profile in the swirl vortex tends to be linear with cylinder
radius ~solid body! further downstream, while the angular mo-
mentum of the swirl vortex decreases. The center of the swirl
vortex still stays near the cylinder center irrespective of the cyl-
inder position, which means that the swirl vortex is stably located
in the cylinder.

The turbulence intensity distribution reveals relatively even
profiles at each cross section, in spite of the uneven distribution of
the mean flows. This is because turbulence is not only produced
by the high shear in the high gradient regions of the mean veloci-
ties, but it can be also generated in high mean flow regimes. The
turbulence intensity tends to decrease and its distribution becomes
uniform along the diameter with increasing distance from the
head.

The axial velocity distribution in the upper part of the cylinder
is concentrated in the intake valve region, while only small axial
flows exist on the exhaust valve side of the engine. This large
axial flow on one side of the cylinder moves toward the other side
as the flow develops downstream. The axial velocities on the ex-
haust valve side become higher than those on the intake valve side
because of the flow rearrangement. Eventually, the velocity distri-
bution becomes uniform across the cylinder diameter at the down-
stream locations.

Turbulence is generated in the high jet axial velocity region just
under the intake valves, but the turbulence profile become more
uniform at each cross section, while its magnitude progressively
decreases with downstream distance from the head.

Swirl Port. Figures 6~a! and ~b! show the LDV axial and
swirl velocity distributions at each cross sections for the swirl port
at dP5221 mm H2O. Due to the blocking of the inner side of the
front intake valve, most of the swirl velocity appears both on the
exhaust valve side and in the central region at the top of the
cylinder ~seez515 mm), while negative swirl velocities occur on
the intake valve side. This strongly uneven velocity distribution
makes for a well-organized clockwise swirl motion across the
entire cylinder. This implies that blocking the inner side of the
front intake valve can prevent it from generating negative swirl
flows by matching with the intake port geometry. Namely, the
intake port geometry makes a clockwise swirl motion with respect
to the cylinder axis, while the shrouding leads to further clockwise
swirl motion with respect to the front intake valve.

Because these two swirl sources have the same clockwise rota-
tion direction, they combine and an organized swirl vortex can be
produced more effectively than that in the standard port. The ve-
locity profile in the swirl vortex tends to be linear with cylinder
radius ~i.e., solid body swirl! at the downstream locations. The

Fig. 4 Swirl and flow coefficients for the different intake ports

Table 1 Swirl ratio comparison between experiment and CFD
computation

Swirl ratio Standard port Swirl port Anti-swirl port Tumble port
Experiment 1.19 4.28 21.51 2.39
Computation 0.70 3.70 21.20 1.40
Difference~%! 40 13 20 41
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Fig. 5 „a… Axial velocities and turbulence intensities in the
standard engine „intake valve lift 11 mm, dP Ä 221 mm H2O,
mean velocity 8.7 m Õs…; „b… swirl velocities and turbulence in-
tensities in the standard engine „intake valve lift 11 mm, dP
Ä 221 mm H2O….

Fig. 6 „a… Axial velocities and turbulence intensities in the
swirl port engine „intake valve lift 11 mm, dP Ä 221 mm H2O,
mean velocity 7.8 m Õs…; „b… swirl velocities and turbulence in-
tensities in the swirl port engine „intake valve lift 11 mm, dP
Ä 221 mm H2O….
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center of the swirl vortex is located on the intake valve side at the
top of the cylinder and it moves to the cylinder center down in the
cylinder, which means the swirl vortex becomes stable with in-
creased distance along the cylinder.

High turbulence is generated on the exhaust valve side of the
upper region where high swirl velocities and shearing flows exist.
Further down in the cylinder, high turbulence intensity occurs
near the cylinder wall region due to high shear gradients of the
mean velocities, but it becomes nearly uniform at the bottom of
the cylinder~e.g., atz5180 mm).

Axial velocities in the upper regions of the cylinder show a
sharply uneven distribution along the diameter that occurs due to
the high velocities on the intake valve side wall. This eccentric
velocity distribution makes a longitudinal recirculation zone in the
middle of the cylinder, which tends to weaken and move toward
the cylinder wall of the intake valve side down in the cylinder.
Due to the weak recirculation flow downstream of the head, the
axial velocity distribution is relatively even across the diameter in
the lower cylinder region~e.g., atz5165 mm).

High turbulence is also produced on the intake valve side of the
upper region where high axial mean flow gradients exist, and it
becomes uniform with increased distance down the cylinder.

Anti-Swirl Port. Figures 7~a! and~b! show the LDV axial and
swirl velocity distributions at each cross section for the anti-swirl
port atdP5221 mm H2O. Due to the opposite orientation of the
shroud direction compared to that of the swirl port, the intake
flows appear weaker in the front intake valve region of the upper
cylinder, while large flows exist both near the rear intake valve
and in the cylinder wall region of the front intake valve side. In
contrast to the swirl generation mechanism in the swirl port, these
two large incoming flows with reverse swirl directions are not
effective to make an organized large scale swirl vortex. This is
why the counter-clockwise swirl source produced by the valve
shrouding attenuates the other clockwise source due to the tangen-
tial effect of the intake port. This is confirmed by the fact that two
small side vortices with reverse rotation directions appear in both
the cylinder wall regions in the middle of the cylinder.

These two small side vortices lead to a negative peak velocity
when the flows collide with each other. This negative velocity
occurs on the rear valve side in the upper middle region~e.g., at
z560 mm). It also exists in the front intake valve side atz
5130 mm, and finally it is shown also in the central region in the
lower part of the cylinder~e.g., atz5180 mm) but with decreased
magnitude.

The turbulence intensity is as high as 15 m/s in the high gradi-
ent region of the mean swirl velocity in the upper part of the
chamber~e.g., atz515 mm), and it becomes homogeneous along
the diameter with increased distance down the cylinder.

The axial velocity under the intake valve region in the upper
cylinder is shown to be smaller than those of the other ports. At
z560 mm, a recirculation zone is formed on the intake valve side,
which is due to the high axial velocity coming from the front
intake valve. In the downstream region, this recirculation disap-
pears and the axial velocity distribution becomes uniform while it
still remains slightly higher on the exhaust valve side.

The turbulence intensity is high in the region of the intake valve
below the head, and it is still high in the region of the recirculation
zone atz5130 mm. With increased distance down the cylinder it
becomes more homogeneous across the cylinder cross-section.

Tumble Port. Figures 8~a! and ~b! show the LDV axial and
swirl velocity distributions at each cross sections for the tumble
port atdP5221 mm H2O. Due to the blocking of the upper sides
of both intake valves, all swirl velocities are directed toward the
exhaust valve side at the top of the cylinder, while a weak flow
region occurs between the front intake valve and the cylinder
center which might be due to the effect of the intake air inertia.
These large uni-directional swirl velocities collide with the cylin-
der wall and reflect in the other direction. This is confirmed by the

fact that all velocity components down stream of the head~e.g., at
z5180 mm, Fig. 8~b!! reveal the opposite swirl flow direction to
those in the upper cylinder region~e.g., atz515 mm). Before
turning the flow, a small uniform velocity distribution appears at
z560 mm because most of the swirl velocities are directed down
the cylinder. Atz5130 mm, a weak swirl vortex is generated by
the unbalance of the two intake jet flows in the upper region.

High turbulence is generated in the weak mean flow region
where the two intake jets collide. With increased distance down
the cylinder, the turbulence intensity becomes uniform along the
diameter, the same as with the other intake ports.

The axial velocity distribution in the upper cylinder region
shows high velocities only in the unblocked intake valve regions,
while trivial velocities~even negative velocities! occur under the
blocked intake valves. This uneven axial velocity distribution
makes for a large scale vertical swirl~tumble! vortex across the
entire cylinder in the downstream direction. With increased dis-
tance down the cylinder, the tumble vortex tends to be weakened
slightly and its velocity profile becomes linear with distance
across the cylinder radius.

High turbulence is generated in the region of high axial mean
flow in the upper cylinder, and it becomes uniform across the
diameter with increased distance down the cylinder, the same as
those of the other intake ports.

Correlation Between Swirl Meter and LDV Results. Fig-
ures 9~a! and 9~b! show the correlation between the LDV and
swirl meter results. Due to physical constraints, the LDV data sets
were obtained atz5130 and 180 mm, while the swirl data were
measured atz5210 mm. Figure 9~a! shows the results for the 221
mm H2O case while Fig. 9~b! shows results for the 462 mm H2O
case, where the LDV data showed similar features to those shown
in Figs. 5 to 8. The trends and magnitudes of the swirl moment
show good agreement with each other. In the case of relatively
stabilized swirl generation ports, such as the swirl port and the
standard port, the swirl moment tends to decrease with down-
stream distance in the cylinder, which is mainly due to wall fric-
tion effects, as described by Uzkan et al.@17#.

In the case of the anti-swirl port, the swirl moment varies some-
what with position in the cylinder, since a large scale air motion is
not established. Therefore the swirl moment for this kind of intake
port should be measured far from the cylinder head, after the swirl
flow has been stabilized. In this case, a swirl moment obtained on
the steady flow bench will not correlate with the actual engine
swirl levels because of the important role on the swirl of the
piston motion. In the tumble port, the same trend occurs, since
tumble flow is still dominant at the further downstream location
~e.g., atz5210 mm).

Intake Flow Visualization. Figure 10 shows flow visualiza-
tion results for the different intake ports. The pictures were taken
under the same experimental conditions as in the LDV experi-
ments. In the case of the standard port, a dominant downward
axial flow is seen under the intake valves, while relatively quies-
cent flow appears downstream in the cylinder. This is consistent
with the LDV measurements shown in Fig. 5~a!. In the case of the
swirl port, a strong swirl flow pattern appears in the central part of
the cylinder. This swirl flow creates negative axial velocity re-
gions in the middle of the cylinder, which is also confirmed by the
negative flows in the LDV data shown in Fig. 6~a!. On the exhaust
valve side, a consistent downward axial flow is seen, and just
under the intake valves strong intake jet flows make high axial
velocities, as shown in the LDV measurement.

In the case of the anti-swirl port, many small vortices appear in
the flow visualization. The upper region vortex under the exhaust
valve side and strong vortices below the intake valves prevent a
dominant large-scale flow from occurring in the upper region of
the cylinder. This is consistent with the low axial velocities of
relatively even distribution shown in Fig. 7~a!. A cross-flow from
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Fig. 7 „a… Axial velocities and turbulence intensities in the
anti-swirl port engine „intake valve lift 11 mm, dP
Ä 221 mm H2O, mean velocity 7.6 m Õs…; „b… swirl velocities and
turbulence intensities in the anti-swirl port engine „intake valve
lift 11 mm, dP Ä 221 mm H2O….

Fig. 8 „a… Axial velocities and turbulence intensities in the
tumble port engine „intake valve lift 11 mm, dP
Ä 221 mm H2O, mean velocity 6.7 m Õs…; „b… swirl velocities and
turbulence intensities in the tumble port engine „intake valve
lift 11 mm, dP Ä 221 mm H2O….
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the intake valve side toward the exhaust valve side appears in the
middle of the cylinder, which leads to a downward axial flow on
the exhaust valve side, as in the LDV results.

In the case of the tumble port, an apparent large-scale tumble
flow appears throughout the entire cylinder, and its center stays on
the cylinder center. On the exhaust valve side, a consistent down-
ward axial flow and a strong intake air jet from the intake valve
are seen clearly in the visualization. These are also confirmed with
the LDV results, as shown in Fig. 8~a!.

Conclusions
A thorough study of the intake flow structure and swirl genera-

tion in a modern four-valve heavy-duty diesel engine was per-
formed using a swirl meter, LDV measurements and flow visual-
ization, and the results were also compared with previous detailed
CFD predictions in the same engine. The important results can be
summarized as follows:

1 The swirl moment calculated from the measured tangential
and axial LDV velocity components using the present algorithms
showed good agreement with the swirl meter results. The mea-
sured swirl levels were also found to be consistent with available
CFD predictions with the same intake port geometries. However,
quantitative differences were found that could be due to the effect
of piston motion and the influence of the piston bowl in the com-
putations. The differences were most notable for cases with high
tumble flow components. These results suggest that care should be
taken in interpreting steady-state swirl meter results for use in
engine intake port design.

2 In cases with appropriate swirl-producing geometries, a
dominant swirl source was found to be formed in the upper region
of the cylinder, which generated a stable swirl flow with a near
solid-body velocity distribution further downstream in the cylin-
der. On the other hand, in the case of the anti-swirl port, many
small vortices are generated in the cylinder instead of an orga-
nized large-scale air motion for swirl formation. The difference of
the swirl generation mechanisms in these two cases is due to the
inertia of the intake air through the port and the effect of the
blockage due to the valve shrouds.

3 Even though the turbulence intensities in the upper regions of
the cylinder were distributed differently for the different intake
port geometries, their differences became small, tending toward a
homogeneous distribution downstream in the cylinder in all cases.

4 The flow visualization studies effectively revealed where the
small vortices were located in the cylinder and helped to explain
the quantitative details of the LDV measurements.

Fig. 9 „a… Swirl moment comparison with those obtained by
LDV data „dP Ä 221 mm H2O…; „b… swirl moment comparison
with those obtained by LDV data „dP Ä 462 mm H2O….

Fig. 10 Photographs of intake flow visualization for the differ-
ent intake ports: „a… standard port; „b… swirl port; „c… anti-swirl
port; „d… tumble port.
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Nomenclature

A 5 area in valve inner seat
B 5 cylinder bore

Cf 5 flow coefficient
Cs 5 swirl coefficient
D 5 valve inner seat diameter
G 5 swirl moment, torque

mẎ 5 mass flow rate through the port
P0 5 ambient pressure
Pd 5 cylinder pressure
Q 5 volume flow rate through the port
S 5 engine stroke

T0 5 ambient temperature
r0 5 ambient density

r 5 distance of a measuring point from the cylinder cen-
ter

Rs 5 swirl ratio
R 5 cylinder radius

V0 5 reference velocity
V 5 swirl velocity component
W 5 axial velocity component

Greek

a 5 crank angle
a1 5 intake valve opening angle
a2 5 intake valve closing angle
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The Separation Between
Turbulence and Mean Flow in ICE
LDV Data: The Complementary
Point-of-View of Different
Investigation Tools
LDV measurements have been taken in a disc chamber four-stroke reciprocating engine
under motoring conditions. Two non-simultaneous velocity components have been re-
corded at three different locations on the mid-plane of the TDC clearance during the
intake and compression strokes for three different speeds (600, 800, 1000 rpm). The
locations are characterized by different flow conditions (near the intake valves; on the
cylinder axis; near the exhaust valves). The combination of different engine speeds and
different chamber locations enables one to look both at the global behavior of the flow
and at the details of the turbulence time-evolution. The aim of the research is to identify
the frequency which can be considered a separation between ‘‘true’’ turbulence and
cycle-by-cycle variation of the mean flow and to analyze the variation of such a frequency
with the measuring location and with the engine speed. The analysis has been carried out
by using different tools: the non-stationary velocity autocorrelation function, the power
spectrum and the cycle-resolved analysis based on the frequency filter. The various ap-
proaches offer complementary perspectives of the same phenomenon, which give a clear
perception of the physical meaning of the most frequently used investigation tools. The
results show that the cut-off frequency increases as the engine speed increases and as the
measuring point moves away from the ordered jet coming out of the intake valves.
@S0742-4795~00!01204-7#

Introduction

The study of gas motion within the engine cylinder has received
continuous attention during the last twenty years, as it has been
recognized as one of the major factors for controlling the combus-
tion rate both in spark ignition and in diesel engines.

Beside the development of the experimental techniques~Hot
Wire Anemometry and Laser Doppler Velocimetry@1# and, more
recently, Particle Image Velocimetry@2#! the effort of researchers
has been concentrated on the analysis of the measured velocity
data. The question addressed is how to extract information about
turbulence intensity and turbulence scales from the velocity data.
References@3–13# are a limited, incomplete, sample of papers
dealing with the subject.

One of the central issues is how to separate in the measured
velocity fluctuations, the contribution of the large-scale, low-
frequency, cycle-by-cycle variations of the mean flow from the
small-scale, high-frequency, pure random, ‘‘true’’ turbulent fluc-
tuations. The topic has practical interest, as different turbulence
scales influence the mixing and combustion processes in different
ways. In the course of separating the different components of the
gas velocity, a crucial step is the calculation of the mean velocity
in every single cycle. This is achieved by a sort of smoothing of
the in-cycle measured velocity, either by averaging in the time
domain over a certain time interval or by filtering the frequency
content above a certain cut-off frequency. The selection of both
the width of the averaging time interval and of the cut-off fre-

quency is arbitrary: it is based on physical considerations and
checked later on by means of the obtained results.

In the present work, different investigation tools will be used to
analyze the turbulence data. The various approaches look at the
same phenomenon from different points of view and the different
perspectives lead to coherent interpretations, thus giving an origi-
nal perception of the physical meaning of the most frequently
used statistical functions. The point focused on will be the defini-
tion of an operational procedure to identify the cut-off frequency
and to analyze the variation of this frequency with the measuring
location and with the engine speed. One could not care such a
method in the case of turbulence analysis is carried out at the
same engine speed or at the same cylinder location. Nevertheless,
as soon as one wants to look at the turbulence behavior by varying
both the measuring location and the engine speed, one realizes
that such a method is very useful.

Experimental Apparatus

The Engine With Optical Access. The engine with optical
access was built on the engine block of a commercial FIAT en-
gine. It has a disk chamber, with 80 mm stroke and an 80 mm
bore and the compression ratio is 7:1. A window~87 mm diam-
eter! is located in the head of the engine thus allowing optical
access to the entire combustion chamber. Six radial, small diam-
eter, intake valves and six exhaust valves are located in the liner,
and open in the clearance volume. They are operated by solenoids,
driven by a computer on the basis of an ON-OFF logic. Figure 1
presents a drawing of the engine; more details can be found in
@14#.

The LDV System. The LDV system used in this project is a
one-color system~i.e., capable of measuring one component of the
velocity! in a back-scattering configuration, with Bragg-cell and
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frequency shifter for velocity versus discrimination purposes. The
system uses a 4 W Argon-Ion Laser as light source and optic
fibers for both transmitting and collecting optical paths. The
movement of the LDV probe is obtained by using a micrometer
X-Y traversing system. The probe can also be rotated around its
axis and moved vertically~Z-axis!.

A Burst Spectrum Analyzer~BSA!, which performs the FFT of
the original signal, in order to extract the Doppler frequency, is
used for the analysis of the Doppler signal. The BSA is linked to
a computer in order to store and analyze the data.

For the seeding system a fluidized bed-like scheme has been
adopted@15#. A fraction of the dried inlet air passes through a
horizontal porous diaphragm on the top of which is deposited a
layer of TiO2 particles. The air stream then carries the particles
and is subsequently mixed with the main intake air, which is also
dried. Figure 2 shows a schematic of the LDV set-up; more details
have been given in@14#.

LDV Measurements
The engine is characterized by a moderate swirl~swirl ratio of

about four!, which is due to the shape of the intake manifold.
Three measuring locations have been selected on the mid-plane of
the TDC clearance, which are characterized by different flow con-
ditions: the first point is located near the intake valves and is
therefore directly exposed to the jet of the entering flow; the sec-
ond point is on the cylinder axis, where the flow is subjected to
the motion irregularity of the center of the swirling vortex; the
third point is located near the exhaust valves~Fig. 3!.

At each measuring location two non-simultaneous velocity
components have been recorded during the intake and compres-
sion strokes at three different speeds~600, 800, 1000 rpm! for
about 500 consecutive cycles, at a rate of 243 samples per crank
angle degree.

Data Analysis and Results
Data has been preliminarily examined in the ensemble domain.

Subsequently, the power spectra analysis, the autocorrelation
function and the cycle-resolved technique based on the frequency
filter have been employed in order to investigate the separation
between ‘‘true’’ turbulence and cycleby-cycle variation of the
mean flow and the dependency of such a separation on engine
speed and measurement location.

The Ensemble Domain Analysis. The ensemble domain
analysis is based on the fact that an engine operates in a cyclical
way and, as a consequence, the in-cylinder flow can be considered
quasi-periodic. The velocity measurements are therefore repeated
at the same location within the engine cylinder over many engine
cycles (Nc) at the same crank angular position (u). The ensemble
mean—or Ensemble-Average~EA!—velocity at that crank angle
u is then obtained as the average of values measured, at that
specific crank angle position, in the various cycles. In the case of
LDV measurements the arrival time of the data is random, so it is
necessary to fix a crank angular window (ū), rather than a crank
angular position, and to average also over theNi data arrived at
the fixed crank angle window of thei th cycle, so that

UEA~ ū !5
1

Nt
(
i 51

Nc

(
j 51

Ni

U j~ ū,i !, (1)

where

Nt5(
i 51

Nc

Ni . (2)

The velocity fluctuation intensity around the mean is then de-
termined as the rms value

urms8 ~ ū !5A 1

Nt
(
i 51

Nc

(
j 51

Ni

uj~ ū,i !2, (3)

where

uj~ ū,i !5U j~ ū,i !2UEA~ ū !. (4)

The ‘‘instantaneous’’ velocity at a given crank angle window
within a single engine cycle is therefore expressed as the sum of
the mean velocity~which depends onū only! and of a fluctuation
around this mean

U j~ ū,i !5UEA~ ū !1uj~ ū,i !. (5)

This fluctuation of course includes both high-frequency random
fluctuations ~‘‘true’’ turbulence! and low-frequency cycle-by-
cycle variations of the mean flow@16#.

The obtained values can be used, first of all, to estimate the
measurement uncertainty of the data. As forUEA , the relative
uncertainty, calculated asNt

21/2
•urms8 /UEA resulted'3 percent,

while the relative uncertainty inurms8 calculated asA2/(Nt21)
resulted'7 percent@17#.

Fig. 1 Schematic drawing of LDV test engine

Fig. 2 Schematic of the LDV set-up

Fig. 3 Measuring location
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A detailed characterization of the in-cylinder mean flow, ob-
tained with an ensemble domain analysis of previous measure-
ments, has been presented by Amelio et al.@14#. In the present
work, as for the velocity fluctuations around the EA-velocity, a
typical result is presented in Fig. 4, which shows that the velocity
fluctuation peaks around the middle of the intake stroke and then
diminishes substantially toward the end of compression. This
agrees with similar measurements taken in disc chambers, where
no turbulence-production mechanism exists around TDC of
compression.

The Cycle-Resolved Analysis. The cycle-resolved analysis
has the aim of separating the contribution of the cycle-by-cycle
variation of the mean flowuLF from the turbulence fluctuations
uj HF @16#. The first step is to determine the mean velocity in every
single cyclei or in-cycle mean velocity U(̄ ū,i ). The ensemble
average of this velocity is then computed

ŪEA~ ū !5
1

Nc
(
i 51

NC

Ū~ ū,i ! (6)

and the instantaneous velocity is decomposed in three terms

U j~ ū,i !5ŪEA~ ū !1uLF~ ū,i !1uj HF~ ū,i !. (7)

More details can be found, for example, in@8,10,12,18#.
A crucial step in this analysis is the calculation of the above

in-cycle mean velocity U(̄ ū,i ). This is achieved by a sort of
smoothing of the in-cycle measured velocity, either by averaging
in the time domain over a certain time interval or by filtering the
frequency content above a certain cut-off frequency. The selection
of both the width of the averaging time interval and of the cut-off
frequency is arbitrary: it is based on physical considerations and
checked later on by means of the obtained results.

In this paper the frequency filtering method will be used and
different operational methods will be employed to identify the
cut-off frequencyf co , which can be considered a separation be-
tween ‘‘true’’ turbulenceuj HF( ū,i ) and cycle-by-cycle variation
of the mean flowuLF( ū,i ).

Once this frequency has been identified, the variations of this
frequency with the measuring location and with the engine speed
will be analyzed. It is worth pointing out, that such anf co can
only be within reasonable limits: no exact determination can be
pursued. Any proposed method will therefore be based on some
degree of arbitrariness. Nevertheless, such an operational method
should avoid exercising a subjective judgment for any different
measuring condition.

Different approaches have been used in literature for identify-
ing this f co .

The classic and also more fundamental approach is to compute
the non-stationary autocorrelation function~ACF! to identify the

life or coherence-timetco of the turbulent structures. Here, once
the maximum life-time of the vortex has been identified, it has
been assumed thatf co51/tco .

An analogous approach is to consider the power spectrum,
which actually is the Fourier transform of the autocorrelation
function. The knee-frequency, which identifies the beginning of
the f 25/3 slope in the power spectrum can be regarded as propor-
tional to f co @12#.

An alternative method has been proposed by Liou and Santa-
vicca @8#, which uses the frequency analysis applied to the EA-
velocity: the FFT of this velocity is computed and the cut-off
frequencyf co is selected as the one above which the amplitudes of
the harmonics are negligible.

In the following the three techniques will be applied to the
collected data.

Autocorrelation Function (ACF). The ACF of the velocity
fluctuation has been computed for different points in the intake
and compression strokes, for the various engine speeds and in the
three measuring locations, as

R~u ref ,t!5

1

Nt
(
i 51

Nc

(
j 51

Ni

uj~u ref ,i !uj~u ref1t,i !

urms8 ~u ref!urms8 ~u ref1t!
. (8)

The velocity fluctuation,uj (u ref ,i ), is determined by subtract-
ing the EA-velocity from the instantaneous velocityuj (u ref ,i )
5U j (u ref ,i )2UEA(u ref). In order to improve the statistical qual-
ity of the ACF, it has been calculated for 12 different adjacent
crank angle values and then averaged@12#. The center of the used
angular window is then indicated as the reference angle.

Figure 5 shows results which are typical of the intake and the
early compression strokes at the point near the intake valves and
at the center of the chamber: the shape of the ACF is characteristic
of a flow with chaotic velocity fluctuations, which dissipate very
early. No correlation exists between the velocity at the reference
angle and the one a few degrees later or a few degrees before. At
this stage the lifetime of the vortexes is very short~'1 ms
@ 1000 rpm!.

Later on, in the compression stroke, the ACF decays much
more slowly, however, thus indicating a more structured, ordered
flow ~Fig. 6!. At this stage the ACF decays in the order of tens of
degrees, corresponding to a life time of the order of several mil-
liseconds at 1000 rpm. As a consequence, the frequency content
of the vortex motion extends in the lower frequency down to
about a few hundred Hz. In addition, at this stage, a persistent
oscillatory character of the ACF is clearly visible, which indicates
the presence of low-frequency, quasi-deterministic fluctuations in
the flow. Unlike the points near the intake valves and at the center,
at the point near the exhaust valves the behavior of the ACF does
not change very much as the reference angle moves from the
middle of the intake to the middle of compression or when the
engine speed changes~Fig. 7!.

The different character of the flow is clearly visible in Fig. 8
@14#, which shows the result of EA-velocity and rms value of
previous detailed measurements in the same engine, at the same
engine speed. At 270 deg crank angle the center of the chamber is
occupied by the center of a still quite disordered vortex. The mo-
tion of the center of the vortex is chaotic (urms8 '6 m/s), and this
corresponds to the ACF given in Fig. 5. On the contrary, at 450
deg the center of the vortex is now quite far from the cylinder
axis, near the exhaust valves. At the center of the chamber and
near the intake valves the flow becomes more deterministic
(urms8 '243 m/s), as Fig. 6 suggests, while near the exhaust
valves the motion is still quite random, as Fig. 7 confirms. More-
over, this figure also suggests that the distinct, persistent back-
ground structure in Fig. 6, derives from the precession motion of
the center of the vortex.

Fig. 4 Velocity fluctuation peaks around the middle of the in-
take stroke
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The actual determination of the coherence time involves some
form or arbitrariness. Here the linear decaying zone following the
maximum of the ACF has been interpolated over 3 deg both right
and left of the maximum, and the intercept of the linear interpo-
lation with the zero level has been determined.

Figure 9 shows the resulting coherence time in the various mea-
suring conditions for the different reference angles. The longer
coherence time is obtained at the measuring point near the intake
valves, toward the end of compression, for the lowest engines
speed.

Fig. 5 Autocorrelation function. The reference point is at the
middle of the intake stroke.

Fig. 6 Autocorrelation function. The reference point is at the
middle of the compression stroke.
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It is generally thought that the small eddies, which are charac-
terized by short coherence time, dissipate much more rapidly than
large vortexes@4#. Therefore, it is interesting to plot the rate of
dissipation of the turbulence energyudu82/dtu, calculated from
the late intake to the end of compression, as a function of the

obtained coherence time. The result is shown in Fig. 10 and con-
firms that the decay of the turbulence energy is very fast for short
coherence times~small eddies!, while it vanishes as the coherence
time becomes longer. The scatter of the points is well fitted by a
first-order exponential decay.

As for the reference angle in the engine cycle where to compute
the ACF, the middle of the compression stroke has been selected
~449 deg ATDC!. At this crank angle the coherence time is longer
and the cut-off frequency is therefore shorter. We are in fact look-
ing for the lower limit of the velocity fluctuation frequency as the
separation between turbulence and mean flow.

The results are shown in Fig. 11. The cut-off frequency in-
creases as the engine speed increases and as the measuring point
moves from the region of the more ordered flow, near the intake
valves, to the region of more chaotic flow, at the center of the
chamber or near the exhaust valves.

Power Spectrum. For analyzing the frequency distribution of
the velocity fluctuations, the observation field has been divided in
crank angle windows of 90 deg, centered around the reference
angle used for computing ACF. For every single cycle the EA-
velocity has been subtracted from the non-filtered instantaneous
velocity, the frequency distribution has been computed for every
single cycle and then ensemble-averaged. Results are shown in
Fig. 12~a! for the measurements taken near the intake valves at
600 rpm. The area under each curve is proportional to the overall
kinetic energy, so the spectra reach the maximum level in the
crank angle interval 225–360~middle and late intake!, then their
level decreases; this agrees with the results of Fig. 4. Moreover
Fig. 12~a! shows that the kinetic energy of the velocity fluctuation
is quite uniformly distributed in the frequency range during the
intake, so that frequencies up to 1 kHz are present with a signifi-
cant energy level, while during compression the energy content

Fig. 7 ACF computed for velocity measured near the exhaust
valves

Fig. 8 Velocity field at 270 „a… and at 450 „b… deg ABDC

Fig. 9 Time coherence versus degree

Fig. 10 Turbulence decay
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decreases substantially as the frequency increases. At this stage,
the power spectrum approaches the canonicalf 25/3 slope, which
characterizes the stationary, isotropic turbulence. This observation
agrees with results obtained in open chamber engines@4,12#. As
the engine speed is increased to 800 rpm~Fig. 12~b!! at the same
measurement location, the character of the power spectrum for
frequencies higher than'200 Hz is almost the same, but it is
shifted to higher frequencies. In addition, during the intake stroke,
a distinct knee appears at frequencies of'200 Hz. Fansler@12#
suggests that this knee-frequency is proportional to the coherence
time given by the autocorrelation function. As the measuring point
moves to the center of the chamber~Fig. 12~c!! or near the ex-
haust valves~Fig. 12~d!! the slope of the power spectrum for

frequency higher than a few hundred Hz is almost the same for
each crank angle interval, and is slightly lower (' f 21.4) than the
canonicalf 25/3 ~Fig. 12~d!!.

In addition, at these measuring points, the energy content at the
end of compression is much lower than the energy content near
the intake valves. It is also interesting to observe in Fig. 12~a! that
the energy decay between the crank angle intervals 315–405~end
of intake! and 450–540~late compression! is much larger at high
frequency than at low frequency, as Lancaster@4# explains. Fur-
thermore, in the plot of Fig. 12~a! this decay looks to increase
almost linearly with the frequency, and, because of the Log-Log
scale, this is in excellent agreement with the exponential decay
shown in Fig. 10. Finally, the quasi constant decay as the fre-
quency varies, which can be observed in Fig. 12~d! ~measuring
point near the exhaust valves! is also in agreement with the per-
sistent character of the turbulence shown in Fig. 7.

As for the determination off co by detecting the knee, which
identifies the beginning of thef 25/3 region, this knee is not always
very evident in the examined power spectra. The power spectrum
has been therefore only used to investigate the general character
of the turbulent flow, but not to estimatef co .

Frequency Analysis of the EA-Velocity.Because LDV pro-
vides an intermittent signal, data is collected as velocity-crank
angle pairs, which need to be preliminarily worked out in order to
obtain equally spaced data, suitable for frequency analysis. There-
fore, the intake and compression strokes have been divided in
crank angle intervals of 1 deg. For each single cycle, if more than
one measurement was present in one crank angle window, the
measurements have been averaged; if a window had no data in it,
a value has been calculated for that window by interpolating be-
tween adjacent windows. This process introduces a first low-pass
filter.

Fig. 11 Cut-off frequency obtained from the coherence-time of
the autocorrelation function

Fig. 12 Power spectra „a… near the intake valves at 600 rpm; „b… near the intake valves at 800 rpm; „c… center of the
chamber at 600 rpm; „d… near the exhaust valves at 600 rpm.
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The EA-velocity is then computed and Fourier-transformed.
The cut-off frequencyf co is selected as the one above which the
amplitudes of the harmonics are negligible@8#.

The justification for this choice is the following. As the number
of collected cycles used to compute the EA-velocity approaches
the infinite, the frequency content due to pure random fluctuations
vanishes in the mean velocity. In practice, because the number of
used cycles is onlylarge enough, then the frequency content of
the pure random or turbulent fluctuations can only be expected to
besmall enough. The matter is further complicated by the fact that
there is enough evidence that a superimposition exists between
pure random and quasi-deterministic fluctuations associated with
precessing swirl@12#. As a consequence, because of the shape of
the frequency spectrum~Fig. 13~a!!, the selection of the cut-off
frequency is the result of a time consuming trial-and-error pro-
cess, based on subjective judgments.

Here, as an operational method for selecting this frequency, the
spectrum has been integrated, so that the fluctuations in the high-
frequency region of the spectrum are transformed into a linear

trend. The beginning of this linear region has been identified by
interpolating the obtained integral with a function

Y~ f !5C11C2e2c3f1C4f (9)

and by looking for the frequency which makes the slope of the
exponential term equal to the linear one~Fig. 13~b!!. For frequen-
cies higher than this one, in fact, the interpolating function ap-
proaches the straight line which corresponds to the region of van-
ishing amplitudes in the frequency spectrum and hence to the
region of the turbulence-related frequencies.

The cut-off frequencies obtained by applying this method are
reported in Fig. 14 and confirm the trend shown in Fig. 11.

Discussion of the Results
The cut-off frequencyf co , as calculated by means of the ACF

~Fig. 11! or by means of the frequency analysis of the EA-velocity
~Fig. 14!, increases as the engine speed increases. This is due to
the fact that, as the engine speed rises, the turbulent energy and
hencef co moves toward the higher frequencies. Lancaster@4# sug-
gests two reasons for this. The first is that an increment in the
engine speed causes an increase in the intake air velocity. This
produces higher velocity gradients, which generate smaller eddies,
which are characterized by higher frequencies. The second reason
is that if the engine speed rises there is less time available for
turbulence decay; as the higher-frequency eddies decay faster than
the low-frequency vortexes, only with higher engine speeds will
the first survive until the end of compression, therefore producing
a shift of the frequency spectrum toward the high-frequencies re-
gion. Moreover, as the engine speed increases, the large scale
swirl or tumble vortexes will also show higher frequencies.

The f co also depends on the measuring location. Its values are
lower where the flow is more organized and exhibits less cycle-
by-cycle variation, as near the intake valves@19#. At the center of
the chamber, on the contrary, the flow is more chaotic, with large-
scale cycle-by-cycle variations, which are mainly due to the pre-
cession motion of the center of the swirl motion, and, as a conse-
quence,f co reaches the highest values.

The above stated trends are similar both whenf co is calculated
from the ACF and when it is evaluated from the frequency spec-
trum of the EA-velocity. The absolute values, however, are obvi-
ously different, as they are derived on the basis of criteria which
are reasonable but arbitrary. The actual value off co would in fact
change if one, for instance, interpolates the ACF over 5 points
instead of 3 or if one considers as the decaying level 1/e instead of
zero. The same holds for thef co values calculated from the fre-
quency spectrum of the EA velocity.

An additional difference exists between the two sets of results.
The f co values near the intake valves are the lowest and at the
center are the highest. However, near the exhaust valves they are
similar to the ones near the intake in the case of Fig. 11 while they
are more like the one at the center in Fig. 14.

For the actual cycle-resolved analysis, the results obtained from
the frequency spectrum~Fig. 14! have been used. The conditions
to be checked for validating the results of the analysis are that

UEA~ ū !5ŪEA~ ū ! (10)

and

urms8 ~ ū !5AuLF8
2~ ū !1uHF82~ ū !, (11)

where uLF8 ( ū) and uHF8 ( ū) are the rms values ofuLF( ū,i ) and
uj HF( ū,i ), respectively.

Figures 15 and 16 show that these conditions are verified quite
well during the compression, while there is a small difference
during the intake. It is evident that the results obtained with the
ensemble average method contain higher frequency than the ones
given by the cycle-resolved technique. This is due to the fact that
the interpolating technique used to obtain equally-spaced mea-
surements introduces a low-pass filter.

Fig. 13 Frequency spectrum „a… integrated spectrum „dots …

and interpolating function Y„f … „b…

Fig. 14 Cut-off frequency obtained from the frequency spec-
trum of the ensemble-averaged velocity
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A final remark concerns the influence of thef co value on the
turbulence intensity as calculated by the cycle-resolved analysis.
During this work it has been observed that variations of 50
4100 Hz in f co have a negligible effect on the resulting turbu-
lence intensity, while a difference of 2004250 Hz produces a
variation of 10415 percent. This influence is not linear: because
of the spectrum shape, an overestimate off co has a much smaller
effect than an undervalue.

Conclusions
LDV data have been taken at three different engine speeds in

three measuring locations within the combustion chamber, which
are characterized by different flow conditions. Data has been ana-
lyzed by means of different methods in order to identify the cut-
off frequency which can be used to separate ‘‘true’’ turbulence
from cycle-by-cycle variations of the mean flow. The different
investigation tools have given complementary, coherent perspec-
tives of the different turbulence regimes.

Both the non-stationary autocorrelation function and the fre-
quency analysis of the ensemble-averaged velocity was suitable
for defining operational procedures for identifying such a
frequency.

This separation frequency was dependent both on the engine
speed and on the measuring location: it increases as the engine
speed increases and as the measuring point moves from the more
ordered jet exiting the intake valves toward the more chaotic re-
gion near the center of the chamber or near the exhaust valves.

The value of the cut-off frequency is not very critical for deter-
mining the turbulence intensity by the cycle-resolved analysis:

differences of 504100 Hz do not have a big impact. Nevertheless,
the same cut-off frequency cannot be used for every measuring
condition. The use of an operational procedure to identify such a
cut-off frequency is therefore less time-consuming and less depen-
dent on subjective judgment than any trial-and-error process.

Nomenclature

ACF 5 autocorrelation function:R(u ref ,t)
C1 ,C2 ,C3 ,C4 5 coefficients defining the interpolating

function
f 5 frequency

f co 5 cut-off frequency
Nc 5 number of sampled engine cycles
Ni 5 data arrived at the fixed crank angle window

ū of the i th cycle
Nt 5 data arrived at the fixed crank angle window

ū of all the Nc cycles
R(u ref ,t) 5 autocorrelation function~ACF!

UEA( ū) 5 ensemble average velocity
Ū( ū,i ) 5 in-cycle velocity
ŪEA( ū) 5 ensemble average of thein-cycle velocity
U j ( ū,i ) 5 j th velocity datum at the fixed crank angle

window ū during thei th cycle.
uj ( ū,i ) 5 velocity fluctuation

uj HF( ū,i ) 5 high frequency velocity fluctuation, ‘‘true’’
turbulence

uLF( ū,i ) 5 low frequency velocity fluctuation, cycle by
cycle variation of mean flow

urms8 ( ū) 5 root mean square of velocity fluctuation
Y( f ) 5 interpolating function of the integrated

spectrum
u 5 crank angular position
ū 5 crank angular window

u ref 5 reference angle in the ACF computation
t 5 angular separation in the ACF computation

tco 5 coherence-time of the turbulent structures
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Comparisons of Diesel Spray
Liquid Penetration and Vapor Fuel
Distributions With In-Cylinder
Optical Measurements
The performance of two spray models for predicting liquid and vapor fuel distribution,
combustion and emissions is investigated. The model predictions are compared with
extensive data from in-cylinder laser diagnostics carried out in an optically accessible
heavy-duty, D. I. diesel engine over a wide range of operating conditions. Top-dead-
center temperature and density were varied between 800 K and 1100 K and 11.1 and
33.2kg/m3, respectively. Two spray breakup mechanisms were considered: due to
Kelvin-Helmholtz (KH) instabilities and to Rayleigh-Taylor (RT) instabilities. Compari-
sons of a wide range of parameters, which include in-cylinder pressure, apparent heat
release rate, liquid fuel penetration, vapor distribution and soot distribution, have shown
that a combination of the KH and the RT mechanisms gives realistic predictions. In
particular, the limited liquid fuel penetration observed experimentally was captured by
including these two competing mechanisms in the spray model. Furthermore, the penetra-
tion of the vapor fuel ahead of the liquid spray was also captured. A region of high soot
concentration at the spray tip was observed experimentally and also predicted by the
KH-RT spray breakup model.@S0742-4795~00!01504-0#

1 Introduction
Environmental concerns are resulting in more stringent pollut-

ant emissions and fuel consumption standards for engine manu-
facturers. To meet these standards a better understanding of the
physical processes occurring within internal combustion engines
and/or new technologies are needed. Optical diagnostic techniques
and multidimensional codes are potential tools to meet these re-
quirements. Optical diagnostic techniques provide needed insight
into the physical and chemical processes governing diesel com-
bustion, and also data for development and validation of models
in multidimensional codes.

Fuel atomization and droplet dispersion are very complex
physical phenomenon that influence the distribution, vaporization,
and combustion of the injected fuel, having a major impact on the
ignition behavior, emissions level and power output of an engine.
Hence, adequately predicting the spray is critical in effectively
predicting the combustion process and emissions formation. Even
though computational power has increased dramatically since the
beginning of engine modeling efforts, it is still not possible to
resolve the smallest length and time scales present in diesel
sprays, which control the combustion process and the engine flow
details. Hence, submodels are introduced to model sub-grid scale
physics. These submodels, in particular the spray models, need
improvement and validation.

A new spray model has been recently developed for the KIVA
codes@1#, and has been tested for some operating conditions@2#.
A wide variety of experiments@3–7# with a wide range of oper-
ating conditions have been carried out in the Sandia National Lab
~SNL!/Cummins optical-access engine, making this engine of in-
terest for numerical model verification and development. In the
present work, the liquid-fuel penetration and vapor-fuel distribu-
tion measurements have been used to test new spray models@2#.

In the following sections a brief description of the experimental
setup and diagnostics will be given. This is followed by a short
description of the relevant models and the comparison of experi-
mental and numerical results.

2 Experimental Setup
In this section, a brief description will be given of the engine

and the optical-diagnostic experiments that were used to validate
the models. A more complete description of the engine may be
found in Espey and Dec@3#. The optical engine used in the liquid-
fuel penetration and the vapor-fuel distribution measurements is a
single-cylinder, direct-injection, diesel engine based on a Cum-
mins N-series, heavy-duty production engine. The engine was
modified to obtain substantial optical access into the combustion
chamber. Cut outs have been made in the piston rim to allow laser
sheet access along the spray-jet axis. Optical access is possible
through a piston-crown window, as first introduced by Bowditch
@8#, and a window in the cylinder head that replaces one of the
exhaust valves to obtain a view of the squish region and the outer
portion of the combustion bowl. Additional windows near the top
of the cylinder wall allow the introduction of the laser sheets used
for the two-dimensional~planar! laser diagnostics imaging. A
schematic of the optical-access engine is shown in Fig. 1, and the
engine specifications are given in Table 1. The engine is equipped
with the Cummins CELECT electronic fuel injector. This closed-
nozzle unit injector uses camshaft actuation to build injection
pressures. A solenoid valve in the injector body controls the
amount of fuel injected and the injection timing. Table 2 summa-
rizes the specifications of the fuel injector.

In the experiments discussed here, the engine was operated at
1200 rpm. Before conducting the experiments the engine was
heated to 95°C by means of electrical heaters on the ‘‘cooling’’
water and lubricating oil systems. To minimize the rate of window
fouling and to avoid overheating, the engine was fired every 20th
engine cycle, at which time the data were acquired. The fuel used
in the studies was a 42.5 cetane number mixture of the diesel
reference fuels, heptamethylnonane and n-hexadecane. The mix-
ture was 67.6 percent heptamethylnonane and 32.4 percent

Contributed by the Internal Combustion Engine Division of THE AMERICAN
SOCIETY OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERSfor publication in the ASME JOURNAL OF
ENGINEERING FORGAS TURBINES AND POWER. Manuscript received by the ICE
Division October 15, 1998; final revision received by the ASME Headquarters Au-
gust 31, 1999. Technical Editor: D. Assanis.
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n-hexadecane by volume, with a specific gravity of 0.7865. A
low-sooting fuel mixture was used for soot imaging and is de-
scribed in detail by Dec and Espey@9#.

Liquid-fuel penetration measurements were made at a base op-
erating condition that is representative of diesel engine operating
conditions, and at various other TDC temperatures and densities
covering the typical operating range of diesel engines. Due to
modifications for the optical access, the engine had a lower com-
pression ratio than the production engine. Hence, intake air tem-
perature and pressures were increased so that the motored TDC
conditions were representative of typical diesel engine operating
conditions. For the base condition, the intake air temperature and
pressure were set to 433 K and 206 kPa~abs.!, respectively, to
obtain an ignition delay, premixed burn fraction and TDC air
density typical of a naturally aspirated diesel engine. A summary

of the base engine operating condition is given in Table 3. The
effect of TDC temperature and density on the penetration of the
liquid-phase fuel was studied by Espey and Dec@4# by systemati-
cally varying the intake air temperature and density around the
base values. The intake and the estimated TDC conditions for the
cases studied are given in Table 4.

Measurements of the liquid fuel penetration were made via the
elastic scattering of laser light, introduced as a sheet along the axis
of the spray@4#. A frequency-doubled~532 nm! Nd:YAG laser
beam was used and formed into a sheet with a combination of
cylindrical and spherical lenses. The sheet was introduced through
the cylinder wall window along the axis of the fuel jet. The im-
ages of the elastically scattered light were collected through the
piston-crown window by a gated, intensified, CCD video camera.
Fuel vapor concentration and temperature measurements were
made using planar laser Rayleigh scattering@6#. For these experi-
ments, the intake air was carefully filtered to reduce background
noise and images were acquired through the cylinder-head win-
dow. For detailed description of the assumptions and data process-
ing necessary to obtain both fuel-vapor and temperature distribu-
tions from the Rayleigh scattered light refer to Espey et al.@6#.
Early soot formation has been studied through simultaneous laser-
induced incandescence and elastic-scatter imaging as discussed in
Dec and Espey@9#. The results of these and other experimental
investigations are summarized and discussed in Dec@7#.

3 Numerical Models
The numerical calculations were carried out with an improved

version of the KIVA-II code@1#. The most recent improvements
are in the turbulence, gas/wall heat transfer, ignition, combustion,
NOx and soot models, as described by Han and Reitz@10#. The
standard k-e model has been replaced by an RNG k-e model with
modification for gas compressibility@10#. The ignition model is
based on the multistep Shell model and combustion is achieved
through a laminar-turbulent characteristic-time model, as imple-
mented by Kong et al.@11#. Currently, two mechanisms are used
to characterize the breakup of the fuel droplets: Kelvin-Helmholtz
~KH! and Rayleigh-Taylor~RT! instabilities. More recently, the
concept of a breakup length to account for the dense spray region
near the nozzle has been used in conjunction with the KH and RT
mechanisms@2,12#. The use of a core region has shown improve-
ment in the liquid length penetration predictions and in the com-
putational time requirements for the calculations.

Fig. 1 Schematic of optical-access diesel engine showing the
laser sheet along the fuel jet axis. Images were obtained from
both the cylinder-head window and the piston-crown window.

Table 1 Specifications of the optical-access engine

Engine type Cummins N-14, DI Diesel
Bore 139.7 mm
Stroke 152.4 mm
Connecting rod length 304.8 mm
Displacement 2.34 liters
Combustion chamber Quiescent
Combustion bowl diameter 97.8 mm
Intake valve opening 17° BTDC~Exhaust!
Intake valve closure 195° ATDC~Exhaust!
Exhaust valve opening 235° BTDC~Exhaust!
Exhaust valve closure 27° ATDC~Exhaust!

Table 2 Specifications of the fuel injector

Type Cummins CELECT
Design Closed-nozzle,unit injector
Number of holes 8, uniformly spaced
Hole diameter 0.194 mm
Length/diameter of the holes~l/d! 4:1
Angle of fuel-jet axis~from horizontal! 14°

Table 3 Base engine-operating conditions

Engine speed 1200 rpm
Intake air temperature 433 K
Intake air pressure 206 kPa~absolute!
Water temperature 95°C
Oil temperature 95°C
Start of injection 11.5° BTDC
Fuel injected per cycle 0.0535 g
Peak injection pressure 68 MPa

Table 4 Cases studied
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3.1 Ignition and Combustion Models. In a previous study
by Kong and Reitz@11#, the Shell autoignition model@13# was
implemented to model the ignition process. The model uses eight
reactions with five generic species representing the hydrocarbon,
the fuel radicals, the oxidized products, a branching agent and the
labile intermediate species. The formation rate of the labile inter-
mediate species was found to be the rate-limiting step in the ki-
netic path@13#, and the total ignition delay was found to be sen-
sitive to the pre-exponential factor for that step. For the engine
operating conditions simulated in the present study~see Table 4!,
it was found necessary to adjust the pre-exponential,Af 04, for the
rate of formation of the labile species as follows,

Af ,045
~85.520.07857Tin!3106

Pin
, (1)

where Tin is the intake temperature inK and Pin is the intake
pressure~absolute! in kPa.

A characteristic-time combustion model, which was initially
developed for spark ignition engines by Abraham et al.@14#, was
used to model combustion. Similar to the SI engine combustion
model, the rate of change of the partial density of speciesm is
written as

]rm

]t
52

rm2rm*

tc,m
, (2)

whererm* is the local and instantaneous thermodynamic equilib-
rium value of the partial density, andtc,m is the characteristic time
to achieve such equilibrium for each species. In the computations,
only the major chemical species, whose inclusion is required for
accurate predictions of combustion energy release, are considered
@15#. The characteristic time,tc,m , is composed of a turbulent-
mixing time,t t , and a laminar chemical-kinetics time,t l , and the
coefficientf that characterizes the degree of turbulent combustion
@11# as follows,

tc,m5t l1 f t t . (3)

The laminar time scale is derived from an Arrhenius-type reac-
tion rate, and the turbulent time scale is proportional to the eddy
turnover time, which is calculated from the kinetic energy and the
dissipation rate. Hence, in this model, the laminar time scale
dominates the combustion during the early stages of combustion,
and then, the effect of turbulence on combustion becomes more
important once the combustion has proceeded to a certain extent.
For further details refer to Kong et al.@11#.

3.2 Spray Model. Spray atomization is a complicated
physical phenomenon, which is critical in diesel engine combus-
tion. The spray characteristics depend on fluid properties, ambient
conditions, the fuel-injector nozzle design specifications and op-
erating conditions. The breakup of the injected liquid is caused by
the aerodynamic liquid-gas interactions and nozzle flow effects
and/or nozzle effects.

The spray breakup models currently used in engine modeling
calculate liquid breakup by using some form of stability analysis
@16#. The model sets a limit of stability and if droplets have ex-
isted long enough to become unstable, breakup occurs and the
characteristics of the new droplets are based on the wavelength or
frequency of the instability that brought about the breakup. Two
mechanisms are currently used to characterize the breakup of fuel
droplets. The wave breakup model of Reitz@17# considers the
shearing-off of droplets due to the growth of KH instabilities on
the droplet surface resulting from the relative velocity between the
gas and liquid phases. Breakup due to the growth of RT instabili-
ties, resulting from the deceleration of the injected droplets, has
been implemented@16#. In previous studies, only the KH insta-
bilities were considered@11#, or the KH and RT instabilities were
applied to the whole spray@16,18#. In this study, both KH and RT
instabilities are considered, but within the dense core region near
the nozzle exit only KH instabilities are assumed to occur. In this

study, the dense core region refers to the region close to the
nozzle where the droplets are so densely packed that their pen-
etration rate is different than further downstream.

Conditions of the liquid at the nozzle exit, for example size
distribution of the droplets, are generally unknown for a given
injector, unless extensive diagnostics are carried out. Hence, the
liquid injection is simulated using the ‘‘blob’’ injection method of
Reitz and Diwakar@19#, where droplets are injected with a diam-
eter equal to the nozzle hole diameter. Furthermore, experimental
results have shown that diesel spray penetrates at different rates
within and beyond the breakup length@20#. This may be attributed
to the existence of a dense core region or ‘‘churning’’ flow regime
close to the nozzle. Hence, to model the spray dynamics near the
nozzle, it is assumed that only the KH instabilities occur in this
dense core or churning flow region, where accelerative effects are
thought to be negligible. The breakup length,Lb , is define to be
the limit of the core region and is determined from the Levich
theory @21# as

Lb5CAr l

rg
d0 , (4)

whereC is a constant that can be correlated to nozzle geometry
parameters@20# andd0 is the nozzle hole diameter. The constant
for the injector used in this study was found to be 14.5.

Based on KH instabilities, the breakup time,t, accounts for two
conditions: bag breakup at low Weber numbers, and stripping
breakup at high Weber numbers@19# and is given by

t5
3.788B1r

VL
, (5)

wherer is the radius of the droplet,V and L are the frequency
and wavelength of the fastest growing wave, andB1 is a model
constant, which accounts for nozzle effects, and is set to 60 in
this study as recommended by Han and Reitz@10#. The frequency
and wavelength of the fastest growing wave are given by Reitz
@17# as

V5
0.3410.38We1.5

~11Z!~1.4T0.6!
A s

r l r
3 (6)

L5
9.02r ~110.45AZ!~110.4T0.7!

~110.865We1.67!0.6 , (7)

where We5(rgur
2r )/s, is the Weber number for the gas,Z

5AWel /Rel , the Ohnesorge number, andT5ZWe1/2, the Taylor
number.ur is the magnitude of the relative velocity,Wel is the
liquid Weber number similar toWe except the liquid density is
used, Rel , is the liquid Reynolds number.

The breakup was modeled by postulating that new drops are
formed ~with drop radius,r c! from a parent drop or blob~with
radius,r ! with

r c5B0L, (8)

whereB0 is 0.61@17#. Hence, the rate of change of drop radius in
a parent parcel due to drop breakup is given by

dr

dt
5

r 2r c

t
, (9)

wheret is the breakup time defined in Eq.~5! for the KH case.
In the formulation of the RT breakup model, the breakup time

is given by

tRT5Ct /VRT , (10)

where Ct is a constant set to 0.5 andVRT is the frequency of
the fastest growing wave, given by Bellman and Pennington@22#
as

VRT5A 2

3A3s

@2gt~r l2rg!#3/2

r l1rg
(11)

when considering surface tension and neglecting viscosity. Sensi-
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tivity studies by Ricart@23# found that the spray prediction was
not very sensitive to the RT breakup time constant. The corre-
sponding wavelength,LRT , is

LRT52pA2
3s

gt~r l2rg!
. (12)

In Eqs. 11 and 12,gt5gW • jW1aW • jW is the acceleration in the direc-
tion of travel,gW is the acceleration due to gravity,aW represents the
droplet acceleration, andjW is the unit vector tangential to the
droplet trajectory. Ricart et al.@2# found that for typical diesel
fuels, the effect of viscosity on the fastest growing frequency and
the wave number is negligible; hence, it is not considered in the
present implementation.

Hence, if RT instabilities are found to be growing on a droplet
and the breakup time is exceeded, the droplet breaks up into drop-
let with the radius given by

r 5C3,RTLRT /2,

whereC3,RT is taken to be 0.1, since it was found to result in the
shortened penetration observed in the engine. In the implementa-
tion by Patterson@16#, new droplets have the same velocity as the
parent droplet. However, in this study, the new droplets are given
a velocity normal to the path of the parent drop as given by the
TAB model @24#. The effects of model constants on the spray
characteristics and behavior are studied in detail by Patterson@16#
and Xin et al.@12# and Ricart@23#.

In the current implementation, once the breakup length has
been reached, both models are considered. The model that pre-
dicts the fastest onset of instability results in the breakup event.
That is, when the disturbances have grown for enough time to
exceed the breakup time, regardless of the breakup model, the
droplet experiences breakup. In the KH model, this implies
shedding-off smaller droplets and creating a new computational
parcel, and, in the RT model, it indicates complete break up into
smaller droplets. In both cases the size of the new droplet is pro-
portional to the size of the disturbances.

Collisions resulting in coalescence are a competing mechanism
for the breakup of the droplets. The collision and coalescence
model used in this study is that of Patterson@16#. In this
model, collisions only occur within droplets which are physi-
cally approaching one another. This is different from the
model of O’Rourke@25#, where the probability of collision be-
tween droplets in a given computational cell is calculated
based on the size, number density and their relative velocity.
Ricart @17# studied the effect of the collision model and found
improved spray predictions with the model of Patterson@16#,
particularly due to the reduced number of collisions with the new
model.

4 Results
The liquid fuel penetration experiments of Espey and Dec@4#

were modeled using the improved version of KIVA-II described
in the previous section. Two spray breakup models were tested.
The first model~KH! assumes that liquid breakup occurs only
through Kevin-Helmholtz instabilities. The second model~KH-
RT! included the RT instabilities and the breakup length concept.
The numerical grid used to model the optical access engine is
shown in Fig. 2. The mesh resolution used was found to give
adequate grid-independent results@10#. Based on symmetry as-
sumption between the eight sprays, only a 45 deg sector of the
combustion chamber was used in the computations. Asymmetries
from cut outs in the rim of the piston bowl, which allow for
laser-sheet access, have not been considered in this study for sim-
plicity. The volume of the cut outs, however, has been accounted
for by increasing the TDC clearance, or squish height. In this
study, the fuel mixture was modeled as n-hexadecane for fuel
properties. However, the cetane number of the mixture was used.
Comparisons between computed and measured pressures and heat

release rates will be presented to assess the accuracy of the mod-
els in predicting global parameters. Then comparison of liquid
fuel penetration, fuel-vapor, temperature and soot distributions
will provide more localized validation.

4.1 Base Condition. The measured and predicted in-
cylinder pressures, and the apparent heat release rate, as derived
from the measured and predicted pressure through a first law
analysis@26#, are shown in Fig. 3. Ignition delay is predicted
within 0.5 crank angle degree, regardless of the spray model used.
The pressure predicted by the KH-RT model is within 2.5 percent
of the measured pressure. Whereas, the KH model under predicts
the peak cylinder pressure by 10 percent, indicating that the fuel is
not vaporizing and burning effectively when the KH model is
used. This is also evident from the apparent heat release rate
where the combustion is seen to be slower and continues beyond
what is seen experimentally, implying a low vaporization rate.
The ignition delay is under-predicted somewhat by both models,
resulting in a lower premixed burn spike and a longer mixing

Fig. 2 Perspective view of the computational grid for the Cum-
mins optical-access engine „at TDC… with the computational
spray

Fig. 3 Measured and predicted cylinder pressure for the base
operating condition

Fig. 4 Liquid fuel penetration as predicted by KH and KH-RT
model and measured for the base operating condition
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controlled burn. However, the KH-RT model does predict the
phasing of the end of the energy release correctly. The slower fuel
vaporization rate predicted by the KH model is also evident before
ignition, where the apparent heat release rate predicted by the
KH-RT model drops significantly below its value prior to injec-
tion due to the evaporation of the fuel, and its magnitude is com-

parable to the experimental value. In the prediction by the KH
model this drop is barely perceptible.

Liquid fuel penetration as a function of crank angle degree for
the baseline operating condition~see Table 4! is presented in Fig.
4. The symbols show the experimental data for 12 engine cycles at
half-crank-angle degree increments. The spray tip penetration as

Fig. 5 Spray profiles as predicted by the KH and the KH-RT spray models

Fig. 6 Droplet size distributions as predicted by the KH and the KH-RT spray models
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predicted with the KH and KH-RT models and based on the lo-
cation of the farthest droplet from the nozzle is also shown. The
experimental data shows that initially the spray penetrates almost
linearly with crank angle~time!. However, by about 8 or 8 1/2 deg
BTDC ~3 deg after the start of injection! the spray ceases to pen-
etrate, reaching a maximum liquid penetration length of about 24
mm. Both the KH and KH-RT model predict the correct initial
penetration of the spray. However, the KH model does not predict
the limited penetration of the liquid fuel, with this model the spray
penetrates all the way to the piston bowl edge~;50 mm!. The
KH-RT model predicts a slower penetration after 9 deg BTDC,
and captures the limited liquid penetration observed experimen-
tally. However, the KH-RT model initially over predicts the pen-
etration, which then drops down closer to the measured values as
combustion ensues.

Figure 5 shows the predicted spray profiles and Fig. 6
shows the cross sectionally averaged droplet size distribution
with distance from the nozzle for the KH and the KH-RT spray
models. Initially, at 9 deg BTDC, there is no significant difference
between the predictions from the two different spray models, as
was also observed in Fig. 4. The penetration and droplet size
distributions are almost the same. This similarity at early times
is not unexpected since only the KH mechanism acts on the
large injected spray ‘‘blobs’’ before the breakup length is reached.
By 7 deg BTDC, the predicted sprays start exhibiting significant
differences. The KH spray has penetrated farther into the combus-
tion chamber than the KH-RT spray. Also, the KH-RT spray is
characterized by smaller droplets beyond the breakup length due
to the RT mechanism. These smaller droplets evaporate more ef-
fectively creating a break in the main spray~i.e., it appears as if a
small group of droplets are penetrating ahead of the main spray!.
Soon after ignition occurs these droplets are vaporized and a
shortened liquid penetration is observed, even though injection
continues through to top-dead-center. At 5 deg BTDC, the pen-
etration predicted by the KH model is seen to be significantly
longer than that for the KH-RT model, and droplets are much
larger than those predicted by the KH-RT model, which were
efficiently vaporized.

Figure 7 shows the predicted equivalence ratio and vapor-fuel
concentration in the fuel-jet axis plane at 5 deg BTDC. In the KH
prediction, high equivalence ratios exist only along the path of the
spray, and the highest vapor concentration is located close to the
injector nozzle. However, for the KH-RT prediction, the high
equivalence ratio region extends far beyond the tip of the spray,
and high vapor-fuel concentrations are ahead of the spray in
agreement with the experiments@5,6#. Figure 8 shows the mea-
sured temperature distribution in a plane 9 mm below the cylinder

head, and that predicted by the KH-RT model. The predicted tem-
peratures are seen to be in the same range as the measured values.
The predicted distribution, however, does not have the detailed
structures and sharp gradients observed experimentally. This is an
artifact of the k-e turbulence model’s time-averaging as opposed
to the single realization in the experiment.

Comparisons of soot distribution in the combustion chamber
are shown in Fig. 9. Experimentally, it was found that the early
formation of soot occurs in the high vapor-fuel concentration re-
gion in the leading portion of the jet@7,9#. This same trend is also
observed in the predictions using the KH-RT model. Hence, an-
other improvement resulting from the implementation of the
KH-RT model is in the prediction of the distribution of fuel vapor
and emissions in the combustion chamber, indicating that the cor-
rect spray model is a critical input for the combustion and emis-
sions models.

Hence, the KH-RT model has been found to capture the limited
liquid fuel penetration, the penetration of the vapor fuel ahead
of the spray, and the location of emission formation observed
experimentally. The performance of the KH-RT model is sum-
marized next for the rest of the running conditions studied by
Espey and Dec@4#.

Fig. 7 Vapor-fuel mass fraction „a… and equivalence ratio „b… as predicted by the KH and the KH-RT spray breakup models

Fig. 8 Measured „left … and predicted „right … temperature
distribution in a plane 9 mm below the cylinder head and
27 mm from the injector nozzle. The field of view is 18 mm
Ã12.5 mm.
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Fig. 9 Soot mass fraction distribution in the plane of the spray axis as predicted by the KH and the KH-RT models at 3 deg
BTDC. The spray profile has been superimposed for reference.

Fig. 10 Predicted „dashed line … and measured „solid line … cylinder pressure and spray tip penetration for the range of
operating conditions studied by Espey and Dec †4‡. Predictions are for the KH-RT model. For the spray tip penetration, the
measured values are shown by the solid squares, the penetration of the farthest droplet is in the solid line and the penetra-
tion of 90 percent of the liquid mass is shown by the dashed line.
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4.2 Parametric Study. A model needs to be tested over a
wide range of conditions to ensure its validity and universality. In
their investigation, Espey and Dec@4# studied the effect of TDC
temperature and density on the liquid-fuel penetration. Predictions
of liquid length and cylinder pressure for all the cases studied by
Espey and Dec~Table 5! are shown in Fig. 10. In general, cylin-
der pressures are seen to be predicted well and the ignition delay
is predicted to within 2 crank angle degrees throughout the range
of operating conditions studied.

The spray tip penetration results include the measured values
and predicted penetration based on the farthest droplet from the
nozzle and penetration based on the penetration of 90 percent of
the liquid mass~90 percent mass!. These two numerical defini-
tions of the spray penetration should give an upper and lower
bound for comparisons with the experimental values, since small
droplets ahead of the spray might not be resolved in the experi-
ments. Recent experiments carried out with very high camera
gain, indicate that the farthest droplets do penetrate 1 to 2 mm
farther than reported in this paper.

Experimental results show a decrease in the maximum liquid-
fuel penetration with increasing temperature and/or density. As
the TDC temperature was increased from 800 K to 1100 K in the
experiments, the liquid fuel penetration decreased from 30 mm to
18 mm. The same trend is predicted by the KH-RT model, where
the penetration of the farthest droplet decreased from 42 mm to 21
mm and the 90 percent penetration decreased from 35 mm to 20
mm over the same range of TDC temperature~Cases T1, T2, and
T3!. Similar trends were observed as the TDC density was varied.
The maximum liquid penetration lengths varied from about 30
mm for the 11.1 kg/m3 to about 13 mm for 33.2 kg/m3 experimen-
tally, and numerically from 40 mm to 17 mm for the farthest
droplet and from 31 mm to 14 mm for the 90 percent penetration
~Cases P1, P2, and P3!.

The initial liquid penetration rate is predicted accurately for all
the conditions studied. Hence, the spray model captures the
slightly reduced initial penetration rate observed experimentally
as the density was increased. The maximum liquid penetration,
however, seems to be over predicted when the penetration is de-
termined by the location of the farthest droplet. But the droplets
that appear to over penetrate are quickly consumed once ignition
occurs. The penetration of 90 percent mass is consistently in bet-
ter agreement with the experimental values. Since these two defi-
nitions offer an upper and lower bound for the liquid fuel penetra-
tion, the KH-RT model predictions are considered to be in good
agreement with the experimental values over the range of operat-
ing conditions studied.

5 Summary and Conclusions
Two spray models that account for different breakup mecha-

nisms have been tested and compared with in-cylinder liquid-
fuel penetration measurements. Comparisons of predicted and
measured liquid penetration and vapor-fuel distributions have
shown that it is necessary to consider the effect of RT instabilities
in the breakup of the diesel fuel spray. The KH-RT model
showed reduced, more realistic maximum liquid-fuel penetration
lengths, which can be attributed to an improved vaporization rate
due to the smaller predicted droplet size. The KH-RT model
with the breakup length concept was used over a wide range of
operating conditions to further test the validity of the model
and its universality. All trends with TDC temperature and density
variations are correctly predicted, and the maximum liquid
lengths agree with the experimental data to within 15 percent, for
the 90 percent mass penetration, across the range of conditions
investigated.

Another significant improvement with the KH-RT model is
that the fuel vapor penetrates ahead of the liquid as was observed
experimentally. Previously with the KH model, the fuel vapor
only penetrated as far as the liquid fuel. The range and distribution

of equivalence ratio and temperatures ahead of the spray is also
in very good agreement with the experimental results. The high-
est soot concentrations at early times were also predicted
ahead of the spray by the KH-RT model as has been observed
experimentally.
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Relationship Between Visible
Spray Observations and DI Diesel
Engine Performance
This investigation was conducted to enhance understanding of combustion in a direct
injection (DI) diesel engine with square combustion chamber. The investigation included
a bench study of spray and its interaction with the chamber and correlation with engine
performance. The bench study was conducted by using a liquid injection technique (LIT).
The technique relies on the use of instantaneous photo images of emulsified fuel spray
patterns to deduce spray behavior. It captures spray images in forced swirling flow on a
positive film, which was used to deduce fuel-air mixing by scattering radiation technique.
Three different chamber configurations, with different ratios of arc radius (r) to inscribed
circle radius (R), and several spray deflecting angles were used in the study. The best
parameters were found to be a deflecting angle of about 30 deg and a ratio of r/R of
about 0.65. The results of the bench test were used to compare engine performance at
similar design parameters. The engine performance was found to be superior at the above
values of r/R and the deflecting angle. Engine exhaust of NOx and exhaust smoke were
found to be lower at these design parameters. The experimental technique of using emul-
sified spray with LIT can be used qualitatively to evaluate effects of combustion chamber
and fuel system design variables on engine performance.@S0742-4795~00!00104-6#

Introduction
The quality of combustion process in a DI diesel engine is

highly dependent on the fuel-air mixing in the combustion cham-
ber. This, in turn, depends on three major elements: aerodynamics
of the inducted air, characteristics of the injected fuel, and the
design of the combustion chamber. To improve the combustion
process and exhaust emissions in a DI diesel engine it is important
to understand mixing of fuel and air and mixture formation in the
cylinder. Several investigations have been carried out to under-
stand the mixing process and its relationships to engine
performance.

Bardslay et al.@1# utilized a laser technique to study induced
swirl, fuel atomization, droplet distribution, and droplet evapora-
tion. Several studies dealing with combustion chamber configura-
tion and engine performance have recognized the importance of
fuel-air mixing on engine performance@2,3#. Recently, Kihara
et al.@3# used a square shaped combustion chamber to reduce fuel
consumption, exhaust smoke and NOx emissions from a DI diesel
engine. However, the study did not investigate the relationship
between the combustion chamber shape and engine performance
parameters. The potential of the combustion chamber shape to
improve engine performance and the lack of understanding be-
tween the square combustion chamber shape and the engine per-
formance necessitated the investigation described in this paper.

In the present investigation a liquid injection technique was
used to observe the visible aspects of emulsified spray. The infor-
mation obtained from the technique was used to evaluate mixing
characteristics of the spray in different combustion chamber
shapes. The results were then used to justify the engine perfor-
mance parameters in a qualitative manner. The technique used in
the study relies on getting positive images of the spray patterns.
These are then used to deduce fuel-air mixing by using intensity
of the scattered light. The information was used to design com-
bustion chambers of square geometry.

Experimental Apparatus

A The Single Cylinder DI Diesel Engine. The DI diesel
engine used in the experiments had a MAN ‘‘M-System’’ com-
bustion chamber. It was modified to accommodate combustion
chambers of different geometrical configurations, as described
later. The intake port of the engine was replaced by a helical port
that produced a swirl ratio of 3.15. Table 1 shows the specifica-
tions of the test engine. The original injector of the fuel injection
system had a single orifice throttling nozzle. It was replaced by a
four-hole nozzle. The injector was located in the cylinder head
such that it was inclined 35 deg to the cylinder axis against the
anti-thrust side and offset by 12 mm. The injection tip protruded 5
mm below the surface of the cylinder head.

The combustion chambers were designed in the form of inter-
changeable attachments that can be assembled on top of the pis-
ton, as shown in Fig. 1. Four combustion chambers of dish~F-
type! and square~S-type! shapes, with different geometrical
dimensions as shown in Table 2, were used in the study. The ratio
of the cavity diameter ‘‘d’’ and the cylinder bore ‘‘D’’, d/D, was
varied between 0.459 and 0.50, a range that was limited by design
considerations. The injector utilized in the tests had a four hole
430.25 mm nozzle, with an orifice 1/d52.4, injection spray
angle between 110 and 120 deg, and nozzle opening pressure of
20 MPa. These values were determined by running tests with
different injector parameters. The deflecting angleue , shown in
Fig. 2, is defined as the angle with respect to the perpendicular to

Contributed by the Internal Combustion Engine Division of THE AMERICAN
SOCIETY OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERSfor publication in the ASME JOURNAL OF
ENGINEERING FORGAS TURBINES AND POWER. Manuscript received by the ICE
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Table 1 Specifications of test engine
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the side wall of the square combustion chamber. The counter
clockwise rotation of the swirl is defined as the positive direction.

The deflecting angle of the injector was varied from 0 to 60 deg
since earlier studies indicated influence of the angle on engine
performance@4#.

B Spray Evaluation Set Up. The evaluation was conducted
to ascertain mixing and fuel spray dispersion in the combustion
chamber of the single-cylinder engine. The experimental investi-
gation was carried out in a model chamber that duplicated the
geometry of the engine combustion chamber and some of its op-
erating parameters. Except for the thermal environment, the simu-
lated fluid dynamic conditions in the model chamber and the in-
jection system operating parameters were such that they
duplicated, as much as possible, mixing conditions in the engine
combustion chamber. The engine performance was then related to
the combustion chamber design parameters via spray mixing and
dispersion study. Figure 3 shows a schematic diagram of the liq-
uid injection system designed to observe the behavior of the fuel
spray. The apparatus consists of a single injection control unit, a
mechanism for rotating the model chamber and a rapid stop
mechanism to generate relative motion between the liquid and the
chamber, and an electronic delay integrated with the operation of

the strobe and the photographic equipment. The liquid injection
technique ~LIT ! utilized piston models which were made of
acrylic plastic. All model pistons used in the study had 59 ml
cavities corresponding to the engine compression ratio of 17.0:1.
The cavities were filled with water at ambient temperature and the
piston models were rotated to simulate swirl motion in the cylin-
der of the experimental diesel engine. The rotational speed of the
model chambers was such that it provided an equivalent swirl
number of 3.15. The method of estimating the swirl number in a
model chamber has been described earlier@4#. In addition, the
spray was also studied under quiescent conditions in the piston
models. Three distinct cavities were used in the model chamber: a
circular cavity of 60 mm diameter~geometric factor,r /R51.0!, a
square cavity with 55.2 mm side and a corner radius 18 mm
~geometric factor50.65!, and a square cavity with 53 mm side
and a corner radius 8 mm~geometric factor50.30!. To facilitate
swirl generation the injector was located vertically with the injec-
tion tip 4 mm below the top surface of the model chamber. Three
orifices of the nozzle were closed to avoid interference of the
spray plume under examination with the other three plumes. The
fuel injection pressure of the modified nozzle was maintained at
the same level as the original 430.25 mm nozzle.

A xenon type strobe light, with color temperature 6500 K, flash
duration of 4ms, and power output of 4 W, was used to illuminate
the spray, as shown in Fig. 3. A monochrome ASA 400 positive
film was used to photograph images of the emulsified spray. The
photographs were developed at constant fluid temperature~20°C!

Fig. 1 Dish „F-Type … and Square „S-Type … combustion
chambers

Fig. 2 Definition of geometric factor r ÕR

Fig. 3 Schematic diagram of liquid injection system

Table 2 Specifications of interchangeable piston cavities for
test engine
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and constant processing time. The spray was photographed at in-
tervals of 10, 20, and 30 ms from the start of injection. Several
deflecting angles, ranging from 0 to 60 deg as viewed from the
top, were used in the investigation. An optical method, based on
optical transmissivity described in an earlier paper@4#, was used
to evaluate spray dispersion. The transmissivity,a, is a measure
of transmission of the visible radiation through positive images of
the spray. A lower value ofa represents a well-dispersed spray
and better mixing. A modified Bosch smokemeter set up, attached
to a photocell detector and shown in Fig. 4, was used to estimate
transmissivity of spray patterns. In order to measure transmissiv-
ity positive images of the spray were set between the detector and
the light source keeping preset distance between the source and
the detector. The value ofa was 0 percent for completely shielded
light and 100 percent when the developed film was perfect with-
out any images. Only two-dimensional studies were conducted in
this investigation. It is difficult to consider the influence of the
depth of the square chamber on spray patterns and other results
due to distortion of spray images that occur in the chamber@4#.
Hence, the investigation was limited to two-dimensional spray
images.

Experimental Results

1 Results of Engine Performance with S-type Chamber.
Preliminary tests were conducted to assess general effects of the
combustion chamber shape and the deflecting angle. The purpose
of the tests was to evaluate if variations in deflecting angle and
combustion chamber shape affected the engine performance sig-
nificantly. The performance of the DI diesel engine with one of
the combustion chambers, S-2, is shown in Fig. 5. Of all the
combustion chambers shown in Table 2 the S-2 chamber showed
better overall engine performance in terms of thermal efficiency
and exhaust emissions. The engine performance with the S-2
chamber shows minimum specific fuel consumption at bmep
50.6 MPa and a deflecting angleue530. Furthermore, for any
given value of bmep the specific fuel consumption was found to
be the lowest atue530 deg. The emissions of oxides of nitrogen
~NOx! were generally at their low value when the deflecting angle
was set at 30 deg, as shown in the figure. The smoke density,Sm,
was not affected much by the deflecting angle but it did increase
with increasing brake mean effective pressure. Total hydrocarbons
~THC! in the engine exhaust varied with deflecting angle and
load, with the minimum appearing atue545. The overall best

performance of the test engine in terms of fuel consumption, NOx
and exhaust smoke was achieved when the deflecting angle was
30 deg. This value ofue also allows simultaneous reduction of
fuel consumption, NOx and THC. It is believed that spray disper-
sion and microturbulence occurring at the corners of the square
combustion chamber help to achieve these results, as postulated in
reference@4#. Through this study it was concluded thatue530
deg would provide relatively better engine performance with
square chambers.

2 Results of Spray Behavior in Square Chamber. Studies
of spray behavior were conducted to understand plausible rela-
tionships between the engine performance and spray dispersion in
the combustion chambers. Several model chambers were used for
the purpose.

Effect of Deflecting Angleue. Figure 6 shows the simulated
spray behavior in a square combustion chamber with geometric
factor50.65, a value very close to the geometric factor of cham-
ber S-2. The simulated patterns were deduced from photographic
images and transmissivity data of the dispersed spray in the model
chamber. The swirl ratio for the swirling condition was 3.15, the
same as in the actual engine, and the deflecting angle,ue , was
varied from 0 to 60 deg. Atue50 the spray dispersed symmetri-
cally under non swirling condition but it dispersed over a larger
area, in somewhat asymmetrical fashion, under swirling condition,
as shown in the figure. As the deflecting angle is increased to 15
deg the spray impinges on the wall and disperses asymmetrically
under non-swirling condition. With swirl the spray dispersion is
even further enhanced in the direction of the swirl. As the deflect-

Fig. 4 Optional transmissivity measurement system

Fig. 5 Engine performance at 900 rpm with S-2 chamber
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ing angle is increased it can be observed from Fig. 6 that maxi-
mum spray dispersion is achieved whenue530 deg. As the spray
penetrates the medium it impinges on the opposite wall and dis-
perses over a wide area under non-swirling condition. With the
presence of the swirl the downward flow gains velocity and

achieves dispersion over a much wider area in the direction of the
swirl.

Further increasing deflecting angle did not improve spray dis-
persion, as can be observed in Fig. 6. Increasingue to 45 deg
reduces the total area over which the spray is dispersed in non-

Fig. 6 Characterization of spray profile for various angles „time from the start of injection: 10 ms …

Fig. 7 Effect of geometric factor on emulsified spray patterns „deflecting angle Ä30 deg, tÄtime from the start
of injection …
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swirling as well as in swirling environment. Similar trends can be
observed when the deflecting angle was increased to 60 deg. The
study shows qualitatively the influence of deflecting angle on
spray dispersion in the model chamber of square geometry. In the
present chamber configuration the best position of the spray tra-
jectory was such that the deflecting angle was about 30 deg with
the side of the square chamber.

Effect of Geometric Factor r/R. The configuration of the
square combustion chamber, with the inscribed radius ‘‘R’’ con-

sisted of four sides with rounded corners of radius ‘‘r’’, as shown
in Fig. 2. The geometric factor,r /R, is expected to influence fuel
and air mixing, and, hence, the combustion process in the engine.
The geometric factor of the model chambers ranged from 1.0
~dish type chamber! to 0.30 ~square chamber!, the lower value
being a limitation in square chamber design, as identified in an
earlier publication@5#. The deflecting angle,ue , was maintained
at 30 deg for the square chamber geometry. The effects of geo-
metric factor on spray dispersion are shown in photographs in Fig.
7 under swirling and non-swirling conditions.

Fig. 8 Effects of geometric factor on optical transmissivity
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Without swirl, the spray disperses along the side-wall and the
lower surface of the dish shaped chamber withr /R51.0. The
spray disperses over a wider area with increasing time. When the
spray was subjected to swirl, similar situation is observed. How-
ever, with swirl, the spray is dispersed much further along the
direction of the swirl, as shown in imagesJ to L. Comparison of
images under swirling condition in dish and square shaped cham-
bers show the spray being dispersed over a larger area in former
than in the latter chamber. This may appear to enhance spray
dispersion and fuel distribution. However, when multiple orifices
of the nozzle are used dispersed sprays from orifices would inter-
fere with one another causing nonuniform fuel distribution.

In the square chamber with a geometric factor50.65, the spray
impinges on the side wall and has a long residence time at the
corner. It is then gradually dispersed with increasing time along
the direction of the swirl, as shown in imagesM to O. With a
lower value of geometric factor (r /R50.30) the spray tends to
disperse in somewhat nonuniform fashion. Under swirling flow
the spray tip has almost uniform area and clings to side wall
~imageQ! well after the start of injection. Comparison of spray

images at subsequent time after the start of injection exhibits
somewhat restricted dispersion for the square chamber with larger
geometric factor than for the smaller one. The spray dispersion for
r /R50.65 is expected to enhance fuel distribution and mixing
when multiple orifices of the nozzle are used, as in the case of the
single cylinder test engine.

It was observed from spray images atue530 that the spray
disperses along the straight side wall and is most affected by the
side wall, the corner of the chamber and the swirl. Atue
545 deg, the centerline of the spray plume has to travel the long-
est distance and the flow residence time at the corner is prolonged
resulting in inadequate dispersion. When the deflection angle was
increased to 60 deg, the trailing part of the spray plume moves
upstream, as shown in the schematic patterns in Fig. 6. Of the five
deflecting angles used in the studyue530 deg shows better spray
dispersion in the chamber when all four orifices are functioning.

Relationship Between the Geometric Factor and Optical Trans-
missivity. Figure 8 shows the relationships between the optical
transmissivity of the emulsified diesel spray and the geometric
factor in quiescent and swirling water flow. The value ofa in-
creases very rapidly as the geometric factor increases beyond
0.65. As expected, for all values of deflecting angle,a is higher
under quiescent flow than under swirling flow. However, the
variation ina increases almost exponentially with an increase in
geometric factor for deflecting angles of 45 and 60 deg, as shown
in the figure.a does not vary much between geometric factors of
0.3 and 0.65 and small values of deflecting angle but increases
rapidly for the dish type chamber (r /R51.0). In this work it was
difficult to evaluate absolute dispersion since no consideration of
the dispersion area ratio was taken into account. Careful measure-
ments ofa at different values ofue and r /R show that the mini-
mum was achieved when the deflecting angle was 30 deg at all
time intervals considered in the study. A value ofr /R50.65 was
preferred because it exhibited lower transmissivity at most of the
time after the start of injection.

Based on spray images and optical transmissivity it appears that
the square combustion chamber would improve spray dispersion
in the DI diesel engine if the deflecting angle and the geometric
factor are at 30 deg and 0.65, respectively. This would provide
adequate good fuel and air mixing when a 430.25 mm injection
nozzle is used in the engine.

3 Results on Engine Performance. Three different com-
bustion chambers were used to evaluate the influence of geometric
factors on engine performance. Table 3 shows dimensions of the
interchangeable combustion chambers used in the experiments.
The engine was operated at steady state at the following condi-
tions: speed5900 rpm, injection nozzle opening pressure
520 MPa, injection timing518 deg BTDC, deflecting angleue
530, and break mean effective pressure50.6 MPa. At this value
of bmep the engine fuel consumption was generally lower and it
represented high load condition.

Figure 9 shows the effects of geometric factor on the engine
performance parameters. The specific fuel consumption and emis-
sions of carbon monoxide and total hydrocarbons were at mini-
mum when the geometric factor was 0.60. The exhaust smoke
level, measured with Bosch smoke meter, was also the lowest at
r /R50.60. Reducing the value of geometric factor from 0.60 to
0.30 increased fuel consumption and exhaust smoke. Comparison
of engine performance with the two S-type chambers shows mar-
ginal improvement in NOx emissions and engine noise with the
S-4 chamber~geometric factor50.30! over the S-1 chamber~geo-
metric factor50.60!.

Analysis of combustion process from the pressure-time data,
shown in Table 4, exhibits a shorter delay and reduced burn du-
ration with the S-1 combustion chamber than with the S-4 cham-
ber. Furthermore, the time for maximum heat release rate in the
S-1 chamber is earlier than in the cylindrical chamber by 0.3 deg
and by over 4 deg in S-4 chamber. It appears that the square

Fig. 9 Effects of geometric factor on engine performance
„square combustion chamber, 900 rpm, Pme Ä0.6 Mpa…

Table 3 Specifications of interchangeable piston cavities at
geometric factor „r ÕR…
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combustion chamber withr /R50.6 provides rapid diffusion and
afterburning of the mixture due to enhanced mixing created by
moderate turbulence and swirling flow at the corners of the cham-
ber. The S-4 chamber produced lower peak cylinder pressure and
had higher exhaust gas temperature than the other two chambers.
This indicates that the burn duration in S-4 chamber was longer
due to inadequate mixing in the chamber cavity. The engine per-
formance with cylindrical chamber withr /R51.0 did not perform
as well as the square chamber in terms of fuel consumption and
emissions, as seen in Fig. 9.

The improvement in engine performance with square combus-
tion chamber ofr /R50.6 is supported by spray dispersion inves-
tigation using LIT. The square chamber withr /R50.65 qualita-
tively produced better spray dispersion and lowera ~more
dispersed spray with finer particles! than the chamber withr /R
50.30. The square shaped combustion chamber can improve en-
gine performance of a DI diesel engine using a fuel injection
system similar to the one utilized in the present study, provided its
shape and geometric factors are optimized.

Conclusions
A liquid injection technique was used to evaluate diesel fuel

spray dispersion in square combustion chambers. The spray dis-
tribution was evaluated qualitatively by visible observations and
using intensity of scattered radiation through positive images of
the spray. The results of the study can be summarized as follows:

1 The deflecting angleue530 deg was found to produce spray
distribution that resulted in good fuel and air mixing in the cylin-
der in a swirling flow.

2 The square combustion chamber, with geometric factor value
between 0.60 and 0.65, helped to achieve adequate spray disper-
sion in swirling flow. This was supported by investigation of
emulsified aspects of spray through analyses of positive images
and by optical transmissivity technique.

3 Tests conducted on a single cylinder diesel engine showed
improved engine performance when a square combustion chamber
with spray deflecting angle and geometric factor, as identified in
the above investigation, was employed. The engine fuel consump-
tion was improved and the design provided overall reduction of
smoke and other exhaust pollutants.

4 The experimental technique of using emulsified spray with
LIT can qualitatively be used to evaluate effects of combustion
chamber geometry and fuel systems design. It allows qualitative
evaluation of model testing without extensive experimental
facility.

Nomenclature

d 5 chamber cavity diameter, mm
D 5 cylinder bore diameter, mm

l /d 5 injection nozzle orifice length to diameter ratio
r /R 5 geometric factor, defined as the ratio of arc radius to

inscribed circle radius
a 5 transmissivity~percent!

ue 5 deflecting angle, degrees
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Formaldehyde Formation in Large
Bore Natural Gas Engines Part 1:
Formation Mechanisms
Recent testing of exhaust emissions from large bore natural gas engines has indicated
that formaldehyde (CH2O) is present in amounts that are significant relative to hazardous
air pollutant standards. In consequence, a detailed literature review has been carried out
at Colorado State University to assess the current state of knowledge about formaldehyde
formation mechanisms and evaluate its applicability to gas engines. In this paper the
following topics from that review, which bear directly on formaldehyde formation in
natural gas engines, are discussed: (1) post combustion equilibrium concentrations; (2)
chemical kinetics; (3) flame propagation and structure; (4) partial oxidation possibilities;
and (5) potential paths for engine out formaldehyde. Relevant data taken from the litera-
ture on equilibrium concentrations and in-flame temperatures and concentrations are
presented in graphical form. A map of possible paths for engine out formaldehyde is used
to summarize results of the review, and conclusions relative to formation and destruction
mechanisms are presented.@S0742-4795~00!00904-2#

Introduction and Problem Identification
As declared in the 1990 Clean Air Act Amendments, the US

Environmental Protection Agency~EPA! is developing air toxic
regulations for oil and gas production. The EPA is also scheduled
to publish air toxic regulations for internal combustion~IC! en-
gines by the year 2000. In addition, the gas industry is faced with
Title V—Operating Permit regulations, with fast approaching
deadlines for compliance. A stationary source that emits more
than 10 tons per year of any single hazardous air pollutant~HAP!,
or cumulative HAP emissions in excess of 25 tons per year is
deemed a major source under Title III, the ‘‘HAPs Rule.’’ HAPs
do not include the primary pollutants, CO, NOX, and total hydro-
carbons~THC!. They include a variety of aldehydes, volatile or-
ganic compounds, semi-volatile organic compounds, sulfur com-
pounds, and metals. Formaldehyde and many of the other
aldehydes are known contributors to photochemical smog@1# and
irritants of the skin, eyes and nasopharyngeal membranes@2#.
Formaldehyde is postulated to react with ionic chloride com-
pounds in the air to produce bischloromethyl ether@3,4#, a sus-
pected carcinogen. Studies performed at the Chemical Industry
Institute of Toxicology indicate an increased incidence of nasal
cancer in rats exposed to high concentrations~15 ppm! of form-
aldehyde@5#. The current Occupational Safety and Health Admin-
istration~OSHA! 8-hour time weighted average permissible expo-
sure limit for formaldehyde is 1 ppm~Title 29, CFR! and is
expected to be reduced to 0.75 ppm in the coming years.

As discussed in Part 2 of this paper~see also Olsen and Mitch-
ell, @6#! recent data from stationary large bore engine sites indicate
that in some cases formaldehyde emissions would have to be re-
duced by 90 percent in order to avoid being designated a major
source under Title III. To obtain reductions of this magnitude, a
clear understanding of how formaldehyde is formed in large-bore
natural gas engines is needed.

In this work, a thorough literature search and review was car-
ried out on formaldehyde emission and related topics. Of particu-
lar interest was the identification of locations, events and operat-
ing conditions in large-bore engines which favor formaldehyde

formation or, equally important, its destruction. Formaldehyde is
known to be a critical intermediate specie in the chemical mecha-
nism through which natural gas burns in air. Thus, the potential
for having some quantity of formaldehyde in the products of com-
bustion always exists. It is crucial that those physical and chemi-
cal phenomena which affect whether and to what extent this po-
tential is realized in an operating engine be determined. In this
paper the following topics bearing on formaldehyde formation are
reviewed:

• equilibrium ~thermodynamic! considerations
• chemical kinetics~including reduced mechanisms!
• flame propagation~laminar flame structure and turbulence ef-

fects!
• partial oxidation possibilities~locations outside of flames!

1 end gas reactions
2 bulk quenching
3 mixing effects
4 partial oxidation during the compression stroke
5 wall quenching
6 crevices and crevice outflow
7 protection in oil layers and solid deposits
8 exhaust flow reactions

• paths for engine out formaldehyde~a map of possible paths!

A list of conclusions based on the review completes the presenta-
tion. In a companion paper@6# the present authors use the results
of this review to interpret measured emissions from large bore
natural gas engines.

Equilibrium Considerations
A fundamental question is whether and to what extent formal-

dehyde is favored as a combustion product thermodynamically.
That is, if the chemical reactions consuming natural gas and air at
some equivalence ratio are allowed to reach the equilibrium com-
position predicted by thermodynamics, how much CH2O would
be present? Calculations of this type can be performed using stan-
dard thermochemical databases@7,8#. Results of such calculations
for methane in air have been presented by Vlachos et al.@9#. A
plot of some of the data presented in that work is displayed in Fig.
1. Shown in the figure are adiabatic equilibrium temperatures
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~flame temperatures! and the equilibrium mole fractions of CO
and CH2O for a range of equivalence ratios. Note that the curve
for CH2O represents its calculated value times 107. It is apparent
that the equilibrium quantities of formaldehyde are predicted to be
very small indeed. For stoichiometric and lean mixtures the
amount is in all cases less than 0.1 ppb. The predicted mole frac-
tions for both CO and CH2O decrease with increasing mixture
leanness, though the rate of decrease is more rapid for CH2O.
Additional calculations performed by Vlachos et al. for lower
temperatures~due to heat transfer losses! and fixed mixture
equivalence ratios further indicate a rapid decrease of CH2O con-
centration with decreasing flame temperature. Measured engine
exhaust mole fractions of formaldehyde can exceed 50 ppm in
large bore engines burning natural gas@10#. It is clear then, that
super-equilibrium~by a factor of 53105! amounts of CH2O are
formed somewhere in the engine combustion process and survive
into the exhaust stream. Thus, partial oxidation and incomplete
combustion must be instrumental in the formation of significant
amounts of formaldehyde. In consequence of this, the time and
space dependent physical and chemical mechanisms comprising
the overall engine combustion process must play critical roles in
CH2O generation in large bore engines.

Chemical Kinetics
Detailed kinetic schemes for the combustion of methane are

readily available in the literature@11–13#. These mechanisms are
hugely complex and typically involve more than one hundred el-
ementary reaction steps and thirty chemical species. Their validity
for a wide range of combustion phenomena such as ignition and
flame propagation has been established experimentally@14,15#. A
schematic representation of the main kinetic steps, which includes
only the most important C1 and C2 pathways, is summarized in
Fig. 2, adapted from Crawford and Wallace@16#. The importance
of CH2O as an intermediate specie in the scheme is apparent. The
primary C1 path leading to the intermediate product CO goes di-
rectly through formaldehyde. The secondary path passing through
C2H6, C2H4, etc. complicates the mechanism considerably but can
play a significant role under some situations, particularly for rich
and low temperature mixtures, as discussed by Glassman@17#.
This path also includes CH2O as a basic intermediate specie. The
so-called C2 path has been neglected in some modeling work~see
for example Vlachos@9#, or Peters and Rogg@18#! but the validity
of doing this must be examined carefully for the particular physi-
cal situation being treated.

Reduced Kinetic Mechanisms. The detailed kinetic mecha-
nisms just discussed are extremely complex and time consuming
computationally. A great deal of effort has been expended since

the early 1980s to simplify the overall kinetics to a few reaction
steps suitable for engineering calculations in particular combus-
tion situations such as flame propagation and ignition. The early
work of Westbrook and Dryer@13# was particularly important.
The philosophy and methodology used to effect the required sim-
plifications is well explained and summarized by Dryer@15#. A
monograph devoted entirely to reduced kinetic schemes for meth-
ane air flames became available in 1991@19#. The collection of
papers edited by Peters and Rogg@18# emphasizes applications of
reduced kinetic mechanisms to both premixed and diffusion con-
trolled combustion problems. In all of this work the importance of
testing any reduced scheme against the predictions of the com-
plete detailed mechanism or~preferably! against experimental
measurements is emphasized. Using only part of any detailed
mechanism is not advised and any reduction should be pursued
with great caution. This said, it is also true that for some applica-
tions, notably laminar flame propagation, reduced kinetic schemes
can work well.

Flame Propagation
The chemical mechanism by which natural gas is burned to

products is of fundamental importance in understanding how
CH2O is formed in engines. However, the engine combustion en-
vironment is not homogeneous in space or time and chemical
kinetics consequently can give only part of the picture. Physical
phenomena including heat transfer, diffusion, and fluid mechanics
also play critical roles in the combustion process and thus in the
formation and destruction of formaldehyde in real engines. For
example, a flame of some kind is generally agreed to propagate
through the premixed charge in the engine. The flame structure
and speed depend not only on chemistry but also on the rate of
diffusion of heat and species in the flame and on the level of
turbulence in the gases. Though flame propagation in a real engine
is certainly turbulent, examining laminar flame structure gives
some insight on how and where CH2O may be formed. Calcula-
tions using a complete kinetics scheme for methane-air mixtures
and standard one dimensional equations for laminar flame propa-
gation including diffusion of heat and species have been com-
pleted by Ruy@20#. Results plotted from his data are presented in
Figures 3 and 4 for an equivalence ratio of 0.89.

Shown in Fig. 3 are the mole fractions of CH2O, CO, and OH
as a function of distance through the laminar flame~note that the
mole fraction of CH2O is in ppm while the other species are not!.

Fig. 1 Equilibrium temperature and composition: methane Õair

Fig. 2 Methane combustion mechanism
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Physically, the figure may be thought of as representing compo-
sition results for a stationary flame with reactants atx50 and final
~equilibrium! products to the right at large values ofx. Both CH2O
and CO are seen to peak early in the flame, with the peak in CH2O
~at about 1300 ppm! occurring noticeably before that of CO. After
peaking the amount of CH2O falls rapidly to a negligible quantity
about one mm through the flame.

In Fig. 4 temperature and mole fraction of NO~in ppm! are
displayed for the same flame. The temperature rises steeply to
approximately 80 percent of its equilibrium value at 1 mm
through the flame and then continues a slow increase as additional
CO is burned to CO2 further through the reaction zone. Compari-
son of the temperature and CH2O curves indicates that the peak in
formaldehyde concentration occurs at a temperature near 1100 K
in the flame and that almost all the CH2O is gone by the time the
temperature reaches 1500 K. Predictions related to formaldehyde
formation in laminar flames can be summarized as follows:

1 CH2O is formed and peaks in concentration very early in the
flame.

2 It is consumed rapidly as the primary radical pool of OH, H,
and O develops and disappears almost entirely before this pool
reaches its maximum concentration.

3 Though both CO and CH2O peak early in the flame, the
CH2O peak occurs first, at a distinctly lower temperature.

4 Essentially no CH2O survives into the downstream post
flame region. This is in contrast with results for CO and NO
concentrations, which have significant values there.

The conclusion is that CH2O is not likely to be found in prod-
ucts of combustion formed as the result of a self-propagating
flame in an engine burning natural gas. The formaldehyde that is
born in a propagating flame dies there as well. Moreover, because

of the rapidity with which CH2O is destroyed in the presence of
free radicals such as O, H, and OH~recall observations no. 1 and
2 above!, any unburned CH2O/air mixed with the products of
combustion at temperatures which are above about 1200 K also
should be consumed very quickly indeed.

Effects of Turbulence on Flame Propagation. The mixture
of natural gas and air, into which the flame propagates in a large
bore engine, exists as a turbulent flowfield which affects both the
speed of the flame and its character. The intensity and scale of the
turbulent flow depends in a complex and not yet well understood
way on such factors as piston speed, cylinder clearance volume
and residual turbulence from the gas exchange process. Following
Williams @21# it is possible to make predictions about the quali-
tative nature of the turbulent combustion process using a map
dependent on two non dimensional parameters, the Damkohler
number~Da! and the turbulent Reynolds number. The Damkohler
number is the ratio of a characteristic flow time to a characteristic
chemical reaction time. The turbulent Reynolds number compares
turbulent to molecular transport. Da and Re were calculated for a
Cooper-Bessemer large bore engine, assuming that the fuel was
methane and the equivalence ratio 0.73, using approximate tech-
niques suggested in the literature@12#. The resulting operating
point was then placed on a Da versus Re map, as indicated in Fig.
5.

Shown in the figure is a rectangle, which represents the ap-
proximate domain of spark ignition engines as described by Turns
@12#. The calculated point for the Cooper-Bessemer engine can be
seen to fall near the upper right hand boundary of the rectangle.
About two thirds of the spark ignition engine domain, including
the calculated large bore engine point, lie above the line separat-
ing the reaction sheet region from the flamelets in eddies region.
In the flame sheet regime the turbulent flame is characterized as a
laminar flame distorted by turbulence to the extent that its reaction
area and consequently its flame speed are increased substantially.
As far as the generation and destruction of CH2O are concerned,
the conclusions reached for laminar flames should hold for the
turbulent flame sheet structure as well. Formaldehyde is formed
early in the~thin! flame sheet and is consumed by reaction before
the flame temperature is reached. The products of combustion
behind the turbulent flame sheet should contain essentially no
formaldehyde. In the flamelets in eddies region, turbulent mixing
becomes increasingly important with decreasing laminar flame

Fig. 3 Laminar flame mole fractions

Fig. 4 Laminar flame temperature and NO Fig. 5 Engine Damkohler map
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speed or increasing turbulent intensity. Eventually the flame struc-
ture is broken into eddies where predictions based on combustion
models for laminar flames will not be accurate.

Photographic evidence of flame sheet type behavior in a large
bore two cycle gas engine of the same type as the one in Fig. 5
was presented decades ago by Boyer and co-workers@22#. Both
the original motion picture along with the still photographs made
from it @22# show a clearly identifiable wrinkled flame front
propagating through the combustion chamber away from the spark
ignition source.

Formaldehyde Formation Outside of Flames
According to the kinetic scheme for methane combustion dis-

cussed above, it should be possible for CH2O to form in regions of
an engine outside of a propagating flame, as long as the tempera-
ture and mixture ratio are in the correct range and there is ad-
equate time. Possible locations in the engine where this might
occur include the bulk of the unburned charge~end gas! during
flame propagation, the unburned mixture during the compression
stroke, protected regions such as crevices and walls, rich or lean
regions of the charge caused by poor or incomplete mixing, and
portions of the exhaust flow, especially near exhaust ports.

End Gas Reactions. The rate of reaction in the premixed
combustible gases in front of the propagating flame in an engine
has long been of interest because of its importance in auto-ignition
and knocking. Computational studies of the chemical kinetics and
ignition time of natural gas mixtures in air under conditions typi-
cal of those found in the unburned end gas of engines have been
carried out extensively by Westbrook and co-workers@23,24,25#.
One prediction of practical significance from this work is the sen-
sitivity of the ignition delay to natural gas composition. Small
amounts of ethane or higher hydrocarbons added to pure methane
are found to substantially reduce the predicted ignition time. For
example, in one calculation the reported ignition time for a sto-
ichiometric pure CH4 air mixture was 100 ms. In contrast, a 95
percent CH4, 5 percent C2H6 fuel mixture in stoichiometric pro-
portion with air had a predicted ignition time of 8.3 ms. An in-
crease in the amount of ethane in the fuel to 10 percent further
reduced the ignition time to 3.2 ms, while further increasing the
amount of ethane to 20 percent only reduced the ignition time to
1.7 ms. The conclusion is that the kinetics are very sensitive to
small additions of ethane to pure methane, but that the impact is
not linear and decreases rapidly with increasing amounts of
ethane. These predictions are supported by subsequent experimen-
tal work at least in a qualitative way@24,25#.

In none of this work was the amount of formaldehyde produced
during the pre-ignition period reported, though its importance as a
specie in the kinetic mechanism at the relevant temperatures and
pressures was discussed@23#. Nevertheless, the work does have an
implication as far as formaldehyde formation in large gas engines
is concerned. This is that, because of the important role that
higher hydrocarbons play in the pre-ignition regime, computations
or experiments attempting to quantify formaldehyde production in
gas engines should not use or be based on pure methane-air mix-
tures, but rather should include at least a small amount of a higher
hydrocarbon. It is unlikely that kinetic models including only the
C1 path, which ignores higher hydrocarbons completely, can pre-
dict the rate of formaldehyde production adequately.

Bulk Quenching During Expansion. If a vigorous turbulent
flame eventually propagates through the reacting end gases just
discussed then any CH2O formed in front of the flame will be
consumed completely. However, if the temperature and pressure
drop rapidly because of piston motion then the flame propagation
may be slowed and weakened to the extent that complete con-
sumption of all the end gas volume does not occur. Partial oxida-
tion products, including formaldehyde, as well as unburned fuel
may survive through the expansion stroke and into the exhaust.
This type of bulk quenching is known to occur to some extent in

gasoline engines, especially for lean mixtures@26#. It has also
been blamed for a significant fraction of the formaldehyde emis-
sions from methanol engines@27,28#. Because of the increased
volume and consequent increased flame propagation distance typi-
cal of large bore gas engines, it might seem that this type of bulk
quenching could be more important in them. However, the high
level of residual turbulence in the cylinder resulting from the
scavenging process, along with low engine speeds conspire to
enable the completion of flame propagation before significant
drops in pressure and temperature can occur due to piston motion.
Examination of the flame propagation films in a large bore engine
and the photographs taken from them mentioned above@22# indi-
cate that the flame requires only about 13 deg of crank angle to
complete its propagation starting from spark discharge. Pressure
data taken CSU on a similar engine also indicate that 90 percent
charge consumption takes well under 20 deg of crank angle. This
means that the flame propagation event takes approximately half
the crank angle typical of many automotive gasoline engines@26#.
Thus, bulk quenching because of a long flame propagation time
may belesslikely in large bore two cycle engines.

Mixing Effects. To this point it has been assumed that the
mixing of fuel and air in the engine is adequate so that premixed
flame propagation controlled by chemical kinetic and turbulent
mechanisms occurs and that, outside of flames, homogeneous
chemical reactions dominate as well. Direct injection lean burn
two stroke engines and clean burn two stroke engines make up a
significant percentage of operating gas engines@10#. Both types of
engines are designed to reduce NOx production by burning at
overall air/fuel ratios that are very lean. Moreover, both designs
require substantial in-cylinder mixing since fuel and air enter the
cylinder non-premixed or only partially premixed. If the mixture
ratio in some parts of the chamber is too lean to support a self-
propagating flame, then these components of the gas charge must
burn through mechanisms dominated by turbulent diffusion and
mixing. In some cases they may not burn at all, but only react to
the extent that partial oxidation products such as formaldehyde are
produced. Note that if the rate of diffusive reaction is slow enough
that the bulk temperature in the cylinder falls to low values before
these unburned fractions are burned, then there is no subsequent
mechanism for their complete combustion. In these engines, mod-
eling the combustion event by turbulent premixed flame propaga-
tion combined with homogeneous chemical kinetics would be se-
riously in error. Bulk quenching caused by inadequate mixing
could be a major source of formaldehyde in this case.

Considerable experimental work is needed to define and de-
scribe the state of the gas at the time of ignition as it relates to the
mixing of fuel and air. It is not clear at all that lean burn and clean
burn engines used today can be described adequately as premixed
combustion engines.

Partial Oxidation During the Compression Stroke. During
the compression stroke in engines, high pressures and tempera-
tures close to those necessary for rapid formaldehyde formation
can occur. Thus, the question of whether any significant CH2O
can really be generated during this compression process arises.
Karim and co-workers@11# modeled the pre-ignition reactions
which occur during the compression stroke in a dual fuel engine.
They used a comprehensive kinetic mechanism for methane-air
combustion and carried out computations that tracked temperature
and the important pre-ignition species as a function of time~or
crank angle!. Results indicated that under some conditions very
large amounts of formaldehyde were predicted near the end of the
compression stroke as the piston approached top dead center. For
example, at an equivalence ratio of about 0.6, a maximum CH2O
concentration of approximately 1 percent by volume~10,000
ppm! was predicted at 10 deg BTDC. After this point the formal-
dehyde was consumed rapidly and was essentially absent by 5 deg
BTDC. For the given mixture ratio this means that at 10 deg
BTDC approximately 20 percent of the methane initially present
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at the start of the compression stroke had been converted to form-
aldehyde. In considering the applicability of these results to large
gas engines it must be pointed out that the compression ratio in
the work cited was 14.2 to 1 and that the predictions were based
on a kinetic scheme for pure methane which did not include any
higher hydrocarbons as part of the fuel. Still, this work suggests
that significant quantities of formaldehyde may be formed during
the compression stroke because of the relatively long compression
times typical of large gas engines. Westbrook, in his work on the
effect of gas composition on knocking in gas engines@23#, also
speculated that pre-ignition reactions might advance to some con-
siderable extent during compression, though no calculations were
reported.

Wall Quenching. Because of heat transfer losses, flames in
an engine cannot propagate all the way to wall surfaces nor pen-
etrate crevices with wall spacings that are sufficiently small~less
than the quenching distance!. Within these protected volumes par-
tial oxidation of natural gas-air mixtures may occur and result in
the generation of significant amounts of formaldehyde. The phe-
nomenon of wall quenching, particularly as a source of unburned
hydrocarbons, has long been the focus of considerable computa-
tional and experimental work@26,29–31#. The general consensus
from these efforts has been that the flame does not propagate to
the wall but reaches a standoff distance that depends on the fuel
and operating conditions. Subsequently, the fuel-air mixture be-
tween the flame and the wall diffuses into the flame and is con-
verted to products in times that are on the order of a few of
milliseconds. Thus, even if formaldehyde is created in the region
between the wall and the flame, most of it will be destroyed in the
hot products of combustion in times that are short compared with
the residence time of the gas in the engine. For reference, in
typical automotive gasoline engines the amount of fuel that is
protected from combustion by wall quenching is small, estimated
as being on the order of 0.5 percent. About 2/3 of this is eventu-
ally burned completely before leaving the engine@26#. Wall
quenching has been identified as a significant source of formalde-
hyde in methanol engines, particularly at low loads with cold
walls @27,28#. The effect is probably exaggerated compared with
natural gas engines because of the impingement of liquid metha-
nol on the walls of the chamber.

More recent computational work by Vlachos et al.@9# has ex-
tended the earlier work to include some flow effects near a wall.
In this model a combustible mixture of methane and air impinges
on a planar hot wall in a stagnation point flow. This might repre-
sent, in a general way, a flow of unburned gases fed by a local
vortex near the wall into hot products of combustion. Calculations
for a wide range of wall temperatures and flow rates were carried
out using a detailed kinetic model coupled with a fluid dynamics
code. Results included predictions of formaldehyde concentration
as a function of distance from the wall. Multiple solutions were
found to exist for many equivalence ratios and wall temperatures,
indicating the existence of both ignited and extinguished branches
for the flow. For extinguished branch solutions~in which ignition
did not occur!, the concentration of CH2O at the hot wall was
predicted to be several orders of magnitude higher than for the
ignited ~flame! solution branch. For example, at a wall tempera-
ture of 1700 K and an equivalence ratio of about 0.6, CH2O con-
centration was predicted to be more than 2000 ppm. An implica-
tion of this work is that turbulent flows near the wall may exhibit
multiple extinctions and ignitions and result in the production of
locally high levels of formaldehyde.

Crevices and Formaldehyde. The crevice volumes into
which flames do not propagate may serve as sources of formalde-
hyde. The question of whether flames can propagate into a given
crevice is determined by calculating the quenching distance for
the given fuel air mixture and comparing it with the wall separa-
tion distance for the cavity. If the wall separation distance exceeds
the quenching distance, then the flame may propagate into the

crevice. Quenching distance depends inversely on the laminar
flame speed and pressure, neither of which is size dependent@12#.
For the larger crevices of large bore engines then, flame propaga-
tion into the crevices becomes more likely and crevice protection
less likely.

If the temperature is in the right range and the residence time in
the crevice is long enough, then partial oxidation to CH2O may
occur to some appreciable extent in the cavity itself. However,
given the high surface volume ratios for crevices and the cold
walls available for heat transfer it is unlikely that the temperature
is high enough~above about 650 K@27#! for significant reaction to
occur. Indeed, if the wall temperature is used to estimate the crev-
ice gas temperature as has been done previously by Cheng et al.
@26#, then no reaction is possible.

Even when little or no formaldehyde is produced in the cavity,
a combustible mixture from the crevices may be mixed with the
oxygen rich products of combustion in the engine cylinder and
react to form CH2O and other partial oxidation products during
the blowdown, exhaust and gas exchange process. If the combus-
tion product gases are at too high a temperature, above about 1300
K, then the unburned gases from crevice volumes will themselves
burn very rapidly when mixed with them@32–34#. In this case
none of the formaldehyde which is formed can subsequently sur-
vive, since it is destroyed at temperatures below those necessary
for complete combustion. After the expansion stroke, however,
bulk gas temperatures seldom exceed 1000 K, and partial reaction
to formaldehyde should be possible. For gasoline engines it is
estimated that, overall, approximately 1/3 of the gas mixture pro-
tected in crevices is not consumed and leaves the cylinder@26#. A
much lower estimate is given for the survival of fuel that is stored
in crevices for an engine burning propane@34#. In that work only
about 10 percent to 15 percent of the stored fuel survived and was
measured in the exhaust. Formaldehyde formed from crevice
gases during the exhaust stroke has also been the mechanism used
to explain qualitatively the measured time resolved CH2O concen-
trations emitted from methanol fueled engines@27,28#.

Formaldehyde From Oil Layers and Solid Deposits. For
conventional gasoline four stroke engines it is estimated that
about 1/3 of the unburned fuel in the exhaust comes from fuel
absorbed and later desorbed in oil layers and solid deposits on
engine surfaces@26#. If a similar fraction were protected in natural
gas engines these layers could be a significant source of formal-
dehyde. However, the amount of methane that can be absorbed in
oil is much smaller than for gasoline. Engine tests run with and
without oil layers present indicate that no measurable change in
HC emissions occurs when propane is used as the fuel. In con-
trast, HC emissions increase substantially~of the order of 35 per-
cent! for gasoline when oil layers are present@35#. Since the solu-
bility of methane in oil is about ten times smaller than for propane
in oil, the amount of methane that can be stored in oil layers in gas
engines is almost certainly negligible. The solubility of ethane in
oil is somewhat greater than that of methane but still less than that
of propane, so none of the major components of natural gas
should be absorbed to any significant extent in engine oil layers.

For typical gasoline engines it is estimated that about the same
amount of fuel is stored in solid deposits as in liquid oil layers,
that is about 1 percent of the fuel supplied@26#. However, since
the saturation pressure for methane is about 100 times that of
gasoline at engine wall temperatures, it is to be expected that the
amount of methane absorbed in solid deposits in gas engines
should be very small in comparison. Laboratory experiments@36#
using activated carbon at room temperature tend to support this.
Finally, it should also be noted that the surface to volume ratio for
large bore engines is smaller than for typical gasoline engines by
a factor of four or so, making the importance of both solid depos-
its and oil layers even less consequential.

Formation of Formaldehyde in the Exhaust Flow. Depend-
ing on temperature and composition of the exhaust gases it is
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possible for formaldehyde to be formed or destroyed during the
flow out of the exhaust port and through the rest of the exhaust
system. For low enough temperatures, kinetic rates will be so slow
that essentially no reactions either forming or destroying CH2O
occur. At higher temperatures pre-ignition fuel-air reactions may
dominate and result in the net production of formaldehyde, as
long as unburned fuel and oxygen are present in the exhaust gases.
At higher temperatures than this, the quantities of both unburned
fuel and formaldehyde entering the exhaust system will probably
be diminished as they are burned to products such as CO, CO2,
and H2O. In this last case formaldehyde will be formed as an
intermediate specie, but subsequently it will be consumed rapidly
and completely, as it is in a laminar flame. Thus, a temperature
window for net formaldehyde production in the exhaust may well
exist. Based on existing kinetic calculations and experiments it is
possible to make rough estimates of the temperature limits for the
formation window.

Kinetic calculations and experiments applicable to methanol-air
combustion and formaldehyde formation in exhaust flows were
reviewed by Kim and Foster@27#. They cite results of isothermal
flow reactor calculations indicating that above 890 K methanol
oxidation and formaldehyde destruction are very fast. Indeed, the
complete disappearance of both formaldehyde and unburned fuel
in 50 msec of reactor time was predicted at this temperature. On
the other hand, at 700 K methanol oxidation and formaldehyde
formation were found to be very slow. Composition became com-
pletely frozen at a temperature of 643 K. The oxidation kinetics of
methane and methanol have some overall similarity, though dif-
ferences in chain initiation and H atom abstraction make methane
kinetics somewhat slower, particularly at low temperatures. In
view of this, it seems reasonable to accept a low temperature limit

for formaldehyde formation in the exhaust of about 700 K, and a
high temperature threshold for rapid formaldehyde destruction of
about 900 K.

Average exhaust gas temperatures were measured for all of the
large bore engine tests reported in the Radian work@10#. For all of
the two-stroke engines the measured temperature was less than
620 K. This value is well below the estimated minimum tempera-
ture required for formaldehyde formation. The temperature mea-
surements were taken at unspecified locations in the exhaust duct.
Thus, higher temperatures in and just downstream of the exhaust
port are to be expected. For almost all of the two-stroke engines,
however, the maximum temperatures measuredin the engineat
locations near the exhaust port were less than 690 K. This value is
still below the low temperature limit for formaldehyde formation.

The exhaust temperatures for the lean-burn and rich-burn four-
stroke engines were considerably higher, reaching in excess of
790 K in several of the tests and usually above 700 K. Clearly,
formation of formaldehyde in the exhaust is a distinct possibility
for this engine class.

Paths for Engine Out Formaldehyde
The main formation and destruction possibilities for formalde-

hyde are summarized in the simple qualitative diagram presented
in Fig. 6. It is necessary to track both unburned fuel~represented
by HC in the figure! and formaldehyde since CH2O forms directly
from the surviving fuel. The HC path is represented by solid lines
and arrows; the CH2O path is dashed.

The trapped fuel-air mixture is both compressed and heated
during the compression stroke. As discussed above, depending on
such factors as the compression ratio, initial temperature and mix-
ture ratio, it is possible for some fraction of the fuel to be partially

Fig. 6 Paths for engine out formaldehyde
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oxidized to formaldehyde as this occurs. After ignition and during
flame propagation, the end gases in front of the flame are further
heated and compressed. Partial oxidation reactions can continue
and additional CH2O may be formed. These events are repre-
sented by the splitting of the HC arrow leaving the second box in
the figure and the1 sign indicating a formaldehyde source.

Most of the fuel and formaldehyde are subsequently burned to
products of combustion such as CO2 and H2O in the propagating
flame and the high-temperature, oxygen-rich gases behind the
flame. The ‘‘2’’ sign on the formaldehyde path leading to the
products oval represents a sink for CH2O. None of the formalde-
hyde formed as an intermediate specie inside the flame structure
survives. Some finite fraction of the fuel, and possibly some of the
formaldehyde already formed, is protected by crevices and in
quench zones or poorly mixed regions into which the flame does
not propagate. If this protected fuel and formaldehyde is subse-
quently mixed with the high temperature products it will oxidize
rapidly and be consumed.

However, some of the protected mixture will survive until the
bulk gas temperature has been reduced by piston motion during
the expansion stroke. At this point the temperature can be low
enough that only a part of the protected fuel and formaldehyde are
oxidized completely to products as they leave the cylinder. This
may occur, even if the bulk temperature is high, if mixing is
incomplete. Also, during the flow to the exhaust port, a fraction of
the surviving fuel may be partially oxidized to form additional
formaldehyde. After entering the exhaust port formaldehyde for-
mation reactions may continue into the exhaust manifold and
ducting, depending on engine operating conditions and design.
Eventually, the temperature will decrease to the point that the gas
composition is effectively frozen. It is also possible, especially for
high flame temperature engine designs, for the temperature to re-
main high enough downstream of the exhaust port that some ad-
ditional complete combustion of fuel and formaldehyde occurs in
the exhaust flow.

Conclusions

1 Equilibrium Formaldehyde. There appears to be no
complete combustion regime for which formaldehyde is favored
thermodynamically in the amounts approaching those measured in
the exhausts of operating gas engines. For the possible ranges of
temperature and mixture ratio the equilibrium fraction is always
less than one ppb. Formaldehyde exhaust emissions must be the
result of chemical kinetic and fluid dynamic mechanisms which
result in partial oxidation. This is in direct contrast to other emis-
sions such as CO and NOx for which post flame equilibrium frac-
tions are generally of the same order of magnitude as exhaust
fractions.

2 Chemical Kinetics. The overall mechanism for the oxida-
tion of methane has been studied extensively and substantiated by
experiments. The role of formaldehyde in the overall mechanism
is also well understood. Kinetic mechanisms for fuels including
ethane, propane and some other light hydrocarbons are also fairly
well established. Relatively small amounts of these higher hydro-
carbons can have a very strong impact on the low temperature
kinetic regime where formaldehyde is formed. Unfortunately, all
these mechanisms are complex and reduced mechanisms suitable
for rapid prediction of formaldehyde formation are not currently
available.

3 Formaldehyde and Flames. Self-propagating flames are
not a likely source of formaldehyde. Composition and temperature
profiles inside methane-air laminar flames show that super-
equilibrium amounts of formaldehyde, in excess of 1000 ppm,
form in the upstream part of the flame structure. However, virtu-
ally all of this is subsequently consumed in the flame, well before
the final flame temperature is reached. By the time the flame tem-
perature is approached, formaldehyde levels have dropped below
one ppb. Thus, though formaldehyde necessarily is formed inside

the flame, it does not survive to the post flame region. This is
probably true for the turbulent flames which propagate in large
bore gas engines as well, since estimates of the turbulence levels
and Damkohler numbers indicate that wrinkled laminar flames are
their likely form.

4 Formaldehyde Formation by Partial Oxidation. Since
formaldehyde is not favored at equilibrium and does not survive
in flames, it must be produced by partial oxidation events in the
engine. Several possibilities have been identified. All require that
the temperature be in the correct range: high enough for formal-
dehyde formation reactions to occur, but not so high that the
follow-on destruction reactions take place. Potential locations for
partial oxidation include:

• pre-flame reactions~compression stroke, end gases in front of
flame!

• bulk quenching zones~incomplete mixing, local intense tur-
bulence!

• walls ~quenching by heat transfer—possibly enhanced by tur-
bulent flows!

• crevice outflows~bulk product gases must be at low enough
temperature!

• exhaust flow~but temperature probably too low for most two-
stroke designs!

5 Fuel Protection in Crevices. This is likely to be a very
significant source of unburned and partially burned fuel~possibly
including formaldehyde!, as it is for both gasoline and methanol
engines reported in the literature. If the outflow from these crev-
ices is exposed to the correct range of temperature, it could be a
major source of formaldehyde for large gas engines. Note that if
the outflow temperature is too low, no formaldehyde will be
formed and only unburned fuel will show up in the exhaust from
this source. If the outflow temperature is too high, on the other
hand, most of the formaldehyde formed will be consumed by
subsequent reactions~some could be protected by the walls and
incomplete mixing!.

6 Fuel Protection in Oil Layers and Deposits. The ex-
tremely low rate of absorption for methane as compared to either
gasoline or methanol makes any significant storage of this type
highly unlikely @35,36#.
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Formaldehyde Formation in Large
Bore Engines Part 2: Factors
Affecting Measured CH2O
Current research shows that the only hazardous air pollutant of significance emitted from
large bore natural gas engines is formaldehyde (CH2O). A literature review on formal-
dehyde formation is presented focusing on the interpretation of published test data and its
applicability to large bore natural gas engines. The relationship of formaldehyde emis-
sions to that of other pollutants is described. Formaldehyde is seen to have a strong
correlation to total hydrocarbon (THC) level in the exhaust. It is observed that the ratio
of formaldehyde to THC concentration is roughly 1.0–2.5 percent for a very wide range
of large bore engines and operating conditions. The impact of engine operating param-
eters, load, rpm, spark timing, and equivalence ratio, on formaldehyde emissions is also
evaluated.@S0742-4795~00!01004-8#

Introduction and Problem Identification
As discussed in Part 1 of this work, the gas industry is faced

with new air toxic regulations being developed by the EPA, as
declared by the 1990 Clean Air Act Amendments. A stationary
source that emits more than 10 tons per year of any single haz-
ardous air pollutant~HAP!, or cumulative HAP emissions in ex-
cess of 25 tons per year is deemed a major source under Title III.

An extensive GRI funded test program was recently carried out
by Radian Corporation on large-bore natural gas engines@1#. Ra-
dian found that the only HAP present at levels of possible signifi-
cance is formaldehyde. Large-bore natural gas engines are gener-
ally classified as two-stroke lean-burn, two-stroke clean-burn
~low-NOx!, four-stroke lean-burn, four-stroke rich-burn, or four-
stroke clean-burn~low-NOx!. The average formaldehyde emis-
sions for each engine family is shown in Table 1, which was
generated from the Radian data. Continuous engine operation was
assumed and engines where the emissions were measured down-
stream of catalysts were not considered. An average engine size of
1800 hp was used for all classes. There is no problem with a
single engine, no matter what family it is in, meeting the Title III
limitation. However, an emission source is generally not just one
engine. An emission source, or site, typically houses numerous
engines. Site horsepower ranges from about 10,000 to 40,000. The
formaldehyde emissions for these power levels are also shown in
Table 1 for each engine family. The result is that the only engine
family that complies is the four-stroke rich burn family, but only
for a small site. This is a simplified analysis, but it gives a rough
idea of the kind of reduction in formaldehyde emissions that may
be necessary. The estimate indicates that, in some cases, formal-
dehyde emissions will need to be reduced by as much as 90 per-
cent of the current value to avoid ‘‘major source’’ designation. A
clear understanding of how formaldehyde is formed and destroyed
in large bore natural gas engines is needed.

Measurement Techniques
There are numerous techniques available for detecting formal-

dehyde. Some techniques which have been used are Fourier
Transform Infrared ~FTIR! Spectroscopy, 2,4-dinitrophenyl-
hydrazine ~DNPH!/high performance liquid chromatography
~HPLC!, Laser-induced Fluorescence~LIF!, Gas Chromatography

~GC!, and Electrochemical sensors. FTIR Spectroscopy@2# is a
way of analyzing gases using species infrared radiation absorption
spectra. The instrument response time for an FTIR spectrometer is
generally on the order of a few seconds or less. The primary
advantages of the FTIR are that the exhaust can be continuously
monitored and a wide range of constituents can be detected, in-
cluding formaldehyde. Because the measurement is made in ‘‘real
time,’’ it is possible to see changes in exhaust constituent concen-
trations with time, as long as the duration of the changes is within
the response time of the instrument. The accuracy of the FTIR
spectrometer depends on the calibration technique, the purity of
the calibration gas, and the software method used to distinguish
between species, typically from 1 to 5 percent.

DNPH/HPLC has been used extensively for detecting formal-
dehyde in engine exhaust. In this method, exhaust gas is bubbled
through an acetonitrile solution of the DNPH reagent where alde-
hydes react to make DNPH-aldehyde derivatives~hydrazone!. The
solution is then injected directly into the HPLC to quantify the
concentrations of the derivatives. The technique is described in
detail by Lipari and Swarin@3#. Recent testing indicates that ni-
trogen dioxide in the exhaust can react with hydrazone and skew
the results of DNPH-based methods@4#. Field data show that the
difference between FTIR and DNPH-based method measurements
goes up with nitrous oxide concentration in the exhaust. The dis-
advantage of this technique, besides the apparent error described
above, is that it is not a ‘‘real time’’ measurement. The sample is
collected over some length of time, resulting in an average con-
centration value.

Laser-induced Fluorescence is generally used to study the mix-
ing and combustion processes rather than measure constituents in
the exhaust. It is possible to utilize LIF to measure formaldehyde
concentrations throughout an engine cycle to determine when and
where formaldehyde is formed in the cylinder. LIF has been used
extensively to map concentration in fuel jets@5–8#. Formaldehyde
spectral emission has been observed in flames@9–11# and in an
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internal combustion engine@12#. Formaldehyde is well suited for
LIF because it has been well studied spectroscopically and the
spacing between rotational energy levels is relatively large.

Gas Chromatography has been used for formaldehyde detection
with some success at Sandia National Laboratories@13#. A packed
column followed by a methanizing catalyst~powdered nickel! and
a Flame Ionization Detector~FID! are implemented. The formal-
dehyde is converted to methane via the catalyst, and then methane
is detected with GC. The FID is inadequate to detect formalde-
hyde directly because of the strong carbon-oxygen bond. The ac-
curacy is estimated to be within 25 percent. Like the DNPH/
HPLC method, this is not a ‘‘real time’’ measurement. With GC a
small volume of sample gas is injected into an inert carrier gas
flow to begin the measurement so it is effectively a ‘‘snap shot’’
of what is going on in the exhaust. With the DNPH/HPLC method
the sample represents an average over time, which is in most cases
an advantage over the GC. The GC method measures formalde-
hyde concentration by way of conversion to methane. This pre-
sents a problem in natural gas engines, since the unburned hydro-
carbons are largely methane, making it difficult to detect the
additional methane from formaldehyde conversion.

Electrochemical sensor arrays have been used to detect formal-
dehyde@14#; however, this technique at present does not seem to
be developed enough for practical application to engine research.

Of the techniques reviewed, FTIR spectroscopy appears to be
optimal for measuring formaldehyde concentration in engine ex-
haust. It provides a ‘‘real time’’ measurement of many exhaust
constituents, including formaldehyde. They are available commer-
cially as benchtop units and the accuracy is very good when com-
pared with other techniques. The CSU Engines and Energy Con-
version Laboratory~EECL! is equipped with a Nicolet REGA
7000 FTIR Exhaust Gas Analyzer. The formaldehyde emissions
data from the EECL cited herein was measured with this
instrument.

Relationship to Other Pollutants: CO, THC, and NOx
The mechanisms through which the major pollutants, CO,

THC, and NOx, are formed and eventually emitted from engines
of many kinds have been well studied. Comparison of formalde-
hyde emissions to those of these major pollutants therefore may
produce some insight into the way formaldehyde is formed and
emitted from large bore gas engines. Certainly if CH2O emissions
show a strong correlation to one of the other pollutants, then the
mechanisms of formation are likely to be related. In this section
both the Radian data@1# ~field engines! and data from CSU’s
large-bore test engine will be discussed. The Radian data includes
measurements from the five different engine classifications, two-
stroke lean-burn, two-stroke clean-burn~low-NOx!, four-stroke
lean-burn, four-stroke rich-burn, and four-stroke clean-burn~low-
NOx!. Data from engines where the measurements were taken
downstream of catalysts were not included in the results discussed
here. All formaldehyde measurements for both the CSU and Ra-
dian data were made with an FTIR spectrometer.

Most of the engines in the Radian report are slow speed, large
bore engines, operating between 250 and 330 rpm with piston
diameters between 35 cm (149) and 46 cm (189). The only ex-
ception is a Waukesha L7042GU, four-stroke rich-burn, medium
bore, high speed engine. This engine operates at 1000 rpm and has
a 24 cm (9.49) bore. Brake power for engines in the Radian report
range between 670 kW~900 hp! and 3200 kW~4200 hp!. Radian
lumps the engines that they test into five engine classifications,
which are listed above. The two-stroke lean-burn engines are fuel
injected and operate with overallA/F ratios between 20:1 and
60:1. Although much of the excess air is for scavenging, the
trappedA/F ratio is generally lean. The two-stroke clean-burn
engines contain combustion modifications to reduce NOx, such as
turbochargers and precombustion chambers. The combustion
modifications generally allow them to operate with a leaner
trappedA/F ratio to reduce NOx. The four-stroke rich-burn en-

gines burn a ‘‘rich’’ A/F mixture, relative to other large bore
engines. They actually burn a mixture that is stoichiometric, or
just lean of stoichiometric. LeanerA/F ratios are characteristic of
four-stroke lean-burn engines. The four-stroke clean-burn engines,
like the two-stroke clean-burn engines, are designed to operate at
leanerA/F ratios to reduce NOx. This is accomplished through
the use of turbochargers and precombustion chambers.

The CSU data is from a four-cylinder Cooper-Bessemer two-
stroke GMV-4TF test engine with a 35 cm (149) bore and 35 cm
stroke. The sea level brake power rating is 330 kW~440 hp! at
300 rpm. Unlike engines tested in the field, the CSU test engine
has much latitude in varying engine operating conditions. Operat-
ing parameters which can be varied include boost pressure,
equivalence ratio, load, ignition timing, intake air temperature,
fuel injection timing, and coolant temperature. The test bed ac-
commodates a variety of ignition and fuel injection systems and
control methodology as well. The CSU engine, depending on the
operating conditions, can fall into either of the two-stroke engine
classifications mentioned earlier, lean-burn or clean-burn.

NOx. Figure 1 is a plot of formaldehyde versus oxides of
nitrogen for a wide range of different engine designs and operat-
ing conditions. It can be seen from the plot that formaldehyde
does not correlate well with NOx. For example, at a formaldehyde
level of 20 ppm, NOx could be anywhere from near zero to 2000
ppm. There are two different groups of points which are separated
from the majority of the points, Clark TVC-10 engines~two-
stroke clean burn! and Ingersoll KVG-103 engines~four-stroke
rich-burn!. The Clarks are very high in formaldehyde emissions
and relatively low in NOx emissions. These engines were running
extremely lean, 17 percent O2 in the exhaust, which is the highest
of any of the engines Radian tested. At the other extreme, the
Ingersoll engines were very low in formaldehyde emissions and
about average in NOx emissions. These engines had high exhaust
temperatures, approximately 780 K. A definitive relationship be-
tween CH2O and NOx emissions does not seem to exist. This is
not surprising since NOx is formed mainly at high temperatures
near the adiabatic flame temperature, while CH2O is formed at
low temperatures and is destroyed very rapidly at temperatures
above 1300 K@15#. In terms of flame propagation, CH2O is
formed very early in the flame structure and is subsequently de-
stroyed rapidly. NOx is formed late in the flame, after all CH2O is
consumed, and continues to form in the post flame region as long
as the temperature remains high and O2 is present. The mecha-
nisms of formation are completely different for NOx and CH2O
and no correlation between their emissions should be expected.

Fig. 1 Formaldehyde versus NOx
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CO. Figure 2 shows the relationship between formaldehyde
and CO. For four-stroke rich-burn engines, there appears to be no
correlation. No matter how high CO gets, formaldehyde is only
present in quantities of less than 10 ppm. The other engine
classes, those that in general run leaner, do show some correla-
tion. For those engine classes, formaldehyde emissions tend to
increase with increasing CO. Therefore, CO appears to correlate
to some extent with formaldehyde, but only under certain condi-
tions and for certain engine designs. Even for the lean burn en-
gines the range of CO concentration for which the correlation is
observed is small, 0 to 600 ppm, and may be sensitive to experi-
mental error if one were to try and use CO to predict formalde-
hyde emissions.

In trying to understand these data it is helpful to remember that
CO has a significant equilibrium mole fraction in the products of
natural gas@15#. This fraction of equilibrium CO changes very
rapidly with equivalence ratio, increasing by approximately an
order of magnitude asf increases from 0.8 to 1.0. As far as the
mechanisms by which CO is produced, two general paths can be
identified. First, CO is generated in the propagating flame. It
reaches a peak early in the flame structure and subsequently de-
creases in concentration as it is converted to CO2. If enough time
is available and if the temperature remains high enough behind the
flame, the concentration will eventually approach the equilibrium
value. If the temperature drops, for example because of gas ex-
pansion in the power stroke, then the CO concentration can be
frozen at super-equilibrium values. It is also possible to generate
CO away from the flame by the same low temperature kinetics
which form CH2O, in regions such as at the walls, in crevice
outflows and possibly the exhaust port: locations where the tem-
perature is in the right range. Considering this, the part of the CO
in the exhaust that is formed away from the flame should correlate
well with the exhaust concentration of CH2O, since both are
formed the same way. On the other hand, the CO that is formed in
the flame has a completely different history from that of CH2O
and no correlation should be expected. Rich burn engines have
high concentrations of flame produced CO~as predicted by equi-
librium calculations!, vigorous flame propagation and high post
flame product gas temperatures. Because of this, it is to be ex-
pected that the production of both CH2O and CO from the pro-
tected regions outside the flame propagation zone should be rela-
tively small and no correlation between exhaust CO and CH2O
should exist. For engines operating at lower equivalence ratios
~lean burn and clean burn engines! the part of the exhaust CO
formed away from the flame is much more likely to form a con-
siderable fraction of the total andthis fraction should correlate
well with CH2O emissions. Since varying amounts of the total
CO would still be formed in the flame for these lean burning

engines, the degree of correlation of CH2O to total CO may not
be strong, and will vary among different engine designs and op-
erating conditions.

THC. Total hydrocarbon emissions show the best overall cor-
relation with formaldehyde of any of the three primary pollutants.
Figure 3 is a plot of formaldehyde concentration versus total hy-
drocarbon concentration. With the exception of two outlying
points~discussed below! there is a generally good correlation be-
tween THC and CH2O regardless of engine type and operating
condition. Excluding these two points the rest of the Radian and
CSU data show values of CH2O concentration to lie generally
between 1 and 2.5 percent that of THC. The average value for all
the Radian data was 1.5 percent while for the CSU data 1.8 per-
cent. Shown on the figure is a line representing fixed air supply
load map results for GMV-4TF two stroke engine tests run at
CSU. As dynamometer load was decreased in these tests, the fuel
flow rate was also decreased so as to maintain a constant engine
speed. With the air supply fixed, the trapped air/fuel ratio at igni-
tion continued to increase with decreasing load, leading to an
increasing number of misfires and consequent substantial in-
creases in unburned hydrocarbons far out of line with normal
efficient operation. Indeed, the THC concentration increased by
over a factor of four as the load was reduced from full load to 70
percent. For this reason the 70 percent load point was eliminated
when the data were replotted in Fig. 4. Also eliminated was the
point for the GMVA-10 engine operating at 88 percent torque,
from the Radian data. This blower-scavenged engine showed an
increase of over 100 percent in THC as the torque was reduced
from full load to 88 percent load. It is likely that erratic or incom-
plete bulk combustion was occurring for this operating point as
well. An increase in the number of misfires resulting in a lower
CH2O/THC ratio suggests that CH2O formation during compres-
sion is not likely to be a major source. Figure 4 is the same plot as
Fig. 3 except that the two low load points and the load map line
are removed.

For the engines operating normally without low load misfires,
the ratio of CH2O concentration to THC concentration was always
in a fairly narrow range, 1 to 2.5 percent. This was true for a very
wide range of engine designs and operating conditions including
rich burn, clean burn and lean burn four stroke engines, and lean
burn and clean burn two stroke engines, both turbocharged and
blower scavenged. Direct fuel injection, port injection, and pre-
combustion chamber designs were all included. The implication
appears to be that regardless of bulk combustion temperature, de-
gree of mixing, level of turbulence, engine size and shape, equiva-
lence ratio and engine speed, about 1.5 percent of the total hydro-

Fig. 2 Formaldehyde versus CO
Fig. 3 Formaldehyde versus THC
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carbons which escape combustion in the engine or exhaust are
partially oxidized to CH2O. The fact that a rich burn four stroke
engine producing about 100 ppm THC and a two stroke clean
burn prechamber engine running extremely lean and producing
about 3000 ppm THC, both have essentially the same CH2O to
THC ratio is somewhat surprising and may have significance as
far as how and where CH2O is formed. Of course, a change in the
ratio from 1 percent to 2.5 percent is important and knowing why
it varies between these limits is critical in limiting engine formal-
dehyde emissions. A study of the effect of natural gas composi-
tion on engine emissions@16# showed that substantial variation of
the gas composition had very little impact on THC levels, but
could change the mix of partially reacted species substantially.
Formaldehyde was not measured in this study but variations in
ethylene, which could only appear by partial reaction, changed as
much as a factor of two for different fuel compositions. For com-
parison with a somewhat similar fuel, two engines running on
methanol@17,18# had CH2O to unburned fuel ratios which ranged
between about 1.5 percent and 9 percent depending on operating
conditions, a substantially larger variation than that observed in
the gas engines.

Some possible interpretation of the results for gas engines can
be given in terms of the formation mechanisms presented by
Mitchell and Olsen@15#. As discussed there, it is likely that sub-
stantial formaldehyde may be formed in the outflow from pro-
tected regions such as crevice volumes and quench zones during
blowdown and later stages of the gas exchange process in the
engine. At the end of the expansion stroke the bulk~burned gas!
temperature in the cylinder has decreased to the neighborhood of
1000 K, depending on maximum flame temperature, compression
ratio, heat transfer and other design and operating variables. The
fuel/air mixture from the protected regions would reasonably have
a temperature somewhere between the wall temperature and the
bulk gas temperature depending on the degree of mixing. This
places the temperature in the active range for the formation of
formaldehyde~approximately 700–1200 K! and also for its fur-
ther conversion to products as the temperature approaches 1000
K. As the reacting gas flows out of the engine through the exhaust
port, its temperature decreases and production of formaldehyde
stops when the temperature reaches about 700 K. The time taken
for these reacting gases to leave the engine and be quenched, their
temperature history and their degree of mixing with the bulk prod-
uct gases~and their associated free radicals! will all affect the
degree of conversion and thus the final ratio of CH2O to THC.
From the data presented above, the indication is that the degree of
conversion which actually occurs in large bore gas engines is

approximately 1.5 percent and varies by about a factor of two
depending on engine design and operating conditions. For rich
burn designs, the temperature is high and the formaldehyde that is
formed along with the other hydrocarbons tends to be converted to
products at a higher rate. Lower levels of both CH2O and THC in
the exhaust result, but their ratio remains around 1.5 percent. For
lean burn and clean burn engines the temperature is lower and less
formaldehyde and THC are burned out to products, though form-
aldehyde isformedat about the same rate. Higher levels of both
CH2O and THC in the exhaust result while their ratio remains
about the same. When very lean mixture ratios, poor mixing, or
misfires occur, the temperature of some significant fraction of the
unburned gases exhausting the main chamber may never reach a
level high enough for reaction to formaldehyde to occur. In this
case the ratio of CH2O to THC can be substantially lower than 1.5
percent.

The value 1.5 percent for the ratio between formaldehyde and
THC is of the same order of magnitude as predicted indirectly in
the kinetic and flame calculations carried out by Ruy@19#. In that
work it can be seen that at an equivalence ratio of 0.89, CH2O
concentration peaks in the flame structure at a value of approxi-
mately 1200 ppm. At this location in the flame the unburned CH4
mole fraction has a value of approximately 0.05. This gives a ratio
between these two species of approximately 3 percent. Though
CH4 is not an exact measure of THC and the low temperature part
of a laminar flame may not model the reactions occurring in the
cylinder very well, the value is at least generally in the right
range, especially considering that less than peak values for CH2O
concentration are likely in an engine. The compression stroke cal-
culations performed for a dual fuel engine@20# also give CH2O to
CH4 ratios just before ignition of around 2 to 5 percent for equiva-
lence ratios near 0.8. Finally, the stagnation point flow calcula-
tions by Vlachos et al.@21# give values for the ratio at the wall on
the ‘‘extinguished branch’’~no ignition! of roughly 5 percent.
These last calculations did not include the C2 kinetics branch and
may give a high value of the ratio for that reason. Certainly all of
these calculations, though incomplete and not intended for the
problem at hand, show enough correspondence with engine results
to encourage additional and more extensive computational work.

Relationship of Formaldehyde to Engine Operating Pa-
rameters: Load, RPM, Spark Timing and Equivalence
Ratio

Engine operating parameters affect the physical and chemical
mechanisms that result in the production of formaldehyde emis-
sions in ways which are indirect, complicated, and often interre-
lated. For example, increasing load typically increases the cap-
tured fuel/air ratio, average bulk and exhaust temperatures, and
peak pressure. It also affects mixing, level of turbulence, and
flame propagation in unknown ways. This makes any evaluation
of the effects of engine operation on formaldehyde both difficult
and speculative given the present state of understanding. How-
ever, since data on the gross results of varying these parameters is
available to a limited extent, a brief attempt to interpret and un-
derstand these results in terms of the formaldehyde formation
mechanisms described by Mitchell and Olsen@15# will be made.

Load. A conclusion in the Radian report on toxic emissions
from large bore engines@1# was that the operating parameter
which affected formaldehyde emissions most was load, or torque.
Formaldehyde emissions were found to decrease with increasing
torque. This decrease was attributed to an increase in bulk tem-
perature that resulted in the consumption of CH2O at an increased
rate. This is likely to be true, at least indirectly. A critical time for
formaldehyde formation and destruction is probably during the
exhaust blowdown and gas exchange process. The higher peak
flame and bulk temperatures that result from the increased load
cause the temperature after expansion has occurred also to be
higher. A consequent higher rate of destruction of CH2O during

Fig. 4 Formaldehyde versus THC
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this critical time is the result. An additional effect may be that a
more vigorous and complete flame propagation and primary com-
bustion process occurs at high load. This can reduce the amount of
unburned fuel and air mixture that survives to the start of the
exhaust and gas exchange process. Less unburned fuel means that
less formaldehyde will be formed as this process proceeds. Recall
that the amount of unburned fuel converted to formaldehyde is
observed to be approximately 1.5 percent under most conditions.
A higher rate of destruction of CH2O means a higher rate of
destruction of THC as well. It should be mentioned that for con-
stant speed engines, such as those tested by Radian, an increase in
load is accompanied by an increase in overall equivalence ratio.

RPM. Large bore natural gas engines are primarily constant
speed engines. RPM is a parameter that was not varied even in the
engine performance tests run at CSU. A comparison of engines
which operate at different speeds is possible, but would probably
be inconclusive since other engine operating parameters vary so
much among these engine designs. Increased engine speeds might
lead to an incomplete combustion process if flame propagation is
not finished before the piston moves a significant distance in the
power stroke. This could result in increased unburned fuel and an
associated increase in formaldehyde. High turbulence levels and
low piston speeds of large bore engines combine to cause the
completion of flame travel very close to TDC, which was shown
by Boyer et al.@22# decades ago. In some recent work by Craw-
ford and Wallace@23# the effect of RPM on formaldehyde emis-
sions was examined for a four-cylinder, automotive size, four-
stroke, natural gas engine. The engine speed was varied from
1000 to 4500 rpm. The difference in formaldehyde emissions be-
tween the lowest and highest rpm points was negligible~less than
10 percent!. However, the data followed a see-saw profile rather
than showing an increasing or decreasing trend. The most signifi-
cant variation was an increase in formaldehyde emissions from 50
to 80 ppm for a corresponding increase in rpm of 2800 to 3900.
The see-saw behavior was attributed by them to the competing
effects of increasing temperature and decreasing residence time as
engine speed was increased. It is worthwhile noting that the rising
temperature in the engine with increasing rpm did not reduce
formaldehyde levels, in contrast with the general trend of higher
engine temperatures resulting in less formaldehyde.

Spark Timing. In general, for the large bore natural gas en-
gines tested by Radian@1#, spark timing did not appear to have a
strong influence of formaldehyde emissions. In particular, spark
timing on a single Ingersoll-Rand KVS-412~four-stroke, clean
burn! engine was varied 3 degrees on both sides of the nominal
timing and only slight changes in formaldehyde concentration,
about 1–3 ppm were observed. In contrast, results from Crawford
and Wallace@23# showed an approximate doubling of formalde-
hyde as timing was advanced from 20 degrees before MBT~maxi-
mum brake torque! timing to 15 degrees after MBT timing. Over
this same range of spark timing, the exhaust gas temperature
~measured in the exhaust port! decreased by about 150 K. In con-
sequence of this, the authors attributed the increased CH2O emis-
sions to decreased destruction of formaldehyde caused by lower
bulk engine temperatures. For timing advanced past MBT a flat-
tening of the rate of increase was observed. This could be due to
temperatures being reduced to the point that the rate offormation
of CH2O as well as its rate of destruction is diminished. A con-
sequence of this would be that, for over advanced timing, low
temperatures and incomplete combustion lead to steadily increas-
ing levels of THC while CH2O concentrations level off. This is,
indeed, shown in the Crawford and Wallace data.

Equivalence Ratio. The equivalence ratio was not measured
directly for any of the engines tested by Radian@1#. Instead, this
ratio was assumed to be inversely proportional to the oxygen con-
centration in the exhaust. Certainly, the overall air/fuel ratio is
likely to be proportional to exhaust oxygen concentration. How-
ever for two stroke designs the overall air/fuel ratio includes scav-

enging air. The trapped air/fuel ratio, on the other hand, is likely
to be the quantity of interest, since it influences the flame propa-
gation and combustion processes directly. Currently there is no
standardized method for measuring the trapped equivalence ratio
on two stroke large-bore natural gas engines. Because of this, the
data on the relationship between formaldehyde and equivalence
ratio presented in the Radian report are hard to interpret. This is
particularly true since air/fuel variations on individual engines
were not large and variations in scavenging efficiency among en-
gine designs were not given. For the four-stroke lean burn engines
and four-stroke rich burn engines, a trend of increasing formalde-
hyde with exhaust O2 was shown at high exhaust O2 levels ~.7
percent!. This is in agreement with the fact that the maximum
temperature and the consequent temperature during blowdown
and exhaust would be lower at higher air/fuel ratios. Lower tem-
peratures at this point in the cycle are likely to mean that less of
the formaldehyde formed during this period is later destroyed by
subsequent higher temperature reactions. Data for the four-stroke
rich burn engines, the only engine class tested at near stoichio-
metric conditions, showed a decrease in formaldehyde emissions
as the exhaust O2 level decreased from 10 to 4 percent. However
an increase in formaldehyde emission was seen as the exhaust O2
level decreased from 4 to 1 percent, with a minimum at 4 percent.
This indicates that there is a formation mechanism dominating at
near stoichiometric conditions which is unaffected or possibly en-
hanced by the increase in bulk temperature. A minimum in form-
aldehyde emissions for very lean equivalence ratios was also ob-
served by Jones and Heaton@24#. This testing was on a 3.9 liter
four-stroke single cylinder research engine running on natural gas
at 1800 rpm.

In the work of Crawford and Wallace@23# the effect of equiva-
lence ratio on formaldehyde emissions was tested directly using
the four stroke natural gas engine mentioned above. In these tests
spark timing and rpm were fixed. Results from their work are
replotted in Fig. 5 as the raw curve. This data is on a wet basis and
uncorrected for dilution, which tends to make the peak atf
50.9 more pronounced. The lower curve, expressed on a dry
basis and corrected to 15 percent O2, shows a more gradual de-
crease in CH2O with decreasing equivalence ratio and appears to
be approaching a constant value. The decrease in CH2O with de-
creasing equivalence ratio from 0.9 to 0.7 does not support the
general rule of CH2O emissions increasing with decreased bulk
temperature. This trend was also observed in the Radian data for a
four-stroke rich burn engine. The data also show a decrease in
CH2O with increasing equivalence ratio afterf50.9. Crawford
and Wallace relate this decrease to kinetic calculations by
Warantz @25# which show an increase in the importance of

Fig. 5 Formaldehyde versus equivalence ratio
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methyl-methyl recombination to form ethene, ethane, and acety-
lene ~the C2 path! as compared to the reaction of methyl with
oxygen to form formaldehyde as the mixtures enriched beyond
f50.9.

Conclusions
It appears that formaldehyde exhaust fractions follow THC

fractions most closely. For a wide range of engine designs~two-
stroke, four-stroke, clean burn, lean burn, rich burn! and operating
conditions, about 1.5 percent~range was 1–2.5 percent! of the
fuel that was not burned completely~and thus showed up in the
exhaust as THC! was partially oxidized to formaldehyde. This
ratio of formaldehyde to fuel is close to that observed in laminar
methane-air flames in the early part of the flame structure where
formaldehyde reaches its peak concentration. Correlations with
CO are not as good, though a general trend of increasing formal-
dehyde with CO does exist. The correlation with CO is not as
strong because considerable CO can survive in the high tempera-
ture post-flame region while formaldehyde cannot exist there. No
correlation between NOx and formaldehyde emissions was found.
This is because NOx is formed mainly in post-flame regions at
high temperatures, not in the low temperature partial oxidation
zones where formaldehyde is generated.

In general the operating parameters, load, rpm, spark timing,
and equivalence ratio, can significantly affect formaldehyde emis-
sions. A trend of decreasing formaldehyde emissions with increas-
ing load is seen in large bore engine data. Large variations in
engine speed can result in changes in formaldehyde emissions in
either direction. This is inconsequential for large bore engines
since they are generally operated at a constant speed. Formalde-
hyde emissions increase with increasing spark advance, due to the
decrease in bulk temperature. Changes in equivalence ratio, like
rpm, can bring about increases or decreases in formaldehyde. It
appears that a minimum formaldehyde level exists near stoichio-
metric equivalence ratios. The data suggest that as equivalence
ratio gets lean from stoichiometric, a general trend of increasing
formaldehyde exists.
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Stoichiometric Operation of a Gas
Engine Utilizing Synthesis Gas
and EGR for NOx Control
This paper presents the results from an internal research study conducted at the South-
west Research Institute (SwRI) on the effects of stoichiometric mixtures of natural gas and
synthesis gas with exhaust gas recirculation (EGR) on engine performance and exhaust
emissions. Constant load performance and emissions tests were conducted on a modified,
single-cylinder, Caterpillar 1Y540 research engine at 11.0 bar (160 psi) bmep. Engine
performance and emissions comparisons between natural gas with EGR, and natural gas
with syngas and EGR are presented. In addition, the performance characteristics of the
fuel reforming catalyst are presented. Results show that thermal efficiency increases with
increasing EGR for both natural gas operation and natural gas with syngas operation at
constant load. The use of syngas with natural gas extended the EGR tolerance by 44.4
percent on a mass basis compared to natural gas only, leading to a 77 percent reduction
in raw NOx emissions over the lowest natural gas with EGR NOx emissions.
@S0742-4795~00!00504-4#

Introduction
This paper is a companion paper to a recently published ASME

paper ~ASME Paper No. 97-ICE-64! describing the effects of
natural gas/syngas mixtures on engine performance and emissions
during lean-burn operation. As a result, parts of the Introduction
and catalyst-testing results are duplicated here to maintain the
focus and ideas of using syngas in an internal combustion engine.

Increased sensitivity to internal combustion engine emissions
and the accompanying regulations in municipalities, in particular
non-attainment zones, has led to the conceptualization and testing
of advanced, low-emissions combustion technologies. Many of
these concepts utilize irregular piston bowls, exhaust gas recircu-
lation ~EGR!, complex control algorithms, alternative fuels~or
combinations thereof!, high-power ignition systems, and even un-
conventional engine configurations such as the hybrid rich-burn/
lean-burn~HRBLB! engine to meet present and future emissions
regulations@1–13#. Greenhouse gases and NOx are currently the
focal point of many emissions regulations. At the present, com-
pliance with NOx emissions regulations is the most difficult be-
cause NOx is, in the simplest of terms, a byproduct of good and
efficient combustion. Hence, reducing NOx typically results in an
undesirable power derate and an increase in operating costs.
Therefore, a need exists to develop a low-emissions, high-
efficiency engine or combustion concept.

Stoichiometric engines have had the greatest success in reduc-
ing NOx emissions by using three-way catalysts~TWCs!. How-
ever, engine brake thermal efficiency~BTE! is compromised by
knock-induced compression ratio limitations and high rates of
heat transfer through the combustion chamber, ultimately reduc-
ing component life. Furthermore, the error margin for air-fuel
mixture control to maintain a high TWC conversion efficiency
across the TWC is small@14#.

Natural gas-fueled, lean-burn engine BTE can exceed stoichio-
metric engine BTE by more than 20 percent. However, NOx
emissions are typically greater than 100 ppm~corrected to 15
percent exhaust O2!. Newer combustion technologies like the HR-
BLB have demonstrated the potential to reduce NOx emissions to

near stoichiometric/TWC levels by using H2 enriched EGR to
extend the EGR tolerance and lean limit of lean burning cylinders.
The HRBLB engine demonstrated NOx emissions below 25 ppm
~@ 15 percent exhaust O2! at greater than 35 percent BTE without
catalytic aftertreatment~0.5 g/bhp-hr! @1,2#. However, NOx emis-
sions still remain above the 0.15 g/bhp-hr level required for new
engine installations in the South Coast Air Basin of California;
presently the lowest level in the United States.

SwRI has developed a new combustion concept that utilizes
syngas to extend the EGR tolerance of a stoichiometric engine to
reduce engine out NOx emissions and increase BTE. The concept
centers on SI toichiometric, SIyngas, EI GR, NI atural GI as, CI ombus-
tion ~SSENGC!. The objective is to obtain lean-burn engine effi-
ciency in a stoichiometric engine by using excessive levels of
EGR in the same manner as excess air in lean-burn engines. The
engine operates stoichiometrically, therefore, a conventional TWC
can be used to reduce emissions to below regulated levels.

The SSENGC concept requires EGR in excess of levels cur-
rently tolerable by stoichiometric engines to inhibit knock and
reduce in-cylinder gas temperatures at the high boost pressures
required to achieve lean-burn engine efficiency. Therefore, syngas
is used to enhance the ignitability of the high EGR natural gas/air
charge. Syngas can be created by partially oxidizing natural gas
and is a mixture of H2 , CO, CO2 , H2O, and N2 when air is the
oxidizer, hence no external H2 gas supply is required. The global
syngas reaction is shown in Eq.~1! when CH4 is the feed gas.
Syngas itself is a H2 rich EGR much like the exhaust gas gener-
ated by the rich-burn cylinder of the HRBLB engine@1,2#. Hence,
SSENGC is a blend of stoichiometric engine technology, lean-
burn engine technology, and the HRBLB engine technology. This
paper presents the results of an internally-funded SwRI research
study conducted to determine the effects of the SSENGC concept
on raw exhaust emissions and engine performance.

CH41
1

2
@O213.77N2#22H21CO11.54N21Heat (1)

Test Bed and Experimental Setup
A spark-ignited single-cylinder Caterpillar 1Y-540 research en-

gine modified for natural gas operation was used as the test bed.
Engine specifications are listed in Table 1. A schematic of the
instrumented engine/catalyst system is shown in Fig. 1. An elec-
tronically controlled dynamometer provided speed control while
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an auxiliary roots type blower and heat exchanger modulated in-
take manifold air pressure to simulate turbocharged operation.
The work of compression by the external roots blower is not in-
cluded in the efficiency values presented in this paper.

A heated plenum chamber with a volume greater than 50 times
the cylinder volume was located upstream of the intake manifold
to dampen pressure pulsations. Varying amounts of water in a fine
mist spray were added to the intake air through an air-assisted
water injection system installed in the bottom of the plenum
chamber to control the intake air specific humidity to 0.012 lbm
H2O per lbm of dry air. This provided a datum for comparing data
since syngas contains water vapor and affects the effective spe-
cific humidity of the intake mixture.

The engine fuel system consisted of an injector block and a fuel
mixer located upstream of the throttle. A similar arrangement was
used in the catalystleg upstream of the catalyst. The natural gas
fuel composition was on average 95.4 percent CH4 , 1.8 percent
C2H6 , 0.2 percent C3H6 , 1.45 percent CO2 , and 1.15 percent N2 .
Shop air provided air flow to the catalyst via another injector
block. A 110 volt electric heater was placed upstream of the cata-
lyst to heat the air/fuel mixture to promote light off in the syngas
catalyst.

EGR was routed through a heat exchanger to reduce the EGR
temperature to 82.2°C~180°F! before mixing with fresh intake air.
The gas mixture in the intake manifold was maintained at 51.7°C
~125°F! for all tests.

An SwRI-developed, PC-based Rapid Prototyping Engine Con-
trol System~RPECS! was used to control equivalence ratio, spark

timing, and the syngas fraction. A manually-controlled pneumatic
valve was used to modulate the EGR flow rate while a universal
exhaust gas oxygen~UEGO! sensor in the engine exhaust stream
allowed closed-loop equivalence ratio control. All NOx emissions
are presented as measured on a dry basis in ppm. CO emissions
are also presented on a dry basis, and HCs are presented on a wet
basis as measured.

POM Catalyst Testing
The syngas used in this study was generated by a partial oxi-

dation of methane catalyst; sometimes called a syngas catalyst. A
moderate test program was conducted on potential POM catalysts
and is described in ASME Paper No. 97-ICE-64@15#. Therefore,
only a brief description of the POM catalyst used during the
SSENGC testing and its performance are presented here.

The POM catalyst was composed of a ceramic monolithic sub-
strate with 300 cpsi and a 10.5-mil wall thickness coated with a
gamma alumina~140 m2/g! washcoat. Rhodium was loaded onto
the washcoat at 10 weight percent. Figure 2 shows the perfor-
mance of the POM catalyst in terms of the syngas composition as
a function of the catalyst fuel-air equivalence ratio,fcat. The
objective of generating syngas in this study was to maximize the
H2 yield while minimizing CH4 and O2 breakthrough. Figure 2
shows that the H2 mole fraction is maximized at afcat of 2.8. In
addition, at 2.8 and richer conditions CH4 begins to appear in the
syngas composition. Therefore, the POM catalyst was operated at
2.8 for all SSENGC engine testing and controlled by the RPECS.
The complete syngas composition at afcat of 2.8 is shown in
Table 2. Although the soot threshold equivalence ratio for CH4 is
about 2.0, no soot was found in the POM catalyst or intake
system.

EngineÕCatalyst System Tests
The engine was operated at 1800 rpm and a constant 11.0 bar

~160 psi! bmep load at wide open throttle. Sweeps were made
with the engine/catalyst system overall equivalence ratio main-
tained stoichiometric~1.0! for syngas fractions of 0~baseline!, 30
percent, and 40 percent. The overall equivalence ratio is shown in
Eq. ~2! and is the stoichiometric air to fuel ratio of the base fuel,
natural gas in this case, divided by the air to fuel ratio of system;

Fig. 1 Schematic of test engine setup

Table 1 Test engine specifications
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syngas catalyst and engine. The syngas fraction,R, is defined as
the fraction of natural gas routed into the syngas catalyst relative
to the total amount of natural gas used by the engine/catalyst
system as shown in Eq.~3!. At each syngas fraction/EGR combi-
nation, spark timing was adjusted to maintain the constant 11.0
bar load at the minimum boost pressure.

fsys5

A

FU
s

ṁA,e1ṁA,c

ṁNG,e1ṁNG,c

(2)

R5
ṁNG,cat

ṁNG,e1ṁNG,cat
(3)

A brief analysis of how the EGR fraction was determined in
this study will be presented before results of the engine/catalyst
system tests are presented. A classical method for determining the
EGR fraction is to measure the volume fractions of CO2 in the
intake and exhaust gas. Equation~4! is then used to deduce the
EGR fraction.

EGR5
CO2,intk2CO2,bkgnd

CO2,exh2CO2,bkgnd
3100 (4)

Although Eq.~4! provides a quick and relatively easy method for
defining an EGR fraction, erroneous EGR fractions can be com-
puted if the fuel contains CO2 . For example, Fig. 3 shows how
the CO2 mole fraction in the intake charge varies with the overall
system equivalence ratio and the syngas fraction. At a syngas
fraction of 40 percent and af equal to 1.0 there is about 0.73
percent CO2 in the intake air/fuel charge from syngas alone. If Eq.
~4! is used with an exhaust gas composed of 11.5 percent CO2 ,
typical of stoichiometric gas engines, the EGR fraction would be
computed as 6.35 percent. This result is misleading because no
true engine EGR was assumed in the calculation. In addition,
EGR fractions computed with Eq.~4! provide no scale for the
amount of EGR mass actually inducted by the engine. Hence,
another method should be employed.

In this study a few simple equations were derived to determine
the mass flow rate of EGR given the measured molar CO2 con-
centrations in the syngas, the intake charge, and the exhaust
stream. We start by defining a mass-based EGR ratio as shown in
Eq. ~5!.

EGR5
ṁEGR

ṁA,e1ṁNG,e1ṁEGR1ṁSG
3100 (5)

The unknown in Eq.~5! is the EGR mass flow rate. It can be
determined from Eq.~6! which relates the measured CO2 mole
fraction in the intake charge to the total intake molar flow rate.

xCO2,intk5
ṅCO2,EGR1ṅCO2,SG

ṅA,e1ṅNG,e1ṅEGR1ṅSG
(6)

Equation~6! can be recast in terms of appropriate mole fractions,
molecular weights, and mass flow rates as shown in Eq.~7! where
all mole fractions,Xi , are assumed dry.XCO2,EGR is the mole
fraction of CO2 in the exhaust gas,XCO2,SGis the measured CO2
mole fraction in the syngas, andXCO2,intk is the measured CO2
mole fraction in the total intake charge.

xCO2,intk5

xCO2,EGR

ṁEGR

MWTEGR
1xCO2,SG

ṁSG

MWTSG

ṁA,e

MWTA
1

ṁNG,e

MWTNG
1

ṁEGR

MWTEGR
1

ṁSG

MWTSG

(7)

Fig. 2 Syngas composition as a function of catalyst equiva-
lence ratio Fig. 3 CO2 mole fraction in intake charge as a function of

overall system equivalence ratio

Table 2 Syngas composition at a catalyst equivalence ratio
of 2.8
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A few algebraic manipulations yield the desired mass flow rate of
EGR as shown in Eq.~8!. Hence, the mass-based EGR flow rate is
then easily determined from Eq.~5!, which is in terms of known
constants and measurable quantities.

ṁEGR5
MWTEGR

xCO2,intk2xCO2,EGR
3~a2b! (8)

where,

a5
ṁSG

MWTSG
3~xCO2,SG2xCO2,intk!

b5xCO2,intkS ṁA,e

MWTA
1

ṁNG,e

MWTNG
D

Figure 4 shows the extension in the mass based EGR fraction.
At an R of 40 percent, the maximum EGR fraction was 38.8

percent compared to 27 percent with no syngas. Hence, the EGR
tolerance of the engine was extended by 44.4 percent.

BTE as a function of the EGR fraction is shown in Fig. 5. At
EGR fractions less than 10 percent, the baseline~no syngas! con-
dition was bracketed between the 30 and 40 percent syngas frac-
tions. However, as the EGR fraction increased, all data nearly
collapse onto a single curve up to about 30 percent EGR. Above
30 percent EGR, the 40 percent syngas fraction curve reaches a
maximum of 38.2 percent, while the 30 percent syngas curve
peaks at 39.1 percent.

The increase in BTE with EGR is a well documented trend
similar to the use of excess air in lean-burn engines. However, the
most important feature in Fig. 5 is that comparable BTE was
obtained while operating on syngas. This is somewhat surprising
since the heating value of the intake fuel mixture is reduced by
about 5 percent as the syngas fraction increases to 40 percent as
shown in Fig. 6. It must be noted that to maintain 11.0 bar bmep,
the manifold pressure had to be increased asR increased for a

Fig. 4 Maximum EGR fractions for syngas fractions of 0, 30,
and 40 percent

Fig. 5 Brake thermal efficiency versus the EGR fraction

Fig. 6 Effect of syngas on lower heating value of fuel mixture
at intake port

Fig. 7 Indicated thermal efficiency versus the EGR fraction
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given EGR fraction. Therefore, a better indicator of performance
for this single-cylinder engine is the indicated thermal efficiency
~ITE!. Figure 7 shows the ITE as function of the EGR fraction.
The syngas curves lie nearly on top of each other beyond an EGR
fraction of 20 percent. Hence, the syngas/natural gas fuel mixture
is being used as efficiently as natural gas alone.

The reasons for the comparable ITEs in Fig. 7 can be partially
explained by examining the ignition delay and the 10 to 90 per-
cent mass fraction burn duration plots in Figs. 8 and 9. In Fig. 8 it
can be seen that the ignition delay decreases with increasing syn-
gas fraction for any given EGR fraction. A similar trend is shown
in Fig. 9 as the EGR fraction increase beyond 10 percent. This is
most probably due to the low ignition energy requirements of H2
and the fast flame speed of H2 relative to natural gas.

The primary focus of the use of syngas with EGR is its effects
on NOx. It has already been shown that syngas can extend the
EGR tolerance significantly. Therefore, we now present the ef-
fects of syngas/EGR mixtures on NOx, HC, and CO emissions.

Figure 10 shows how raw, uncorrected, NOx varies with the syn-
gas and EGR fractions. At low EGR fractions the baseline case
always generated more NOx than the syngas cases. This occurs
because syngas itself provides a ‘‘dilution’’ effect in the sense that
it contains CO2 , as well as other non-combustible gases. As the
EGR fraction approaches 30 percent, the effect of CO2 becomes
more apparent in the baseline case as NOx nears NOx values for
the syngas cases.

The minimum NOx at the corresponding maximum EGR frac-
tions are shown in Fig. 11. The minimum NOx for the baseline
condition was 680 ppm while the minimum NOx for a syngas
fraction of 40 percent was 156 ppm. Hence, syngas reduced NOx
emissions by 77 percent relative to baseline.

Unburned HCs and CO are plotted in Figs. 12 and 13, respec-
tively. HCs decreased with increasing syngas fraction for a given
EGR fraction. This decrease in HC emissions is an effect of re-
forming the natural gas into syngas that has also been observed

Fig. 8 Ignition delay versus the EGR fraction

Fig. 9 10–90 percent MFB duration versus the EGR fraction

Fig. 10 Effects of syngas and EGR on raw, uncorrected, NO x
emissions

Fig. 11 Minimum NO x for the baseline and syngas cases at
the corresponding maximum EGR fraction
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when operating engines on air-reformed gasoline and the lean-
burn syngas concept discussed in reference@15#. Figure 13 shows
that CO emissions do not change asR increases relative to base-
line CO emissions at low EGR fractions. However, the CO trends
at EGR fractions greater than 20 percent increase and exhibit a
trend typically observed in ultra-lean-burn engines. Increases in
CO emissions might be expected since the fuel charge itself con-
tains CO due to the syngas.

Combustion stability, as measured by the coefficient of varia-
tion of the indicated mean effective pressure~COV of IMEP!, is
also a concern when developing low emissions combustion sys-
tems. Figure 14 shows that the COV of IMEP was less than 2
percent except at one point. Intuitively one would expect the COV
of IMEP to increase with increasing EGR fraction. Figure 14 does
show a slight increase as the EGR fraction increases for all three
curves, but not at the expected rate. Setting the EGR fraction and
maintaining a prescribed syngas fraction proved to be a cumber-
some task during testing. The engine would either run, or not run.
Changes in EGR appeared to be very dramatic near the EGR

tolerance limit. Therefore, the maximum attainable EGR fractions
for baseline and syngas operation more than likely lie slightly
beyond the maximum EGR fractions presented. It is likely that the
combustion stability degrades dramatically at EGR fractions just
beyond the maximum values presented.

Conclusions and Recommendations
A ceramic monolithic catalyst loaded with 10 percent by weight

rhodium was installed in the intake system of a single cylinder
Caterpillar 1Y-540 natural gas fueled engine and generated syngas
with a H2 mole fraction of 29.7 percent. The engine/catalyst sys-
tem was operated at a constant load of 11.0 bar~160 psi! bmep.
The effects of stoichiometric mixtures of syngas and natural gas
with EGR on engine performance and emissions was determined.
Testing showed that:

1 Use of syngas extended the EGR tolerance of the engine by
44 percent compared to the baseline, no syngas condition.

2 Extensions of the EGR tolerance resulted in a decrease in
raw engine out NOx emissions from 680 ppm during baseline
operation with maximum EGR down to 156 ppm at a syngas
fraction of 40 percent and at maximum EGR.

3 HC emissions decrease at a given EGR fraction when oper-
ating on natural gas/syngas mixtures asR increases.

4 At low EGR fractions there was no difference in CO emis-
sions while operating on natural gas and EGR or natural gas/
syngas and EGR. Above an EGR fraction of 20 percent, however,
CO emissions increased as the syngas fraction increased.

5 At a given EGR fraction, both the ignition delay and 10 to 90
percent mass fraction burn duration decrease relative to baseline
when operating on natural gas/syngas mixtures as the syngas frac-
tion increased.

The SSENGC concept has several significant implications on
the conversion requirements and life of a TWC, as well as the
complexity of the control system required for closed-loop equiva-
lence ratio control. First, since the conversion efficiency of a
TWC decreases with use, a TWC can possibly be utilized for a
longer period of time in an SSENGC application because the NOx
conversion efficiency requirements are significantly reduced com-
pared to a conventional stoichiometric engine. For example, 0.15
g/bhp-hr NOx is equivalent to approximately 47 ppm for a sto-
ichiometric engine operating at 38 percent BTE~47 ppm is
equivalent to 14 ppm corrected to 15 percent exhaust O2!. A TWC

Fig. 12 Wet unburned HC emissions versus the EGR fraction

Fig. 13 Dry CO emissions versus the EGR fraction

Fig. 14 The COV of IMEP versus the EGR fraction
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has to be 93.1 percent efficient to convert 680 ppm down to 47
ppm. In comparison, a TWC in an SSENGC system only has to
be 69.4 percent efficient to convert 156 ppm down to 47 ppm.
Hence, the conversion efficiency requirements are reduced by
25.5 percent.

Second, it is difficult to maintain the equivalence ratio within
the very narrow control window required for maximum TWC
conversion efficiency to meet 0.15 g/bhp-hr NOx. The SSENGC
concept may allow equivalence ratio excursions to be tolerated
while still maintaining NOx to 0.15 g/bhp-hr or below. Hence, the
control system algorithms can possibly be relaxed and small shifts
in the exhaust gas oxygen sensor output, used for control feedback
on these systems, may be tolerable.

The tests described in this paper were conducted on an engine
with a compression ratio typical of lean-burn engines. In addition,
the air flow and exhaust temperature characteristics of the
SSENGC concept are typical of lean-burn engines. Therefore, al-
though the focus of SSENGC appears to be directed at increasing
stoichiometric engine performance and emissions, lean burn en-
gines may be more suitable for SSENGC retrofits since most lean-
burn engines have turbochargers and compression ratios near
11:1. In either case, the SSENGC concept can be applied to sto-
ichiometric or lean-burn engines. The benefits of the SSENGC
concept, however, can only be determined by performing baseline
tests on a stoichiometric engine that can be certified in Southern
California, and then subsequently retesting the same engine modi-
fied with the SSENGC concept. This task is currently being con-
sidered for future work.
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Nomenclature

BTE 5 system brake thermal efficiency
LHV 5 lower heating value
POM 5 partial oxidation of methane

R 5 syngas fraction
SG 5 syngas from POM catalyst

TWC 5 three-way catalyst

WOT 5 wide open throttle
f 5 fuel/air equivalence ratio

A/Fus 5 stoichiometric air-to-fuel ratio

Subscripts

A 5 air
bkgrnd5 system value

cat 5 syngas catalyst
e 5 engine

exh 5 exhaust
intk 5 intake
NG 5 natural gas
sys 5 system value
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Impact of Using Biodiesels of
Different Origin and Additives on
the Performance of a Stationary
Diesel Engine
With the exception of rape seed oil which is the principal raw material for biodiesel Fatty
Acid Methyl Esters, (FAME) production, sunflower oil, corn oil, and olive oil, which are
abundant in Southern Europe, along with some wastes, such as used frying oils, appear to
be attractive candidates for biodiesel production. In this paper fuel consumption and
exhaust emission measurements from a single cylinder, stationary diesel engine are de-
scribed. The engine was fueled with fuel blends containing four different types of biodie-
sel, at proportions up to 100 percent; the further impact of the usage of two specific
additives was also investigated. The four types of biodiesel appeared to have equal per-
formance and irrespective of the raw material used for their production, their addition to
the traditional diesel fuel improved the particulate matter emissions. The results improve
further when specific additive combinations are used.@S0742-4795~00!00604-9#

Introduction
The necessity to cope with environmental pollution problems,

the changes in petroleum distillate demands, and the strict require-
ments of modern diesel engines lead to the need to improve diesel
fuel quality. The development of biomass derived substitutes for
diesel fuel is a possible attractive outlet, as it could help improve
diesel fuel quality.

The substitution of conventional diesel fuel with rape seed oil
methylesters comprises already a commercial activity in many
countries of Central Europe@1#. However, the use of biodiesel has
not expanded into Greece and other Southern European countries,
due to the lack of adequate rape seed cultivation. Some other
types of vegetable oils, such as sunflower oil, corn oil and olive
oil, that are abundant in many Mediterranean areas, along with
some wastes, such as used frying oils, appear to be attractive
candidates for biodiesel production@2#. It must be stressed that the
warranty of a product of extra high quality through the application
of adequate relevant specifications is of the greatest importance
and a key to scientifically proving its performance.

It is well known that biodiesel is non-toxic, contains no aromat-
ics, has higher biodegradability than fossil diesel, is less pollutant
to water and soil and does not contain sulphur@3,4#. It offers safer
handling in the neat form and shows reduced oral and dermal
toxicity, mutagenic and carcinogenic compounds. It is the most
suitable fuel in environmentally sensitive areas~national parks,
lakes, rivers! or in confined areas where environmental conditions
and worker protection must meet high standards~underground
mines, quarries! @5–7#.

In this paper exhaust emission and fuel consumption measure-
ments from a single cylinder, stationary diesel engine are de-
scribed. The engine was fueled with fuel blends containing four
different types of biodiesel, at proportions up to 100 percent. For
two types of biodiesel, the further impact of the addition of two
specific additives was investigated. In general, according to our
results, the substitution of mineral diesel with biodiesels produced
from sunflower oil, corn oil, olive oil and used frying oils leads to
a combination of positive and negative outcomes; the four types

of biodiesel tested performed in a similar way; they decreased
exhaust emission of particulate matter, resulted in a limited
change of nitrogen oxide emissions and in slightly increasing the
volumetric fuel consumption.

The strong advantage of the use of fatty acid methyl esters
~biodiesel! is the fact that independently on the raw material used
for their production, the addition of biodiesel in the traditional
diesel fuel improves the emissions of particulate matter@8# which
comprise a serious disadvantage of the diesel engine, especially in
seriously polluted areas like Athens.

Experimental Procedure
For this study, a stationary diesel powered Petter engine, model

AV1-LAB was employed. The engine characteristics are cited in
Table 1. The engine was fueled with four types of pure biodiesels,
pure traditional road diesel and mixtures containing 10 percent, 30
percent, and 50 percent of each type of biodiesel. The four types
of biodiesel were methyl esters produced from sunflower oil, corn
oil, olive oil and used frying oil. The emission tests included HC,
CO, CO2, NOx and particulate matter emission measurements un-
der various loads up to 5 HP, the load being measured by shaft
output. Volumetric fuel consumption was checked as well.

Similar tests on the stationary diesel engine investigated the
effect of using a combination of two specific additives, on exhaust
emissions from fuel mixtures containing corn oil and used frying

Contributed by the Internal Combustion Engine Division of THE AMERICAN
SOCIETY OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERSfor publication in the ASME JOURNAL OF
ENGINEERING FORGAS TURBINES AND POWER. Manuscript received by the ICE
Division September 20, 1999; final revision received by the ASME Headquarters
May 8, 2000. Technical Editor: D. Assanis.

Table 1 Stationary, Petter AV1-LAB engine
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oil biodiesel at various proportions. The two additives~additive
H1 and H2! are commercially available; H1 is a common diesel
cetane improver~iso-octyl nitrate!, while H2 is a combustion im-
prover. The additive H1 was used in a concentration of 200 ppm
in the fuel mixture and the additive H2 was used in a concentra-
tion of 500 ppm. These two additives have already been used in
previous experiments in our Laboratory; the two additives were
used in various concentrations for diesel evaluation, and the com-
bination of 200 ppm H1 and 500 ppm H2 seems to be a very good
proportion, since it resulted in the reduction of both particulate
and nitrogen oxide emissions@9#.

Two exhaust emission analyzers were used: a Horiba instru-
ment~type MEXA 574-GE, that gauges HC, CO and CO2 exhaust
emissions! and a NOx analyzer~42C NO-NO2-NOx Analyzer
High Level, Thermo Environmental Instruments Inc.!. The speci-
fications of the emissions analyzers are cited in Table 2. The
above analyzers were supported by Exhaust Gases Transportation
Heated Lines,~Signal Instruments Co, model 530/540!, and a Pre-
filter ~Signal Instruments Co, Prefilter Unit 333! that restrains the
emitted particulates from entering the Horiba and Thermo Envi-
ronmental analyzers.

To measure particulate matter emitted from the stationary diesel
Petter engine, equipment recommended by the Western Precipita-
tion Division Joy Manufacturing Company was used. According
to this method, exhaust gases pass through a fiber glass filter,
while the flue gas volume is recorded by using a gas meter. Par-
ticulate matter weight results were obtained by subtracting the
weight of the clean fiberglass filter from its weight at the end of
the experiment, after drying. The procedure followed is depicted
in Fig. 1. The filters used were glass microfiber by Whatman,
Grade 934-AH. The filter face velocity of the exhaust gases was
measured to be 1.3 m/sec, whereas, at the filter face, the average
temperature was 150°C and the pressure drop 43103 N/m2.

Fuel was supplied to the Petter engine by an outside tank of
about three-liter capacity, which could easily be drained for fuel
changes; a glass burette of known volume was also attached in
parallel to this tank and was used for fuel consumption measure-

ments. For every fuel change, the fuel lines were cleaned, and the
engine was left to run for at least 60 minutes to stabilize on the
new conditions. No fuel filter was used.

Test Fuels
The conventional diesel fuel was supplied by Hellenic Aspro-

pyrgos Refinery and the values of its fuel properties are presented
in Table 3. All types of biodiesel used in the currently described
tests were supplied by the Italian company Florys Spa and their
properties were in complete accordance with the Italian specifica-
tions for biodiesel~CUNA specifications!. The fuel properties of
the four types of biodiesel are given in Table 4.

Discussion and Results
The experiments in the stationary Petter engine included emis-

sion and consumption measurements, under various loads. The
engine was fueled with five different fuels containing biodiesels,
at various proportions. The fuels tested were low sulphur typical
Greek road diesel and mixtures of the typical Greek road diesel
containing 10 percent, 30 percent, and 50 percent by volume sun-
flower oil, corn oil, olive oil and used frying oil biodiesel. The
pure ~100 percent! biodiesels were also examined. Also, the im-
pact of the additive combination~200 ppm of the additive H1 and
500 ppm of the additive H2! on the performance of fuel mixtures
containing corn oil and used frying oil biodiesel at various pro-
portions was examined.

The use of biodiesel fuels results in the reduction of unburned
hydrocarbons and carbon monoxide@10–12#. However, in the
course of our experiments, both of these pollutants were practi-
cally unaffected by the addition of every type of biodiesel; their
emission levels were very low even when mineral diesel fuel was
used. Moreover, their emission levels were much lower than the
measuring accuracy of the Horiba Analyzer. The same perfor-
mance was observed when the additive combination was exam-
ined. This behavior is attributed to the technology of the specific
engine.

The emission levels of the base fuel without and with the addi-
tion of additives are cited in Table 5; the mean values of 4 indi-

Fig. 1 The sampling procedure for measuring particulate mat-
ter „PM…

Table 2 Specifications of the exhaust emission analyzers

Table 3 Greek road diesel properties
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vidual measurements along with their standard deviations at the
95 percent confidence level are included. In Tables 6 and 7 the
effect, on the NOx emissions and the particulate matter~PM!,
respectively, of adding the four investigated types of biodiesel and
the additives to mineral diesel fuel, at various proportions and
under various loads up to 5 HP~full load!, are presented along
with their standard deviations at the 95 percent confidence. More
specifically,

1 Regarding the impact of the four biodiesel containing fuels
on total nitrogen oxide emissions, it seems that at low concentra-
tions of biodiesel~10 percent and 30 percent!, total nitrogen oxide
emissions are reduced in most cases, Table 6 and Figures 2–5. At
high concentrations of biodiesel~50 percent and 100 percent!, in
most of the cases total nitrogen oxide emissions are increased.
This becomes more apparent at high loads~75 percent and 100

percent!, almost in all mixtures and for every type of biodiesel.
These results are in agreement with the relevant literature@13–16#
which shows, in most of the cases, a trend to increase NO and
NOx emissions. This increase is due to the oxygen content of the
biodiesel, which leads to better oxidation of the nitrogen avail-
able, thus increasing the nitrogeneous emissions, although engine
technology also plays an important role@17#.

2 As for the impact on particulate matter emissions of adding

Table 4 Characteristic properties of the pure „100 percent …
biodiesels

Table 5 Emission measurements from the stationary Petter
engine, when Greek diesel fuel was used „base fuel
measurements …

Table 6 Emission measurements of total nitrogen oxide „ppm …

due to the addition of biodiesels and additives
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different types of biodiesel to mineral diesel fuel, the literature
review @16–19# shows that particulate matter emissions are gen-
erally reduced by the addition of biodiesel in the traditional diesel
fuel, due to the oxygen contained in the biodiesel molecules and
the abscence of sulphur. Some studies however, showed a big
increase in particulate emissions in transient cycles@17#. In this
study biodiesel appears to reduce particulate emissions almost in

Fig. 2 Percentage change of the total nitrogen oxide emis-
sions „ppm …, due to the addition of sunflower oil biodiesel

Fig. 3 Percentage change of the total nitrogen oxide emis-
sions „ppm … due to the addition of corn oil biodiesel

Fig. 4 Percentage change of the total nitrogen oxide emis-
sions „ppm … due to the addition of olive oil biodiesel

Table 7 Emission measurements of particulate matter „mg Õm3
…

due to the addition of biodiesels and additives
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all cases, Table 7 and Figs. 6–9. At low concentrations and loads
the reduction is marginal, especially at 10 percent mixtures,
whereas the most beneficial reductions appear at higher concen-
trations and loads. Although it is an important aspect of the par-
ticulate matter emitted from compression ignition engines, no fur-
ther treatment was carried out to establish the soluble organic
fraction ~SOF!.

The study of the impact of adding the specific combination of
H1 and H2 additives~200 ppm H1 and 500 ppm H2! to some of
the above fuel blends included emissions~NOx, particulates! and
volumetric fuel consumption measurements in the same engine.
For these experiments, fuel blends with corn oil biodiesel and
used frying oil biodiesel were used.

Table 5 shows the effect of the additives on the base fuel. It can
be seen that for all loads there is a systematic decrease of the NOx
emitted from the engine. This is to be expected, since the iso-octyl
nitrate ~H1! is a Cetane Number improver which, at the concen-
tration used, increases the base fuel Cetane Number by 1 unit.
However, any increase in Cetane Number usually leads to lower
NOx emissions@17#. The additive H2 is a combustion improver
and, being an organometallic compound, it has a catalytic effect
on the combustion process in the diesel engine@17#. Addition of
10 percent corn oil biodiesel into the base fuel plus additives,
initially reduces NOx emissions for all loads, but this tendency is
reversed for higher concentrations, the exceptions being at 30 per-

Fig. 5 Percentage change of the total nitrogen oxide emis-
sions „ppm … due to the addition of used frying oil biodiesel

Fig. 6 Percentage change of particulate matter emissions
„mg Õm3

… due to the addition of sunflower oil biodiesel

Fig. 7 Percentage change of particulate matter emissions
„mg Õm3

… due to the addition of corn oil biodiesel

Fig. 8 Percentage change of particulate matter emissions
„mg Õm3

… due to the addition of olive oil biodiesel

Fig. 9 Percentage change of particulate matter emissions
„mg Õm3

… due to the addition of used frying oil biodiesel
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cent addition of corn oil and loads up to 3.75 HP, Table 6. When
used frying oil is added to the base fuel plus additives, there is a
further decrease of NOx emissions at 0.1 HP irrespective of the
biodiesel concentration, but this tendency again is reversed for
higher loads. The notable result is that the use of the two additives
into the mixture of the base fuel plus biodiesel, reduces NOx
emissions further, practically for all loads and concentrations, ir-
respective of the type of the biodiesel used, Table 6 and Figs.
10–11.

Table 5 shows that the addition of the additives H1 and H2 into
the base fuel, reduces the particulate matter~PM! emitted for all
loads. Again, as explained earlier this behavior is expected given
the nature of the additives@17#. Table 7 and Figs. 12–13 illustrate
the impact of the addition of H1 and H2 additives, on particulate
matter emissions, into fuel blends containing various concentra-
tions of corn oil and used frying oil biodiesel, under various loads
up to 5 HP. This combination, almost under any load, either did
not affect or reduced the particulate matter emissions.

The influence of the addition of the corn oil and used frying oil
into the base fuel at various concentrations up to 100 percent, plus
the additives H1 and H2, on the fuel consumption is presented in
Figs. 14–17. All mixtures, under any load, resulted in slight in-

creases of fuel consumption. Due to the oxygen content and, con-
sequently, to the lower calorific value of the fuels which contain
biodiesel, this behavior was expected. No significant impact was
observed owing to the use of the additive combination.

Conclusions
The substitution of mineral diesel with biodiesels produced

from sunflower oil, corn oil, olive oil and used frying oils leads to
a combination of positive and negative outcomes. The four types
of biodiesel examined performed in a similar way; they clearly
decreased particulate matter emissions, and resulted in a limited
change of nitrogen oxide emissions and slightly increased the
volumetric fuel consumption.

The strong advantage of the use of fatty acid methyl esters
~biodiesel! seems to be the fact that independently on the raw
material used for their production, the addition of biodiesel in the
traditional diesel fuel improves the emissions of particulate matter
which comprise a serious disadvantage of the diesel engine, espe-
cially in polluted areas.

The specific combination of two additives does not affect ex-
haust emissions negatively; however, the additives may act as a
drawback in some cases where biodiesel blends had achieved sig-

Fig. 10 Percentage change of the total nitrogen oxide emis-
sions „ppm … due to the addition of corn oil biodiesel ¿additives

Fig. 11 Percentage change of the total nitrogen oxide emis-
sions „ppm … due to the addition of used frying oil
biodiesel ¿additives

Fig. 12 Percentage change of particulate matter emissions
„mg Õm3

… due to the addition of corn oil biodiesel ¿additives

Fig. 13 Percentage change of particulate matter emissions
„mg Õm3

… due to the addition of used frying oil
biodiesel ¿additives
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Fig. 14 Fuel consumption for conventional diesel fuel and fuel blends containing 10 percent biodiesel with Õwithout the
combination of H1 and H2 additives

Fig. 15 Fuel consumption for conventional diesel fuel and fuel blends containing 30 percent biodiesel with Õwithout the com-
bination of H1 and H2 additives

Fig. 16 Fuel consumption for conventional diesel fuel and fuel blends containing 50 percent biodiesel with Õwithout the
combination of H1 and H2 additives
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nificant reduction in exhaust emissions. It was observed that the
combination of the two additives was more effective in the cases
when the biodiesel blends had not offered a notable reduction in
particulate emissions and in the cases where the biodiesel blends
had a negative or neutral effect on NOx emissions.
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Nomenclature

B10 5 diesel fuel containing 10 percent biodiesel and 90
percent diesel fuel

B30 5 diesel fuel containing 30 percent biodiesel and 70
percent diesel fuel

B50 5 diesel fuel containing 50 percent biodiesel and 50
percent diesel fuel

B100 5 100 percent biodiesel
CO 5 carbon monoxide

CO2 5 carbon dioxide
FAME 5 fatty acid methyl esters

HC 5 hydrocarbons
HP 5 horse power

NDIR 5 non-dispersive infra-red
NOx 5 nitrogen oxides
ppm 5 parts per million
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Key Durability Issues With
Mullite-Based Environmental
Barrier Coatings for Si-Based
Ceramics
Plasma-sprayed mullite~3Al2O3•2SiO2! and mullite/yttria-stabilized-zirconia (YSZ)
dual layer coatings have been developed to protect silicon-based ceramics from environ-
mental attack. Mullite-based coating systems show excellent durability in air. However, in
combustion environments, corrosive species such as molten salt or water vapor penetrate
through cracks in the coating and attack the Si-based ceramics along the interface. Thus
the modification of the coating system for enhanced crack-resistance is necessary for
long-term durability in combustion environments. Other key durability issues include
interfacial contamination and coating/substrate bonding. Interfacial contamination leads
to enhanced oxidation and interfacial pore formation, while a weak coating/substrate
bonding leads to rapid attack of the interface by corrosive species, both of which can
cause a premature failure of the coating. Interfacial contamination can be minimized by
limiting impurities in coating and substrate materials. The interface may be modified to
improve the coating/substrate bond.@S0742-4795~00!03203-8#

Introduction
Silicon-based ceramics are promising candidates for hot section

structural components of heat engines and heat exchanger tubes
for industrial furnaces. One potential barrier to such applications
is their environmental durability. The excellent oxidation resis-
tance of silicon-based ceramics at high temperatures in clean, dry
oxygen is due to the formation of a solid, protective external silica
scale. However, the normally protective silica scale can be de-
graded by reacting with impurities, such as alkali salts@1,2# or
water vapor@3–5#.

Molten Na2SO4 can deposit in gas turbine engines operating
near marine environments or from contaminants in the fuel@6#.
The Na2SO4 then reacts with the silica to form liquid sodium
silicate, leading to accelerated degradation of Si-based ceramics
@1#. In coal-fired combustion environments, combustion gases
contain low levels of alkali salts because of naturally occurring
minor alkali components in the coal. These alkali salts can dis-
solve in the silica scale and enhance the transport of oxygen,
leading to drastically enhanced oxidation@2#. In heat engines, sub-
stantial amounts of water vapor, typically about 10 percent, is
produced from burning hydrocarbon fuels in air@7#. The water
vapor reacts with silica, forming gaseous hydroxide species, such
as Si~OH)4 @3–5#. In high-pressure combustion environments, the
higher water vapor pressure generates even higher levels of gas-
eous hydroxide species, resulting in linear volatilization of silica.
The linear volatilization of silica coupled with the parabolic oxi-
dation of Si-based ceramics results in overall paralinear kinetics
@4#, causing rapid degradation of Si-based ceramics. Therefore,
the realization of the full potential of silicon-based ceramics in
high temperature structural applications depends on the develop-
ment of environmental protection schemes.

An external environmental barrier coating is a promising ap-

proach to protect Si-based ceramics from environmental attack.
Mullite is a promising candidate coating material because of its
close coefficient of thermal expansion~CTE! match and good
chemical compatibility with Si-based ceramics. Researchers at So-
lar Turbines, Inc., San Diego, CA, and Oak Ridge National Labo-
ratory, Oak Ridge, TN, have done pioneering work on applying
refractory oxide coatings such as alumina, zirconia, yttria, mullite,
cordierite, etc., on SiC@8,9#. In those studies, mullite was found to
be adherent and offer the best protection of all the refractory coat-
ings tested. However, those plasma-sprayed mullite coatings
tended to crack on thermal cycling. Researchers at NASA Glenn
Research Center, Cleveland, OH, identified the crystallization of
amorphous phase mullite, which accompanies a volumetric con-
traction, as the main source for the cracking of plasma-sprayed
mullite coatings@10#. Based on this finding, researchers at NASA
GRC successfully eliminated most of the amorphous phase mul-
lite from the coating by spraying the mullite while heating the SiC
substrate above the crystallization temperature of amorphous mul-
lite ~;1000 °C! @10#.

These second-generation mullite coatings provide excellent
protection in air and molten salt environment@10–14#. Mullite
coatings, however, suffer selective vaporization of silica in the
presence of water vapor because of its high silica activity
~0.3;0.4! @11,15,16#. Thus, an environmental overlay coating is
required when protection from water vapor is needed. Yttria-
stabilized zirconia~YSZ! was selected as a baseline overlay coat-
ing because of its proven performance as a thermal barrier coating
~TBC! in combustion environments. The mullite coating in the
mullite/YSZ coating system is somewhat analogous to the bond
coat in conventional TBC’s, in the sense that it provides bonding
as well as oxidation protection. This paper will discuss the current
durability issues of second generation mullite-based environmen-
tal coatings on Si-based ceramics and future research directions in
this area.

Experimental
Mullite and YSZ coatings were applied by atmospheric pres-

sure plasma spraying onto 2.530.630.15 cm sintereda-SiC cou-
pons~Hexoloy™, Carborundum, Niagara Falls, NY! and reaction
bonded silicon nitride~RBSN R. Bhatt, NASA GRC!. The SiC
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substrates were roughened (Ra
255–6mm! by etching in Na2CO3

to achieve a good mechanical bond@10#, whereas RBSN was used
as processed. Fused mullite powder with the particle size of
44–74mm was used~Cerac, Inc., Milwaukee, WI!. Typical coat-
ing thickness was 100–200mm for the mullite coating and 50mm
for the YSZ coating. Details of the coating parameters are de-
scribed elsewhere@10#.

Coated coupons were annealed in air at 1300 °C for 100 h, prior
to the environmental exposure. Environmental exposures were
thermal cycling in air, thermal cycling in 90 percent H2O/O2 at 1
atm ~simulated lean combustion environments! or isothermal ex-
posure in high-pressure burner rigs with or without molten salt.
Thermal cycling tests in water vapor were to evaluate the long-
term behavior of coatings in lean combustion environments be-
cause high-pressure burner rigs are not suitable for long-term tests
due to their high operating cost. Thermal cycling was performed
using an automated thermal cycling furnace. Each thermal cycle
consisted of 2 h at temperature, rapid cooling to room tempera-
ture, and 20 min at room temperature. Typically, samples reached
the high temperature within 2 min and the low temperature within
5 min in each cycle. Molten salt environments were generated
using a high-pressure burner rig with Jet A fuel containing 2 ppm
Na at 4 atm.

Tested samples were mounted in epoxy, polished to 1mm using
diamond suspension, and examined using Scanning Electron Mi-
croscopy~SEM! and Energy Dispersive Spectroscopy~EDS!.

Environmental Durability

Air. Mullite/YSZ-coated SiC was exposed to a 2 h thermal
cycling exposure in air at 1300 °C. Figure 1 shows the cross-
section after 500h exposure. Mullite coatings typically developed
through-thickness cracks, however, they maintained excellent ad-
hesion and provided excellent oxidation protection. Mullite-
coated SiC exhibited a similar behavior under the same exposure,
indicating that the presence of YSZ overlay coating did not affect
the coating durability despite the large CTE mismatch between
the two layers.

Mullite/YSZ-coated RBSN was exposed to an isothermal oxi-
dation at 1300 °C in air for 50 h. A thick oxide scale and large
pores developed at the mullite/RBSN interface~Fig. 2!. EDS
showed a significant amount of Mg in the scale. This contamina-
tion by MgO, which is from the RBSN, is responsible for the
enhanced oxidation and pore formation. Similar enhanced oxida-
tion and pore formation of mullite-coated SiC was observed when
the system was contaminated by Na2O or K2O from the coating
processed with a low purity mullite powder@17#. Alkali and alka-
line earth metal oxides are known to degrade the oxidation resis-

tance of Si-based ceramics by enhancing the oxygen transport
through silica by altering the silica network@18#.

Combustion Environments

High Pressure Burner Rig. Uncoated, mullite-coated, and
mullite/YSZ-coated SiC was exposed to high-pressure burner rig
~HPBR! under a rich burn condition~equivalence ratio51.9! at 6
atm and 1230 °C. Figure 3 shows the plot of weight change vs.
time. Uncoated and mullite-coated SiC showed weight loss due to
the volatilization of silica. The lack of weight change in the
mullite/YSZ-coated SiC indicated that the YSZ overlay coating
provided the protection from water vapor. Figure 4~a! shows the
cross-section of mullite-coated SiC after the high-pressure burner
rig exposure. Pores are observed at the interface where cracks
intersected the SiC interface. Enhanced oxidation was observed
around pores, indicating that water vapor penetrated through the
cracks and reacted with SiC. The pore formation is attributed to
the generation of gaseous silicon hydroxide species. The selective
volatilization of silica from mullite left a porous layer of alumina
on the surface of mullite~Fig. 4~b!!.

Water Vapor Cyclic Furnace. Mullite-coated SiC/SiC~Du-
pont Lanxide, Newark, DE! exposed to 2 h cycle exposure in 50
percent H2O/O2 at 1300 °C showed weight loss, whereas mullite/
YSZ-coated SiC/SiC exhibited parabolic oxidation@19#. The
weight loss of mullite-coated SiC/SiC was attributed to the selec-
tive volatilization of silica from the mullite. This result is consis-
tent with the weight change behavior of mullite and mullite/YSZ
coatings in high pressure burner rig~Fig. 3!. A similar weight

2Average distance from the roughness profile to the mean line

Fig. 1 Mullite ÕYSZ-coated SiC after 500 h wit h 2 h cycles at
1300 °C in air

Fig. 2 Mullite ÕYSZ-coated RBSN after 50 h at 1300 °C in air

Fig. 3 Weight change versus time for coated and uncoated
SiC in HPBR „6 atm, 1230 °C …
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change behavior is expected for these coatings on sintered SiC in
water vapor cyclic furnace because the reaction at the surface
should not be affected by the type of substrates.

Mullite/YSZ-coated SiC was exposed to 2 h cycle exposure in
90 percent H2O/O2 at 1300 °C to evaluate the long-term durability
in lean combustion environments. Most interfacial areas showed
excellent adherence with limited oxidation after 100 h. However,
at some interfacial areas, where through-thickness-cracks inter-
sected the SiC interface, accelerated oxidation initiated~Fig.
5~a!!. After 200 h, accelerated oxidation propagated along the
entire mullite/SiC interface, forming a thick porous silica scale
~Fig. 5~b!!. Water vapor, the predominant oxidant in a H2O/O2
environment, is known to enhance the oxidation of SiC. The silica
scale formed in high water vapor is porous, allowing the oxidation
to propagate readily along the interface. The porous scale is at-

tributed to the generation of gaseous silicon hydroxide species.
This is in contrast to the scale formed in dry air where the scale is
dense and thus prevents the rapid propagation of oxidation.

The effect of preoxidation on the coating adherence was evalu-
ated by preoxidizing a SiC coupon at 1300 °C for 100 h in air,
prior to the application of mullite/YSZ coating. The coated cou-
pon was exposed to 90 percent H2O/O2 at 1250 °C with 2 h
cycles. The cross-section after 100 h showed that the entire inter-
face was attacked by water vapor, forming a thick porous silica
scale~Fig. 6!. It is believed that the silica scale from preoxidation
weakened the mullite/SiC bonding, leading to more rapid penetra-
tion by water vapor than in the coupon without preoxidation. Pre-
oxidation did not affect the durability of the system when exposed
in air.

Fig. 4 Mullite-coated SiC after 50 h in HPBR „6 atm, 1230 °C …

Fig. 5 Mullite ÕYSZ-coated SiC exposed t o 2 h cycle exposure
in 90 percent H 2OÕO2 at 1300 °C; „a… 100 h; „b… 200 h.

Fig. 6 Mullite ÕYSZ-coated SiC after 100 h wit h 2 h cycles in 90
percent H 2OÕO2 at 1250 °C. The SiC coupon was oxidized for
100 h in air at 1300 °C prior to the application of coating.
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Hot Corrosion Rig. Uncoated and mullite-coated SiC coupons
were exposed in a hot corrosion burner rig at 1000 °C for 50 h.
Prior to the hot corrosion exposure, the coated coupon underwent
600 one hour thermal cycles at 1200 °C in air to let cracks form.
Uncoated SiC was severely deformed due to the attack by the
molten salt, whereas mullite-coated SiC was well preserved~Fig.
7~a!!. Cross-section of the mullite-coated SiC showed that
mullite/SiC interface was fairly intact~Fig. 7~b!!. Only a limited
attack with glassy reaction products, presumably sodium silicates,
was observed at the interface where cracks intersected the SiC
interface~Fig. 7~d!!. This is an indication of the penetration of salt
through some cracks.

Key Issues
Several key durability issues are identified from the environ-

mental durability test results. They include through-thickness-
cracking, bonding of mullite to the Si-based ceramic, and inter-
face contamination. These key issues will be discussed in this
section to help elucidate the future research directions to improve
the coating durability.

Through-Thickness-Cracking. As-sprayed mullite coatings
are free of macrocracks~crack width.1 mm!. However, on ther-
mal exposure, they develop macrocracks, the size of which can be
as wide as 5–10mm. It has been shown in the foregoing section
that corrosive species, such as molten salt or water vapor, can
penetrate through these cracks and attack the SiC, leading to ac-
celerated degradation of the system.

It is believed that the development of through-thickness-cracks
is due to stresses in the coating. The most likely source for
stresses is the precipitation of various second phases in the mullite
coating. Amorphous phase mullite precipitates in the coating due
to the rapid cooling of molten mullite@10#. Even in the second
generation mullite coating, it is likely that some residual amor-
phous phase mullite still remains in the coating. Volumetric
shrinkage results during the crystallization of the residual amor-
phous phase mullite in subsequent thermal exposures. A signifi-
cant amount of alumina also precipitates in the plasma-sprayed
mullite coating@10#. Plasma-sprayed alumina typically contains
substantial amount of metastable alumina phases such as
g-alumina@20#. Volumetric shrinkage results when the metastable
alumina phases transform to stablea-alumina in subsequent ther-
mal exposures. The precipitation of alumina phase is also accom-
panied by the precipitation of silica-rich phases to maintain the
chemical balance@10#. Both the alumina and silica-rich phases
cause CTE mismatch stresses. Thus the precipitation of second
phases in the mullite coating and the resulting volumetric shrink-
age and CTE mismatch are suggested to be the major sources for
the stresses in the coating.

Mullite ÕSubstrate Bond. Mullite does not form a strong
chemical bond with SiC according to our diffusion couple study
@21#. Thus the mullite/SiC bond of as-sprayed coatings is mainly
due to mechanical interlocking. The lack of chemical bond may
be why the oxidation propagates readily along the interface in
water vapor. Silica scale from preoxidation presumably further
weakens the interfacial bond, leading to more rapid attack by the
water vapor.

Contamination. Interfacial contamination can degrade the
coating durability by altering the physical or chemical properties
of silica scale. Contaminants, such as alkali or alkaline earth metal
oxides, are known to be most detrimental to the oxidation resis-
tance of Si-based ceramics@7#. They enhance the oxygen transport
through silica by altering the silica network@18#. They also reduce
the scale viscosity by forming silicates@22#. Pores develop at the
interface when gases generated as a result of oxidation bubble
through the low viscosity silica scale@17#. High interfacial poros-
ity can eventually lead to coating delamination. Contamination
from coating materials can be minimized by using high purity
mullite powder or by limiting the addition of alkali or alkaline
earth metal oxides in the processing of Si-based ceramics@17#.

Future Research Directions

Modification of Mullite Coating for Improved Crack Resis-
tance. Second phases that cause cracking may be reduced
through process optimization. However, it may be impossible to
completely eliminate all second phases. For example, melt grown
mullite is always alumina-rich and thus some silica-rich phases
will always be present to maintain the chemical balance@23,24#.
The free alumina phase is likely due to the incongruent melting of
mullite and thus may not be completely eliminated by process
optimization. Other approaches to improve the crack resistance
include modifying the physical properties of mullite coating or
sealing the cracks by applying an overlay coating with good crack
resistance. Figure 8 shows mullite/cordierite-coated SiC after 600
h with 20 h cycles at 1200 °C in air. Note that the crack stopped
at the cordierite/mullite interface. Plasma-sprayed cordierite
seems to be more resistant to cracking than plasma-sprayed
mullite.

Interface Modification for Improved Bonding. The mullite/
Si-based ceramic interface may be modified to enhance the
coating/substrate bonding. One example is Mo flash layer. A Mo
flash layer~1;5 mm! was applied on SiC by sputtering and an-
nealed in Ar-5 percent H2 at 1200–1300 °C for 20–100h, prior to
the application of mullite/YSZ coating. Silicon diffused into the
molybdenum during the annealing, forming molybdenum silicide
with varying composition through the thickness@16#. Similar re-
sults were reported in a Mo/SiC diffusion couple study@25,26#.

Fig. 7 Mullite-coated SiC coupon after 50 h in hot corrosion rig at 1000 °C
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The annealed flash layer was thicker and partially delaminated,
presumably due to the volume expansion as the silicon diffused
into the molybdenum. Figure 9 shows the mullite/molybdenum
silicide/SiC system after 500 h at 1300 °C with 2 h cycles in 90
percent H2O/O2 . Excellent durability was observed at some areas
of the coating where the molybdenum silicide layer remained in-
tact. Even the silica scale at the interface attacked by water vapor
was thinner than the scale at the unmodified interface, indicating
that the interfacial modification delayed the water vapor attack.
This result suggests the potential of interface modification for im-
proving the coating durability.

Conclusions
A mullite-based coating system is promising as an environmen-

tal barrier for Si-based ceramics in combustion environments. Key
durability issues are through-thickness cracking in the mullite
coating, a weak mullite/Si-based ceramic bond, and interfacial
contamination. Improvement of the crack resistance through the
modification of mullite or the application of an overlay coating is
suggested. Improved bonding may be achieved through the modi-
fication of interface. Interfacial contamination can be minimized
by limiting impurities in coating and substrate materials.
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A New Probabilistic Approach for
Accurate Fatigue Data Analysis of
Ceramic Materials
Statistical methods for the design of ceramic components for time-dependent failure
modes have been developed that can significantly enhance component reliability, reduce
baseline data generation costs, and lead to more accurate estimates of slow crack growth
(SCG) parameters. These methods are incorporated into the Honeywell Engines &
Systems CERAMIC and ERICA computer codes. Use of the codes facilitates generation of
material strength parameters and SCG parameters simultaneously, by pooling fast frac-
ture data from specimens that are of different sizes, or stressed by different loading
conditions, with data derived from static fatigue experiments. The codes also include
approaches to calculation of confidence bounds for the Weibull and SCG parameters of
censored data and for the predicted reliability of ceramic components. This paper pre-
sents a summary of this new fatigue data analysis technique and an example demonstrat-
ing the capabilities of the codes with respect to time-dependent failure modes. This work
was sponsored by the U.S. Department of Energy/Oak Ridge National Laboratory (DoE/
ORNL) under Contract No. DE-AC05-84OR21400.@S0742-4795~00!02103-7#

1.0 Introduction
The design of ceramic components for structural applications

can be very challenging. Often ceramic components are expected
to exceed reliability standards which the metallic components they
are replacing could not meet. In the process of assessing the reli-
ability of ceramic components, two issues must be addressed:~1!
generation of the Weibull and fatigue parameters of the material;
and ~2! risk integration of the component to determine the reli-
ability. The basic theories that address these two issues are well
developed@1–3#, but in order to produce reliable designs with the
typically small material properties databases and large extrapola-
tions, more advanced statistical methods are required.

To this effect, Honeywell Engines & Systems has been pursu-
ing the development of probabilistic and statistical methods for
extracting the most information out of a given set of data. These
efforts have been performed under the Life Prediction Methodolo-
gies for Ceramic Components of Advanced Heat Engines pro-
gram, Phase I and Phase II, funded by the Department of Energy/
Oak Ridge National Laboratory~DoE/ORNL! under Contract No.
De-AC05-84OR21400. The result has been the development of
two computer codes, CERAMIC and ERICA, that are intended to
be used in tandem@4#. These codes incorporate state-of-the-art
methodologies for the design and life prediction of ceramic com-
ponents, as follows.

First, the statistical methodologies consist of approaches that
use censored data analysis techniques for the pooling of material
data. By pooling, it is meant that data from specimens of different
sizes that are loaded under different conditions~including proof
testing! and at different temperatures can be analyzed together, in
a single analysis, to generate the required Weibull parameters.
The material parameters generated in this way are more accurate
than those obtained from the individual analysis of each data set.
The pooling of specimens of different sizes and loading condi-
tions can be used to provide an indication as to how well the
chosen failure theory fits the given material. This approach has

been extended to allow the pooling of fast fracture and static
fatigue data in order to generate more accurate estimates of the
slow crack growth parameters of the ceramic material.

Second, the methodology of calculating confidence bounds us-
ing the likelihood ratio technique has been expanded to allow the
computation of confidence bounds for the slow crack growth
parameters.

Third, the methodology includes approaches for the calculation
of confidence bounds for the reliability prediction of a component.
This is particularly important, because actual components are gen-
erally much larger and are loaded at significantly lower stress
levels than test specimens, resulting in sizable extrapolations of
the material properties. For actual components, the ratio of fail-
ures that originate from volume and surface flaws may also be
much different than the ratio observed in the database specimens.
Extrapolation away from the bulk of the stress levels where the
data are generated results in significantly wide confidence bounds.
One should, therefore, design ceramic components to a desired
level of reliability using the upper-bound confidence limit. This
methodology has been expanded to the extent of calculation of
confidence bounds for the reliability of a specimen~or compo-
nent! for a given lifetime and multiple, independent~but concur-
rently acting!, flaw populations.

Therefore, the risk integration approach has been modified to
facilitate confidence bound calculations for components. The pro-
cedure consists of the evaluation of the effective size of a compo-
nent as a function of the Weibull slope, slow crack growth param-
eters, and time. This information is then used to compute
confidence bounds for the given component.

The motivation for the development of this fatigue data analysis
methodology has been the shortfalls seen in ordinary statistical
treatment of fatigue data with respect to runouts and failures on
loading~which are especially typical during fatigue testing of ce-
ramic materials!. A runout is defined as a test which is interrupted
before the specimen fails. Runouts do not contain the same infor-
mation about the placement on the stress versus time curve as
failures do, and ignoring this fact leads to serious errors in the
estimated materials response.

To illustrate this, consider the following thought experiment: a
test is performed very near the runout strength of a material and it
does not fail beforex hours. A similar test, performed at 100 MPa
below ‘‘runout’’, is also stopped afterx hours. An ordinary least
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squares regression of all the data, including the first example, but
not the second, would have little effect on the final position of the
curve. But including the very low point—as if it were a failure—
will greatly lower the resulting curve.

Conventional least squares regression is the accepted method
for estimating fatigue parameters of the stress-time curve only
when all fatigue specimens really do fail. If runouts~and failures
on loading! have to be included in the data analysis, censored data
analysis using the maximum likelihood approach should be used
to extract the most information out of the data available. This
short introduction is illustrated in Fig. 1, comparing fatigue curves
derived from conventional least squares regression and the newly-
developed censored maximum likelihood data analyses.

2.0 Derivation of the Statistical Method
If stress rupture failures are a consequence of subcritical crack

growth ~SCG!, and if SCG and fast fracture both occur from the
same flaw population, fast fracture strength, and stress rupture
data may be pooled to perform a combined likelihood analysis of

the complete fast fracture and stress rupture data. One implication
from such an analysis is that the number of observations is sig-
nificantly increased which in turn greatly increases the confidence
of subsequent predictions.

2.1 Development of the Likelihood Function. Develop-
ment of the likelihood function that forms the basis of the analysis
method requires the distribution function for the observations. The
solution for the distribution of observations having strength deg-
radation in the presence of slow crack growth under static loading
and competing flaw populations is derived for the situation in
which each specimen is tested to failure or the test is terminated.
In this case, an observation is either the strength value at failure
~observation or censored observation!, or either the time at which
failure occurs~observation or censored observation! or the runout
time. The former situation happens when failure occurs during
loading to the static value, and the latter occurs when the static
load has been safely reached and failure occurs after sufficient
subcritical crack growth has taken place or the test is terminated
with a time runout. The development is based on the multiaxial
Weibull setup with assumed coplanar crack growth. This setup
and assumptions give a first step in the development of analysis
procedures including likelihood ratio confidence bounds that al-
low for subcritical crack growth in the presence of competing
failure modes.

2.1.1 Transformation of Strength Due to Slow Crack Growth.
The multiaxial setup was first presented by Batdorf and Heinisch
@2# and Lamon and Evans@3#. This approach has been strength-
ened and generalized by Cuccio et al.@5#, Nemeth et al.@6#, John-
son and Tucker@7,8#, and Schenk et al.@4#. Also, Tucker and
Johnson@9# have shown that the Batdorf and Heinisch, and
Lamon and Evans approaches are equivalent~cf. references in
Tucker and Johnson!. In the multiaxial setup, the probability of
fast fracture failure is given by Eq.~1!:

Pf~smax!512expH 2IVS smax

s0
D mJ , (1)

wheresmax typically is the maximum principal stress in the com-
ponent, and is strictly used for normalization purposes;m is the
first Weibull parameter or Weibull modulus;s0 is the second
Weibull parameter or characteristic strength;V is the physical size
of a specimen; andI is the multiaxial stress factor~for a volume
flaw population in this case!, as defined by Eq.~2!:

I 5
1

4pV EEE
V

E
0

2p E
2p/2

p/2 S se~x,y,z,f,c!

smax
D m

cosfdfdcdV,

(2)

wherese is the equivalent stress determined by a suitable fracture
criterion and is a value ofsc , the critical stress, i.e., the remote
stress applied normal to the crack plane that would produce fail-
ure. Similar expressions have been derived for surface and cham-
fer flaw populations~see@4#!. Note thatsmax is independent of
any specific failure mode with its associatedse . Moreover, for a
fixed loading geometry,se /smax is not a function of the failure
stress. Indeed,se can be expressed as Eq.~3!:

se5s1F@•#, (3)

where ~cf. Lamon and Evans and Tucker and Johnson!, F@•# is
not a function ofs1 , the maximum principal stress. Thus,smax
~the failure stress! is just the maximum value ofs1 in the speci-
men. In treating time-dependent phenomena, the distribution ofsc
must be generalized to cover the change of strength that occurs
over time.

The following discussion will demonstrate the approach, using
the simplest form of the fracture mechanics description of SCG
~the power law!, Eq. ~4!:

da/dt5A~K !n, (4)

Fig. 1 Conventional fatigue data analysis is not capable of ac-
counting for runouts correctly: „a… only static fatigue failures;
„b… static fatigue failures plus some runouts; and „c… static fa-
tigue failures plus all runouts
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whereA andn are constants, and~Eq. ~5!!:

K5YsAa, (5)

and whereY denotes a geometry factor,s is the applied load
~stress!, anda is the crack length. Then, as shown in Trantina and
Johnson@10#, under uniform loading Eq.~5! can be substituted
into Eq.~4!, and Eq.~4! can be integrated and rearranged to yield
Eq. ~6!:

~Aaf !
22n5~Aai !

22n1S 22n

2 DA~Ys!nt, (6)

wherenÞ2, af denotes the final crack length (>ai), ai denotes
the initial crack length, andt is the time span over which the
constant load,s, is applied.

In view of the assumptions and the fact that the setup leading to
Eq. ~6! is essentially uniaxial, Eq.~6! can be used to transform an
initial strength to a final strength at which failure occurs after the
time span,t. In order to do this so as to determine the distribution
that results from SCG, a substitution in Eq.~6! for the crack
lengths is made in terms of the critical stress via the relationship
to KIc given byKIc5YscAa, wheresc is the critical stress that
will just produce failure for the lengtha. When this substitution is
carried out and some rearrangement made, we obtain Eq.~7!:

~s f !
n225~s i !

n221S 22n

2 D S KIc

Y D n22

A~Ys!nt, (7)

wheren.2 and thef and i subscripts denote the final and initial
critical stresses, respectively. Equation~7! gives the degradation
in strength for a particular flaw population, sinces f and s i are
values ofsc : it is obvious thats f,s i whent is greater than zero.
Thus, the difference betweens f and s i produces the amount of
time for SCG. Also, SCG can occur if and only ifs,s i , other-
wise failure occurs on applying the load,s.

Sturmer et al.@11# generalize the results of Eqs.~4!–~7! to the
multiaxial case by rewriting Eq.~5! as follows~Eq. ~8!!:

KIc5Yse~ t !Aa~ t !, (8)

wherese(t) is the load at timet expressed as an equivalent stress
that would just produce failure for the lengtha(t), which is
changing over time. This implies, among other things, thatse(t)
accounts for any initial non-coplanar crack growth. Since a crack
must grow in order to have fracture failure, the implication is very
reasonable. Eq.~8! is then substituted into Eq.~4! and the integra-
tion of Eq.~6! is carried out to yield Eq.~9!, upon the substitution
of Eq. ~5!:

~se f!
n225~sei!

n221S 22n

2 D S KIc

Y D n22

AYnE
t50

t f

~se~ t !!ndt,

(9)

wherese(t) is such that Eqs.~8! and ~5! are first met att f , and
se f , andsei are the final and initial equivalent stresses, respec-
tively. When the load is constant as in stress rupture tests, the
integration on the right-hand side of Eq.~9! can be carried out to
yield Eq. ~10!:

~se f!
n225~sei!

n221S 22n

2 D S KIc

Y D n22

AYnsL
nt, (10)

wheresL is the equivalent stress resulting from the constant load.
Now, on failure se f equalssL . Taking this into account and
solving Eq.~10! for sei yields Eq.~11! ~dropping the subscripti
and in what follows, understanding thatse is the initial equivalent
stress!:

se5sLF11S n22

2 D ~KIc!n22AY2sL
2tG1/~n22!

5sLF11
sL

2

B
tG1/~n22!

, (11)

where

B5F S n22

2 D ~KIc!n22AY2G21

. (11a)

Equation~10! also can be solved fort, yielding the time that is
required for the initial strength to be degraded to the load and
hence failure then occurs, which is~Eq. ~12!!:

t5
B

sL
2 F S se

sL
D n22

21G . (12)

It is clear that Eqs.~11! and ~12! are in a one-to-one and onto
relationship and, hence, inverses of each other. Equation~12! has
other important properties; in view of Eq.~3!, the ratio inside the
brackets in Eq.~12! is a scalar ratio of the initial failure stress to
that of the load failure stress and is just proportional tosc . Thus,
except for thesL

2 term,t is independent of location and angle and,
hence, of any element. Moreover, for a given location and angle,
Eq. ~12! is a strictly monotonically increasing function of the
scalar ratio.

Equations~11! and ~12! form the basis for the development of
the distribution of an observed time for a specific failure mode.
Using Eq. ~11!, Eq. ~2! can be rewritten to define a multiaxial
stress factor,I t for time-dependent flaw populations as in Eq.~13!:

I t~m,t,n,B!

5
1

4pV EEE
V

E
0

2pE
2p/2

p/2 S se~x,y,z,f,c,n,B,t !

smax
D m

•cosfdfdcdV

5
1

4pV E E E
V

E
0

2pE
2p/2

p/2 FsL~x,y,z,f,c!

smax

•S 11
t

B
sL

2~x,y,z,f,c! D 1/~n22!Gm

cosfdfdcdV,

(13)

which is computed by the ERICA code using the multiaxial stress
distribution in the specimen or component calculated by a finite
element code~in this case, ANSYS!.

2.1.2 Distributions of Actual Observations.In developing
the likelihood function, actual failure events need to be consid-
ered. For a given specimen with a single flaw population that is
tested to failure, either a strength or time is observed. Thus, the
events of observing a strength or a time are mutually exclusive
and exhaustive. Therefore, the probability of observing any
strength (,smaxL) plus the probability of observing any time~.0
and,`! is one. The termsmaxL denotes the maximum equivalent
stress in the specimen when loaded to the static test load.

The development of the likelihood needs to cover these two
joint, exhaustive events. The development will be given in steps,
beginning with the derivation for time distributions first.

The event of observing a time~denoted byt,T,`! occurs if
and only if a time is observed for all elements of a specimen.
Following the argument of Eq.~1! in Batdorf and Heinisch@2#,
Eqs.~1! and~2! of this paper can be used to express the probabil-
ity of this, as~Eq. ~14!!:
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P~0,T,`!5expH 2
1

4pV EEE
V

E
0

2pE
2p/2

p/2 S sL~x,y,z,f,c!

s0
D m

cosfdfdcdVJ 5expH 2IVS smax

s0
D mJ . (14)

The event of observing a time that is greater thant ~denoted byt,T,`! occurs if and only if this occurs for all elements of a
specimen. Arguing as for Eq.~14!, this can be expressed formally as~Eq. ~15!!:

P~ t,T,`!5expH 2
1

4pVEEE
V

E
0

2pE
2p/2

p/2 S sL~x,y,z,f,c!

s0
•

S 11
t

B
sL

2~x,y,z,f,c! D 1/~n22!D m

cosfdfdcdVJ 5expH 2I tVS smax

s0
D mJ .

(15)

The monotonic nature of Eq.~12! and hence Eq.~11! implies that there can be no value of the equivalent stress less thansL@1
1(sL

2/B)t#1/(n22) for any element~sL is a function of location and angle! for which it is true that an observed time would be between
t and infinity. Thus Eq.~15! is valid. SincesL@11(sL

2/B)t#1/(n22) is continuous int ~for any element!, Eq. ~15! reduces to Eq.~14!
when t50. Therefore, Eq.~14! can be employed to obtain the probability of a strength failure or thatT50, as in Eq.~16!.

P~T50!512expH 2
1

4pV EEE
V

E
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2pE
2p/2

p/2 S sL~x,y,z,f,c!

s0
D m

cosfdfdcdVJ 512expH 2IVS smax

s0
D mJ . (16)

Since the events (0,T<t) and (t,T,`) are mutually exclusive and exhaustive of the event (0,T,`), the joint probability that
~0,T<t and a time is observed! is given by Eq.~15! minus Eq.~16! as Eq.~17!:

P~0,T<t and a time is observed!5expH 2
1

4pV EEE
V

E
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2pE
2p/2

p/2 S sL~x,y,z,f,c!
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cosfdfdcdVJ
2expH 2
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S 11
t
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sL

2~x,y,z,f,c! D 1/~n22!D m

cosfdfdcdVJ
5expH 2IVS smax

s0
D mJ 2expH 2I tVS smax

s0
D mJ . (17)

The cumulative~marginal! distribution for an observed time oft is given by Eq.~18!:

P~T<t !5P~T50!1P~0,T<t !, t.0

5P~T50!, t50. (18)

In view of Eq. ~16!, Equation~18! reduces to Eq.~19!:

P~T<t !512expH 2
1

4pV EEE
V

E
0

2pE
2p/2

p/2 S sL~x,y,z,f,c!

s0
•

S 11
t

B
sL

2~x,y,z,f,c! D 1/~n22!D m

cosfdfdcdVJ
512expH 2I tVS smax

s0
D mJ , t>0. (19)

It is noted for reference, by employing Eqs.~14! and~17! and the definition of conditional probability~or Bayes Theorem! that ~Eq.
~20!!:

P~T<tuA time is observed!512exp5 2
1

4pV EEE
V
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2pE
2p/2

p/2 S sL~x,y,z,f,c!

s0
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S 11
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cosfdfdcdV 6 . (20)
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Equation~20! is analogous to the distribution of ‘‘customer’’
observed times after a proof test has been carried out~in this case
at sL!. Equation~20! will not be used in our derivations, since it
does not employ the strengths of specimens that fail on load-up.

The event of observing a strength~denoted bysmaxe<smaxL ,
wheresmaxe denotes the maximum value ofse in the specimen!
occurs if and only if the strength for at least one element is less
than the sL for that element. Now the events (0<strength
<smaxe) and (smaxe,strength<smaxL) are mutually exclusive
and exhaustive of the event (0<strength<smaxL). Thus, the joint
probability that (0<strength<smaxe and a strength is observed!
follows from the Batdorf element argument using Eqs.~1! and~2!
as ~Eq. ~21!!:

P~0<strength<smaxe and a strength is observed!

512expH 2
1

4pV EEE
V

E
0

2pE
2p/2

p/2 S se~x,y,z,f,c!

s0
D m

•cosfdfdcdVJ
512expH 2IVS smax

s0
D mJ . (21)

wheresmaxe<smaxL .
A specimen has a censored strength observation~analogous to a

time runout! if and only if the specimen strength is greater than
the censored load. Clearly, the complement of Eq.~21! ~1—Eq.
~21!! can be employed to evaluate this probability, withse taking
on the censored load value. Also, Eq.~16! gives the probability
that a strength is observed.

2.1.3 Distributions of Censored Observations Due to Compet-
ing Flaw Populations. We now consider the censoring that oc-
curs when competing flaw populations are present in a specimen.
The subscripti ~now! denotes theith observation and the subscript
j denotes thejth flaw population. A time is observed if and only if
minj$sej%.sL , for all elements, and thus all flaw populations un-
dergo subcritical growth. In this case, the time that is observed is
the minimum of the times computed by Eq.~12! for each of the
failure modes. Otherwise, a critical strength for at least one flaw
population is less than or equal tosL for at least one element, and
failure will occur on initial loading.

The distribution for a specimen strength observation is derived
by employing the probability of having a strength of less than or
equal toxi that is observed. Since at least one flaw population
must have a critical strength less than or equal tosL for at least
one element~in order to observe a strength upon failure!, this
probability is given by Eq.~22!:

F~xi !512S1~xi !S2~xi !, 0<xi<smaxL , (22)

where, for simplicity, the setup is given for two competing flaw
populations,S denotes the survivor function based on Eq.~21!
~the probability that the critical strength is greater thanxi , i.e., the
complement of Eq.~21! evaluated atxi!, and it is assumed that the
flaw populations act independently of each other. Differentiation
of Eq. ~22! yields the probability density for a strength observa-
tion of xi , which is ~Eq. ~23!!:

f ~xi !5 f 1~xi !S2~xi !1S1~xi ! f 2~xi !. (23)

From Eq.~23! it follows that the joint probability density of a
specimen failing from the first flaw populationand at strengthxi
is ~Eq. ~24!!:

g1~xi !5 f 1~xi !S2~xi !. (24)

For an observed strength of flaw population 1~standard fast
fracture data point or failure on loading! the probability density

function f 1 is given by the derivative of Eq.~21! with respect to
strength, while forS2 the complement of Eq.~21! is employed,
since it is a censored strength observation with respect to flaw
population 1.

A similar expression forg2 holds for the second flaw popula-
tion. Since Eq.~23! conditioned on (0<xi<smaxL) must integrate
to unity and the flaw populations are independent of each other,
the event of failure by one is mutually exclusive of the other.
Also, both events are exhaustive. Thus, the likelihood for an ob-
served strength and observed flaw population is given by eitherg1
or g2 .

The distribution for a specimen time observation is built on the
development of Eqs.~14!, ~15!, ~17!, and ~19!. Since all flaw
populations must have critical strengths greater thansmaxL for all
elements~in order to observe a time upon failure!, and the ob-
served time,yi , is the minimum of all possible times, this prob-
ability, F, is given formally by Eq.~25!:

F~yi !5S1~smaxL!S2~smaxL!2S1~smaxe1i !S2~smaxe2i !

5S1~smaxL!S2~smaxL!2S1~yi !S2~yi !, yi.0, (25)

where the dependency onyi is given from Eq.~11! by Eq. ~26!:

se ji5sLF11
sL

2

Bj
yi G1/~nj 22!

, (26)

and where the survivor functionSj for strengths is given by Eq.
~14! and the survivor functionSj for times is given by Eq.~15! for
each flaw population. The monotonic nature of Eq.~26! implies
that there can be no value of the equivalent stress less than the
value of Eq. ~26! for any element such that an observed time
would be greater thanyi . This also implies that ayi censored by
another flaw population,j , could not have an equivalent stress
less thanse ji , otherwise by the monotonicity of Eq.~26! t would
have been observed. Thus, Eq.~25! is valid. Differentiation of Eq.
~25! yields the probability densityf for a time observation ofyi ,
which is ~Eq. ~27!!:

f~yi !5f1~yi !S2~yi !1S1~yi !f2~yi ! (27)

The first term on the right-hand side of Eq.~27! covers the
situation in which the observed time is due to flaw population 1,
and the second term covers the situation due to flaw population 2.
From Eq. ~27! it follows that the joint probability density of a
specimen failing from the first flaw population and at timeyi is
~Eq. ~28!!:

h1~yi !5f1~yi !S2~yi !. (28)

For a time observed for flaw population 1, the probability den-
sity functionf1 is given by the derivative of Eq.~17! with respect
to time, while Eq.~15! ~or the complement of Eq.~19!! is used,
with t equal to the time to failure forS2 , since it is a censored
time observation with respect to flaw population 1.

A similar expression forh2 holds for the second flaw popula-
tion. As in the case for a strength observation, since Eq.~27!
conditioned onyi.0 must integrate to unity and the flaw popu-
lations are independent of each other, the event of failure by one
is mutually exclusive of the other, and both events are exhaustive.
Thus, the likelihood for an observed time and observed flaw popu-
lation is given by eitherh1 or h2 .

2.1.4 The Complete Likelihood Function.The likelihood of
an individual observation is defined approximately as the prob-
ability @F(x1D)2F(x)#, whereF is the cumulative distribution
function andD is sufficiently small.

Dividing by D and taking the limit asD approaches zero gives
the density function~when it exists!. SinceD is a constant scalar,
the likelihood can be defined as the density evaluated at an obser-
vation. In the case of censoring or runouts, the probability of the
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event is used as the likelihood~see Schenk et al.,@4#!. For com-
putational reasons, the natural logarithm of the likelihood is usu-
ally taken@12#.

Now, for observed failures each observation is either a failure
strength or a time at which failure occurred. Thus Eq.~24! multi-
plied by dxi gives the probability of an observed failure strength
due to flaw population 1 in the interval fromxi to xi1dxi . Like-
wise, Eq.~28! multiplied by dyi gives the probability of an ob-
served time due to flaw population 1 in the interval fromyi to
yi1dyi . This forms the basis for developing the likelihood func-
tion for observed failures. Let:

d j i 51, if the i th specimen fails from flaw populationj

with a strength observation

50, otherwise (29)

g j i 51, if the i th specimen fails from flaw population j

with a time observation

50, otherwise, (30)

where

d1i1d2i1g1i1g2i51. (31)

Then the likelihood for an observed strengthxi and observed
flaw population, or an observed timeyi and observed flaw popu-
lation is ~Eq. ~32!! from Eqs.~24! and ~28!, the similar expres-
sions forg2 and h2 , and the definitions of Eqs.~29!, ~30!, and
~31!:

Li5@ f 1~xi !S2~xi !#
d1i@S1~xi ! f 2~xi !#

d2i@ f1~yi !S2~yi !#
g1i

•@S1~yi !f2~yi !#
g2i

5@ f 1~xi !
d1iS1~xi !

d2if1~yi !
g1iS1~yi !

g2i#

•@S2~xi !
d1i f 2~xi !

d2iS2~yi !
g1if2~yi !

g2i#. (32)

For future reference, note that the bracketed terms in the last
line of Eq.~32! each only involve flaw population 1 or flaw popu-
lation 2. The log likelihood is, by definition, the logarithm of the
likelihood of the complete data set, which under independence is
the product of theLi . This yields Eq.~33!:

l 5(
l 51

n

ln Li5(
i 51

n

ln@ f 1~xi !
d1iS1~xi !

d2if1~yi !
g1iS1~yi !

g2i#

1 ln@S2~xi !
d1i f 2~xi !

d2iS2~yi !
g1if2~yi !

g2i# (33)

as the log likelihood of the observed strengths or times and flaw
populations for the data set of actual failure observations.

Any terms accounting for censored observations due to test
termination must be added to Eq.~33!. These type of observations
censor all flaw populations, and, hence, the appropriate survivor
term needs to be entered in Eq.~33! in each bracket. Then since
the bracketed terms of the completed Eq.~33! only involve a
single mode, the maximum of Eq.~33! is obtained by maximizing
individually each of the summed bracketed terms. But, due to the
nature of thed j i andg j i for the observed strengths and times~i.e.,
within a bracket, one and only one is unity and the others are
zero!, the maximization of an individual sum of brackets is ob-
tained from a standard censored data analysis.

In order to obtain the complete log likelihood function that will
also account for runout observations, let:

a j i 51, if the i th specimen is a censored strength

observation~unknown failure mode!

50, otherwise (34)

b j i 51, if the i th specimen is a time runout

~unknown failure mode!

50, otherwise, (35)

where~Eq. ~36!!

d1i1d2i1g1i1g2i1a1i1a2i1b1i1b2i52, if the

i th specimen is a censored observation

51, otherwise
(36)

or for j concurrent flaw populations

(
j

~d j i 1g j i 1a j i 1b j i !5 j , if the i th specimen

is a censored observation

51, otherwise

Then the complete log likelihood function forxi and observed
flaw population, or an observed timeyi and observed flaw popu-
lation, or an observed censored strength atxi , or an observed
runout atyi is

l 5(
l 51

n

ln Li

5(
i 51

n

ln@ f 1~xi !
d1iS1~xi !

d2if1~yi !
g1iS1~yi !

g2iS1~xi !
a1iS1~yi !

b1i#

1 ln@S2~xi !
d1i f 2~xi !

d2iS2~yi !
g1if2~yi !

g2iS2~xi !
a2iS2~yi !

b2i#,

(37)

whereSj (xi)
a j i is defined by the complement of Eq.~21!, while

Sj (yi)
b j i is defined by Eq.~15!. A generic data set is provided in

the Appendix to further explain the computation of the individual
likelihood for a specific flaw population.

2.2 Development of Confidence Bounds.Methods for ob-
taining likelihood ratio confidence bounds of parameters for indi-
vidual flaw populations and reliabilities at a fixed stress and/or
strengths at a fixed probability of failure are given in Cuccio et al.
@5#. The likelihood ratio method@13# is based on the direct use of
the likelihood ratio statistic, Eq.~38!

W~b!52@ l̂ 2 l̂ b#, (38)

where l is the appropriate bracketed term~s! of Eq. ~37!, l̂ is the
value of the log likelihood function evaluated at the joint maxi-
mum likelihood estimate of all parameters,b is any parameter,
and l̂ b is the value of the log likelihood function evaluated at a
fixed value ofb and the maximum likelihood estimates of all
other parameters conditional on the given value ofb. W(b) has,
approximately, a chi-squared distribution with one degree of free-
dom. This yields a 12a confidence region, on the parameterb as
~Eq. ~39!!:

$b:W~b!<x1,a
2 %. (39)

Obtaining confidence limits on a quantity such as a reliability
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requires substitution for, and elimination of, one of the distribu-
tion parameters, e.g.,s0 , for a particular flaw population. If only
one failure mode is involved, then this can be carried out in a
straightforward manner, maximizing the conditional likelihood
function in terms of the introduced quantity. However, a much
simpler approach, is to recognize that making the substitution is
equivalent to imposing a constraint on the conditional likelihood,
an observation that applies equally well to the situation of com-
peting failure modes~cf. Cuccio, et al.@5#!. Thus, we have a
constrained optimization problem comprised of the log likelihood

function given in Eq.~37! with a constraint equation defining the
particular conditions for which the confidence limits are desired.

2.2.1 Likelihood Ratio Confidence Bounds for a Specimen or
Component Probability at a Specified Time.For a specified ser-
vice time, t, the reliability of a component~again with two inde-
pendent flaw populations! is given by Eq.~40!:

R~ t !5S1~ t !S2~ t !. (40)

where from Eq.~19!:

Sj5expH 2
1

4pVc
E E E

Vc

E
0

2pE
2p/2

p/2 S sLc~x,y,z,f,c!

s0 j

•

S 11
t

Bj
sLc

2 ~x,y,z,f,c! D 1/~nj 22!D mj

cosfdfdcdVJ , (41)

and the subscriptc refers to a reference component~possibly a
specimen type!. Taking the logarithm of Eq.~40! yields:

g5 lnS 1

R~ t ! D5 lnS 1

S1~ t ! D1 lnS 1

S2~ t ! D . (42)

Noting that Eq.~42! imposes a constraint on the optimization of
l, given by the complete Eq.~37!, l̂ b can be obtained by a con-
strained optimization as the solution of Eq.~43!:

Maximize l , subject to:g5 lnS 1

S1~ t ! D1 lnS 1

S2~ t ! D . (43)

This setup produces a nice division between the specimen data
throughl and the component characteristics through the constraint
in Eq. ~43!. The capability for this type of analysis is given by use
of the codes ERICA and CERAMIC developed by Honeywell

Engines & Systems. Note that the solution given by Eq.~43! is
employed to find the value ofg that meets the bounds of Eq.~39!.
g is then inverted to obtainR(t) for specified values oft.

For illustration purposes, this procedure has been applied to
data on tensile specimens of a common size tested at 2200°F
~1204°C! for fast fracture strengths and stress rupture lives with a
stress rupture loading of 54.4 ksi~375 MPa!; see Table 1@14#.
There are two competing failure modes: internal and surface; one
censored strength observation having an unidentified fracture ori-
gin; two time runouts; and 20 strength and 20 time observations.

Analyses were performed using the CERAMIC/ERICA proba-
bilistic life prediction codes. The maximum likelihood parameter
estimates for the internal flaw population areŝ05926.7
M Pamm3/m̂, m̂58.19, B̂521,230M Pa2h, and n̂522.5; while
the estimates for the surface flaw population yield values of
ŝ051,338.4M Pamm2/m̂, m̂510.79, B̂52,000M Pa2h, and

Table 1 Pooled fast fracture and static fatigue data set from NT154 Silicon Nitride—ORNL tensile buttonhead specimens †14‡
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n̂518.1. While conventional fatigue data analysis is not even able
to compute fatigue parameters from a static fatigue data set gen-
erated only at a single stress level, the method suggested by Fett
and Munz@15#, does allow the computation of slow crack growth
parameters for a single flaw population using fast fracture data
and such a fatigue data set. Wu et al.@14#, used this method to
analyze the data set given in Table 1. The resulting parameters for
the volume flaw population werem̂57.45, ŝ05976.3M Pa2h,
n̂516.33, andB̂5216,250M Pa2h.

The likelihood ratio confidence bounds that result from solving
Eq. ~39! for selected values oft for the internal flaw population
are shown in Fig. 2. The curve flattens for ‘‘small’’ times due to
the jump att50 in the time distribution. This phenomenon gen-
erally holds in the time domain.

Summary and Conclusions
The methodology presented in this paper is generic enough to

be applied to cyclic fatigue data analysis and life prediction as
well, simply by changing the underlying stress-time transforma-
tion ~Eq. ~12!! appropriately. The methodology is implemented
into the CERAMIC/ERICA probabilistic life prediction codes
@16#, and currently allows the computation of maximum likeli-
hood best estimates for all material parameters~Weibull modulus
m, characteristic strengths0 , slow crack growth parametersB and
n!, including the likelihood ratio confidence bounds of all concur-
rently acting~competing! flaw populations in a single run using a
pooled set of fast fracture and static fatigue data, even if the static
fatigue data are generated at a single stress level.

By doing so, this approach also reveals whether slow crack
growth has been the only time-dependent failure mode acting dur-
ing the static fatigue experiments. Consider Fig. 1, for example.
The analysis of the fast fracture data alone resulted in a Weibull
modulusm of 18.55. One would expect that by pooling the fast
fracture data with the static fatigue data, a higher Weibull modu-
lus should be computed, due to the increased amount of data
available for parameter estimation.

Again, this is only true if the underlying assumption that slow
crack growth is the only time-dependent flaw population acting on
the specimens during the static fatigue experiments is correct. In
this case, the pooled data analysis resulted in a lower Weibull
modulusm of 14.19, and a fairly low slow crack growth exponent
n of 38.7 ~see Fig. 3!.

On the other hand, dynamic fatigue experiments resulted in a
very high n parameter value of 185. In the case of the static
fatigue experiments, it could be shown that creep damage accu-
mulation contributed to comparatively low times to failure, and,
therefore, to this artificially low slow crack growth exponent.
Since the static fatigue data have been heavily biased by creep,
larger scattering resulted for the pooled data set, which in turn is
expressed by the decreased Weibull modulus.

Nomenclature

A 5 slow crack growth parameter
a 5 crack length

ANSYS 5 finite element modeling computer code
ASME 5 American Society of Mechanical Engineers
ASTM 5 American Society for Testing and Materials

B 5 slow crack growth parameter
°C 5 degrees Celsius

CERAMIC 5 AlliedSignal ceramic life prediction code
DoE 5 U.S. Dept. of Energy

ERICA 5 AlliedSignal ceramic life prediction code
F,F 5 probability

f 5 probability density for strength observation
f 5 probability density for time observation

°F 5 degrees Fahrenheit
I 5 multiaxial stress factors for fast fracture

I t 5 multiaxial stress factors for slow crack growth
K 5 stress intensity factor

KIc 5 critical modeI stress intensity factor
ksi 5 thousands of pounds per square inch

m,m̂ 5 first Weibull parameter or Weibull slope
MPa 5 MegaPascals

n 5 slow crack growth parameter
ORNL 5 Oak Ridge National Laboratory

P 5 probability
Pf 5 probability of failure
R 5 reliability or probability of success
S 5 probability of survival for strength observation
S 5 probability of survival for time observation

SCG 5 subcritical crack growth
t 5 time

t f 5 time to failure
U.S., USA 5 United States of America

V 5 physical size of a specimen or component
W(•) 5 likelihood ratio statistic

xi 5 observed strength
Y 5 crack geometry factor
yi 5 observed time

se ,sL 5 effective stress levels
smax 5 maximum applied principal stress on the compo-

nent
so ,ŝo 5 second Weibull parameter

f,c 5 angles used in integration of unit radius sphere

Fig. 2 Resulting Weibull plot for specimen or component life
prediction including likelihood ratio confidence bounds

Fig. 3 Pooled data analysis of AS-800 Silicon Nitride fast frac-
ture and static fatigue data „1204°CÕ2200°F…
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Appendix

Table A1 Computation of the individual likelihoods of an example data set

Maximization ofL~flaw population! yields the best estimatesm̂, ŝ0 , B̂, andn̂ for this specific flaw population.
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Power Systems Development
Facility: High Temperature, High
Pressure Filter System
Operations in a Combustion Gas1

The Power Systems Development Facility (PSDF) is a Department of Energy (DOE)
sponsored engineering scale demonstration of two advanced coal-fired power systems.
Particulate cleanup is achieved by several High Temperature, High Pressure (HTHP) gas
filtration systems. The PSDF was designed at sufficient scale so that advanced power
systems and components could be tested in an integrated fashion to provide confidence
and data for commercial scale-up. This paper provides an operations summary of a
Siemens-Westinghouse Particulate Control Device (PCD) filtering combustion gas from a
Kellogg, Brown, and Root (KBR) transport reactor located at the PSDF. The transport
reactor is an advanced circulating fluidized bed reactor designed to operate as either a
combustor or a gasifier. Particulate cleanup is achieved by using one of two PCDs,
located downstream of the transport reactor. As of the end of 1998, the transport reactor
has operated on coal as a combustor for over 3500 h. To date, filter elements from 3M,
Blasch, Coors, Allied Signal (DuPont), IF&P, McDermott, Pall, Schumacher, and Spe-
cific Surface have been tested up to 1400 °F in the Siemens-Westinghouse PCD. The
PSDF has a unique capability for the collection of samples of suspended dust entering
and exiting the PCD with Southern Research Institute’s (SRI) in-situ particulate sampling
systems. These systems have operated successfully and have proven to be invaluable
assets. Isokinetic samples using a batch sampler, a cascade impactor and a cyclone
manifold have provided valuable data to support the operation of the transport reactor
and the PCD. Southern Research Institute has also supported the PSDF by conducting
filter element material testing.@S0742-4795~00!02203-1#

Introduction
Hot gas filtration technology is becoming increasingly more

important in the development of advanced power technologies.
With the highly competitive natural gas market, major improve-
ments in the discovery and extraction of natural gas and the rela-
tively low capital cost of the technology to burn gas for power
generation; coal is facing serious challenges in the industry. The
PSDF is dedicated to the development of advanced coal-based
generation technologies. Through coal gasification, PSDF hopes
to demonstrate that coal can remain competitive with natural gas
as a viable energy alternative. The PCD will play the most crucial
role in filtering out particulates from the gas stream and protecting
the downstream turbines. The most critical components in the
PCD are the filter elements themselves. The PSDF is challenged
with testing elements for their viability in commercial operation.
Commercial viability of filter elements relies heavily on resistance
to thermal shock~material properties!, filter performance and filter
life.

Project Description
The PSDF is configured into two separate trains. The transport

reactor train is used to produce a particulate-laden gas for testing

two of the PCDs. The Advanced Pressurized Fluidized Bed Com-
bustor~APFBC! train will be integrated with a topping combustor
and gas turbine for long term testing of two additional PCDs in an
integrated system and assessment of the control and integration
issues associated with the APFBC system.

Transport Reactor. The KBR transport reactor technology,
under development at the PSDF at a scale of about 2 tons/h~1800
kg/hr! of coal feed, can operate either as a gasifier or combustor.
Tests will be conducted in both configurations. In the gasifier
mode, coal is introduced and fired sub-stoichiometrically. The
coal devolatilizes, the volatiles pyrolyze and the residual char is
steam gasified. This staging of the gasification reaction forces
oxygen to react with char rather than volatiles, as is characteristic
in fluid bed gasifiers. As a result, the size of the gasifier is reduced
because the amount of char to be gasified by reaction with steam
is reduced substantially. Operation in the combustion mode is
similar, but the reactor is fired with excess air, and a fluidized bed
heat exchanger is included in the reactor loop to remove heat.

Advanced PFBC. First generation PFBC technology offers
the advantages of being more compact and efficient than pulver-
ized coal units. The PFBC design is simpler than most advanced
power generation systems. However, first generation PFBC sys-
tems have limited efficiency, due to low temperature operation
and the use of ruggedized turbines. To improve efficiency, PFBC
systems must employ hot particulate removal and a topping cycle
in order to use advanced turbine designs. These second-generation
APFBC designs are expected to be capable of achieving 50 per-
cent net plant efficiency. Advancing the development of APFBC
systems is one of the primary goals of the PSDF.

At a scale of 3 tons/h~2700 kg/hr!, the Foster Wheeler APFBC
system under development at the PSDF utilizes a topping cycle.

1The PSDF is supported by the U.S. Department of Energy’s Federal Enegy
Technology Center~FETC!, under Contract DE-FC21-90MC25140 with Southern
Company Services, Inc, P.O. Box 1069, Wilsonville, AL 35186-1069, telefax: 205-
670-5843. The FETC Contracting Officer’s Representative is James Longanbach.

Contributed by the Intemational Gas Turbine Institute~IGTI! of THE AMERICAN
SOCIETY OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERSfor publication in the ASME JOURNAL OF
ENGINEERING FOR GAS TURBINES AND POWER. Paper presented at the Interna-
tional Gas Turbine and Aeroengine Congress and Exhibition, Indianapolis, IN, June
7–10, 1999; ASME Paper 99-GT-343. Manuscript received by IGTI March 9, 1999;
final revision received by the ASME Headquarters May 15, 2000. Associate Tech-
nical Editor: D. Wisler.
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The process is a hybrid system that combines partial gasification
with PFBC. Coal is first fed to a pressurized carbonizer, where it
is converted to a low-Btu fuel gas and char. The char produced in
the carbonizer is transferred to a circulating PFBC~CPFBC!
where it is subsequently burned. Sulfur is removed in the process
by the addition of limestone into the carbonizer and CPFBC. The
carbonizer fuel gas and CPFBC flue gas are cleaned of particu-
lates in separate ceramic filters, after which the fuel gas is fired in
a specially designed topping combustor before entering a high-
temperature gas turbine using the CPFBC flue gas as the oxidant.

Particulate Control Devices. At the PSDF, three PCDs have
been installed in the process structure. Siemens-Westinghouse has
provided two of the PCDs. The smaller Siemens-Westinghouse
PCD can test up to 91 candle filter elements and is installed on the
KBR transport reactor process. The larger Siemens-Westinghouse
PCD contains up to 273 candle filter elements and will be used to
remove particulate from the vitiated air leaving the combustor in
the FW APFBC system. In addition to the Siemens-Westinghouse
systems, a Combustion Power Company~CPC! moving granular
bed filter is installed and will be tested on the KBR transport
reactor.

Siemens-Westinghouse PCD Design.Dirty gas from the trans-
port reactor enters the PCD through a tangential inlet nozzle, then
flows in an annulus between the vessel wall and a shroud. The gas
flows both over the top and under the bottom of the shround into
the central filtration zone of the vessel. Dirty gas flows through
the filter elements, depositing the particulate on the filter surface.
Figure 1 shows a schematic of the system operation.

The filter elements are attached to one of two plenums, or lev-
els, which support filter elements, collect the clean gas and dis-
tribute the pulse flow. There are 55 filter elements attached to the
lower plenum and 36 filter elements attached to the upper plenum.
Each filter element has a series of gaskets to provide a dust tight
seal, and there is a Siemens-Westinghouse fail-safe device located
above each filter element. The fail-safe is designed to limit ash
penetration in the event of a filter element failure.

The clean gas flows from the plenum to the outlet of the filter
vessel through the support tube, which is attached to the vessel
tubesheet, and eventually downstream to a gas turbine~while in
gasification mode!. The tubesheet provides a physical barrier
separating the ‘‘dirty’’ and ‘‘clean’’ sides of the PCD. The
Siemens-Westinghouse tubesheet is designed with a double cone
expansion joint, to provide a positive seal at a variety of operating
temperatures.

As the particulate accumulates on the outside of the filter sur-
face, the differential pressure will continually rise. Periodically, a
pulse of high pressure gas generated by the back-pulse skid re-
moves the filter cake. This gas flows into the filter vessel through
the pulse piping and is channeled to the individual plenums via
the support tube. The filter cake removed from the filter elements
falls to the bottom of the vessel, where it is removed and cooled
by a screw cooler and lockhopper system.

Results

Operationing Conditions. Typical operating conditions of
the Siemens-Westinghouse PCD for the KBR process are summa-
rized in Table 1.

To date, the PCD has been exposed to coal combustion
particulate-laden gas from the KBR transport reactor for over
3500 h since initial start-up with about 1400 h in 1998~See Fig.
2!. Initial operations were conducted at;600 °F ~320 °C! by
flowing all of the gas from the transport reactor through a gas
cooler. The primary reason for this approach was to operate the
PCD as conservatively as possible while gaining familiarity with
the transport reactor. As operation of both the reactor and the PCD
were better understood, the temperature in the PCD was increased
to ;1000 °F~540 °C! by partially bypassing the gas cooler. Op-
eration at this temperature went quite well, so shortly afterwards
the PCD inlet temperature was increased to its present operating
temperature of;1400 °F ~760 °C! where it has been for all of
1998.

Permeance. For a given face velocity the baseline pressure
drop just after cleaning with a back-pulse changes with time as a
residual cake forms on the filter surface. If the face velocity re-
mains constant, the rate of change in the baseline pressure drop
should approach zero as the filter system reaches steady state.
Since face velocity is changed fairly often in test facilities, such as
the PSDF the change in pressure drop is monitored by plotting the
systempermeanceversus time. Permeance is defined as the face
velocity, divided by the pressure drop and corrected for gas tem-
perature. The equation for permeance is

Permeance5
~FaceVelocity)m

~DP!m20
. (1)

Fig. 2 1998 KBR cumulative hours on coal

Table 1 Typical operating conditions in the Siemens-Westinghouse
PCD

Fig. 1 Siemens-Westinghouse PCD
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Under ideal conditions, the permeance will decrease as the re-
sidual cake forms until a steady-state value is reached. If the per-
meance fails to reach a steady state, operations may eventually be
affected, due to higher than acceptable pressure drops. Eventually,
the plant may have to shut down to avoid compromising the me-
chanical integrity of the PCD.

The permeance of the Siemens-Westinghouse PCD for the
nearly 1400 h of testing in 1998 is shown in Fig. 3. There are
several items of interest shown on the graph.

An element failure occurred in early April 1998, while transi-
tioning to coal. This resulted in a shut down. During this time a
significant number of filter elements were cleaned and/or replaced
with new filter elements. New elements were installed after 500 h
of operation resulting in the large step change in permeance as the
newer/clean elements began operation. During the year, dolomite
as well as limestone sorbents were used in the operation of the
transport reactor. Changes in these sorbents, type as well as grind
size, are indicated on the graph. Several ‘‘breaks’’ are shown in
the curve. These are primarily due to rapid changes in gas flow,
temperature, pressure, etc. on start-up and shut-down.

Filter Element Materials

Materials Exposed. In light of the critical defense that the
PCD provides to the downstream equipment, a variety of filter
elements have been tested. The variety in material composition of
these elements range from cement-like materials, commonly re-
ferred to as Alumina/mullite~monolithic oxides! or monolithic
silicon carbide elements~silicon carbide!, to many different types
of weaves and layered materials, commonly referred to as com-
posite elements~composite oxides, composite silicon carbide!.
Table 2 below shows the filter elements that have been tested and
the maximum number of exposure hours for each type of filter
element.

During the 3500 h of combustion testing on the KBR transport
reactor, there have been several incidents where filter elements
have broken during operation. These incidents can be broadly
categorized into two groups: initial operation of a developmental
reactor and transition from propane to coal during start-up.

Initial Operation. As with most new facilities, there were
start-up challenges with various pieces of equipment throughout
the plant, and the PCD was no exception. During this period of
learning, the PCD was filled to an ash level high enough to break
a significant number of filter elements. Additionally, a significant
amount of coal was fed into the transport reactor, while the system
was being heated. The transport reactor was at a temperature hot
enough to cause the initial combustion of the coal, and the PCD
was at a temperature of about 400 °F~200 °C!. It is believed that
when the smoldering coal reached the filter elements it ignited,
causing a rapid increase in the filter element temperature and fail-

ure of many of the filter elements. Understanding why the events
during start-up occurred was relatively simple and was followed
by changes in operating procedures as well as additional training.

Transition to Coal. In September 1997, several monolithic
oxide filter elements failed during the transition from the start-up
burner to coal feed. All but one of these failures occurred during
the transition to coal or when there was an upset in the coal
feeder. Concurrently, there were monolithic silicon carbide and
composite oxide and silicon carbide filter elements installed from
a variety of manufacturers that did not fail during these thermal
transients.

After in-depth analysis and the installation of thermocouples on
the surface of the elements, the cause of the failures is now
thought to be determined. It is currently believed that the tempera-
ture in the transport reactor was too cool to fully combust the coal
prior to the solids entering the PCD. Consequently, coal burned on
the surface of the elements thermally stressing the elements to the
point of failure. This was not readily evident from plant
instrumentation.

As a result, the start-up burner was modified to allow higher
temperatures prior to firing coal, and the start-up procedure was
modified to require the transport reactor temperature to exceed
1200 °F~650 °C! before coal feed can begin. This procedure was
followed during the next start-up and no similar transients were
detected. These experiences have shown that the thermal proper-
ties of the monolithic silicon carbide elements make them much
less susceptible to these types of thermal transients than the mono-
lithic oxide materials.

System Performance

Inlet Mass Loadings. Figure 4 gives a summary of the par-
ticulate loadings measured in the gas stream entering the PCD
during 1998. The first series of measurements were made during
Test Campaign 2~TC02! which lasted from April 5, 1998, until
May 13, 1998. The last series of measurements were made during
Test Campaign 3~TC03! which lasted from May 31, 1998, until
August 10, 1998.

During 1998, runs were also completed with the Eastern Ken-
tucky coal that is being considered for the Lakeland Clean Coal
Technology Project. Additionally, Gregg mine limestone~Florida
limestone!, the limestone being considered for the Lakeland CCT
Project, was also used during 1998. Various other types of lime-
stone were also used during the year. The differences in loadings

Fig. 3 1998 PCD permeance versus hours on coal

Table 2 Filter elements tested at PSDF„as of 12Õ31Õ98…
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are attributed to several factors. Varying flue gas velocities
through the primary cyclone from the transport reactor produced
varying cyclone collection efficiencies and varying particulate
loadings to the PCD. Operational changes in the transport reactor,
differing feed requirements for various types of sorbent materials
and variations in the compositions of the coal are just a few of the
other factors that attributed to some of these variations. Regard-
less, PCD performance was not negatively affected by varying
coal and sorbent material.

Outlet Mass Loadings. Figure 5 gives a summary of the par-
ticulate concentrations exiting the PCD~what would be entering
the turbine! during 1998. As shown in the figure, the outlet par-
ticulate loading varied from 0.03 to just over 10 ppmw. Also
included in the table are the corresponding blank values for each
run. The blank values indicate the magnitude of the error associ-
ated with flue gas interaction with the filter material, weighing
errors and any other problems that may have occurred in handling
the substrates. In all but one case, the measured loadings were at
least 60 percent greater than the corresponding blank values, sug-
gesting that there was a very low, but measurable, concentration
of dust in the flue gas. The TC03 outlet loadings were signifi-
cantly lower than the outlet loadings obtained during TC02~5 to
12 ppmw!, when there was some leakage caused by an inadequate
sealing arrangement between the 3M filter elements and the
tubesheet. This problem was solved prior to TC03 by the use of a
3M-designed modification.

Collection Efficiency. PCD collection efficiencies, which are
shown in Table 3, were calculated using corresponding inlet and
outlet loadings. These collection efficiencies are quite high com-
pared to those obtained with control technologies that are cur-
rently in service at many conventional coal-fired power plants.
Collection efficiencies confirm that there was very little particu-

late penetration through the PCD during any segment of TC03.
Outlet loadings as high as 12 ppmw had been measured during
TC02. As mentioned above, the source of this particle penetration
was traced to a sealing problem between the 3M filter elements
and their fail-safe devices that was allowing particles to penetrate
between the tubesheet and the element/fail-safe assembly. To ad-
dress this problem, 3M modified the element’s flange assembly.
The outlet loadings measured during TC03 confirm the modifica-
tions were effective in eliminating the leakage that had occurred
previously.

Destructive Filter Element Strength Testing. To date, ex-
tensive destructive testing has been performed on many of the
filter elements. Destructive testing has aided in the understanding
of the failure events with the monolithic oxide filters and served
as a prediction tool for the performance of elements under thermal
stress conditions.

Non-Destructive Filter Testing. The PSDF is working
closely with Dr. Roger Chen at West Virginia University~WVU!
to evaluate his acoustic technique for non-destructively determin-
ing the mechanical properties of filter elements. Under a separate
DOE contract,2 Dr. Chen has evaluated 36 filter elements that are
undergoing testing at the PSDF. He obtained a baseline Young’s
Modulus for each of the filter elements tested and his values
closely agree with the values obtained through literature or from
the manufacturer.

The 36 filter elements tested have included twelve Coors
P-100A-1, twelve Pall type 326 and twelve Schumacher TF20.
The Schumacher elements are being tested on the transport reactor
train and have been measured after;1000 h exposure. The results
showed a general decrease in Young’s Modulus over time. Expo-
sure of these elements will continue and the changes in the mate-

2Research sponsored by the U.S. Department of Energy’s Federal Energy Tech-
nology Center~FETC!, under contract DE-AP21-95MC05134.

Fig. 4 1998 PCD inlet loadings

Fig. 5 PCD outlet loadings

Table 3 1998 collection efficiencies for the Siemens-Westinghouse
PCD
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rials monitored over time. Ultimately, the elements will be de-
structively tested to confirm the results from Dr. Chen’s analysis.

Operational Developments and Achievements. Operation-
ally, the PCD has worked well, with few mechanical problems.
Consequently, many accomplishments were seen during the last
twelve months of operation. The most significant of these are
listed below:

• The PCD has operated successfully on coal for over 3500 h.
Over 3000 h of this operation has been at a PCD inlet temperature
of ;1400 °F~760 °C!.

• There have been no incidents of ash bridging~a process by
which ash collects between elements and can cause failures!.

• There have been no incidents of candle bowing~the elements
themselves bending during exposure!.

• No measurable elongation~a process by which the element
stretches, which compromises strength! of silicon carbide filter
elements has occurred after 1000 h exposure at 1350–1400 °F
~730–760 °C!.

• Filter elements from 3M, Blasch, Coors, Allied Signal~Du-
pont!, IF&P, McDermott, Pall, Schumacher and Specific Surface
have been tested.

• Exposure of several clay bonded silicon carbide filter ele-
ments has exceeded 3200 h.

• The PCD operated on coal for over 800 h with two broken
filter elements to monitor fail-safe performance. The outlet load-
ing measured was no greater than 15 ppm. The PSDF is working
with Siemens-Westinghouse and others to improve the fail2safe
performance.

• The originally supplied back-pulse valves~the system used to
remove the collected ash cake! had a design flaw that limited their
performance. This flaw was identified and corrected.

• The collection efficiency of the Siemens-Westinghouse PCD
has been demonstrated to be greater than 99.99 percent.

• The ability to isokinetically collect representative ash
samples from the process gas stream has been demonstrated.

• The Siemens-Westinghouse PCD has successfully operated
continuously with outlet loadings below 1 ppm for 800 h.

• PSDF has successfully demonstrated the operation of the
transport reactor and PCD with the design coal and sorbent for the
Lakeland CCT project.

• Installation of filter elements in the Siemens-Westinghouse
PCD for the Foster Wheeler combustor has been completed.

• The Foster Wheeler APFBC has been pressure tested and
solids circulation tests performed.

• A better understanding of what is happening inside the PCD
during operation has been developed. This was accomplished
through many avenues: on-going FLUENT modeling~which is a
cooperative effort between the DOE and PSDF!, sampling to de-
termine what fraction of the particulate is being separatedprior to
reaching the filter elements, and pulse system modeling and
optimization.

• Worked with the filter element manufacturers such as 3M and
Pall to evaluate two-meter filter elements. The use of the longer
filter elements should improve the economics of the filter systems.

Future Activities
1999 is shaping up to be a very busy year at the PSDF. The

current plans call for combustion-mode operation of the transport
reactor with the Siemens-Westinghouse PCD in the first quarter.
The unit will then be modified for gasification testing later in
1999. Commissioning of the Foster Wheeler APFBC will resume
as operational difficulties with the topping combustor are over-
come. During that time there are many objectives related to the
filter system:

• Operate the KBR PCD for a minimum of 1000 additional
hours at a temperature of 1350–1400 °F~730–760 °C!.

• Prepare the transport reactor for gasification trials in the last
half of 1999.

• Raise the face velocity for the PCD on the transport reactor
train to determine if a reduction in capital cost can be realized by
using fewer filter elements.

• Start-up the Foster Wheeler APFBC in a ‘‘first-generation’’
PFBC mode.

• Continue to work with the filter element manufacturers to
evaluate new materials and two-meter filter elements, as they be-
come available.

• Continue destructive testing of the exposed silicon carbide
filter elements to evaluate their property changes with exposure.

• Continue supporting the research of Dr. Chen and others on
non-destructive testing techniques for filter elements.
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Nomenclature

Face Velocity5 volumetric flow/filtration area, ft/min
m 5 gas viscosity at operating conditions,cP

DP 5 filter pressure drop immediately after the
backpulse, INWG

m20 5 gas viscosity at 20 °C and 1 atm,cP
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Experimental and Numerical
Studies of Two-Stage
Ethane-Air Flames
This paper reports results of experimental and numerical investigations on ethane-air
two-stage combustion in a counterflow burner where the fuel stream, which is partially
premixed with air for equivalence ratios from 1.6 to 3.0, flows against a pure air stream.
Similar to methane, the two-stage ethane combustion exhibits a green fuel-rich premixed
flame and a blue diffusion flame. Flame structures, including concentration profiles of
stable intermediate species such as C2H4, C2H2 and CH4, are measured by a gas chro-
matography and are calculated by numerical integrations of the conservation equations
employing an updated elementary chemical-kinetic data base. The implications of the
results from these experimental measurements and numerical predictions are summa-
rized, the flame chemistry of ethane two-stage combustion at different degrees of premix-
ing (or equivalence ratio) is discussed, and the relationship between NOx formation and
the degree of premixing is established. The present work helps to increase understanding
of flame chemistry of hydrocarbon fuels, identify important reactions for pollutant forma-
tion and suggest means to reduce emissions.@S0742-4795~00!01303-X#

Introduction
Ethane is the second most important hydrocarbon constituent of

natural gas~NG!. Variation of ethane concentration is found to
influence ignition, combustion and extinction of NG-air mixtures
in practical applications such as in gas turbines and internal com-
bustion engines@1#. Trumpy et al.@2# and Leppard@3# studied
preknock chemistry of ethane in internal combustion engines and
helped to develop understanding of the ethane ignition mechanism
at temperatures lower than 1100 K. Laurendeau and co-workers
developed an experimental method using laser-saturated fluores-
cence to measure nitric oxide in laminar C2H6 /O2 /N2 premixed
flames@4# and in laminar counterflow ethane diffusion flames@5#.
These nonintrusive optical measurements of NO have advanced
our knowledge on NO formation in both premixed and diffusion
flames. Lean premixed flames of ethane at pressures ranging from
1 to 10 atm were studied by Drake et al.@6# in a flat-flame burner,
providing useful information to better understand NO production
at high pressures.

Detailed measurements and computations for flame structures
of staged ethane combustion are not available in the literature.
Since those measurements and their comparison with theory may
improve our understanding of two-stage ethane flame chemistry in
gas turbines and other combustors, an experimental and computa-
tional study of a two-stage ethane-air flame is performed here to
investigate how ethane is oxidized and how the intermediate spe-
cies such as C2H4 , C2H2 , and CH4 are formed in rich premixed
and diffusion flames. As discussed in our previous publications
@7,8#, staged combustion can be realized in a counterflow burner
where, for instance, a fuel-rich mixture flows downward counter
to a stream of pure air.

A practical motivation for studying this configuration arises
from its possible utility in increasing combustion stability and
combustion efficiency and in reducing pollutants. A test rig can be
constructed that affords ready access for instrumentation, and

complementary theoretical and computational studies are facili-
tated by reduction of the applicable conservation equations along
the centerline to ordinary differential equations.

Experiments
This study employed a laminar counterflow burner which is

schematically shown in Fig. 1~a!. In this burner, coaxial streams
issue from two ducts placed one above the other, each with exit
inner diameter of 20 mm. The separation distance between the
duct exits,L, is 15 mm, and the exit area of each duct,A, is 314
mm2. The ethane-air mixture flows through the upper duct, and
the pure air stream flows through the lower duct. The equivalence
ratio of the fuel stream is in the range from 1.6 to 3.0 in the
present study while the mean strain rate,a, is adjusted to 90s21

based on the total flow rates from the upper duct and from the
lower duct, that is,a52(Qa1Ql)/(LA), whereQa andQl are the
volumetric flow rates from the upper and lower ducts, respec-
tively.

In the experiment, the desired equivalence ratio and strain rate
are established first, and then a torch is used to ignite the flame. A
typical photograph of such a flame is shown in Fig. 1~b!. It can be
seen that there are two distinguished flame zones: One is thin with
green emission, and the other is thicker with blue emission. The
former is the premixed flame, where the ethane is consumed to
form carbon monoxide and hydrogen along with some carbon
dioxide and water, and the latter is the diffusion flame, where the
CO and H2 produced in the first stage burn. It seems likely that the
color of the premixed flame is dominated by emissions from C2
species, while that of the diffusion flame reflects excited CO2
emissions stemming from the oxidation of CO. These flame colors
are the same as those of two-stage methane-air flames@7#.

A SRI-8610C gas chromatograph~SRI Instruments!, which has
Molecular Sieve and Silica Gel columns with a thermal conduc-
tivity detector ~TCD! and a flame ionization detector~FID!, is
employed to measure concentrations of stable species. A metha-
nizer accessory is built in the gas chromatograph so that the FID
can be used to measure concentrations of CO and CO2 as well as
those of hydrocarbon species. Gas samples in the flame are taken
by a quartz microprobe whose tip has an outer diameter around
0.5 mm and an inner diameter around 0.1 mm. In the present
ethane flames, the measurable species by the FID are CH4 , CO,
CO2 , C2H6 , C2H4 , C2H2 , and C3H6 . Nitrogen and oxygen are

Contributed by the International Gas Turbine Institute~IGTI! of THE AMERICAN
SOCIETY OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERSfor publication in the ASME JOURNAL OF
ENGINEERING FOR GAS TURBINES AND POWER. Paper presented at the Interna-
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7–10, 1999; ASME Paper 99-GT-108. Manuscript received by IGTI March 9, 1999;
final revision received by the ASME Headquarters May 15, 2000. Associate Tech-
nical Editor: D. Wisler.
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measured by the TCD. Concentrations of water and hydrogen are
not measured in the present study. Temperature profiles are mea-
sured with a Pt-6% Rh versus Pt-30% Rh thermocouple with a
bead diameter of 140mm; corrections for radiation are made.

Numerical Computations
The computational methods employed here were described pre-

viously @7,8#. The numerical integrations concern laminar flames
with potential flow in the outer streams. The air-side potential-
flow strain rate was taken to be 90 s21, estimated to be within 10
percent ofa for these flames. Radiation from CO2 and H2O is
taken into account in the energy equation. With these assump-
tions, the equations of continuity, radial momentum, energy and
chemical species reduce to those given previously@9,10#. The
present computations employ a numerical code developed at
RWTH, Aachen, Germany@11#.

The present study employs a detailed chemical mechanism con-
sisting of 186 elementary reactions among 45 species, which are
CH3O, CH2OH, O2 , H2 , H2O, HO2 , H2O2 , H, OH, O, CO,
CO2 , CH4 , CH3 , CH2O, CHO, C2H6 , C2H5 , C2H4 , C2H3 ,
C2H2 , C2H, singlet * CH2 and triplet CH2 , CH, HCCO, C3H7 ,
C3H6 , C3H5 , C3H4 , C3H3 , N2 , HCN, N, NH3 , NH2 , NH, HNO,
NO, N2O, N2H, NO2 , NCO, CN, and HNCO. This reaction
mechanism is upgraded from our 177-step reaction mechanism@8#
by adding species C2H and 9 reactions for its production and
consumption. These 9 reactions and their rate parameters for C2H
are taken from the paper by Frenklach et al.@12# ~reactions 95–
101, 107 and 111!. With the exception of the rate parameters for
C2H41H→C2H31H2 and C2H41OH→C2H31H2O as discussed
below, all rate parameters listed in Table 1 of@8# are kept un-
changed in the present study.

Results of Experimental Measurement and Numerical
Computations

The computational results are compared with the measurements
in Figs. 2–6, and predicted NO, CH, N, and HCN are shown in
Fig. 7. Each one of these figures has four subfigures, labeled~a!,
~b!, ~c!, and ~d!, which correspond to equivalence ratios,F, of
1.65, 1.85, 2.20, and 2.65, respectively, in decreasing degree of

Fig. 1 „a… Schematic diagram of a two-stage flame of ethane
in counterflowing streams; „b… a photograph of the flame
sketched above.

Fig. 2 Comparison between measurement and prediction
for profiles of temperature and major species for strain rate
aÄ90 sÀ1 at different equivalence ratios: „a… FÄ1.65; „b…
FÄ1.85; „c… FÄ2.20; „d… FÄ2.65.
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premixing. Results in these figures show how the equivalence
ratios~related to the degree of premixing! influences structures of
ethane flames.

General Flame Structure. Figure 2 shows profiles of tem-
perature,T, and of concentrations of reactants C2H6 and O2 and
products H2 , CO, and CO2 , indicating good agreement of mea-

sured and predicted profiles for CO, CO2 and temperature, differ-
ences typically being less than 10 percent, comparable with the
previously discussed@7,8# measurement uncertainty. The two-
stage structure is very evident at the higher degrees of premixing
in Fig. 2~a! and~b!, with the premixed flame on the left, produc-
ing CO and H2 , which burn with O2 from the air in the diffusion
flame about 4 mm away. At the lesser premixing in Fig. 2~c! and

Fig. 3 Comparison between measurement and prediction for
concentration profiles of ethane and predicted concentration
profiles of radicals H, OH, and O for strain rate aÄ90 sÀ1 at
different equivalence ratios: „a… FÄ1.65; „b… FÄ1.85; „c…
FÄ2.20; „d… FÄ2.65.

Fig. 4 Comparison between measurement and prediction for
concentration profiles of intermediate species CH 4 and com-
puted concentration profiles of radicals H, OH, and O for strain
rate aÄ90 sÀ1 at different equivalence ratios: „a… FÄ1.65; „b…
FÄ1.85; „c… FÄ2.20; „d… FÄ2.65.
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(d) the two flames have nearly merged, so that CO peaks only
slightly to the left of CO2 . This can be understood by referring to
Fig. 1 where the configuration illustrates that the premixed flames
with lower equivalence ratios, which have higher burning veloci-
ties, will propagate further upstream, producing larger separation
distances between the two flames. Increasing the strain rate
slightly decreases the separation distance but does not change the
flame structure.

The maximum CO concentration occurs in the premixed flame,
while the maximum concentration of CO2 is found in the diffusion
flame. As expected, Fig. 2 shows that the maximum concentration
of CO decreases with increasingF; experiment and computation
agree, although spatial resolution difficulties prevent experimental
identification of the peak value at higherF. The maximum con-
centration of CO2 is essentially the same for different premixing

Fig. 5 Comparison between measurement and prediction for
concentration profiles of intermediate species C 2H4 and com-
puted concentration profiles of radicals H, OH, and O for strain
rate aÄ90 sÀ1 at different equivalence ratios: „a… FÄ1.65; „b…
FÄ1.85; „c… FÄ2.20; „d… FÄ2.65.

Fig. 6 Comparison between measurement and prediction for
concentration profiles of intermediate species C 2H2 and com-
puted concentration profiles of radicals H, OH, and O for strain
rate aÄ90 sÀ1 at different equivalence ratios: „a… FÄ1.65; „b…
FÄ1.85; „c… FÄ2.20; „d… FÄ2.65.
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and, consequently, the maximum flame temperature is about 2100
K for all four cases, regardless ofF. This is because all of the fuel
finally is burned completely in the diffusion flame, and the strain
rate is the same in all cases.

The production and consumption of CO are found to occur
mainly through the four production reactions

CHO1M→CO1H1M (R1)

CH21O2→CO1OH1H (R2)

HCCO1H→CO1CH2 (R3)

HCCO1O2→2CO1OH (R4)

and the oxidation step

CO1OH→CO21H. (R5)

These reactions are consistent with CO being produced in the
premixed flame, since CHO, CH2 and HCCO are formed and
consumed there and do not exist in the diffusion flame according
to the computational results. Most of CO2 is formed, throughR5,
in the diffusion flame, in which the OH concentration peaks and in
which the CO concentrations are everywhere much higher than
those of OH so that CO is consumed gradually.

Ethane Consumption Chemistry. Figures 3 shows measured
and predicted profiles of ethane concentrations. Computed con-
centrations of the radicals H, OH, and O are also plotted in this
figure since these radicals are the dominant species that attack
ethane and other hydrocarbons. Predicted profiles of temperature
are replotted in Fig. 3 for orientation. It is seen that ethane rapidly
disappears in the premixed-flame reaction zone where the tem-
peratures are around 1750 K.

The four principal reactions that consume ethane, identified by
the numerical computations, are

C2H61H→C2H51H2 (R6)

C2H61O→C2H51OH (R7)

C2H61OH→C2H51H2O (R8)

and

C2H61CH3→C2H51CH4 . (R9)

At low equivalence ratios, two peaks are predicted in the H and
OH concentration profiles, a low peak in the premixed flame and
a much higher peak in the diffusion flame. Concentrations of OH
in the premixed flames are much lower than those of H, andR6 is
much faster thanR7, R8, andR9, based on computational results.
Therefore, about 80 percent of ethane is consumed byR6. From
Fig. 3, it is also seen that the radical H, which is produced in the
diffusion flame, diffuses back to attack the reactants at higherF
but not at lowerF, where sufficientH is produced in the premixed
flame.

The ethyl radical C2H5 , which is unstable, decomposes rapidly
to C2H4 and CH3 through reactions

C2H51M→C2H41H1M, (R10)

C2H51H→2CH3 (R11)

and

C2H51O2→C2H41HO2 . (R12)

ReactionsR10 andR11 consume more than 60 percent and 30
percent of C2H5 , respectively. It may be noted that reactionsR1,
R2, R5, andR10 are the major sources of H radicals in the pre-
mixed flame reaction zone. The main products from reactionsR6
throughR12 are H2O, H2 , C2H4 , CH4 and CH3 , with the latter
four species being further oxidized.

Formation and Consumption of CH4. Measured and pre-
dicted profiles are plotted in Figs. 4~a!–~d!. These figures indicate
that the maximum mole fraction of CH4 is about 0.5 percent and
is insensitive to the equivalence ratio in these flames. It is formed
dominantly by

CH31H1M→CH41M (R13)

and by reactionR9 and is consumed by the three well-known
reactions

Fig. 7 Predicted concentration profiles of NO, CH, N, and HCN
for strain rate aÄ90 sÀ1 at different equivalence ratios: „a…
FÄ1.65; „b… FÄ1.85; „c… FÄ2.20; „d… FÄ2.65.
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CH41H→CH31H2 , (R14)

CH41OH→CH31H2O (R15)

and

CH41O→CH31OH. (R16)

As shown in Fig. 4, good agreement between experiment and
prediction is obtained when use is made of the rate parameters for
R6 throughR15 listed in the Table 1 of@8#. All of the differences
seen in Fig. 4 can be attributed to uncertainties in probe position-
ing and sampling.

C2H4 Chemistry. Ethene is consumed by the reactions

C2H41H→C2H31H2 , (R17)

C2H41O→CH31CHO (R18)

and

C2H41OH→C2H31H2O. (R19)

Among these three reactions,R17 removes most of the C2H4 .
This occurs because the concentration of H is much larger than
that of the O and OH in the premixed flame, as seen in Fig. 5, and
computations show thatR17 is much faster thanR18 andR19
there.

By neglecting the least important reactions, chemical-kinetic
steady-state balances for C2H5 and C2H4 result approximately in

XC2H4
'

k6XC2H6
XH

~k17XH1k19XO!~11k11XH /k10!
, (1)

whereki is the rate constant of the reactionRi andXi denotes the
mole fraction of the speciesi. The validity of Eq. 1, within error
less than 20 percent at the position of maximumXC2H4

, is sup-
ported by the computational results.

It is found that if the rate parameters listed in@8# are used, then
the predicted concentration of C2H4 is too low by a factor of two,
while the predicted sum of the concentrations of C2H2 and C2H4
is too high in comparison with experimental results. The first of
these problems was not encountered in our previous work@8#
because C2H4 and C2H2 were not distinguishable by the Porapak
Q column used in the previous gas chromatograph measurements
@8#. The second of these problems was encountered@8#, but the
concentrations of both C2H4 and C2H2 are much lower in methane
flames than in ethane flames.

According to Eq. 1, the concentration of C2H4 increases with
increasingk6 and with decreasingk17, k19, and k11/k10. The
values ofk6 , k10, andk11, however, cannot be changed because
these values are less uncertain and have led to the good agree-
ments as shown in Figs. 3 and 4, for example. In order to obtain
improved agreements between measured and predicted concentra-
tions of both C2H4 and C2H2 , values ofk17 andk19 are reduced to
k1752.253107T2.12exp(26727/T) and k1952.703105T2.31

exp(21450/T), respectively, which are smaller by a factor of 2
than those given by Bhargava and Westmoreland@13#. These new
rate constants are within the reported@13# uncertainties, which are
a factor of 2.4 ink17 and a factor of 2.75 ink19.

Figures 5~a!–~d! compare measured concentrations of C2H4
with predictions based on these new rate constantsk17 andk19. It
is seen that the agreements are excellent. These figures indicate
that the maximum concentration of C2H4 increases with increas-
ing equivalence ratio, as the premixed flame, where C2H4 disap-
pears, moves closer to the stagnation plane located atz50.

Formation and Consumption of C2H2. The radical C2H3 ,
which is the main product of reactionsR17 throughR19, decom-
poses to C2H2 dominantly by

C2H31M→C2H21H1M (R20)

and less importantly by

C2H31H→C2H21H2 (R21)

and

C2H31O2→C2H21HO2 . (R22)

Following these reactions, the C2H2 is oxidized mainly by

C2H21O→HCCO1H (R23)

and

C2H21O→CH21CO. (R24)

Different from CH4 , C2H4 , and C2H6 , which are mainly attacked
by the H radical, the removal of C2H2 is dominantly by the O
radical in the current reaction scheme.

In a first approximation, chemical-kinetic steady-state balances
for C2H3 and C2H2 result in

XC2H2
'

k17XC2H4
XH

~k231k24!XO
. (2)

This equation implies that the lower consumption rate of C2H4 by
R17 andR19, in comparison withR18, leads to a lower concen-
tration of C2H2 in the flame, consistent with experimental obser-
vations. The previous rate parameters@8# predicted C2H2 concen-
trations in excess of C2H2 concentrations in both CH4 and C2H6
flames, contrary to experiment, but the new rates reverse this re-
lationship and also lower the sum of the concentrations of C2H2
and C2H4, improving agreement with experiment.

Measured and predicted profiles of C2H2 are plotted in Figs.
6~a! to ~d!. The agreement between experiment and prediction is
fair at lower equivalence ratios, but the predicted maximum con-
centration of C2H2 is much higher than the measurement at higher
equivalence ratios. This difference is probably due to over-
simplified C2H2 chemistry employed here. The links of C2H2
chemistry to soot inception make it more complicated@14#. In
particular, there are indications that additional outlet channels,
such as through OH attacks, rate for which are extremely uncer-
tain @14#, need to be included. More work is needed to resolve this
discrepancy.

NOx Formation. In the present study, concentrations of NOx
were not measured by our NOx analyzer because its response to
high concentrations of the C2 species produces false high NOx
readings@8#. Work is continuing to enable reliable NOx results to
be extracted in the presence of these complications, but that work
is not yet completed. Despite the absence of these critical experi-
mental tests, the present computation may give insight into the
NOx formation mechanism in ethane flames, since the present
nitrogen chemistry is reasonably successful in two-stage methane
flames@8#.

In two-stage ethane flames, both thermal NO formation

O1N2→NO1N (R25)

and the prompt mechanism

CH1N2→HCN1N (R26)

are important. Both of these steps are followed by
N1O2→NO1O. The CH radicals are dominantly formed from
triplet methylene by

CH21H→CH1H2 (R27)

and

CH21OH→CH1H2O, (R28)

where the CH2 is from reactionR24, isomerization of the singlet
and the reaction CH31H→CH21H2 . The most important con-
sumption steps for CH species are

CH1H2O→CH2O1H, (R29)

CH1CO2→CHO1CO (R30)
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and

CH1O2→CHO1O. (R31)

On the basis of a chemical-kinetic steady-state balance, the CH
radical concentration can be approximately calculated from

XCH5
~k27XH1k28XOH!XCH2

k29XH2O1k30XCO2
1k31XO2

(3)

if XCH2
is known. It is clear from this equation that increasing the

concentrations of CO2 and H2O in the region where CH exists
reducesXCH and thus decreases NOx production rates. Concentra-
tions of CH decrease with decreasingF, since the higher premix-
ing means higher concentrations of O2 and leads to a faster con-
sumption rate of CH byR31. In lean premixed flames, the prompt
path becomes negligible in comparison with the thermal path be-
causeXCH2

is smaller andXO2
is larger, giving a much smaller

value ofXCH in Eq. 3.
Figure 7 shows calculated concentration profiles of NO, N,

HCN, and CH. At the lowerF, as shown in Figs. 7~a! and ~b!,
two CH peaks are predicted as may be expected from Eq. 3 since
the concentration profiles of H and OH have two peaks, shown in
Figs. 3~a! and ~b!. This same reason applies to the two peaks of
the N radical, produced byR25 andR26 and by reactions of NH
with H and OH and consumed in producing NO through reactions
of N with OH and O2 . It can be seen from Fig. 7 that the NO
concentration reaches its maximum value in the diffusion-flame
reaction zone, where the temperature is the highest. Results in Fig.
7 also show that the maximum concentration of NO increases with
F; greater premixing lowers NOx formation because of the lower
concentrations of HCN and N in the flame. This same type of
behavior was observed for methane flames@8#, but NOx levels are
a little higher for ethane through greater contribution of the
prompt mechanism.

Concluding Remarks
The present work has studied the flame chemistry of ethane

experimentally and numerically. Figure 8 shows the principal re-
action pathways of ethane oxidation in two-stage combustion with
equivalence ratioF51.65 and strain ratea590s21 at normal
atmospheric pressure according to the present results. While spe-

cific information in the figure is associated with this condition, the
general scheme applies over a wide range of conditions for which
two-stage flames exist. In this figure, the heavier arrows represent
the main pathways, with the agents and their fractions given in
light print. The fractions~in parentheses! are obtained by integrat-
ing consumption rates over the entire field, including both flames.
Indications of the fates of some of the minor species, such as C2H,
C3H3 , C3H4 , and C3H6 , have been omitted from preceding dis-
cussions and the diagram for simplicity, although these generally
proceed along mainly to the CO2 and H2O products. The diagram
is designed to track the carbon atom in ethane rather than the
hydrogen atoms. The N and HCN, derived from CH, are the
sources of prompt NOx , through subsequent pathways that are not
shown.

It is seen here that H plays the most important role in fuel
consumption. The important intermediate species are C2H5 ,
C2H4 , C2H3 , C2H2 , CH4 , CH3 , CH2 , HCCO and CH. Because
C2H4 , C2H2 , and CH4 are much more stable than other species in
flames, their concentrations are high and measurable. The oxida-
tion of radicals CH2 , HCCO, CH3 , CHO, and CH2O leads to CO
and CO2 . The radical CH is derived from CH2 and proceeds to
form N and HCN as well as CO and CO2 . Although only less
than 1 percent of the CH is consumed by nitrogen, this is the main
source of NO in these flames.

Besides their potential practical interest in increasing combus-
tion stability and reducing pollutant formation, two-stage flames
of the kind studied here afford advantages for determining flame
chemistry, providing a greater range of reaction-zone conditions
and larger distances for easier spatial resolution, thereby aiding in
obtaining reliable experimental results. In identifying rate param-
eters for numerical computations to compare with the present ex-
periments, the previously employed elementary rate data for the
reactions C2H41H→C2H31H2 and C2H41OH→C2H31H2O
have been modified here to obtain better agreement between ex-
perimental measurement and numerical computation.
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Improved Operating Efficiency
Through the Use of Stabilized
Thermocouples
The development of a ‘‘stabilized’’ temperature sensor has led to significant increases in
turbine operating efficiency by maximizing output when compared with present sensor
technology. These stabilized type K and E thermocouples are superior to existing stan-
dard non-stabilized thermocouples because they are not prone to the typical aging effects
in the 400 to 600°C (752 to 1112°F) temperature range that can result in measurements
errors. A complete set of 18 stabilized type K thermocouples were installed on the exhaust
of several gas turbines used for power generation. These thermocouples were subjected to
normal operating conditions for a period of one year. During that year, the increase in
turbine output has ranged from 0.5 percent to almost 2.0 percent. This increase in output
also translates into significant cost savings. In addition, the stabilized thermocouples have
given the turbine maintenance technicians more confidence in the accuracy of their tem-
perature measurements and resulted in improved troubleshooting and decision making.
@S0742-4795~00!02502-3#

Introduction
The purpose of this paper is to first give a brief explanation of

why temperature measurement is critical to efficient gas turbine
operation. Then discuss the aging phenomenon common to Type
K ~Chromel-Alumel! and Type E~Chromel-Constantan! thermo-
couples, the cause and effects and how stabilized thermocouples
can eliminate the effects of aging. Next, various data is presented
illustrating the improved temperature measurements and increased
output and efficiency resulting from the use of stabilized thermo-
couples versus standard nonstabilized thermocouples when in-
stalled on a gas turbine over an extended period of time. Finally,
the conclusion and plans for further monitoring are presented.

Temperature Measurement and Turbine Efficiency
Optimizing turbine operating efficiency requires precise control

of operating temperatures. In turn, precise control of operating
temperatures requires accurate measurement provided by accu-
rate, stable and repeatable temperature sensors. This is critical to
optimal turbine efficiency because temperature control is used to
limit the turbine firing temperature for gas turbines by regulating
fuel flow. The firing temperature in the combustion chamber or
‘‘burner cans’’ is the hottest in the turbine and the most difficult to
monitor due to the heat and thermal gradients. However, exhaust
temperature is measurable and is directly proportional to the firing
temperature. Typically, Chromel-Alumel~Type K! thermocouples
are mounted in the turbine exhaust duct to provide a temperature
feedback proportional to the firing temperature. This temperature
feedback is subject to a time lag corresponding to the velocity of
the air moving through the turbine and the response time of the
thermocouples.

Turbine operating efficiency is directly proportional to the fir-
ing temperature of the gas leaving the combustion chamber and
entering the turbine. This means that the higher the firing tempera-
ture, the greater the operating efficiency will be. However, the
maximum firing temperature is limited by the metallurgical con-
straints of the turbine components. Precise temperature control is

critical in preventing under firing or over firing of the turbine.
Under firing is the condition where the turbine is being operated at
a firing temperature that is lower than the optimal point, therefore
sacrificing efficiency and fuel. Over firing is the condition where
the turbine is being operated at a firing temperature that is higher
than the recommended maximum. This will result in greater stress
and wear on the turbine components and will shorten the life of
the parts and increase maintenance costs. Therefore precise tem-
perature measurement and control is critical to ensuring that the
turbine is operating at optimal efficiency.

Aging Effects of Non-Stabilized Thermocouples
Standard non-stabilized Type K~90 Ni/10 Cr versus 95 Ni/Si,

Al ! and Type E~90 Ni/10 Cr versus 45 Ni/55 CU! thermocouples
are subject to aging effects when exposed to the temperature range
of 400 to 600°C~752°F to 1112°F! in which aging occurs@1#.
This phenomenon is common and well known within the industry
described elsewhere. The effects of aging cause a positive shift in
the thermal emf output of the thermocouple which results in a
temperature reading that is higher than the actual temperature be-
ing measured. This positive shift is typically about 5°C~9°F!.
Aging can begin to effect the output of a thermocouple in as little
as 5 h exposure to the aging temperature range described in@2#.
Aging can also be a problem for thermocouples that measure tem-
peratures outside the aging temperature range if the thermocouple/
process must pass through the aging range during a heat-up or
cool-down period.

The cause of aging can be attributed to the positive thermoele-
ment, Chromel~90 percent nickel, 10 percent chromium!, shared
by Type K and E thermocouples. In order to understand the aging
process of Chromel, the atomic structure must be examined. The
atomic lattice structure of Chromel is face-centered cubic~f.c.c.!
which is common for other Ni/Cr alloys~reference Fig. 1!. In the
f.c.c. structure, there are a total of four atomic sites or positions
that can be occupied by atoms per unit cube, three face sites and
one corner site.

Unaged or fully annealed material is in the ‘‘disordered’’ state
meaning that the nickel and chromium atoms are randomly dis-
tributed throughout the lattice~reference Fig. 1~a!!. To obtain this
structure the material is generally processed at a temperature of
about 1000°C~1832°F! and then subjected to rapid cooling. All
thermocouple wire is normally supplied in this annealed state.

Upon aging Ni/Cr alloys in the temperature range of 400 to
600°C~752 to 1112°F!, diffusion takes place until the atoms have
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reached equilibrium. When equilibrium is reached, the atoms have
arranged themselves in what is termed ‘‘long-range order’’~ref-
erence Fig. 1~b!!. In long-range order all of the nickel atoms oc-
cupy the face center sites on the lattice and all of the chromium
atoms occupy the corner sites. However, it is not possible for this
long-range order to exist for Chromel over the entire lattice be-
cause the ratio of nickel atoms to chromium atoms is close to
10:1. In order to achieve a perfect long-range order the required
ratio would be 3:1. As a result, part of the structure is ordered and
the balance is disordered. This is known as ‘‘short-range order’’
~reference Fig. 1~c!!. When Chromel is aged and the structure
becomes short-range ordered, significant changes in the physical
properties occur. These changes include an increase in resistivity
of approximately 5 percent and a significant positive change in
thermal emf.

Stabilizing Thermocouple Manufacturing Process. Thermo
Electric developed Stabilized Type K and E thermocouples de-
scribed elsewhere@3#. Specially selected thermocouple alloy ma-
terials is first matched to meet the special limits of error of the
thermocouple type after being processed using a proprietary pro-
cess. After this process the entire thermoelement is in short range
ordered state eliminating the future thermal shifts regardless of
heating rate from ambient to 1100°C~2000°F!. It makes no dif-
ference if the heating rate is fast 20 min or slow 16 h@3#.

Non-Stabilized Versus Stabilized Thermocouples
The typical construction for both the new stabilized thermo-

couples supplied and the non-stabilized thermocouples that were
replaced on this project is metal sheathed MI~mineral insulated!
cable design. This is also the most common construction for most
industrial thermocouple applications. MI cable construction con-
sists of an outer metal sheath, usually made of a stainless steel or
nickel based alloy, filled with a compacted ceramic insulation that
surrounds the thermoelements. The ceramic insulation most com-
monly used is MgO~magnesium oxide!. The advantages of this
MI cable construction include superior protection of the thermo-
elements, vibration resistance and flexibility.

Initially, any new thermocouple whether it is stabilized or non-
stabilized should meet the initial calibration tolerance as specified
by ASTM E230 shown below@4#:

Type Range Standard Tolerance Special Tolerance

K 0–1260°C 62.2°C or60.75 percent 61.1°C or60.4 percent
E 0–870°C 61.7°C or60.5 percent 61°C or 60.4 percent

The advantage of stabilized thermocouples is that they will re-
main within the special tolerance limits over long periods of time
even when used in the aging temperature range. Whereas non-
stabilized thermocouples exhibit significant drift over time when

Fig. 1 Face-centered cubic atomic lattice structure

Fig. 2 Non-stabilized versus stabilized chromel exposed to the aging temperature
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exposed to the aging temperature range. The typical drift is ap-
proximately 5°C~9°F! in the positive direction and can begin to
occur in as little as 5 h. As stated previously, the cause of this shift
is the change in atomic structure of the Chromel thermoelement.

Examination of the structural differences between a non-
stabilized versus a stabilized Chromel thermoelement exposed to
the aging temperature range can help give some insight into the
changes that occur~reference Fig. 2!. Keep in mind that stabilized
thermocouple MI cable material is supplied in the short-range
ordered state while non-stabilized thermocouple MI cable material
is supplied in the fully annealed or disordered state. Initially, both
the stabilized and non-stabilized thermoelements are inserted into
a furnace~or the process to be measured! at a temperature in the
aging range, i.e., 538°C~1000°F!. The non-stabilized thermoele-
ment has a uniform disordered structure throughout its length
while the stabilized thermoelement has a uniform short-range or-
dered structure throughout its length. The part of the thermoele-
ment that is where the thermocouple junction would be is heated
and the other end where the termination would be is at ambient
temperature. After some time at temperature, the stabilized ther-
moelement retains its initial short-range ordered state uniformly
throughout its entire length. However, the non-stabilized thermo-
element develops three separate structures along its length. In the
hot part of the furnace/process the exposure to the aging tempera-
ture range has caused the material to become short-range ordered
or stabilized through the diffusion of the atoms. At the mouth of
the furnace or where the thermoelement exits the process, the
structure has some short-range ordering and is partially stabilized.
The material that is outside the furnace or process at ambient
temperature retains its original disordered or fully annealed state.
This change to three structurally different zones contributes to the
positive change phenomenon in non-stabilized Chromel.

Supporting Data—Aging Phenomenon
In order to provide supporting information illustrating the posi-

tive shift phenomenon common to non-stabilized type K thermo-
couples, the following data was collected:

A complete set of 18 non-stabilized type K thermocouples were
removed from one gas turbine in October 1997 and calibrated by
Thermo Electric at 538°C~1000°F!. Thermo Electric maintains a
NIST traceable calibration laboratory using reference standards
calibrated by NIST. The calibration procedure was as follows:
four to five samples were tied together with a base metal reference
standard~directly traceable to NIST! in the center so that all junc-
tions were together with no temperature gradient between them.
Then the thermocouples and the standard were inserted into the
middle of the uniform temperature zone of the furnace~approxi-
mately 12 in!. The test measurements were taken after the ther-
mocouples and the standard reached a steady-state thermal equi-
librium ~approximately 50 min!.

The data shows that the average deviation of the thermocouples
is a positive 4.1°C~7.4°F! which is outside the special tolerance

limit of 62.2°C ~64.0°F! for Type K at this temperature. This is
also close to the typical 5°C~9°F! positive shift expected. One of
the 18 thermocouples was damaged upon removal and was there-
fore excluded from the data~reference Table 1!.

Three of the remaining 17 non-stabilized thermocouples were
selected at random and sent to NIST for calibration at the same
temperature for a comparison and verification of Thermo Elec-
tric’s results. NIST found the average positive shift of the three
thermocouples to be 4.8°C~8.6°F!. The results were within 1°C
~1.8°F! for all three thermocouples tested confirming that the
agreement between the two laboratories is good~reference Table
2!. This is also within the61.14°C~62.06°F! limit of uncertainty
for Thermo Electric’s calibration. It should be noted that the pe-
riod of time for which these 18 non-stabilized thermocouples had
been installed and operating in the turbine is unknown. Most
likely it had been a number of years. Also, the original calibration
data for these 18 thermocouples was not available. However, it is
reasonable to assume that they were initially supplied within
tolerance.

To confirm the aging phenomenon, a new~unused! non-
stabilized type K thermocouple was calibrated at 538°C~1000°F!
by Thermo Electric. Then it was exposed to 538°C~1000°F! in
the laboratory furnace for a period of 16 h and re-calibrated at
538°C ~1000°F!. The results show that the thermocouple shifted
positive by 1°C~1.8°F! after only 16 h at temperature~reference
Table 3!.

Installation and Performance of New Stabilized Ther-
mocouples

The new stabilized thermocouples were installed at the Cogen-
eration facility located on the site of a refinery. The facility is
capable of producing 385 MW~megawatts! of electricity and 1.2
million pounds per hour of steam from 4 gas turbines. The new
stabilized thermocouples were installed on turbine unit #91 in
April 1997, unit #92 in October 1997, unit #93 in March 1998,
and unit #94 in January 1998. Each turbine requires 18
thermocouples.

A data ‘‘snap-shot’’ was taken of unit #91 immediately before
and after the installation of the new stabilized thermocouples. No
other modifications were made and other operating parameters
such as inlet temperature, humidity, fuel composition, etc, re-
mained fairly consistent. The results show that the spread of the
18 thermocouple readings dropped from 40°C~72°F! with the
un-stabilized thermocouples to 32.8°C~59°F! for the new stabi-
lized thermocouples. Spread values this low have not been re-
corded since the entire turbine unit was brand-new. In addition,
the output increased from 81.94 MW to 83.50 MW, which repre-

Table 1 Deviation of used non-stabilized thermocouples at
538°C „1000°F… calibrated by Thermo Electric

Table 2 Deviation of used non-stabilized thermocouples at
538°C „1000°C… calibrated by NIST versus Thermo Electric

Table 3 Deviation of a non-stabilized thermocouple at 538°C
„1000°F… initially and after 16 h at temperature
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sents an increase of 1.9 percent. The increase in output is due to
the fact that the old non-stabilized thermocouples had aged during
operation and shifted positive by approximately 5°C~9°F!. This
positive shift means that the thermocouples would be reading
higher than the actual temperature, therefore causing the turbine to
under fire. Of course these results will vary slightly over time
given the changing operating conditions of the turbine, but it is
clear that the stabilized thermocouples have a positive effect on
the operation and efficiency.

All thermocouples supplied for each unit were calibrated in
Thermo Electric’s laboratory at 538°C~1000°F! prior to installa-
tion. Using the same calibration procedure as previously stated.
All were within the special tolerance limits of62.2°C~64.0°F! at
538°C ~1000°F!. The thermocouples installed on unit #91 were
subjected to normal turbine operation for a period of one year.
This was almost continuous operation equaling 8137 hours total
including 10 start-ups. After one year of operation, the turbine
was brought off-line and six of the original 18 thermocouples

were removed for calibration by Thermo Electric. The six re-
moved were taken randomly from locations spaced around the
circumference of the exhaust. All six thermocouples were still
within special tolerance limits at 538°C~1000°F!. In addition, the
amount of change for each individual thermocouple did not ex-
ceed 0.56°C~1.0°F! ~reference Table 4!.

Data was also taken on unit #92 comparing the new stabilized
thermocouples to the non-stabilized thermocouples. Two sets of
data were taken for the non-stabilized thermocouples over the
week immediately following a water-wash of the turbine in the
fall of 1996. The same data was collected immediately after a
water-wash in the fall of 1997 after the new stabilized thermo-
couples were installed. Operating conditions were similar for this
off-peak season for 1996 and 1997. It was found that for the week
immediately following the water-wash in 1996 the average cor-
rected MW output was 83.97 MW. In 1997 with the new stabi-
lized thermocouples, the average corrected MW output had in-
creased to 85.18 MW. This represents a 1.44 percent increase. The
second set of data taken two months after the installation of the
new stabilized thermocouples shows that the increased output
from the new thermocouples was maintained and did not decrease.
The corrected MW is a term used to indicate that the MW output
has been normalized to be independent of inlet air temperature
and DeNOx steam injection levels. This allows for a fair compari-
son of gas turbine performance from one time during the year
with another time. The corrected MW calculation does not ac-
count for all inlet conditions but it is accurate enough for a fair
comparison and is commonly used. No other modifications were
made to unit #92 over the year that would enhance performance.

Unfortunately, similar performance comparisons cannot be
made for units #93 and #94. During the turn-around for these units
when the new stabilized thermocouples were installed, other
modifications were made that affect turbine performance. Al-
though overall efficiency and output have increased, it is impos-
sible to isolate the portion contributed by the new thermocouples.

Summary
This paper was written to document the results of using stabi-

lized Type K thermocouples in lieu of non-stabilized thermo-
couples in gas turbines for power generation. It was found that the
stabilized thermocouples maintain their calibration tolerance over
long periods of normal turbine operation whereas non-stabilized
type K thermocouples drift in the positive direction out of toler-
ance. Increases in turbine output attributable to the stabilized ther-
mocouples have been shown to be in the range of 0.5 percent to
almost 2.0 percent.

We believe that a valid comparison can be made among ther-
mocouples tested under identical controlled conditions such as
this study. However, it would be difficult to make a quantitative
prediction on how much the calibration of these thermocouples
will change in actual environment. In this study, temperature,
time, composition of the thermocouples and environmental condi-
tion common to all the independent variables which affect their
calibrations. However, the thermocouples are subject to vibration,
moisture, and contaminations in actual turbine engine operations.
These factors, which all have adverse effects on the calibration of
thermocouples are not encountered in the laboratory testing. The
combined effects of these factors on the calibration of the thermo-
couples, together with those of temperature, time, etc., should be
measured in-situ@5#.

Future plans for this particular project include periodic moni-
toring of the stabilized thermocouples in use to determine how
long they will remain within tolerance. At this time the proposal is
to remove three thermocouples at random from each turbine on an
annual basis for re-calibration. This data should give good insight
into the expected life of the stabilized thermocouples and how
long they remain within tolerance. In addition, a complete metal-
lurgical examination of the turbine components determined that
there were no indications of over firing.

Table 4 Deviation of stabilized thermocouples at 538°C
„1000°F… initially and after 1 yr of service
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Nomenclature

ASTM 5 American Society for Testing and Materials
°C 5 degrees Celsius
Cr 5 chromium

emf 5 electromotive force
°F 5 degrees Fahrenheit

f.c.c. 5 face-centered cubic
MgO 5 magnesium oxide

MI 5 mineral insulated
MW 5 megawatt

n/a 5 not available

Ni 5 nickel
NIST 5 National Institute of Standards and Technology

T/C 5 thermocouple
TE 5 Thermo Electric Company Inc.

Type E 5 Chromel-Constantan Thermocouple
Type K 5 Chromel-Alumel Thermocouple
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Thermoeconomic Analysis of Gas
Turbine Based Cycles
The thermoeconomic analysis of gas turbine based cycles is presented and discussed in
this paper. The thermoeconomic analysis has been performed using the ThermoEconomic
Modular Program (TEMP V.5.0) developed by Agazzani and Massardo (1997). The
modular structure of the code allows the thermoeconomic analysis for different scenarios
(turbine inlet temperature, pressure ratio, fuel cost, installation costs, operating hours per
year, etc.) of a large number of advanced gas turbine cycles to be obtained in a fast and
reliable way. The simple cycle configuration results have been used to assess the cost
functions and coefficient values. The results obtained for advanced gas turbine based
cycles (inter-cooled, re-heated, regenerated and their combinations) are presented using
new and useful representations: cost versus efficiency, cost versus specific work, and cost
versus pressure ratio. The results, including productive diagram configurations, are dis-
cussed in detail and compared to one another.@S0742-4795~00!01903-7#

Introduction
In the thermodynamic analysis of energy systems, the study is

generally focused on describing processes evolving into the sys-
tem and deriving relationships between flow rates, energy ex-
change, sizing design, etc. The various alternatives are usually
compared on the basis of purely thermodynamic measures as ef-
ficiency, irreversibility or specific work. Gas turbine simple and
complex cycles have been analyzed in detail, from the thermody-
namic point of view, in a number of publications@1–3#. The re-
sults are usually shown on the classic efficiency versus specific
work diagram taking into account TIT~Turbine Inlet Tempera-
ture! and pressure ratio influence. Only sometimes has the eco-
nomic analysis been carried-out in a very simplified way, after the
thermodynamic investigation.

The rapid development of new cycles based on gas turbine
technology in the last years evinces the importance of a complete
coupling between the thermodynamic and the economic analysis.
This complete analysis shows the influence of the most important
cycle parameters and the economic boundary conditions during
the design phase of advanced systems.

A thermoeconomic approach maybe used to solve this problem;
in fact, thermoeconomics is a technique, which combines thermo-
dynamic analysis directly with economic aspects in order to opti-
mize thermal systems like a gas turbine based cycles. There are
essentially two thermoeconomic techniques proposed in literature
and analyzed in detail by the authors in previous works@4–6#.
The approach here used is similar to Thermoeconomic Functional
Analysis ~TFA! @7#, but employs an original, direct approach to
carry out the Direct Thermoeconomic Analysis~DTA! and Opti-
mization ~DTO!.

Simple steam plants@8# and simple regenerative gas turbine
cycle@8# have been studied using the TFA approach, while simple
and complex steam plants, simple gas turbine, and combined
cycles have been investigated using the DTA/DTO approach@5#.
In this work the thermoeconomic analysis has been carried out
using an apt tool developed by the Authors~TEMP code!: the
modular organization of the code makes the DTA of several ad-
vanced gas turbine cycles obtainable in a fast and reliable way.
Thanks to the use of apt cost functions for the different compo-

nents that compose the gas turbine based cycles~compressor, ex-
pander, combustion chamber, regenerator, inter-cooler, etc.! the
analysis is particularly well suited for cost versus efficiency and
cost versus specific work evaluation of advanced gas turbine
cycles. The different cycle configurations are presented and dis-
cussed in detail and compared to one other.

Direct Thermoeconomic Analysis„DTA …

The thermoeconomic approach here utilized is similar to clas-
sical TFA but employs an original direct approach to carry out the
thermoeconomic analysis~and Optimization—DTO!. In DTA, the
analyzed plant is subdivided into a set of units, each one including
one or more physical components, connected by material flows.
The schematization of the plant in single units interconnected by
material and mechanical work streams is the ‘‘physical structure
of the system,’’ and a new study of the system has been intro-
duced, called ‘‘Functional Productive Analysis.’’ The graphical
representation is called ‘‘Functional Productive Diagram,’’ while
the productive purpose of each component is defined by introduc-
ing functional exergy flows in addition to the physical exergy
flows. The complete mathematical formulation of this Functional
Productive Analysis has been presented by Agazzani and Mas-
sardo@5#. By means of the ‘‘Functional Productive Analysis’’ in
which each component has several inputs and one output~prod-
uct! the ‘‘functional exergy flows’’ among the components to be
calculated. In addition, marginal and average unit costs of each
functional exergy flow are determined, and therefore the global
thermoeconomic performances of the components~internal
economy! are defined.

The thermoeconomic analysis of thermal energy systems has
been performed using a modular simulator tool called TEMP, de-
scribed in detail by Agazzani@4#. The tool has been aimed at the
following targets: thermodynamic and exergy analysis, thermo-
economic and environomic analysis optimization. The modularity
of the code facilitates the study of several cycle configurations.
The code has been expanded by means of the introduction of new
modules@9,10# and now the 5.0 version is composed of 53 mod-
ules. There are three routines for each module included in the
code library: the first is used for the thermodynamic analysis; the
second for the exergy analysis; and the third for the thermoeco-
nomic analysis. The plant data chart contains all the physical com-
ponents; how they are physically interconnected among them-
selves; their fixed thermodynamic values, and, in some cases
includes economic data values~i.e., unit fuel price or unit elec-

Contributed by the International Gas Turbine Institute~IGTI! of THE AMERICAN
SOCIETY OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERSfor publication in the ASME JOURNAL OF
ENGINEERING FOR GAS TURBINES AND POWER. Paper presented at the Interna-
tional Gas Turbine and Aeroengine Congress and Exhibition, Indianapolis, IN, June
7–10, 1999; ASME Paper 99-GT-312. Manuscript received by IGTI March 9, 1999;
final revision received by the ASME Headquarters May 15, 2000. Associate Tech-
nical Editor: D. Wisler.
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tricity price!; fictitious units; environment unit; functional produc-
tive diagram; data of some heat exchangers~geometry and metal-
lurgy!; etc.

Cost Evaluation
The thermoeconomic technique used here must have reliable

and updated cost functions of plant components. Determining
these functions is rather complicated since it is difficult to con-
sider every factor that contributes to estimate the final purchase
cost of a component to its full extent. They must be related to
thermodynamic parameters of the plant and factors covering every
type of item. Furthermore, it must be possible to update them by
taking into account the progress of both performance improve-
ment and market prices.

In particular for DTA there is a need to evaluate the capital cost
for each unit~Purchased Equipment Cost—PEC! as a function of
its product and the sizing variables. The following equation has
been used to evaluate the capital cost rate of a unit ‘‘r’’:

Zr5
J r•FCR•F r

3.6•105
•N

, (1)

whereF r is the maintenance factor; FCR the annual fixed charge
rate percent;N the number of operating hours per year, andJ is
the Purchased Equipment Cost~PEC!. The following standard
values have been considered: FCR518.2 percent;F r51.06; N
58000@h/y#. These values can be easily modified to take into
account different financial scenarios. The purchase costs can be
estimated by two types of equations:~i! cost equations: written in
terms of geometrical and manufacturing variables: and~ii ! costing
equations: written in terms of performance and stream variables
@4,5#. Every price estimated by the two methods has been esca-
lated to updated prices by means of an escalation index. One such
index is the Chemical Engineering Plant Cost Index@11#. The
original cost functions for the compressor, combustor, and turbine
equations as follows:

compressor: J5c1•
39.5•ṁa

0.92h is
•bc• ln bc (2)

combustor: J5c1•
25.6•ṁa

0.9952Dppercent

•@11exp~0.018•Tmax226.4•c2!# (3)

turbine: J5c1•
266.3•ṁg

0.922h is
• ln b t

•@11exp~0.036•Tmax254.4•c2!# (4)

proposed by El-Sayed and Tribus@12# and modified by Frangopo-
ulos @8#, have been updated by the Authors as shown by Agazzani
and Massardo@5# to take into account the influence of the allow-
able maximum temperature for the combustor and the expander.
The values of the coefficientsc1 andc2 have been calculated by
using, as reference, the gas turbine costs reported by 1995 Gas
Turbine World Handbook, and verified using the last available
edition @13# of the Handbook as shown by Scialo` @10#. The data
presented are applicable for industrial and aeroderivative gas tur-
bines in the range of the GTW handbook data~;1 MW–250
MW!. The subdivision of a gas turbine into three components is
very useful when considering the present thermoeconomic study
of advanced complex gas plants, in which the components can be
arranged differently than in the simple cycle gas turbine~two ore
more compressors, two or more combustion chambers and ex-
panders, etc.!.

Estimating the cost of purchased equipment is obviously the
first step in any detailed power system cost estimation. However,
in the thermoeconomic analysis, one should consider the capital
cost necessary to purchase the land, build all the necessary facili-
ties, and install the required machinery and equipment. The sum

of these costs and PEC is called Fixed Capital Investment~FCI!,
and it represents the total system cost assuming a so-called over-
night construction@14#. Indeed the Total Capital Investment~TCI!
is considered the sum of fixed capital investment and other out-
lays. A factor method is used for the estimation of FCI, and the
cost components of FCI is evaluated in term of a percentage of the
PEC as follows: Purchased Equipment Installation545 percent;
Piping530 percent; Instrumentation and Control520 percent;
Electrical Equipment and Materials510 percent; Land55 percent;
Civil, Structural and Architectural Work520 percent; Service
Facilities565 percent; Engineering and Supervision530 percent;
Construction515 percent of the previous costs; Contingencies
515 percent. The following terms have been considered for other
outlays: start-up costs-10 percent FCI; working capital 15 percent
TCI; licensing R&D57 percent FCI; allowance for funds used
during construction58 percent FCI. The results shown in this pa-
per have been obtained using both of the previous approaches:~i!
PEC approach: only Purchased Equipment Cost is used as usually
presented in literature for Thermoeconomic analysis; and~ii ! TCI
approach—the thermoeconomic analysis has been carried out us-
ing the Total Capital Investment parameter. Obviously, the per-
centages can be easily modified if necessary.

Simple Cycle Results
The first plant analyzed is a simple gas turbine cycle and the

fixed quantities used in the calculation are: ambient conditions:
15°C, 101300 Pa; relative humidity 60 percent; compressor, ex-
pander, and combustion chamber efficiencies: 0.86, 0.88, and
0.996; electrical efficiency: 0.985; mechanical efficiency: 0.98;
combustor pressure loss: 3 percent; fuel composition: 93 percent
CH4 and 7 percent N2; power: 60 MWe. The complete set of
thermodynamic and thermoeconomic results is reported by Scialo`
@10#; only the most important results are shown here.

Figure 1 shows the classical efficiency versus specific work
diagram for two different TIT values~1200 and 1400°C!. In the
figure, point A represents the maximum efficiency condition, and
point B the maximum specific work condition. The minimum cost
conditions are represented by points C8 and C; the first for PEC
analysis~only equipment costs are considered! and the second for
TCI approach.

The thermoeconomic analysis has been carried out for three
different fuel cost values to evaluate the impact of this parameter
on the system economy. It is possible to note that point B is very
close to points C8 taking into account the fuel cost value, while
the effect of TIT is not very evident on the cost point position.
When TCI approach is used the minimum cost points move to the

Fig. 1 Efficiency versus specific work a simple cycle gas
turbine
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zone where pressure ratio values are low. In this case the influence
of the fuel cost is less important since the influence of capital
costs has increased.

The effect of an increase of fuel cost is quite evident: the mini-
mum cost position increases the pressure ratio and the efficiency
to compensate the energy cost; the opposite when fuel cost is
reduced. The proximity of point B to points C8 is compatible with
the pressure ratio values published in literature for 60 MW heavy
duty gas turbines, where the minimization of the cost is one of the
most important goals.

Figure 2 shows the influence of the operating hours per year on
the thermoeconomic performance of the plant versus cycle pres-
sure ratio. The difference between PEC and TCI analysis is evi-
dent, not only in the level of the costs, but also in the different
pressure ratio values that minimize the costs. When PEC is used,
the pressure ratio is about 15, and when TIC approach is used, the
value is between 8 and 10.

Figure 3 shows a new representation of the thermodynamic and
thermoeconomic performance of gas turbine plants. The results
are presented using the cost versus efficiency and cost versus spe-
cific work diagrams. In this case, both of the results obtained with
the PEC and TCI approaches are shown. When the cost versus
specific work curves are analyzed~Fig. 3~a!!, the influence of the
compressor pressure ratio is evident and the minimum cost is
practically coincident with the maximum specific work condition;
the influence of TIT and the type of analysis~PEC or TCI! is
evident too. The use of the TCI approach is noteworthy, since an
inversion of the curves is present when this approach is used
rather than the simplified one~PEC!. This inversion is due to the
simultaneous influence of installation and fuel costs at low pres-
sure ratio and low efficiency values. Figure 3~b! ~cost versus ef-
ficiency! shows a rapid increase of the cost when the pressure
ratio increases without a correspondent increase of efficiency, par-
ticularly for TCI analysis. In this case the TIT influence is more
evident, particularly in the different shape of the curves. Figure 4
shows the same diagram as in Fig. 3, where both capital and

Fig. 2 Simple cycle gas turbine: operating hours per year
influence

Fig. 3 Simple cycle gas turbine: cost versus specific work „a…
and cost versus efficiency „b…

Fig. 4 Simple cycle gas turbine: total and variable cost versus
efficiency and specific work
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variable costs are reported together with the total cost~for both
PEC and TCI analysis!. The shape of the total cost is strictly
correlated to the capital cost behavior, while the predominant in-
fluence of efficiency on variable costs is quite evident.

Advanced Gas Turbine Cycles
In this part, the thermoeconomic analysis of advanced gas tur-

bine based cycles is presented. Figure 5~a! shows as an example
the layout of a complex plant including three compressors, two
inter-coolers, two combustion chambers and two expanders~inter-
cooled, regenerated and re-heated cycles ICRRh!. Figure 5~b!
shows the functional productive diagram of the plant. This dia-
gram is an automatic output of the code TEMP, and is analyzed in
detail by Scialo` @10#.

Before presenting the thermoeconomic results for such a com-
plex plant, the analysis has been carried out for simplified cycles
such as inter-cooled, regenerated, re-heated, inter-cooled and
regenerated, re-heated and regenerated, inter-cooled and re-
heated, etc.

Regenerated Cycle. Using the lay-out of Fig. 5 without inter-
cooler and second combustion chamber, the cycle coincides with a
regenerative one, where the hot gases leaving the expander are
used in a regenerator to heat the air at the compressor outlet. This
way the efficiency of the system increases, given that a reduced
fuel mass flow rate is necessary for the same power output always
~60 MWe!. The regenerator has been analyzed from the thermo-
economic point of view using the equations suggested by Fran-
gopoulos@8#. The analysis has been performed with a fixed tem-
perature approach value of 30°C, and the effectiveness has been
obtained as a result of the calculation@10#.

Figure 6 shows the cost versus efficiency and versus specific
work diagrams for the regenerated cycle for two TIT values~1200
and 1400°C!. It is interesting to note that the minimum cost does
not coincide with the maximum specific work condition; in fact,
for low-pressure ratio values~4–8! the efficiency is high and the
capital cost values decrease. On the other hand, for large specific
work values~high-pressure ratio! the influence of capital cost is
evident and predominant. When TIT influence is taken into ac-
count, it is possible to observe that for TIT51400°C, the capital
cost influence decreases for low pressure ratio values if compared
to TIT51200°C results@10#. The cost versus efficiency diagram
shows that the pressure ratio influence on the capital cost behavior
is predominant. Since the regenerator approach temperature has

been considered fixed the calculated regenerator effectiveness is
shown in the cited Fig. 6. In the zone of minimum cost, this
parameter is about 0.80, and it decreases when the pressure ratio
increases together with the capital costs. The use of high regen-
erator effectiveness value suggested at low-pressure ratio values
by the classical thermodynamic analysis is confirmed.

Inter-Cooled Cycle. In this case the cycle is obtained
from the layout of Fig. 5 using only an inter-cooler and two
compressors.

The compressor pressure ratio (b tot) is divided in two parts:
Low-Pressure Compressor~LPC! and High Pressure Compressor
~HPC!. First of all, a thermoeconomic analysis to evaluate the
influence of pressure ratio distributions has been carried out and
Fig. 7 shows the results obtained for three different overall pres-
sure ratios (bTot515; 30; 65).

For eachb tot curve the influence of differentbLPC values has
been investigated; the classical thermodynamic minimum com-
pression work condition coincident withbLPC5bHPC5sqrt (b tot)
is also reported in the figure~point B!. It is clear that the minimum
cost conditions~point C! are considerably dependent on the value
of b tot andbLPC. In particular minimum cost condition is always
present between maximum work condition and maximum effi-
ciency condition~point A!. The cost is influenced byb tot and for
its minimum value~15! the costs are lower than for high-pressure
ratio values; this aspect is mainly correlated with the compressor
capital cost equations, where the influence of pressure ratio is
noticeable. Figure 8 shows cost versus specific work and versus
efficiency for two different TIT~1200 and 1400°C!. The influence
of TIT is noteworthy for specific work diagram~Fig. 8~a!!, while
the effect of TCI or PEC approaches is also evident particularly
for the cost values and also for the cost curves behavior versus
pressure ratio. In this case, minimum cost conditions are near the
zone of maximum specific work and maximum efficiency for PEC
analysis, while some differences exist when the TCI approach is
used.

Fig. 5 Inter-cooled, regenerated and re-heated cycle: „a… sim-
plified layout; „b… functional productive diagram

Fig. 6 Regenerated cycle: cost versus specific work and ver-
sus efficiency
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Re-Heated Cycle. In this case, two combustion chambers and
two expanders are used, and the cycle pressure ratio~expansion
ratio! is divided in two parts again~HPT and LPT!. First of all, the
thermoeconomic analysis has been carried out to evaluate the in-
fluence of this distribution on the thermodynamic and thermoeco-
nomic performance of the plant.

Figure 9 shows the efficiency versus specific work diagram for
two different total pressure ratios~48 and 58! obtained in the case
of maximum efficiency when the expansion ratio is the same for
high and low pressure expander (bHPT5bLPT), for two TIT val-
ues ~1200 and 1400°C!. In the diagram the costs indicated are
correspondent to the high-pressure turbine expansion ratio condi-
tions shown. It is interesting to observe the great influence of the
expansion ratio distribution on the system costs. Cost distributions
versus specific work and versus efficiency are presented in Fig. 10
for both TCI and PEC approaches; the TIT influence is also in-
cluded in the analysis. When TCI analysis has been used, mini-
mum cost condition is in the zone of low total pressure ratios,
while for PEC analysis this condition is close to the maximum
efficiency zone~high pressure ratio value!. In this case, the maxi-
mum specific work condition does not coincide with minimum
cost zone either, and the effect of pressure ratio on the cost is
similar for both of the applied approaches.

Figure 11 shows the plots of nondimensional total cost versus
pressure ratio of the previously investigated systems. Two differ-
ent bHPT solutions are included for the re-heated cycle. It is im-
portant to note that for intercooled cycle the costs are weakly
influenced by total pressure ratio value; while the minimum cost is
obtained for the regenerated cycle when the pressure ratio is par-
ticularly low ~,6!. ThebHPT choice is not particularly important
for the re-heated solution in the zone of high overall pressure ratio
values; while for low values the solutionbHPT52 is preferable
from the cost point of view. The influence of TIT is evident also,
particularly for re-heated cycle. In fact, two expanders are used in
this case and the cooling mass flow rate increases.

Regenerated and Re-Heated„RRh… Cycle. The thermoeco-
nomic results for this case are shown in Fig. 12. The influence of
TIT is noticeable in this case also, and the effect of the increase of
cooling mass flow rate with TIT must be carefully considered,
since two expanders must be cooled in this case too. The mini-
mum cost condition for this cycle is practically coincident with
the maximum efficiency condition and the pressure ratio is about
10(TIT51200°C). The behavior of the cost versus specific work
curves is different. In fact, the specific work remains practically
constant when pressure ratio is over 20 and the correspondent cost
grows rapidly.

Inter-Cooled and Regenerated„ICR … Cycle. The thermo-
economic results are shown in Fig. 13; in this case the TIT effect
is noteworthy, minimum cost condition coincides with maximum
efficiency point for TIT51200°C, while for TIT51400°C the
pressure ratio at minimum cost is lower~9! than its value at maxi-
mum efficiency point~14!. From the specific work point of view,
minimum cost conditions for both TIT values do not coincide with
maximum specific work; this condition has been obtained at very
high-pressure ratio values.

Fig. 7 Inter-cooled cycle: efficiency versus specific work

Fig. 8 Inter-cooled cycle: cost versus specific work and ver-
sus efficiency

Fig. 9 Re-heated cycle: efficiency versus specific work
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Inter-Cooled, Regenerated, Re-Heated„ICRRh … Cycle. In
this case the number of variables that influences the thermoeco-
nomic analysis is large and also a large number of data, con-
straints, etc. are used and reported by Scialo` @10#. Figure 14 pre-
sents efficiency versus specific work diagram at TIT51400°C and
for different b tot andbHPT, while thebLPC5bHPC condition has
been used. The maximum efficiency, minimum cost, maximum
specific work and sqrt(bTOT) curves are also shown in the figure.

It is interesting to note that increasing the total pressure ratio,
the minimum cost curve is close to the maximum efficiency con-
dition, and in this case thebHPT value is very low if compared
with bTOT .

The comparison between nondimensional thermoeconomic per-
formances of the cycles investigated is presented in Fig. 15: cost
versus efficiency and cost versus specific work.

All the nondimensional results have been obtained for
TIT51400°C, N58000 hours per year and TCI approach. The
best cost performance can be obtained with an inter-cooled regen-

Fig. 10 Re-heated cycle: cost versus efficiency and versus
specific work

Fig. 11 Cost versus pressure ratio for advanced gas turbine
based cycles „TCI approach …

Fig. 12 Regenerated and re-heated cycle: cost versus effi-
ciency and versus specific work „TCI approach …
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erated cycle, and in this case minimum cost coincides with maxi-
mum efficiency zone. Also using regenerated, inter-cooled,
regenerated/inter-cooled/re-heated cycles it is possible to obtain
good results. In these cases minimum cost conditions do not co-
incide with maximum efficiency values. A good result from the
cost and specific work point of view is shown by the inter-cooled,
regenerated and re-heated cycle~in this case the curve is very flat
since the pressure ratio influence is weak!. It is important to note
that re-heated cycles without inter-cooling are not good solutions
from the thermoeconomic point of view and that taking into ac-
count practicality, reliability, maintenance and the modest differ-
ences shown in Fig. 15 the intercooled cycle should be the more
attractive, free from the complexity of regeneration and reheat.

It is possible to conclude that, thanks to the thermoeconomic
analysis here presented the improvement of thermodynamic per-

formance~efficiency, specific work! from a simple to a complex
cycle can be easily associated to an evident improvement of the
generated electricity cost.

Conclusions
A computational modular approach for the thermoeconomic

simulation of gas turbine based cycles has been presented. Thanks
to the use of a robust, efficient and reliable tool~TEMP!, the
parametric thermoeconomic analysis of a large number of plants
has been carried out and the results presented and discussed. The
following main conclusions can be stated:

1 For the first time in the thermoeconomic field not only has
the purchased equipment costs~PEC! evaluation been considered,
but the influence of total capital investment~TCI! has been taken
into account also.

2 The thermoeconomic analysis using PEC is more dependent
on the fuel cost; the opposite is true for TCI analysis, where the
capital costs are more important.

3 The thermoeconomic results have been presented in a new
and useful way: cost versus efficiency, cost versus specific work,
and cost versus pressure ratio. This original representation enables
us to obtain and use a direct evaluation of the best thermoeco-
nomic conditions of the plant.

4 The obtained results for simple cycle gas turbine plants con-
firm the maximum specific work condition in the range of mini-
mum cost when PEC approach is used, taking also into account
the variation of fuel cost. By using the TCI technique, the mini-
mum cost condition moves to very low-pressure ratio value and
low efficiency zone.

5 The subdivision of the gas turbine costs into three compo-
nents has been essential for the thermoeconomic analysis of ad-
vanced gas turbine based cycles~inter-cooled; regenerated; re-

Fig. 13 Inter-cooled and regenerated cycle: cost versus effi-
ciency and versus specific work „TCI approach …

Fig. 14 Re-heated, regenerated and intercooled cycle: effi-
ciency versus specific work „TCI approach …

Fig. 15 Cost versus efficiency „a… and cost versus specific
work „b… for advanced gas turbine based cycles „TCI approach …
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heated!; the upgrading of the cost equation coefficients has also
been carried out to take into account the technological improve-
ment of the components.

6 For advanced cycles, the results of the thermoeconomic
analysis have been presented and carefully discussed; in particu-
lar, the TIT and pressure ratio~total, low-pressure, high-pressure!
influences have been taken into consideration.

7 The new cost representations~versus efficiency, versus spe-
cific work, and versus pressure ratio! have been presented and
they have shown their importance in defining the best thermoeco-
nomic design of the plant.

8 The technique presented here can be used to analyze com-
bined plants, mixed cycles~STIG, ISTIG, etc.! as reported by
Scialò @10#, and advanced GT and fuel cell combined plants.

9 Economic results here presented must be considered not as
an absolute solution but mainly for the thermoeconomic compari-
son of different gas turbine based cycles.
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Nomenclature

Ce 5 electricity cost
FCR 5 annual fixed charge rate@percent#

GT 5 simple cycle gas turbine
IC 5 intercooled gas turbine
N 5 number of operating hours per year

PEC 5 purchased equipment cost@$#
R 5 regenerated gas turbine

Rh 5 re-heated gas turbine
TCI 5 total capital investment@$#
TIT 5 turbine inlet temperature@K#
F r 5 maintenance factor

« 5 regenerator effectiveness
b 5 pressure ratio

h is 5 isentropic efficiency

Dp percent5 pressure loss@percent#
ṁ 5 mass flow rate@kg/s#

Subscripts

a, g 5 air, gas
c, t 5 compressor, turbine

LPC, HPC 5 low, high pressure compressor
LPT, HPT 5 low, high pressure turbine

Tot 5 total
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Detailed Experimental Studies of
Flow in Large Scale Brush Seal
Model and a Comparison With
CFD Predictions
A five times scale model of an engine brush seal has been manufactured. The bristle
stiffness and pressure were chosen to satisfy close similarity of the relevant non-
dimensional parameters, and the choice of parameters is described. The comparison of
flow characteristics for the model seal and an engine seal confirmed the non-dimensional
similarity. Detailed pressure measurements were performed within the bristle pack by
employing hollow bristles. This novel measurement allowed insight to be obtained into the
operation of both clearance and interference seals. In particular, the measured pressure
variation in the region of the bristle tips was significant. The deflection of the bristles was
determined by comparing the bristle tip pressures with the static pressures along the
shaft. Hence the compaction of the pack in this region was found directly. A numerical
modeling of brush seals employing anisotropic flow resistance has been developed. Pre-
dictions were compared with the measured pressure distributions within the pack. This
enabled sensible selection of the pack resistance distribution to be made. Although uni-
form anisotropic resistance throughout the pack gave reasonable flow rate characteris-
tics, the pressure distribution was not reproduced. A variation of resistance coefficient
consistent with the observed compaction was required to give a solution comparable with
the experiments.@S0742-4795~00!01703-8#

Introduction
Brush seals are a form of shaft seal in which fine bristles are

closely packed so that they offer relatively high resistance to flow.
In manufacture the bristle pack is clamped between a front plate,
on the high pressure side, and a backing ring, giving support on
the low pressure side. The build clearance seal is designed with a
small gap between the relaxed bristles and the static rotor, as
shown in Fig. 1, whereas the build interference seal has a negative
clearance and is in contact with the shaft and is consequently
displaced. In the clearance seal under a pressure differential the
bristles move radially inward so as to close the gap. This is re-
ferred to as blowdown in the following.

Engine experience has shown that significant improvements in
engine performance and efficiency can be obtained by replacing
labyrinth seals with brush seals@1#. Considerable efforts have
therefore been underway to develop brush seals since the 1980s.
However, the design of brush seals for future needs is becoming
threatened by a lack of detailed understanding of basic mecha-
nisms of flow and instabilities. There would appear to be little
likelihood that this understanding can be derived from industrial
development rigs, and it would be prohibitively expensive to at-
tempt fundamental studies in this environment. Because of their
dimensions, e.g., bristle length 15 mm, diameter 70mm, 11 close
packed rows giving a pack thickness of approximately 0.70 mm,
actual seals are virtually impossible to study in the required detail.
A representative large-scale model is therefore a feasible approach
to the experimental study of the flow mechanisms.

Braun et al.@2# have investigated the complex flow fields in a
simulated brush seal. The pack of rigid lucite bristles was posi-

tioned in a water and an oil tunnel. Visualization of the flow field
revealed the flow structures. Pressure along the surface of the
shaft was also measured.

In this paper, a Large Scale Model~LSM! was designed not
only geometricallly similar to the engine seal but also physically
similar. Thus the bristles behaved in the same manner as in the
engine seal. This aided fundamental understanding of mechanisms
in brush seals. In addition, such detailed information was used to
examine the numerical modeling, thus enabling the numerical
modeling to be improved.

The Dimensionless Groups
The performance of a brush seal may be expressed in func-

tional, form as a relationship of the following 13 physical
quantities:

f ~Dp,T,r,m,R,L,v,rb ,E,m, f b , f s , f BR!50,

whereDp is the pressure differential across the seal;T, r, m, and
R are the gas total temperature, density, viscosity, and gas con-
stant, respectively;L is a characteristic length;v is the rotation
speed of the shaft;rb andE are the density and Young’s modulus
of the bristle material;m is the mass flow of the gas through the
seal; andf b , f s , and f BR are the friction coefficients within the
bristle pack, on the shaft surface and on the backing ring face.

Using conventional dimensional analysis the above quantities
may be expressed in terms of non-dimensional groups as follows:

f S Dp

pu
,
rLART

m
,

vL

ART
,
rb

r
,

E

pu
,
mART

puL2 , f b , f BR , f sD 50.

The pressurepu replacedrRT in some groups due to the perfect
gas law. The termrLART/m is Reynolds number. The non-
dimensional shaft rotation groupvL/ART is neglected since
pressure-drop/flow characteristics for single seals are not highly
dependent on speed, and simulation of shaft rotation would be
difficult in practice in the context of the LSM design. The density
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ratio rb /r accounts for buoyancy forces. Since the bristle density
is three orders of magnitude greater than the gas density, this term
is not considered to be important and is ignored. The bristle flex-
ure characteristic is included in the stiffness termE/pu , which
dictates the extent to which applied pressure influences deflection
and compaction of the bristle pack. The flow function isf
5mART/puL2. The coefficient of friction between neighboring
bristles f b and at the backing ringf BR have a considerable effect
on seal performance. The hysteresis in the flow characteristic of a
brush seal provides a measure of the extent of the influence of
friction. Replication of this hysteresis of an engine seal in the
LSM experiments requires matching the frictional termf b and
f BR . Selection of an appropriate backing material may fulfill the
friction factor f BR , however, the friction factor between bristles
f b is constrained by the selection of a bristle material that will
comply with the criteria of the more influential stiffness term. The
other friction termf s is considered to have a second order effect
on bristle displacement and in the absence of rotation is ignored.
Taking all of the above into consideration, the seal performance
can be reasonably described by the following relationship of six
dimensionless quantities:

mART

puL2 5 f S Dp

pu
,
rLART

m
,

E

pu
, f b , f BRD .

It should be noted at this point that previous workers have
employed large models of brush seals to validate and
compare with numerical simulations, for example Braun and
Kudriavtsev@3#.

Test Section
The gas for the large scale model is air. A scale of five in

geometry was chosen because it allows representative testing to
be performed at close to atmospheric pressure when the Reynolds
number is the same as for the engine seal. The high aspect ratio of
the seal periphery to height is such that the flow is judged to be
essentially two dimensional at any location. Thus a linear model
was considered to be sufficient to represent the brush seal flow.

The test section of the large scale model is shown in Fig. 2~a!.
The cross sectional area is a parallelogram with angle of 45 deg,
which is the same as the bristle lay angle. The cross section is 200
mm3115 mm. The length of the test section is 190 mm, and the
bristle pack was installed in the middle. The overhang radial
length of the bristles is 5 mm. Therefore, the backing ring clear-
ance of 4.075 mm corresponds to an interference seal with the
build interference of 0.925 mm; and the backing ring clearance of
6.5 mm corresponds to a clearance seal with a clearance of 1.5
mm, as shown in Fig. 2~b! and ~c!. There were 4125 bristles
within the pack.

The bristle pack consists of aluminum alloy wires to BS 1471
5251 H8. Table 1 gives the properties of the real engine seal and
the large scale model. Aluminum alloy was chosen as the best
available compromise to maintain Reynolds number and stiffness

term E/Pu , the same in the model and the engine. Also,f b and
f BR were approximately the same for both cases.

The seal housing was constructed from aluminum alloy plate,
with the exception of the top plate which is manufactured from
perspex to provide optical access.

Fig. 1 Schematic of build clearance brush seal

Fig. 2 Large scale model: „a… Test section; „b… configuration of
the interference seal; „c… configuration of the clearance seal.
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Measurement System
In order to obtain the details of the flow field, three sets of

pressure tappings were installed in the large scale model. Firstly,
eight pressure tappings were on the backing ring with the radial
distance from the edge of 1.5, 5, 10, 15, 20, 30, 40, and 50 mm.
Secondly, 14 tappings were on the top plate with axial distance 1
mm between the tappings. Thirdly, approximately 80 bristles were
replaced by tubes of 200 micron bore. A tapping hole of diameter
approximately 100 microns was drilled in the bristle. The mea-
surement points were at 0, 5, 10, 15, 20, 35, 50, and 70 mm from
the bristle tip. All of these bristle tappings were installed in the
middle of the section to eliminate end effects. Tappings on the
backing ring and top plate were also installed. The hollow bristles
with end tappings measured the static pressure at the tips since the
deflection of the bristles is small. For other bristles, the tappings
were nominally aligned in the direction of main axial flow; how-
ever, this was somewhat indeterminate. Thus, the pressure values
measured by these tappings may include a component of dynamic
head and hence not give the local static pressure within the pack.

The upstream and downstream pressures were measured from
the inlet and outlet walls of the test section. The mass flow was
measured by an orifice plate downstream. The pressure instrumen-
tation included 32 Channel Scanivalve ZOC14BNP System~0–35
bar! and 48 Channel Pressure Systems Inc. ESP-48 Scanner~0–
10! bar.

Air supply was from a 30 bar tank via a Norbro 40R series
electrically controlled actuator and a manual ball valve. A manu-
ally operated G4 regulator followed to control the upstream pres-
sure to the test section. The flow passed through the test section
and then exited to atmosphere via an orifice plate flow meter. The
orifice plate was preceded by a manually operated ball valve
which was used to set the downstream pressure. When the ball
valve was fully open, the downstream pressure approached atmo-
spheric pressure.

Instrumentation was interfaced to a 386 PC via a CIL Alpha
Block interfacing system. The GW-basic code controlling the in-
terfacing system has been used for the calibrations and the
measurements.

Numerical Modeling
The model is described in Chen et al.@4# and is based on the

model by Turner et al.@5#. For completeness a brief description is
given here. For a fuller discussion of porosity modelling readers
may refer to Chew and Hogg@6# and papers by Hendricks et al.
~e.g.,@7#!.

Outside the bristle pack, which is assumed to be a rectangular
region, the Reynolds-averaged Navier-Stokes equations are used

with a Prandtl mixing length model of turbulence. Uniform total
temperature of the air is assumed. The conservation equations for
mass and momentum are as follows~respectively!:

¹•~ruI !50 (1)

ruI •¹uI 5¹•me¹uI 1¹•me¹uT2¹p. (2)

Within the bristle matrix the right hand side of the momentum
conservation equation~Eq. 2! is modified with the addition of a
anisotropic, non-linear resistance law~Eq. 3!. The tensors A and
B contain six unknown constants which were chosen to reproduce
experimental data. The form of Eq.~3! has been validated against
independent tests on well defined anisotropic porous models@8#.

FI r52AmuI 2BruuI uuI (3)

ruI •¹uI 5¹•me¹uI 1¹•me¹uI T2¹p1Fr

This represents the body force acting on the bristle matrix.A and
B are the viscous and inertial resistance tensors:

A5aneI neI n1aseI seI s1azeI zeI z

B5bneI neI n1bseI seI s1bzeI zeI z .

The resistance coefficients,an , as , az , bn , bs , and bz are
defined in the principal directions, which are; normal to the
bristles in ther -u plane (en), aligned with the bristles in ther -u
plane (es), and in the axial direction (ez) ~see Fig. 1!. The bound-
ary conditions are the total pressure and flow angle at inlet, static
pressure at outlet, and no-slip, no-penetration at the walls.

In the bending calculation it is assumed that the bristle deflec-
tions are much smaller than the bristle length, and, therefore, axial
deflections are independent of the forces and deflections in ther -u
plane. Cantilever theory is used to calculate the bristle deflections.
Friction between bristle rows and between the bristle pack and the
backing ring are included in the modeling. Similar assumptions
and calculating have been performed by other workers in the field.

Experimental and Modeling Results

Flow Characteristics. As described in the previous section,
the flow function is a function of the pressure drop across the seal,
Re, the stiffness term and frictional terms; therefore, if we have
identical Reynolds number

S rLART

m D ,

the stiffness term

S E

pu
D ,

and frictional terms, we should have the same relationship be-
tween mART/puL2 and Dp/pu for both engine seal and large
scale model. The pressure ratiopr5pu /pd is used as an alterna-
tive to Dp/pu .

Both engine seal and LSM tests were taken at room tempera-
ture. The working gas was air. Therefore,R, T, andm are almost
same for the engine seal tests and the LSM tests. Matching Rey-
nolds number gives (pu)e /(pu) l5Ll /Le55. However, if

S E

pu
D

e

5S E

pu
D

l

,

we have (pu)e /(pu) l5Ee /El53.45. This means that we cannot
have the same Re and stiffness term simultaneously. However, the
experimental results show little difference between them, as
shown in Fig. 3.

The engine seals were tested on the engine rig@9#, and the LSM
tests were taken on the large scale model described below. The
tests were taken when the upstream pressure was regulated at a
constant level. The downstream ball valve cycled from closed to

Table 1 Parameters of the engine seal and large scale model
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fully open to closed so that in the first part of the test the pressure
across the seal was increasing and in the second part decreasing.
The minimum downstream pressure would be obtained when the
valve was fully open.

In Fig. 3, the results for the flow functionf versus the pressure
ratio pr are presented for the clearance seal. The engine seal re-
sults are from the test under the upstream pressure of 7 bar. Two
LSM tests were taken under the upstream pressures of 1.4 bar and
2.02 bar. The upstream pressure of 1.4 bar for the LSM can be
considered to represent the engine seal under 7 bar according to
the matched Reynolds’ number. Similarly,pu52.02 bar for the
LSM corresponds topu57 bar for the engine seal if the stiffness
term matched. The flow characteristics for the LSM are in excel-
lent agreement with that of the engine seal. The experimental
results show that all three cases exhibited almost the same flow
function/pressure ratio characteristics. This indicates the LSM in-
deed can represent the engine seal behavior despite the fact that
Re and the stiffness could not be exactly matched simultaneously.
Hysteresis effects were also very similar indicating that the fric-
tional terms are approximately satisfied.

The flow characteristics can also be presented as the ratio of the
flow function to that for inviscid compressible flow through an
orifice of constant cross section. This ratio indicates an equivalent
flow area, which changes as a consequence of blow down and
compaction of the bristle pack.

It can be shown that the ratio of the flow function of a given gas
through a brush seal to that through an orifice of constant cross
section,f ideal, is proportional to

f

f ideal
}

mART

puD2

M
r

r0

a

a0

In Fig. 4, the flow ratio term

S mART

puD2 D Y S M
r

r0

a

a0
D

is plotted against the pressure ratio for the clearance seals. For the
engine seal, as the downstream pressure is initially decreased, the
flow ratio term decreases, indicating that as a result of blow down
and compaction the flow area through the seal is reducing. As
downstream pressure is further decreased from a pressure ratio of
1.1, the flow ratio term becomes reasonably constant, indicating
that the mean flow area through and bypassing the seal is constant.
Increasing the downstream pressure from the maximum pressure,
ratio of 1.5 produces a further small reduction in the flow ratio
term, and, therefore, indicates a further reduction in flow area.
Mechanism for this further small reduction in both the LSM and
engine seal are still under consideration at this time. The flow

ratio term of the LSM is also plotted in Fig. 4 and is certainly in
good agreement with the engine seal data. The greater degree of
uncertainty is evident in the LSM results.

Similar tests were taken for the interference seal for the LSM.
No engine data were available for a geometrically similar case but
a test which was close to that required was used. Thus several
points from the static tests@9# were plotted in Fig. 5 for compari-
son. Two LSM tests were taken for upstream pressures of 2.02 bar
and 3.18 bar, which correspond to the upstream pressure of 7 bar
and 11 bar for the engine seal according to the matched stiffness
term. The engine seal data are from static tests whenpu56 bar.
As shown in Table 1, the interference of the LSM is 5 times that
of the engine seal; but the backing ring clearance of the LSM is 56
times that of the engine seal. Thus, the flow function for the LSM
is larger than that for the engine seal possibly to this geometry
difference.

The level of hysteresis in the lower pressure test is generally
negligible whereas that in the higher pressure test is an order of
magnitude less than that for the clearance seals. Since compaction
of the bristle pack is the only mechanism by which hysteresis can
be manifest in the flow function/pressure ratio relationship, gen-
erally lower levels of hysteresis would be expected in interference
seals which are always in contact with the shaft. The fact that
hysteresis is evident in the higher pressure test provides evidence
that at above a certain differential pressure, compacting of the
bristle pack does produce a reduction in flow area.

Pressure Distribution. The detailed pressure distributions
were measured when the upstream pressures were maintained
constant and the downstream valve was always fully open. The
exact downstream pressure was determined by the flow rate and
resistance of the exhaust pipework.

Fig. 3 Flow characteristics for the clearance seals
Fig. 4 Ratio of seal flow to orifice flow versus pressure ratio
„clearance seals …

Fig. 5 Flow characteristics for the interference seals
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As the CFD code employed was in cylindrical coordinates a 10
deg sector on a radius of 1040 mm was chosen to approximately
represent the linear model. The actual large scale seal was some-
what splayed, the thickness being approximately 5 mm at the root
and 8 mm at the tip. This is characteristic of engine seals. In the
CFD, the seal region was treated as a rectangle with a thickness of
5 mm. The resistance coefficients used in the CFD were chosen
as, az5an51.25831010, as5an/60, bz5bn53.073105, bs50,
to match the mass flow.

The experimental and CFD results for the interference seal are
presented in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7 forpu52.11 bar and pd
51.28 bar. Figure 6 shows the experimental and computed pres-
sure fields. The pressure values from the experiments are plotted
at the undeflected measurement points, i.e., the deflection of the
bristles is neglected. The static pressure predicted by the CFD is
given for the same points. The legends identify the bristle rows:
the first row is the upstream row, and the 11th row is the down-
stream row. For plotting purposes a uniform spacing of points was
required. The results are plotted on a uniform grid for each row~5
mm between adjacent points!. The actual measurement points are
less than these. Thus, all the extra points required in the plots were
linearly interpolated from the measurement points. This intro-
duced error at some points. Errors are also present in the measure-
ments themselves. Another error arises as measurement points
were assumed to be at the undisturbed design points even when
pressure was applied. In practice, the bristles may be curved or
twisted due to manufacture. Even though the pressure measure-
ments for the whole field are not accurate at all the points, they
still can be used to indicate the pressure field within the bristle
pack. It is the first time such detailed information has been ob-
tained for brush seals.

The experimental results show that the pressure began dropping
from the second row, most pressure drop occurring close to the
tips. The CFD results show that the pressure drop concentrates in
the downstream region, close to the tips.

Figure 7 includes two plots:

~a! A comparison of static pressure along the shaft through the
seal. x50 is the backing ring face; a negativex value is for
upstream positions before the backing ring; a positivex value is
downstream behind the backing ring face. The points labeled
‘‘Test: Top Plate’’ are the measurements on the top plate, corre-
sponding to the shaft surface~1 mm spacing between the measure-
ment points!. The points labeled ‘‘Test: Bristle Tips’’ are the val-
ues from the bristle tip tappings. The line is the result from the
CFD.

~b! A comparison of the pressure on the backing ring and for
the last row of bristles. They coordinate is the length along the
bristle.y50 is the bristle tip, andy577.78 mm is the bristle root.
The points labeled ‘‘Test: Backing Ring’’ are from the measure-
ments along the backing ring face. The points labeled ‘‘Test: Last
Row’’ are from the pressure tappings of the last bristle row. The
lines are from the CFD. The line labeled ‘‘CFD: Backing Ring’’
gives the pressure distribution atx50, which includes the backing
ring face and the gap between the backing ring and the top plate.

Figure 7~a! is the pressure distribution along the axis. The val-
ues measured by the bristle tip tappings are close to those from the
top plate, which confirms the measurement by the hollow bristles.
The experimental results show the non-uniform pressure drop
along the shaft surface. The pressure drop is in two steps: it drops
in a thin upstream region, then remains almost constant pressure
in the middle of the pack, and finally drops again near the backing
ring. This may be because the pressure differential compacted the

Fig. 6 Pressure distribution within the bristle pack „interfer-
ence seal: PuÄ2.11 bar; PdÄ1.28 bar …

Fig. 7 Pressure distributions for the interference seal: „a…
pressure distributions in the axial direction; „b… pressure distri-
butions in the direction along the bristles.
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upstream bristle rows since the bristles were initially splayed be-
fore pressure was applied. The pressure difference was not large
enough to compact the whole seal but only the upstream rows. In
the middle of the seal, the pack was not dense enough to give a
high resistance to the flow so that the pressure did not drop much.
At the backing ring, the flow area contraction causes the pressure
to decrease rapidly. The CFD gives a different variation of pres-
sure, i.e., the pressure drop concentrates in the downstream region
(x522 to x50). The brush seal in the CFD is a uniform rect-
angular porous medium and this is not in good agreement with the
tests.

Examining the results along the bristles~Fig. 7~b!!, the follow-
ing is observed. The experimental results show the pressure of the
last bristle row is the same as that on the backing ring face. This
is a good check of the measurement by the bristle tappings. The
pressure in the upper half of the pack (y.40 mm) is the same as
the upstream pressure, which indicates little or no leakage flow
through the pack in this region. The pressure decreases as the
backing ring gap is approached and the air flows downwards
along the bristles. The maximum pressure gradient occurs at the
backing ring edge since the flow turns into the axial direction at
the point. The measurement points for the last bristle row show
the pressure rapidly decreasing in the gap between the backing
ring and top plate, reaching a pressure of 1.37 bar wheny
55 mm. The CFD gives reasonable agreement with the test but
the pressure drop obtained by the CFD is more concentrated near
the edge of the backing ring. The experimental result from the tip
of the last row is lower than that of the CFD. This implies the last
row had axial bending so it actually measured the pressure further
downstream and hence gives a value between the two CFD lines.

The results of pressure distribution for the clearance seal are
presented in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 forpu52.03 bar and pd
51.47 bar. The situation is more complicated for the clearance
seal than for the interference seal since the bristle pack may be
partially blown down. From the experimental observations the
front rows of the clearance seal blow down to contact the top
plate, which is very similar to that observed in the engine seal
tests. The blow down is far from uniform. There were gaps be-
tween the blown down bristle bundles The smaller resistance co-
efficients (az5an51.2453109, as5an/60; bz5bn51.33104,
bs50) were used for this blown down region. Also small friction
factors~i.e., 0.05! were given for the upstream rows in the mod-
eling to allow the bristles to blow down. This reflected the fact
that the bristles were somewhat splayed in the large scale model
bristle pack.

Figure 8 gives the pressure field for the clearance seal. Com-
pared to the interference seal~Fig. 6!, the pressure drop across the
seal is less, i.e., for the clearance seal, the pressure drop across the
seal ispu2pd50.56 bar, and for the interference seal, the pres-
sure drop ispu2pd50.83 bar. The pressure decreases more in the
upstream region than that of the interference seal. The pressure
drop still concentrates on the region close to the tips. It should be
noticed that the figure was still plotted according to the unde-
flected positions of the measurement points. When the seal was
partially blow down, the front rows could bend downstream be-
yond the following row. The state of blow down of the bristle
rows could be seen through the perspex model shaft.

The pressure field predicted by the CFD can be divided into
two regions: the region of the upstream two bristle rows~blown
down to contact the shaft! and the rest of the pack~at the initial
clearance!. For the former the pressure drop is confined to the
bristle tips whereas elsewhere the pressure decreases gradually in

Fig. 8 Pressure distribution within the bristle pack „clearance
seal: PuÄ2.03 bar; PdÄ1.47 bar …

Fig. 9 Pressure distributions for the clearance seal: „a… pres-
sure distributions in the axial direction; „b… pressure distribu-
tions in the direction along the bristles.
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both axial and radial directions. Compared with the experiment,
the CFD gives a smoother pressure distribution. The pressure de-
creases along the whole length of the bristles rather than concen-
trates on the region close to the tips.

Figure 9~a! shows the pressure distribution along the axis. The
CFD results are presented on two lines along the axial direction:
one is on the surface of the top plate; another is 1.5 mm radial
distance from the surface of the top plate. The latter are the same
points as the bristle tips when these are not blown down. The CFD
gives a sharp pressure drop for the first row of the bristles. Then
the pressure exhibited a narrow plateau which corresponds to a
local weak re-circulating flow after the blown down bristles. From
here the pressure decreases gradually until the backing ring face is
reached. Behind the backing ring face, the pressure is almost the
same as the downstream pressure. There is little difference be-
tween the two lines. The experimental pressure distribution is
similar to that of the CFD with less pressure drop for the upstream
row and hence greater pressure drop for the rest, but the difference
is less than 10 percent.

The pressure decreases more evenly along the rear bristle row
~Fig. 9~b!! compared to the interference seal~Fig. 7~b!!. The pres-
sure of the upper half of the bristle (y.40 mm) is close to the
upstream pressure, which implies little flow exists in that region.
The CFD gives a lower pressure, but the difference is less than 10
percent. The experimental pressure value of last row tip is very
close to that of the CFD, which indicates the axial bending of the
last row is very small, unlike the interference seal.

When using the same resistance coefficient tensors throughout
the whole bristle pack, the CFD in general predicts a reasonable
pressure distribution throughout the pack. The agreement with the
experimental results is better for the clearance seal than for the
interference seal. For the interference seal, the predicted pressure
gradient is too large along the shaft under the bristle tips, and,
hence, is confined to too small a region, as shown in Fig. 7. It is
apparent that due to the bristle movement in this region the degree
of compaction and hence resistance varies considerably through
the pack. This can be taken into account by varying the resistance
as shown in the example below.

The porous region was divided into five parts, as shown in Fig.
10. The example which used varying resistance coefficients is
given in Fig. 11 for the interference seal withpu53.11 bar,pd
51.62 bar, Since the overhang region dominates the flow, it is
reasonable to consider using varied resistance coefficients in this
region. Region 1 extends from a position 3.8 mm from the shaft to
the bristle roots. The other regions are of the same size with a
thickness of 1.25 mm and height of 3.8 mm in the overhang re-
gion. Because the downstream bristles bend more in the axial
direction, the actual resistance downstream will be less since the
resistance falls as the bristles spread. The different coefficients
applied in each region are:az5an , as5an/60; bz5bn , and bs

50. In regions 1 and 2:az51.2231011/m2, bz51.263106/m. In
region 3: az58.2431010/m2, bz58.63105/m. In region 4:az

54.2431010/m2, bz54.63105/m. In region 5: az52.4
3109/m2, bz563104/m. These resistances were chosen such

that the overall mass flow remained unaltered from that already
calculated with uniform resistance and the experiment.

The results in Fig. 11 show that the prediction with varied
resistance coefficients gives much better agreement with the ex-
periments both on the shaft and backing ring pressure distribu-
tions. In practice, the geometry of the bristle pack may vary in a
more complex manner than assumed above. This modeling with
uniform resistance coefficients can achieve a very good agreement
with average flow parameters such as the total mass flow rate, but
it is not good enough to predict the detailed pressure distribution.
This indicates that the deflections of the bristles play an important
role in the pressure distribution of a brush seal.

Conclusions
The following conclusions can be obtained through the experi-

mental and numerical studies on the large scale model of the
brush seal.

1 Comparison of flow characteristics of the engine seal and the
large scale model has demonstrated that the two systems are not
only geometrically similar but also physically similar. Thus, it can
be concluded that the assumptions made in the derivation of the
relevant non-dimensional groups are satisfactory.

2 The ability to measure the pressure distribution within the
bristle pack has provided a valuable insight into the operation of
both interference and clearance seals. Detailed flow information
has been obtained. In both seals, the form of the pressure drop
close to the bristle tips, in the overhang region, is very significant.

3 It has been shown by visual observation and pressure mea-
surement that the bristle pack was compacted under pressure. The
bristle bending in the axial direction could be several times the
bristle diameter. Together with the numerical prediction the mea-

Fig. 10 Divided porous regions with varied resistance coeffi-
cients

Fig. 11 Pressure distributions with varied resistance coeffi-
cients: „a… pressure distributions in the axial direction; „b… pres-
sure distributions in the direction along the bristles.
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surements give a clear indication of the way in which the com-
paction and local resistance varied through the pack.

4 When using the single uniform resistance coefficient tensors
to represent the whole bristle pack, the CFD in general does not
predict an accurate pressure distribution throughout the pack. The
agreement with the experimental results is better for the clearance
seal than for the interference seal.

5 The change in geometry of the bristle pack plays an impor-
tant role in the seal behavior, especially in the pressure distribu-
tion through the pack. It is necessary to select varied resistance
coefficients in the modeling to give more accurate predictions.
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Nomenclature

A,B 5 viscous and inertial resistance tensors
a 5 speed of sound

a,b 5 viscous and inertial resistance coefficients
d 5 bristle diameter
D 5 shaft diameter
eI 5 unit vector
E 5 modulus of elasticity
f 5 friction factor

Fr 5 resistance force per unit volume
l 5 bristle length

L 5 characteristic length
m 5 mass flow
M 5 Mach number
p 5 static pressure

pd 5 downstream pressure
pr 5 pressure ratio (pu /pd)
pu 5 upstream pressure

r 5 radial co-ordinate
R 5 gas constant

Re 5 Reynolds numberrLART/m
T 5 gas temperature
uI 5 mean velocity vector

z 5 axial co-ordinate
f 5 flow function
w 5 bristle lay angle~0 deg for radial alignment!
m 5 viscosity
u 5 tangential co-ordinate
r 5 density
v 5 shaft rotation speed

subscripts

0 5 total ~pressure, temperature etc.!
b 5 bristle

BR 5 backing ring
e 5 effective; engine seal
l 5 large scale model
n 5 direction normal to the bristles in ther -u plane
s 5 shaft; direction aligned with the bristles in ther -u

plane
t 5 turbulent
z 5 axial direction
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Royal Navy Experience of
Propulsion Gas Turbines and How
and Why This Experience is Being
Incorporated Into Future Designs
The Royal Navy (RN) has in-service experience of both marinized industrial and aero
derivative propulsion gas turbines since the late 1940s. Operating through a Memoran-
dum of Understanding (MOU) between the British, Dutch, French, and Belgian Navies
the current in-service propulsion engines are marinized versions of the Rolls Royce Tyne,
Olympus, and Spey aero engines. Future gas turbine engines, for the Royal Navy, are
expected to be the WR21 (24.5 MW), a 5 to 8 MWengine and a 1 to 2 MWengine in
support of the All Electric Ship Project. This paper will detail why the Royal Navy chose
gas turbines as prime movers for warships and how Original Equipment Manufacturers
(OEM) guidance has been evaluated and developed in order to extend engine life. It will
examine how the fleet of engines has historically been provisioned for and how a modular
engine concept has allowed less support provisioning. The paper will detail the planned
utilization of advanced cycle gas turbines with their inherent higher thermal efficiency
and environmental compliance and the case for all electric propulsion utilizing high
speed gas turbine alternators. It will examine the need for greater reliability/availability
allowing single generator operation at sea and how by using a family of 3 engines a
nearly flat Specific Fuel Consumption (SFC) down to harbour loads can be achieved.
@S0742-4795~00!01203-5#

Background

Why Gas Turbines Were Chosen. Although a gas turbine
first saw service in the Royal Navy in 1947, it was not until 1967
that Naval policy changed so that aero derivative gas turbines
became the first choice prime mover for major surface warships.
The gas turbine was seen as a simple, compact, nonreciprocating
machine that had the potential for development and high reliabil-
ity. Their high power density allowed smaller engine rooms,
larger magazine space or smaller and thus cheaper ships. It was
perceived that the potential for higher reliability, availability, and
reduced personnel requirement far outweighed the then poor cycle
efficiency.

A major factor in the move to aero derivatives was the foreseen
rapid exchange times for complete engines. An industrial based
G6 engine in HMS Ashanti suffered a partial disc failure which
required removal of the complete engine, measured in weeks with
full dockyard support. Aero derivatives however, were shown to
allow a complete ship re-engine in a few days in theatre.

All the advantages predicted by the change in propulsion policy
have now been realized with many of the reservations being not as
serious as was first expected. The move from the steam and G6
turbines to Tyne and Olympus brought about a new maintenance
philosophy of limited life and upkeep by exchange. The new op-
erating and emergency procedures gave dramatically better avail-
ability which paved the way to doubling the time between docking
and refit intervals over those common with steam propulsion fit
ships. This, with the ability to significantly reduce the marine
engineering crew, has given a significant benefit to the defense
budget.

Configuration and Operation. The configuration of Royal
Navy gas turbines is either CODLAG, COGOG, or COGAG us-
ing the principle of cruise/boost. The smaller Tyne engine or an
electric motor is used as the cruise engine while the Spey or
Olympus is used for sprinting. The majority of the operating time
is spent below 15 knots and thus the cruise boost system gives
large fuel savings. The disadvantage is that a logistic holding for
several different engines is required.

Support Through a Memorandum of Understanding
„MOU …. The MOU was initiated in 1975 between the Dutch,
Belgian and British Navies and was later joined by the French
Navy and covers both technical and logistic support. The aim of
the MOU is to invest in a pool of gas turbines, support facilities,
maintenance policies, technical manuals, practices, component
systems, and equipment common to the participating navies and
thus reduce expenditure through economies of scale and ensure
commonality to maximize benefits. Costs are shared based on
engine running hours with the major expenditure being the repair
and overhaul bill~fuel and shipborne labor costs play no part in
the MOU!.

Support Policy

Provisioning. Provisioning of Gas Turbines and spares is on a
‘‘Pool’’ basis with equipment being allocated to MOU ships as
the need arises. Pool Gas Turbines may be new, reconditioned or
part life units. The planned size of the Pool at any given time is
determined by a number of factors including population fit,
planned life, rates of random failure, and the repair down time of
unserviceable units. On removal from ships, life expired or unser-
viceable Gas Turbines are returned to an overhaul facility for
reconditioning, refurbish, or repair and subsequent return to the
Pool. When Ships go into refit or reserve, part life Gas Turbines
may be removed, preserved, modified or returned to the Pool~as
necessary! to ensure their proper care and to supplement Pool
stocks.

Contributed by the International Gas Turbine Institute~IGTI! of THE AMERICAN
SOCIETY OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERSfor publication in the ASME JOURNAL OF
ENGINEERING FOR GAS TURBINES AND POWER. Paper presented at the Interna-
tional Gas Turbine and Aeroengine Congress and Exhibition, Indianapolis, IN, June
7–10, 1999; ASME Paper 99-GT-89. Manuscript received by IGTI March 9, 1999;
final revision received by the ASME Headquarters May 15, 2000. Associate Tech-
nical Editor: D. Wisler.
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Maintenance. Component ‘‘Upkeep by Exchange’’~UXE! is
the base philosophy for MOU gas turbines and their ancillary
equipment which makes for reduced operational downtime, re-
duced manpower, increased propulsion system availability and
some reduction in ships’ staff skills level. In-situ repairs are also
conducted on a UXE basis for such items as combustion cham-
bers, auxillary gearboxes, and enclosure mounted equipment. On-
board repair techniques have of course been developed but these
skills tend to be retained by the waterfront repair and specialist
technical groups.

Fleet Support. As with introduction of any engine into ser-
vice, engine life was initially taken as that conservatively agreed
between the Rolls Royce and the RN following development and
endurance trials. By ensuring that development engines accumu-
lated more equivalent hours than those in operational service an
understanding of possible modes of operational degradation was
gained: hopefully before they occurred in service. Soon operating
experience and engine hours grew to such a level that engine life
expectations based on development engine testing were exceeded.
To gain experience of engine life specialist engine inspection
teams were formed and these are currently based in Bath, UK, and
Den Helder, The Netherlands. Corporate knowledge is maintained
by mixing civilians with uniformed personnel who have operating
and maintenance experience on gas turbines.

Life Sampling. Critical components~termed Group A! are
those which are subjected to low cycle fatigue whose failure could
be non-contained within the engine carcass. Clearly it is of para-
mount importance that this does not happen. The components are
lifed in terms of major cycles; each cycle representing an excur-
sion from zero to maximum speed and back. Whilst an initial
assessment of the cyclic usage rate is made, the installation of low
cycle fatigue counters~LCFC! in a sample of ships allows for
regular evaluation of ship operating profiles and hence cyclic con-
sumption. Engine component Group A life is occasionally recal-
culated on the basis of the operating profiles gained from the
LCFC but due to the consequences of a low cycle fatigue failure
~such as a disc failure! it is the MOU’s policy to tread very warily
and conservatively in this area.

Modification Embodiment. One of the first modifications
adopted on the Olympus engine was the installation of endoscope
inspection ports to allow internal examination without an engine
removal and strip. Endoscope inspection is the primary weapon in
extending engine life, based increasingly on condition. This has
led to the MOU departing from OEM engine release lives~Table
1!. However, the MOU is currently pursuing a life assessment

program with the OEM to formally extend the engines release life
to that achieved by the MOU Navies.

In the early years of running, as OEM and operator experience
grew and novel/unforeseen failure modes became apparent, reli-
ance on OEM and operator proposed modifications was heavy.
These modifications often brought with them increases in compo-
nent and thus engine life. However in the early 1980s the return
on expenditure compared to gains was falling and it was decided
to cease accepting engine modifications unless there was an over-
riding cost benefit or for safety.

Interval Between Overhaul Extensions.Operating experience
showed that there were significant variations in achieved engine
and component life between the same engine type fitted in the
same class of ships as well as between different classes and types
of ship. Components were declared~against OEM standards! as
unserviceable well before and in some cases well after declared
life. The declared life of an engine therefore needs to be a sensible
compromise. The compromise is the balance of achieving the
maximum possible running hours against maintaining high
availability.

The reason for vastly differing achieved life was found to be in
part due to a combination of fuel, fuel system quality, engine
husbandry~especially that of the intake/filtration system! and
varying operating profiles. Newer classes of ships were fitted with
improved fuel cleaning systems, better air intake filtration systems
and ships’ staff were educated to give them a better understanding
of the need for good husbandry and maintenance of gas turbines
and their associated systems. Combined with improved hot end
barrier coatings, these measures dramatically improved the prema-
ture failure of engines caused by corrosion, induced by salt borne
contaminates and fluxing sulphidation at the hot sections.

Modular Benefits. The Olympus and Tyne engines are 1960s
vintage aero derivatives and as such are non-modular. The Spey
engine is 1970s modular build which needs an overhaul line to
break the engine into its six Maintenance Assembly Change Units
~MACU!.

Engine and Module Provisioning.A modular engine enables
the support structure to be targeted at the more vulnerable hot end
sections thus reducing procurement costs. Being able to break an
engine into separate parts has many benefits and a major one is the
reduced costs of engine repair. To illustrate, the average cost of an
Olympus repair has been £200K with a turn around time of 3 to 4
months. With the Spey engine, 2 MACUs on average require re-
furbishment each engine failure which gives a cost of £40K for
the strip and 23 £40K for the MACU repair. By breaking the

Table 1 Engine release lives verses achieved lives

Table 2 How Olympus and Spey were provisioned for and how Spey and WR21 should be provisioned for „based
on a 40 Gas Turbine fleet …
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engine and exchanging the damaged MACUs for serviceable ones
a turn around time of 1 month for the engine is possible. The
damaged MACUs can then be repaired at comparative leisure.

Spey engine procurement was based on the experience of non
modular Olympus and Tyne engines~Table 2!. Using this previ-
ous experience failed to anticipate the benefits of a modular en-
gine and to realize the large potential for life extension which
resulted in significant over provisioning.

Measuring Success
The MOU and RN use a variety of indicators to measure the

performance of engine support. The most useful ones to demon-
strate the effects of life extension programmes are the Premature
Removal Rate~PRR! and the Demonstrated Mean Achieved Life
~DMAL !. The PRR is the quotient of the total number of gas
turbine failures to total engine hours run~expressed as per 10,000
h!. The DMAL is the quotient of the total hours run by engines
that have been removed~i.e., life expired or failed engines! to the
total number of engines removed over a 12 month rolling average.
These indicators are generally moving in the right direction show-
ing the tangible returns on expenditure~Fig. 1!.

The rise in Olympus PRR in the early 1990s were due to two
failure modes: High Cycle Fatigue failures of turbine blades and
Starter Drive Bracket Cracking. These problems were addressed
by a calibrated burner campaign and a soft start modification
which showed results from the mid 1990s~Fig. 2!.

Since the Spey’s introduction in the late 1980s the PRR has
improved year on year as early novel failures were overcome and
investment into extending engine life paid off~Fig. 3!.

The Olympus DMAL is slowly increasing year on year. The
peaks and troughs tend to be caused by the Olympus engines on
the Aircraft Carriers~which can accumulate 10 times more run-
ning hours than a frigate! achieving high life engines and on other
occasions suffering early failures~Fig. 4!.

The Spey engines DMAL is very sensitive to single events
because of the comparatively low hours run but is improving as
hours run and number of engines in service increase.

Gas Turbine Progress—Lessons of the Past With an
Eye to the Future

With almost 30 years of gas turbine operation experience and
with current in service engine aero parents are being phased out,
the Royal Navy is at a point where there is a need for another step
change. This policy, termed The Royal Navy Marine Engineering
Development Strategy~MEDS! is to adopt emerging technology
that will give lower through-life cost and comply with future leg-
islation without detriment to the operational capability of the war-
ship. To meet the strategy, the criteria for modern prime movers
are as follows:

• meet future emissions legislation to ensure RN ships are wel-
come in all foreign ports

• low at-sea maintenance requirement and therefore reduced
manpower

• high reliability and availability
• high fuel efficiency at part loads as well as full power
• minimum total life cycle costs
• high power density

It has been recognized that to achieve this strategy, if gas tur-
bines are to be used, they must be diesel beaters in terms of
physical dimensions and through-life maintenance costs and have
good part and full load efficiencies. It is only the advanced cycle
gas turbines that can achieve the necessary thermal efficiencies
and these have to be fully modular if lessons learned in supporting
Spey and Olympus are to be employed. The advanced cycle gas
turbine is the cornerstone of the MEDS and thus the Royal Navy
has returned, albeit with modern technology, to the intercooled
and recuperative technology last used in the 1950s in HMS Gray
Goose~Fig. 5!.

As the cost of designing and developing an aero or industrial
marine or industrial gas turbine from concept onwards is ever
increasing, the Royal Navy is in collaboration with the US Navy
and the French Navy in the development of the WR21 Intercooled
Recuperated gas turbine. The WR21 offers the RN the following:

• improved availability using the lessons learned from the aero
world where down time is prohibitive in cost and sales

Fig. 1 Olympus premature removal rate

Fig. 2 Spey premature removal rate

Fig. 3 Olympus demonstrated mean achieved life

Fig. 4 Spey demonstrated mean achieved life
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• reduced Unit Production Costs~UPC! with the ability to re-
place two engines~Cruise/Boost! with one

• reduced through-life cost and the use of a second generation
modular gas turbine

• the ability to drive the ship farther, or faster or stay on station
for longer for a given fuel capacity

• the prime mover for a high powered gas turbine alternator for
an integrated full electric propulsion plant

At present the electrical generation on board RN vessels is con-
ducted by diesel generators. These have been inherently costly in
maintenance and will not meet future emission legislation without
additional complexity. To overcome this the RN are currently
negotiating a MOU with France and The Netherlands for the de-
velopment of a 1–2MW advanced cycle gas turbine alternator
~1–2MW GTA!.

The development of the WR21 has enabled a nearly flat SFC
curve to be achieved from 24.5 MW to 4 MW, and the 1–2MW
GTA is planned to produce a flat SFC curve at the lowest powers.
Thus due to different sizes of ship and the need to optimize effi-
ciency and operating cost over their operating spectra, there is a
need to complete the family with a mid size engine to fill the 2 to
7 MW power range. The provision of the small, medium, and
large~WR21! gas turbine will enable a flat SFC to be achieved for
any size of vessel from minesweepers to aircraft carries and fleet
support vessels. The selection of engine to meet the small and mid
power requirement has yet to be made.

It is not just the change to gas turbines that will meet the
MEDS, but it is their use within an Integrated Full Electric Pro-
pulsion ~IFEP! plant that will ensure maximum savings to be ac-
crued. IFEP enables a single prime mover to meet both propulsive
and hotel loads and thus has the following benefits:

• reduced number of prime movers and therefore UPC
• increased availability of electrical and propulsion power
• reduced maintenance
• reduced fuel burn
• increased survivability

Studies have been undertaken to determine the number and size
of gas turbines required for the All Electric Ship Architecture
~Fig. 6!, the objective being for the entire future fleet to run on a
single family of advanced cycle gas turbine alternators. The stud-
ies undertaken used typical destroyer, frigate and carrier displace-
ments and operating profiles, including electrical loading and pro-
pulsion power and showed the optimum family of prime movers
would be a WR21 at 24.5 MW, a 5–7 MW and 1–2 MW gas
turbine alternator. The 5–7 MW provides cruising power for frig-
ates or destroyers whilst the 1–2 MW provides harbour load or
low speed operation~towed array! and acts as an emergency ‘‘get
you home’’ power plant. A destroyer/frigate is likely to need two
WR21 sized engines to achieve its top speed of 30 knots, whilst a
carrier will require between 4 and 8 WR21s for top speed opera-
tion and a 5–7 MW machine to provide low speed and hotel
electrical load. The 1–2 MW GTA also provides the opportunity
to consider retro-fit into Type 23 Frigates and the use of the en-
gine in mine hunter sized ships.

Fig. 5 WR21’s near flat specific fuel consumption curves compared to current in service engines

Fig. 6 Typical integrated full electric propulsion architecture
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Summary

Past and Present. Many valuable lessons have been learned
from past engine development and operation which will be borne
in mind for future engine development.

• The benefits of a modular engine are fast repair times, re-
duced repair costs and greater ship availability.

• Early commitment to the full engine/spares requirement may
result in over provisioning. Procure equipment in stages to gain a
good understanding of engine and component usage.

• In house teams of specialist engine inspectors can build up a
good knowledge base and help drive life extension policy.

The Future. For a single Navy the high development costs of
gas turbine alternators do not give a significant reduction in
through life costs based on comparison with present simple cycle
gas turbines. However, a step change in ship propulsion is needed
to give lower through life costs and comply with future environ-
mental legislation without detriment to operational capabilities.
Therefore, partnership with industry and other governments is
seen as the vehicle to gain the operational benefits at an affordable
development cost. To this end future Royal Naval propulsion is
being directed towards an All Electric Ship Architecture and key
development areas of this program are as follows:

• high speed alternators to allow direct drive without a gearbox
• recuperated cycles to gain the best compromise between

power density and economy for ship fit

• a family of three gas turbine alternators to give a near flat
SFC for all future platforms in the All Electric Ship
Architecture

Conclusions

• The future of Royal Naval ship propulsion is seen in terms of
gas turbine alternators in an All Electric Ship Architecture.

• Due to the high development costs industry and other gov-
ernments will need to co-operate if the required lower through life
costs are to be realised. This co-operation with industry may see
the present Royal Naval reliance on aero derivative engines for
low powers wane.

• A comprehensive understanding of the procurement and life
management of the Olympus, Tyne and Spey engines will enable
the in service introduction of future gas turbines to be made with
minimum pain.

Finally ‘‘The views expressed are those of the authors and do
not necessarily represent those of HM Government.’’
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Experimental Investigation of
Adaptive Control Applied to HSFD
Supported Rotors
This paper describes the experimental application of adaptive control to Hybrid Squeeze
Film Damper (HSFD) supported rotors. The HSFD has been shown to be an adaptive
damper capable of providing infinite damper configurations between short and long
damper configurations. Previously, theoretical investigations of the adaptive control of
HSFD concentrated on the development of the model reference adaptive control (MRAC)
method, as well as development of a nonlinear reference model. Simulations of the per-
formance of the adaptive controller during run-up and coast-down indicated the superior
performance of the adaptive controller. In this paper, the adaptive controller is tested on
a multi-mode rotor. A test rig is designed and developed using computer control. A simple
reference model is investigated consisting of a second order system. Three forms for
adaptation gain are studied. The results of the experimental investigation illustrated the
performance capabilities of the adaptive controller applied to the HSFD, and moreover
indicated the possibility of simple design for the adaptive controller.
@S0742-4795~00!01603-3#

Introduction
The need for active vibration control of rotors has been estab-

lished in the last few years. It is particularly desirable to increase
rotor speed beyond several criticals and simultaneously minimize
the rotor vibration and ensure the engine’s proper operation in
adverse conditions. Actually, magnetic bearings have found their
place in the market, as possible active rotor supports. However,
for aircraft engines, several complications arise with magnetic
bearings that preclude their use in the foreseeable future. The
details of the reasons for such a conclusion are beyond the scope
of the current paper; however, this conclusion illustrates the need
for the development of more reliable control devices for aircraft
engines. This paper is thus concerned with the development of the
Hybrid Squeeze Film Damper~HSFD! as an active control device
for rotor vibration.

Squeeze film dampers~SFDs! have been used successfully for
the last thirty years to passively damp rotating machinery, in par-
ticular aircraft engines@1–3#. They provide the primary source of
damping in aircraft engines since the rolling element bearings on
which these engines are mounted provide very little damping.
Because of their reliability, it seems natural to develop SFDs to
actively control rotor vibrations. Burrows et al.@4# investigated
the possibility of controlling rotating machinery vibration by con-
trolling the pressure in a SFD, and they point out that control of
rotors using active SFDs is much cheaper than using magnetic
bearings, and is more simple and reliable. Adams and Zahloul@5#
studied the control of rotors by controlling the pressure in hydro-
static SFDs. Mu et al.@6# proposed an active SFD by using a
movable conical damper ring. El-Shafei@7,8# proposed using Hy-
brid Squeeze Film Dampers~HSFDs! for active vibration control
of rotors. The basic idea is to control the flow in the SFD through
movable end seals, thus achieving the ability to change the
damper from a short damper to a long damper and vice versa. If
the sealing is tight then circumferential flow occurs in the damper,
and the long damper is approached, which provides much more

damping. If the sealing becomes near open-ended then the flow is
axial and the short damper is approached which provides less
damping. The performance of HSFDs was verified experimen-
tally, and it was shown that the HSFDs are effective in controlling
the amplitude of rotor vibrations and in reducing the force trans-
mitted to the support. Also it was shown that the hybrid damper is
much more effective in controlling rotor vibrations than the pre-
vious strategies of controlling the pressure in a conventional
squeeze film damper.

Later, El-Shafei and Hathout@9# developed a complete math-
ematical model of the HSFD rotor system for an automatically
controlled system. Simulations of the behavior of the open-loop
system were presented, and an on-off control algorithm based on
the feedback of rotor speed was proposed and was shown by the
simulation results to be quite effective in controlling the rotor
vibrations. The transient and steady state simulations of the
closed-loop system revealed an overall improved behavior of the
rotor system, implying that the automatically controlled HSFD
can be a very useful device for the active control of rotors.

The success of the HSFD incited several investigations of its
control strategies. Hathout and El-Shafei@10# investigated the
adaptive control of HSFDs using model reference adaptive control
~MRAC! strategy. They later studied the PI control of HSFDs
@11#. Also Hathout et al.@12# investigated the on-off control of
multi-mode rotors supported on HSFDs.

Experimentally, the authors have developed a computer-
controlled test rig@13#, have automated the HSFD hydraulic cir-
cuit, have statically tested the HSFD, and have experimentally
investigated the on-off control of the HSFD.

In this paper, the adaptive control algorithm is applied to the
HSFD. The test rig has been modified to accommodate a multi-
mode rotor. An MRAC adaptive controller is designed and ap-
plied to the computer controlled test rig. A simple reference
model is investigated consisting of a second order system. Three
forms of adaptation gain are studied. The results illustrate the
capabilities of the MRAC controller in controlling HSFD sup-
ported rotors, and indicate the possibility of simple design of the
adaptive controller.

The Hybrid Squeeze Film Damper
Figure 1 shows a cut-out of the HSFD. Two movable sealing

rings ~4! with sliding fit both to the end caps and to the housing,
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one on each end of the damper are used as shown in Fig. 1. The
principle of the seals’ operation is simple. The damper oil film and
the hydraulically actuated seals are supplied from independently
variable sources. In order for the damper to operate as a long
damper, the pressure to the seal chambers~12! is elevated above
the internal pressure of the damper~5!. The seal rings~4! will
move in axially and seal the oil film inside the damper clearance.
In order to return to the short damper configuration, the seal pres-
sure is lowered until it is less than the internal pressure of the
damper. This causes the seal rings~4! to return to their original
positions.

It may be required to locate the sealing rings in intermediate
positions, other than those for the short or long dampers, to pro-
vide for the required rotor control. Thus the sealing rings are
connected to springs that would act to restrain their motion versus
the applied pressure in the sealing chambers. As illustrated by the
computer simulations of the system@14#, this is quite an effective
method of controlling the position of the sealing rings. To physi-
cally incorporate the springs in the design of the HSFD, 3 mea-
suring rods~6! were connected to each sealing ring, and would
protrude through the sealing chambers and the end caps, as shown
in Fig. 1. Springs, resting on the surfaces of the end caps, can be
connected to the measuring rods to provide spring action restrain-
ing the motion of the sealing rings versus the applied pressure in
the sealing chamber. The measuring rods have an additional ben-
efit, they could be directly connected to a position transducer~e.g.,
an LVDT! to accurately measure the position of the sealing rings.

The spring rods~10! shown in Fig. 1 allow for centering the
journal in the damper, in addition to preventing the damper from
rotation. The centering spring action provided by the spring rods
~10! can be an important factor in the dynamics of the rotor bear-
ing system@15#.

The oil feed to the damper is provided by three feed holes
distributed circumferentially at the center of the damper. The
damper oil drain in the short damper mode is through the end
caps. No damper drain is required in the long damper mode. The
oil port for the seal chambers is located on the extended housing.
This is the port connecting the seal chambers with the pressure
control proportional valve~PPCV!. This port provides for both the
feed and drain to the seal chamber and is the only port required.

Test Rotor
The design criteria for the test rotor were set as follows:

1 three critical speeds to be attained in speed range
2 speed range to be up to 15,000 rpm
3 the HSFD to be located at a point of high modal activity

The results of the extensive design effort@16# is illustrated in
Fig. 2, where a three mass rotor is selected. The three mass rotor
exhibits three critical speeds at 3260 rpm, 5707 rpm, and 11,282
rpm. These critical speeds, as shown in Fig. 2, can be classified as
bouncing mode, conical mode, and first bending mode,
respectively.

Moreover, all three modes exhibit significant modal activity at
the bearing location thus allowing the HSFD to adequately control
all three modes. The first two modes can be classified as rigid
modes, where most of the deflection~and thus potential energy!
occurs in the support, while the third mode represents a flexible
mode, where most of the deflection~and thus potential energy!
occurs in the shaft.

Figure 3 shows the set-up of the test rotor. A universal motor
drives the rotor through a 2:1 belt drive. Two HSFDs, termed D1
and D2 are supporting the rotor. The rotor is 985 mm long and
weighs 13 kg. The measurement locations of the rotor vibration
are also indicated in Fig. 3.

The HSFDs shown in the test rig of Fig. 3, have the same
cut-out as shown in Fig. 1. The dimensions of the dampers are:
clearance c5750mm, length L57.5 mm, and radius R
537.5 mm. The oil chosen for the test rig is Shell Tellus 46 with
viscositym50.014 Ns/m2 at 70°C and oil densityr5875 kg/m3.

Fig. 1 Cut-out of manufactured HSFD

Fig. 2 The test rotor and its mode shapes

Fig. 3 Setup of test rotor
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HSFD Hydraulic Control Circuit
Figure 4 shows the automated hydraulic circuit used to control

the HSFD. A three-way proportional pressure control valve
~PPCV! 2 is used to control the pressure in the sealing chambers.
The control valve is normally closed; however, when it receives a
current signal, it connects the supply line, through an orifice, to
the sealing chamber, thus increasing the pressure in the sealing
chamber. If, on the other hand, a reduction in pressure is required,
the PPCV connects the drain, also through an orifice, to the seal-
ing chamber, thus reducing the pressure in the sealing chamber.
When the required pressure is achieved the valve is closed.

The pressure control valve was chosen over the more common
flow control servovalve, since the associated hydraulic circuit is
simpler in this particular application, and in addition continuous
flow would be required to maintain a constant pressure with the
flow control valve which is an unnecessary energy loss.

Several important features of the automated hydraulic circuit of
Fig. 4 need to be discussed. Firstly, the supply to the damper is
direct, only a manual throttling valve was added to the circuit to
reduce the supply pressure to that required by the damper. The
damper drain is also through a needle valve as before. Secondly,
the sealing chamber, in this design, has only one port. This port is
used to both supply and drain the sealing chamber. Thirdly, the
pressure control valve is the only component required to control
the pressure in the sealing chambers. The feed and drain of the
seal chamber is provided through the pressure control valve. This
simple design of the automated pressure control circuit provides
for an efficient control loop. Moreover, because of the current
control of the valve, it can be easily interfaced to a computer to
provide computer control.

Complete Computer-Controlled Test Rig
Figure 5 shows the complete computer controlled test rig. The

test rig consists of the rotor of Fig. 2 supported on two HSFDs as
shown in Fig. 3 driven by a high speed Universal motor through a
belt drive. The oil feed and drain into and out of the dampers were
controlled by the hydraulic circuit of Fig. 4. The hydraulic circuit
was controlled by the pressure control valve signal which is gen-
erated from the computer.

The computer was an IBM compatible PC with 16 MB Ram
and 2.1 GB hard disk. Two cards are installed into the computer.
A GPIB card based on the IEEE 488.2 standard is used to control
the instruments in the test rig. The other card is a 16 channel
12-bit data acquisition card with two channel control used for
measurement and control. Both cards are from National Instru-
ments.

The GPIB card is a National Instruments PC II/IIA, and was
used to control and acquire data from the Bently Nevada DVF-3
tracking filter and the Bru¨el and Kjær 2033 single channel spec-
trum analyzer. The DVF-3 is a two channel tracking filter to
which the signal from two of the proximity probes are routed and
filtered according to the speed of the shaft, which was also fed
into the DVF-3 by another proximity probe monitoring a key-way.
The spectrum analyzer was used to view both the time and fre-
quency domain signals from the pressure transducers, or the ac-
celeration signal measured on the damper housing. Both the
DVF-3 and the B&K 2033 could either download the data into the
computer or directly onto a plotter. Two plotters were available: a
Tektronix HC-100 and a Bru¨el and Kjær 2308.

The data acquisition card is a National Instruments AT-MIO-
16F-5 card with 200 KHz sampling rate. The card is 16 channels
Analog-to-Digital conversions for data acquisition and 2 channels
Digital-to-Analog conversions for control. All channels are 12-bit.
Both the GPIB and data acquisition and control cards were con-
trolled by the National Instruments LabView software, which is a
versatile and powerful software system that is capable of perform-
ing a wealth of functions including a variety of signal processing
functions.

In addition to the proximity probe monitoring the key-way for
speed information, each of the HSFDs and the central disk are
monitored by two proximity probes each, 90 deg apart, for a total
of seven eddy current proximity probes~Bently Nevada series
7200, 5 mm! monitoring the rotor. The proximity probes within
the dampers were located in a very tight space. In order to avoid
interference from adjacent material, and to reduce the possibility
of disturbing the flow within the damper, a Teflon adapter was
manufactured to isolate the probes and allowing them only to
view the journal motion. Figure 6 shows a photograph of the test
rig and the instrumentation used.

Fig. 4 Automated hydraulic circuit

Fig. 5 Computer controlled test rig

Fig. 6 Test rig and its instrumentation
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Each of the dampers is monitored by two Kulite XT-190 pres-
sure transducers for monitoring the dynamic pressure in the
damper and the pressure in the sealing chambers. These signals
were either fed to the spectrum analyzer or directly to the com-
puter or both. The hydraulic circuit lines were also monitored by
Digital Pressure Gages HBM Digibar type PE200/20 bar and are
also fed into the computer. In addition, two thermocouples were
inserted within the HSFD to monitor the temperature in the
damper, both for viscosity determination and for possible use in
feedback.

Uncertainity Analysis
The uncertainity in the proximity probes as provided by the

manufacturer is20.25 percent, while the uncertainity in the
DVF3, also as provided by the manufacturer is20.0008 percent
for speed, and22.4 percent for amplitude. The computer receives
a digital signal from the DVF3. A simple calculation reveals that
the total uncertainity in the speed measurements is only within
0.35 percent, while the total uncertainity in the amplitude is less
than 2.5 percent. These figures are quite acceptable. However, it
should be noted that, since we have a closed loop system, the
uncertainity in measurement is not as critical as in other experi-
mental exercises.

Critical Speed Testing
Critical speed testing is important before the application of the

control algorithms because of the need to verify the behavior of
the test rig before controlling it. The procedure for critical speed
testing was to run-up the rotor at above the third critical speed,
and to manually remove the belt using a special tool, and to col-
lect data~two channels at a time! using the tracking filter DVF3
during coast-down.

The results of the critical speed testing are illustrated in Table
1. The tests were repeatedly performed and the results indicated
consistent repeatability of the critical speed data. Analysis of the
coast-down data indicate that the critical speeds occur at 2950
rpm, 5400 rpm, and 11,000 rpm. Table 1 represents a comparison
between the theoretical critical speed data obtained from the
CRITSPD program, and the experimental critical speed data. Ac-
ceptable agreement is observed, and this experimental verification
confirmed the suitability of the design of the rotor shown in Fig. 2,
for the application of the HSFD.

The open-loop system consists of the control valve, the HSFD
and the rotor. The system functions as follows: first a volt is
chosen from the PC controller and is supplied to the valve condi-
tioning board. The board in turn supplies a currenti which actu-
ates the valve to output a controlled pressurep in the sealing
chamber. The amount of pressurep positions the sealing ring
between the short and long modes, and hence controls the amount
of damping supplied to the rotor. Figure 7 shows the block dia-
gram of the open-loop system. This is considered as the plant for
the control development.

In the experimental set-up there is a sensor for measuring the
vibration amplitude of the output variable to be controlled. In
addition, in the work of Hathout et al.@12# it became evident that
the feedback on eccentricity is enough for controlling the system

and achieving the required objectives. Thus the presented control
algorithm aims at damping the vibration amplitude through the
feedback of the eccentricitye.

Figure 8 shows the open-loop testing of the test rig in a coast-
down test. Two curves are presented: one in the short damper
mode where the pressure in the sealing chamber is minimum, and
the other in the long damper mode, where the pressure in the
sealing chamber is maximum. These tests illustrate the limits of
the control of the HSFD on the rotor test rig. That is, any control
effort can only locate the rotor in between the two limits illus-
trated in Fig. 8. The purpose of the controller is to try to reduce
the amplitude of vibration along the rotor, and simultaneously
reduce the force transmitted to the support. The long bearing con-
sistently shows smaller vibrations at the damper, but this is not
necessarily the optimum damping value. Actually, the short bear-
ing also consistently shows smaller vibrations at the center loca-
tion. This implies that the least deflection occurs with the short
bearing. Moreover, the theoretical and experimental results of El-
Shafei @8# indicate that the forces are much smaller in the short
damper case. However, the long bearing provides much more
damping that can be quite useful in crossing critical speeds and
providing stability to the rotating machine. The controller thus
should try to optimize the damping for varying operating
objectives.

Model Reference Adaptive Controller „MRAC …

Adaptive control has a unique feature that distinguishes it from
constant linear feedback control. An adaptive controller is usually

Fig. 7 Block diagram of open-loop system

Fig. 8 Short and long modes for the open-loop system

Table 1 Comparison between design and experimental critical
speeds of new test rotor
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composed of a controller and an adaptation mechanism. The ad-
aptation mechanism is continuously updating the controller gains
or parameters such that a specific performance criterion is main-
tained or achieved. As a result, the controller is able to perform in
a wide range of operating conditions for which a constant gain
controller either is unstable or does not perform satisfactorily.
Another feature of adaptive control encouraged its application for
the rotor system is that it can perform quite exceptionally even
when the dynamic model parameters of the plant to be controlled
are partially known. This is particularly true for the rotor system,
since extensive identification is required to construct the full ac-
curate dynamic model.

The principal of operation of the Model Reference Adaptive
Control ~MRAC! is that a reference model having the same order
and structure of the plant is designed to achieve the desired per-
formance. The adaptation mechanism compares the difference be-
tween the output of the plant and the output of the reference
model then computes and updates the controller parameters in
such a way that in the steady state the regulation error approaches
zero. In other words, the output of the controller plant can track
the output of the reference model.

Design of the MRAC for the Rotor System
The complete MRAC strategy is based on the basic structure

shown in Fig. 9. The output is chosen to be the amplitude of
vibration at the bearing center. The desired performance is ex-
pressed in terms of the reference model. The three fundamental
components that constitute the MRAC are the linear controller,
the reference model, and the adaptation mechanism. Once these
three components are designed then the MRAC can be tested.

The Controller. The controller is a simple proportional con-
troller that aims at positioning the sealing ring infinitely between
the short and long damper mode positions such that the vibration
amplitude is regulated to the reference input. The controller is
given by

u5Kpe, (1)

whereKp is a varying proportional gain. This proportional gain is
updated according to the adaptation mechanism. The reason a
proportional controller is chosen to be the linear regulator is its
simplicity and the remarkable enhancement the nonlinear propor-
tional controller achieved over the constant proportional control-
ler. According to the analysis of the proportional controller and
the definition of the model reference adaptive controller, one ex-
pects that the MRAC is continuously changing the dynamics of
the system by changing the proportional gain. Thus, the closed
loop response is changing in such a way that the rotor vibration
follows the reference model output.

The Reference Model. The choice and design of the refer-
ence model reflect the desired performance and the structure of
the system. The basic principle that the reference model must

satisfy is that it must have the same structure of the plant to be
controlled. For the rotor system, the order and structure of the
model is dependent on the number of modes represented. In other
words, if a single mode of vibration is chosen to model the rotor
resonance in a particular speed range then it is sufficient to model
the rotor as a second order system. In the speed range of interest,
the rotor used has three dominant resonance frequencies and a
reasonable model is of order 6. However, since the amplitude of
vibration of the first mode is greater than those of the second and
third modes, the first mode is of more interest for the control
purpose. Thus, the plant during the range containing the first mode
can be approximated by a second order system. In fact, one can
construct a particular second order model for each mode and the
response of the system is the summation of the responses of the
second order systems of all modes. Hathout and El-Shafei@10#
used the full nonlinear model of the rotor system as the reference
model. This is not the usual case in choosing the reference model.
It is common to choose the reference model which reflects a de-
sired performance. The reference models for the MRAC are usu-
ally linear reduced order models of the true plant. Based on the
above discussion and reasoning, the reference model is chosen to
be a second order linear system. It is given by

«m

R
5

vv
2

s212zvvs1vv
2 . (2)

Fig. 9 Block diagram of MRAC Fig. 10 Experimental results of MRAC controller „u¿Kp Case …
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The damping ratio is chosen to be that of a critically damped
system. The natural frequency is chosen to be equal to that of the
first vibration mode of the rotor. Thus, the reference model is as
fast as the first mode. In other words, the desired bandwidth is
equal to the bandwidth of a system dominated by the first mode.

The Adaptation Mechanism. A simple adaptation mecha-
nism is chosen to update the controller gain Kp. The adaptation
mechanism is based on the gradient search approach that is usu-
ally called the MIT rule@17#. The final form of adaptation mecha-
nism is given by

du

dt
52v~«2«m!«m , (3)

whereu is the adaptation parameter andn is the adaptation gain.
The MIT rule can be explained as follows: assume that the param-
eter u changes much slower than the other system variables. To
make the square of the error smaller, it seems reasonable to
change the parameter in the direction of the negative gradient of
the error. The parameter adjustment mechanism proposed by the
MIT rule can be regarded as composed of a linear filter for com-
puting the sensitivity derivative from the error between the plant
and the reference model outputs, a multiplier, and an integrator.
The parameter change is then introduced in the control law using
a second multiplier. In addition, if the adaptive regulator is chosen
such that

du

dt
52v~«2«m!

]~«2«m!

]u
,

and let the reference model have the transfer functionGm(s)
5u°G(s), whereG(s) is function of the plant transfer function
and the relation is through an assumed known constantu°. There-
fore, the sensitivity derivative becomes

d~«2«m!

du
5G~s!uc5«m /u°

and Eq.~3! is obtained@17#. Some of the characteristics of the
MIT rule stated in the literature are that the MIT rule can be
successful with non-linear systems, and can be used to handle
partially known systems.

Implementation and Experimental Results
The detailed MRAC is implemented in the time domain. Two

main issues enabled accurate implementation of the MRAC. The
first issue is related to reference model. The solution of the second
order reference model to a step input is chosen to replace its
function. This eases implementation and saves execution time.
The output of the reference«m model for a step inputR is given
by

R~12e2vnt~11vnt !!. (4)

Fig. 11 Experimental results of MRAC controller „u Case… Fig. 12 Experimental results of MRAC controller „u* Kp Case …
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For the adaptation mechanism, integration of the adaptation
gain is implemented using the Euler form for its simplicity. Three
forms are chosen to update the controller gains once a new value
is computed by the adaptation mechanism. These three forms are
meant to give conservative action by relying on previously tested
proportional gain. The three forms are

Kp5u (5)

Kp5Kp01u (6)

Kp5Kp0u, (7)

whereKp0 is a fixed proportional gain. Hathout and El-Shafei@10#
used the form~5!. The other two forms were proposed so that the
effective proportional gain is not entirely dependent on the adap-
tation parameteru. This is a usual approach to avoid vast changes
by the adaptation mechanism which might cause instability. In the
form ~6!, however, the effective proportional gain is the summa-
tion of a test constant proportional controller and the adaptation
gain u. Thus in the dangerous and/or unexpected regions of op-
eration, the controller can safely be switched to the nonadaptive
mode. As a result, a previously tested valid performance can be
achieved. Based on experimentation with the proportional control,
a value of 0.5 gave the most satisfacting performance. The adap-
tation gain is tuned experimentally to a value of 0.0008. A satis-
factory performance is usually obtained for the summation type
~6! over the other multiplicative types~5! and ~7!. This is due to

the fact that the summation type is less aggressive than the mul-
tiplicative types in changing the proportional gain.

The experimental results of implementing the MRAC are
shown in Fig. 10 for the additive structure. It is clear from Fig.
10~a! that the adaptive controller succeeded in regulating the vi-
bration amplitude at the bearing system to the reference value.
Passing over the resonance, the adaptive controller preferred the
short mode which results in a smaller error in this range. The
response of the center mass is shown in Fig. 10~b!. As the vibra-
tion of the center mass is not a directly controlled variable, its
response is complementing the regulation of the bearing vibration.
During the whole range the center mass amplitude remained be-
tween the short and long modes with less chattering than that of
the bearing vibration. Investigation of the actuation signal shown
in Figure 10~c! clearly indicates that the controller saturated the
output channel in a wide range.

The experimental results of implementing the MRAC in the
multiplicative structures are shown in Figs. 11 and 12, and show
similar behavior to those of the additive rule. Experimentally,
there is no great difference between the three forms of updating
the controller gains.

In all cases, the reference input was set at 50mm and the
controller always tried to achieve the reference value at the
damper location. It is clear from Figs. 10, 11, and 12 that the
controller away from resonance tried to achieve the reference
value of 50mm at the damper, while it opted to the long damper
mode at resonance. This is reasonable since the long damper

Fig. 13 Experimental results of model reference adaptive con-
troller „u case …: „a… experimental response at D2 journal center;
„b… experimental response at CM location; „c… controller actuat-
ing signal

Fig. 14 Experimental results of model reference adaptive con-
troller „u¿Kp Case …: „a… experimental response at D2 journal
center; „b… experimental response at CM location; „c… controller
actuating signal
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mode provides a smaller amplitude value at the damper location at
resonance. However, at the center mass the amplitude is higher for
the long damper at resonance. Thus it may be foreseen that if
feedback on the displacement of the center mass was used, and a
reasonable reference value was chosen, then the controller would
try to achieve this reference value throughout the speed range.

To complete the testing, another set of test runs was performed
with a single disk rotor, for all three forms of the adaptation
mechanism. In this case, the feedback also was on the damper
eccentricity, but the reference value was set at 25mm. Figures
13–15 illustrate the performance of the MRAC controller for all
three forms of adaptation gain. It is clear that the controller be-
haved very well particularly in the multiplicative form of Eq.~5!.
Moreover, the controller tried to follow the reference value away
from resonance and the long damper mode at resonance.

Discussion and Conclusion
The MRAC controller is one of the best suited controllers for

the HSFD. The HSFD is essentially an adaptive device that
changes the amount of damping provided to the rotor based on the
operating conditions. The adaptive controller used this feature to
try to control the rotor vibration, and was quite successful in at-
taining this objective. The test results illustrate the ability of the
controller to follow the reference input, when possible, and to

obtain the closest response to the reference input when not pos-
sible, particularly at resonance where the controller opted for the
long damper mode.

Hathout and El-Shafei@10# used a nonlinear reference model in
their simulations of the adaptive controller. However, in this ex-
perimental work, it became apparent that this is an unnecessary
complication, and the tests were performed with an easily imple-
mentable second order reference model. The tests indicated that
this simple reference model was adequate and performed very
well.

One last point, Hathout and El-Shafei@10# were able to dem-
onstrate the ability of the adaptive controller to accommodate sud-
den unbalance in HSFD supported rotors. This is another feature
where the HSFD is capable of using its adaptive characteristics to
control rotor vibration; however, tests with sudden unbalance re-
quire a different test rig. Such tests are planned in the near future,
in the direction to illustrate the capabilities of the HSFD in con-
trolling rotor vibration.
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Advantages of the LV100 as a
Power Producer in a Hybrid
Propulsion System for Future
Fighting Vehicles
The core of any hybrid propulsion system is a high power density, low weight, and fuel
efficient electric energy producer. The LV100 recuperated turbine engine is such a sys-
tem. This engine is well suited to provide electric power efficiently at a volume and weight
significantly lower than current systems. Originally designed for vehicular use and envi-
ronment to drive a Hydrokinetic transmission, the turbine’s high output speed lends itself
to incorporate into the engine design an advanced generating device. This LV100 engine-
based electric energy producer will provide in excess of 1MW of electric power in a
volume of under one cubic meter at a weight of about 2500 pounds at fuel efficiencies
comparable to advanced vehicular diesel engines. Recent state-of-the-art improvements in
materials and component technology will permit further reductions in volume/weight and
increase the system fuel efficiency. The technologies required to reach a volume of under
one cubic meter, the system performance projections obtainable by technology upgrades
and the program achievements to date are discussed.@S0742-4795~00!03103-3#

Introduction
Hybrid propulsion for heavy military vehicles requires a highly

efficient power producer to meet the large continuous power
needs of such a vehicle on the move. This continuous power can-
not be provided from energy storage devices alone.

This paper discusses the significant benefits of the LV100, a
modern recuperated turbine engine, as a power producer. This
engine, when combined with an integrated high speed generator,
can become the electric power producer in Hybrid Systems in the
1 MW class and used for advanced armored vehicles, where vol-
ume and weight are premium.

The LV100 engine has completed approximately 75 percent of
its development cycle and can be put into production at a fraction
of the cost of a new engine development program.

1.0 Hybrid Systems in the 1 MW Class
Hybrid propulsion systems contain the building blocks shown

in Fig. 1. The prime purposes of the hybrid system are to install a
smaller electric power producer and on demand, draw peak energy
from stored devices for occasional high power demand. In addi-
tion, the energy storage devices will be the sole power supplier for
extended low power requirements such as ‘‘silent watch,’’ where
minimum vehicle signatures are required. Depending on the en-
ergy storage system capability, some limited vehicle operation
with a nonoperative electric power producer will also be feasible.

Armored vehicles mandate minimum power pack volume under
armor. Consequently, the energy density and volume of energy
storage devices currently under consideration will have to im-
prove significantly to permit their use for propulsion in an ar-
mored vehicle and before these existing devices become volume
competitive with a recuperated turbine engine system. A further
concern is the survivability of energy storage devices under high
‘‘ g’’ loads, typical for armored vehicles.

Armored vehicles have mission requirements which require
sustained high power for speed on grade. This may limit engine
size reduction and balance energy storage.

2.0 Forms of Electric Power Producers
Electric power for use in vehicles can be produced by fuel cells

or by fuel burning~internal combustion! devices combined with
an electric generator. For armored vehicles where power density is
critical, the turbine with its inherently lower volume and weight,
combined with high output speeds, has distinct advantages. Table
1 highlights the many advantages and the relatively low risk of a
turbine-based high speed power producer.

3.0 Desired Characteristics of the Electric Power Pro-
ducer

Consistent with the minimum under-armor volume require-
ment, the fuel tank uses valuable under-armor space. Thus fuel
consumption over a wide range of power, including idle, has to

Contributed by the International Gas Turbine Institute~IGTI! of THE AMERICAN
SOCIETY OF MECHANICAL ENGINEERSfor publication in the ASME JOURNAL OF
ENGINEERING FOR GAS TURBINES AND POWER. Paper presented at the Interna-
tional Gas Turbine and Aeroengine Congress and Exhibition, Indianapolis, IN, June
7–10, 1999; ASME Paper 99-GT-416. Manuscript received by IGTI March 9, 1999;
final revision received by the ASME Headquarters May 15, 2000. Associate Tech-
nical Editor: D. Wisler.

Fig. 1 Hybrid propulsion systems contain five major compo-
nents
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be low. For vehicle survivability, low emissions and low noise
are required. These characteristics are strengths of recuperative
turbines.

Compared with high performance vehicular diesel engines, tur-
bines in the 1500 SHP class are considerably smaller in size and
over 1 ton lighter in weight. These advantages are magnified when
the turbine is being used as an electric power producer, since it
can be combined with a low volume, high speed generator. Figure
2, which is based on a 1992 vendor survey conducted by GE,
illustrates the fact that changing to a high speed generator will
result in a 3:1 generator power density improvement. As described
in paragraph 5.0 of this paper, further power density improve-
ments are possible if the high speed generator is integrated with
the engine.

4.0 Advantages of the LV100 as a Power Producer in a
Hybrid System

The LV100 engine as designed and built was the finalist in a
Propulsion System Study@1# that investigated a large variety of
turbomachinery configurations in the 1MW class. A recuperated

engine configuration operating at a maximum cycle temperature
of ;2500 °F and a 12.5/l cycle pressure ratio was found to be the
best solution.

The recuperated cycle required for successful vehicular engines
offers the lowest under-armor system volume for all missions,
except for very short duration missions where the amount of fuel
carried becomes an insignificant part of the vehicle weight and
volume. Levels of fuel consumption obtained at part power are
unmatched by any simple cycle aircraft engine and are competi-
tive with advanced technology diesel engines.

The LV100 engine has a ‘‘built-in’’ self cleaning inlet-air-
filtration system and a state-of-the-art signature suppressor. As
part of the Advanced Integrated Propulsion System~AIPS! pro-
gram, discussed in@2#, the engine was built and successfully
tested.

Like all turbines, the LV100 is internally cooled and requires
only small external coolers to handle the lube and accessory sys-
tem heat rejection loads. Thus, coolers for turbines are a fraction
of the size of reciprocating engine coolers.

The LV100 engine has successfully demonstrated the unique
cycle requirements of the recuperated gas turbine engine and rep-
resents the only vehicular engine technology carrier available to-
day. The engine was sized for 1500 SHP but could grow to 1800
SHP or, due to high component efficiencies, remain competitive
with reciprocating engines at power levels down to 900 SHP. It is
only cost effective to consider the design of brand new turboma-
chinery components if power requirements are below or above
these limits. The engine is suitable for a high speed electric power
producer in a hybrid propulsion system and provides an excellent
basis for further technical developments.

4.1 Comparison of Aircraft and Vehicular Turbine En-
gines. Aircraft engines are designed for lowest possible weight
and best performance in the 80 to 100 percent power range, which
is the most significant range of engine operation for fixed wing or
helicopter aircraft missions. Vehicular engines, for most opera-
tional use need to be optimized for the power range between idle
and 60 percent of maximum power. This requires an engine with
a recuperated cycle. Data obtained from typical operation of the
Abrams main battle tank has confirmed that the vehicle spends a
considerable amount of time with the engine at ‘‘Idle.’’ Low idle
fuel consumption is therefore critical, an operating condition of
little relevance on aircraft engines. In terms of cyclic engine use,
vehicular operation subjects the engine to cycle counts many
times higher than those of typical aircraft applications it also re-
quires designing for continuous medium, and occasional high,
ground shock loads during vehicle movement.

In addition to overall engine specific volume~volume/SHP!, a
successful military vehicular turbine engine must contain turbo-
machinery components which address the following requirements
and constraints:

• optimized low pressure ratio recuperated cycle for good fuel
efficiency at idle and part power

• provisions to reach high component efficiencies at low power
settings by elevating cycle temperatures

• turbomachinery components with very wide operating mass
flow range at high efficiency

• low cost components
• components designed for high thermal cycle counts and high

shock loads
• means for power augmentation to cover short term system

power needs to minimize engine~air flow! size and keep the
system volume low

Durability, ease of maintenance, and logistics play major roles
in the design of the engine. Consequently, a more robust design is
favored. Weight is important, but system benefits are possibly,
trading weight for lower acquisition cost. Due to the requirement
for lowest possible mid power fuel economy on vehicular engines,
the extra weight and volume of the recuperator can be justified.

Fig. 2 High speed generators permit a 3:1 power density im-
provement

Table 1 Turbine based power producers have many advan-
tages
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4.2 Cycle Discussion. The design of a brand new recuper-
ated vehicular turbine engine for the 2005/2010 time period will
start with components with efficiencies similar to today’s LV100
and the resulting mechanical configuration will be more or less
identical. The following cycle discussion was documented in@3#
and explains the reasons for this statement.

Figure 3 shows the results of a thermodynamic study for simple
cycle and recuperated cycle turbomachinery with state-of-the-art
component efficiencies obtainable for engines in the 1500 SHP
power range and cycle temperatures reflecting the state of the art
for small machines. The figure contains lines of constant cycle
pressure ratio and constant cycle temperature~turbine inlet tem-
perature! versus specific power~power per unit airflow! and spe-
cific fuel consumption~SFC!. The results show that, at maximum
power, the recuperated cycle has significant advantages over the
simple, nonrecuperated cycle. At part load where cycle pressure
ratios tend to decrease and where higher cycle temperatures can
be maintained using variable geometry components, the SFC ad-
vantage of the recuperated cycle is even larger. At idle power, the
LV100 burns about 25 percent of the fuel required for idling the
T700 a simple cycle turbo shaft engine, which is in a similar
power class and has similar component efficiency levels.

The Integrated High Performance Turbine Engine Technology
~IHPTET! goals of improvements in specific power and fuel con-
sumption of advanced aircraft engines~simple cycle! can be ob-
tained by pushing to ever-increasing levels of temperatures and
pressure ratios. Cycle temperatures approaching stoichiometric
limits and pressure ratios of 60 and higher are targeted for future
technology programs. Extrapolation of Fig. 3 suggests that at
maximum power and at these cycle conditions, the simple cycle
could get close to reaching the performance levels of the current
recuperated cycle, however, at much higher specific power levels.
Applying these techniques to an engine in the 1500 SHP class
would result in an engine mass flow of slightly more than 3 lb/s.
To make use of this cycle, turbomachinery components are getting
too small to reach good efficiency levels. Airfoil heights will be
less than 0.4 in. The necessity to cool such small airfoils to permit
operation at the desired cycle temperatures will result in relatively
thick airfoil trailing edges. Minimum tip clearances obtainable
during operation for good component efficiencies will also be
much larger than desirable. These effects will cause a reduction in
obtainable component efficiencies which will negate the theoreti-
cal benefit from such an advanced cycle.

Figure 3 also shows that vehicular, recuperated engines opti-
mize at much lower pressure ratios. This helps to reduce engine
complexity, reduces the number of stages, and will result in com-

paratively higher component efficiencies when compared to the
simple cycle. Temperature levels of 2800 °F will need to be traded
off against the complexity of additional cooling, specific power
increases, fuel burn reductions, and cost.

Attainable turbomachinery component efficiencies tend to de-
crease when the engine is scaled to a lower flow size. While flow
passage dimensions can be scaled to obtain the appropriate Mach
numbers in flow areas, operating clearances, usually expressed in
percent of flow passage height, do not scale the same way. The
necessary operational clearances, which have a strong impact on
component efficiencies, are the result of radial growth due to cen-
trifugal loading, thermal growth, and structural deflection of the
support structure resulting from ‘‘g’’ and maneuver loads. The
design process leading to minimum workable clearances is an
iterative process. During the LV100 development effort, signifi-
cant progress was made to optimize clearances.

References@4# and @5# indicate that over the last 50 years, gas
turbine component efficiencies have improved dramatically. At
the beginning of turbine development in the 1930s, components
had efficiency levels in the 60 percent range, which were just
sufficient for self sustaining operation. Since then, methodology
has been developed which permits components to reach efficiency
levels approaching, and in large engines exceeding, 90 percent.
Figure 4 shows the state-of-the-art trend over the years for small
machines. The curves illustrate that future component efficiency
improvements on small turbomachinery will be limited. Progress
will mostly be confined to increasing pressure ratio capability per
stage~simplification!, which will have little effect on machines
which optimize at the low pressure ratios of recuperated engines.

For fighting vehicles that require massive short duration energy
bursts, as will be required should an electric gun become part of
the equipment, the combination of an electric power producer and
energy storage of a hybrid system may not be sufficient. Means to
provide additional engine power for short term power increases
may be of interest. This may be obtainable with water injection
and provisions for pressure loss reduction~recuperator bypass!.
Short duration power bursts of up to 50 percent over maximum
continuous power may be achievable within the current engine
volume envelope.

5.0 The Integrated High Speed Generator Concept
Figure 5 illustrates that simple modifications of the LV100

power turbine allow integration of a 24,000 rpm high speed gen-
erator with shared bearings, lubrication, and cooling systems. The
generator is an integral part of the power turbine module. No
speed-reducer gearbox is required. The integration of the genera-

Fig. 3 For small turbine engines the recuperated cycle has
significant SFC advantages

Fig. 4 Component efficiencies at design point for small en-
gines have limited improvement potential
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tor with the engine allows the definition of an LV100 based elec-
tric power producer which, when compared to existing diesel
based systems, has unmatched power densities. The system has
the lowest weight and volume at minimum losses. The mechanical
simplicity and reduced number of parts assure low acquisition and
maintenance costs. The LV100 based electric power producer, as
currently configured, will deliver 1 MW of DC power at approxi-
mately 700 volts and a system weight, including power electron-
ics, of around 2500 pounds, well within the lifting range of mod-
ern helicopters. Inclusion of power generation increases the
engine length by about 5 in.

Figure 6 shows the four main LV100 modules, including the
power turbine/generator module under discussion.

Table 2 summarizes a preliminary weight roll-up based on the
current LV100-2 engine and compares the results with a compet-
ing system diesel system. The LV100 high speed generator system
weight is half the weight of competing diesel systems.

In ARPA research announcement~RA!94-24@6#, power densi-
ties for state-of-the-art generator sets and objectives for further
improvements were discussed. Figure 7 illustrates that the LV100
based integrated high speed generator has power density poten-
tials which represent a technical breakthrough.

6.0 Potential Further Technical Developments
As illustrated in Fig. 8, the industry has made progress in

reducing the fuel consumption of recuperated vehicular turbine
engines.

The Joint Program Office~JPO!, consisting of General Electric
Aircraft Engines and Honeywell Systems, are under contract to
develop advanced turbomachinery as part of the Integrated High
Performance Turbine Engine Technology~IHPTET! initiative.
The objectives of this initiative are lower fuel consumption,
weight, and cost. This effort is targeted at aircraft engine cycles
and components. No effort to improve vehicular engine perfor-
mance exists at this time. However, as shown in Fig. 8, incorpo-
ration of selected emerging technologies such as fewer stages,
higher cycle temperatures, and advanced materials into the LV100
engine are feasible and will lower the engine fuel consumption an
estimated additional 10 percent. Table 3 illustrates that in addition
to improved fuel efficiency, significant reductions in volume,
weight, life cycle cost, and airflow are anticipated. In addition to
reducing the size of the largest components of the engine system
~inlet filter and recuperator!, airflow reductions allow smaller inlet
and exhaust ballistic grilles.

Introduction of novel intermittent or other high effectiveness
advanced recuperators is expected to reduce the powerpack vol-
ume an additional 10 cubic feet. Advanced recuperators will re-
quire the use of high performance ceramics which, once devel-
oped, will reduce the engine weight by an additional 200 pounds.

Fig. 5 The integrated high speed generator version of the
LV100 features low weight, volume, complexity, and cost

Fig. 6 The LV100 based electric power producer consists of
four major modules

Fig. 7 The LV100 based integrated high speed generator rep-
resents a technical breakthrough

Fig. 8 Fuel burn reduction available using state-of-the-art
technology

Table 2 The electric power producer based on the LV100 has
half the weight of competing diesel systems
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7.0 Commercial Applications
With the enactment of electric power deregulation, private in-

dustry has shown interest in the commercial application of the
LV100-based electric power producer discussed in this paper as a
building block in a commercial and military Generator Set. Of
particular interest are space/weight sensitive installations such as
oil drilling platforms, emergency power supply situations requir-
ing helicopter air lift, and supplementary power generators to
meet peak energy demands.

If the LV100 engine is modified for operation on natural gas
and equipped with a catalytic combustion device, mission levels,
particularly NOx will drop into the ultra clean region which is not
reachable with diesel engines. Such a device would open addi-
tional market opportunities.

A market study conducted by GE shows a combined military/
commercial market of approximately 17,000 engines which justi-
fies the low acquisition cost claimed in Table 1. These high pro-
duction quantities will improve the competitive position of this
engine among other 1 MW size power producers.

8.0 LV100 Development Status
The current LV100 engine configuration is the result of an op-

timization study which compared and ranked a great number of
engine configurations for rear mounted installations. Simple cycle,
recuperated, regenerated, inter-cooled, and combinations thereof,
including engines with interturbine recuperators, were compared
and ranked in an effort to determine the lowest propulsion system
volume ~including fuel, inlet air filtration, and exhaust treatment

and accessory power generation!. The study assumed a specified
sprocket power and mission for a notional heavy vehicle over a
specified ambient temperature and elevation range. The LV100
configuration, as it exists today, was the winner. Details of this
effort are documented in@1#.

A demonstrator of this winning configuration, the LV100-1 was
built under the Advanced Integrated Propulsion System~AIPS!
program for the U.S. Army Tank and Automotive Command
~TACOM! and successfully tested in 1990 as a total system. This
program was completed by a collaboration of GE, Textron-
Lycoming, MTU, and Allison as principal players and resulted in
the AIPS powerpack as shown in Fig. 9.

In the subsequent Armored Systems Modernization~ASM! pro-
gram, this engine was selected by the winning contractor~Tele-
dyne! to power its front drive common chassis. In order to meet
demanding under-armor space allocations, the recuperator and in-
let filter were reshaped to meet the desired envelope and power-
pack compartment shape. This was successfully accomplished and
resulted in the LV100-2 engine configuration, as shown in Fig. 10.
Reference@7# contains additional information about this program.

Similar to the LV100-1, this engine had all-electric accessories
including a newly designed resolverless engine integral starter/
generator which successfully operated at gas generator speeds of
44,000 rpm and provided 36 KW electric energy to the vehicle.
The new accessory package, as well as the novel and more space
efficient rotating self-cleaning inlet filter and changes to the
recuperator/engine interface, permitted a 9 percent powerpack
volume reduction~from 171 ft3 to 157 ft3!. This reduction brings
this engine close to the Army’s goal of 133 ft3 for advanced
vehicular engines in the 20001 time frame as documented in@8#.

The LV100-2 engine originally was to be mated to a hydroki-
netic transmission. However, midway through the ASM program

Fig. 9 The AIPS powerpack has demonstrated significant
power density improvements

Fig. 10 The ASM engine demonstrated further power density
reductions

Fig. 11 The LV100 based electric drive powerpack has dem-
onstrated the feasibility of electric drive

Table 3 IHPTET technologies allow significant LV100 im-
provements
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the effort was redirected towards an electric drive system demon-
stration and the engine subsequently was connected to a speed
reduction gearbox to drive a permanent magnet~PM!1MW gen-
erator which was designed by EML, now Kaman Electromagnet-
ics. The generator operated at design speeds of 7000 rpm. Figure
11 shows various views of the Electric Drive Powerpack.

This system was subsequently installed in an Automotive Test
Rig ~ATR! and was tested at the Army’s Aberdeen Proving
Grounds. Figure 12 shows the ATR vehicle.

9.0 Conclusion and Recommendations
The LV100 recuperated turbine engine, modified to operate

with an advanced high speed generator, represents an ideal candi-
date for Electrical Power Producer in Hybrid Systems for future
armored vehicles.

The LV100 engine has successfully demonstrated that it can
meet the unique requirements of vehicular engines in the 1500
SHP class. The engine demonstrated high power densities, fuel
efficiency, and low emissions, all characteristics of a good electric
power producer for hybrid systems.

The Integrated High Speed Generator concept promises to de-
liver a low volume, low weight and low cost system at a system
weight of about 2500 lb. Further technical developments have
been identified which will allow significant additional reductions
in volume, weight, and SFC.

Continuation of LV100 development will provide many mili-
tary and commercial benefits. The LV100 based Integrated High
Speed Generator system will produce 1 MW electric power at
significantly lower volume and at half the weight of a diesel based
system.

The U.S. Army currently considers the LV100 engine for a
re-engining program of the M1 Main Battle Tank to reduce the
system sustainment cost over the projected 40 years of fleet life.
The engine is also considered for the Crusader self propelled how-
itzer vehicle which in line with the Army’s intent of ‘‘lightening
the force’’ is being downsized to 50 tons. This would satisfy the
Army’s desire to have a common engine for their heavy combat
vehicles.

A military launch would create a large user base to underwrite
the projected use of the LV100 for power generation use.
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Fig. 12 The LV100 engine has proven its capability to perform
in an armored vehicle environment
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